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THE LITERAllY IIISTOIIY OF ENGLAND.

CHAPTER I.

LONDON : THE LOWER CIUCLE "THE COCKNEY SCHOOL."

A LITTLE before tlie lie^inning of the outburst of

literary life in Ediuburgli, which lias been the sulyect of

our recent chapters, a curious and characteristic circle, or

series of circles, existed in London, quite distinct from

the higher level of life and letters on which Cunning and

his polite associates flourished. This lower region pos-

sessed many peculiarities of the old Grub Street existence.

It was poor ; its life was full of literary schemes and

compilations of all kinds, " Specimens," " Selections,"

" Epitomes of History," " Annual Registers," and many
more—which, along with such poor scraps as were then

required in the shape of magazine articles, answered the

purpose of securing daily bread to a large body of writers

to whom litemture had become a trade ; while ever and

anon a poem, more or less ambitious, a drama, a philo-

sophical essay, would burst forth from the obscurity to

show how among tlicse poor literary hacks, labouring

hard in their vocation, there was some genius and much
ambition, and that desire to do something worth remem-
bering, or being remembered by, which gives a generous

inspiration often to the merest scribbler. The most

remarkable and individual figure among them was that

of William Godwin, whose works, both of philosophy and

imagination, if such a sombre and subtle study of motive

Vol. II.—
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2 THE LITERARY HISTORY OF [cuap. i.

and impulse as Caleb Williams can be called by tho

latter name, have taken a permanent place in literature.

So much can scarcely be said for Holcroft, wliose novels

have dropped out of recollection altogether, though one

or two of his dramas, notably the Road to Ruin, still hold

the stage ; or Hazlitt, most of whose essays and criticisms,

though often brilliant, have fallen into that limbo which,

alas ! is the natural place even of the ablest commen-

taries upon other men's works and lives. One of the

most curious particulars in the life of these London

coteries of the poorer land is the quiet commonplace

bourgeois existence wliich they carried on obscurely in

out-of-the-way streets in all the usual subjection to law

and social order, notwithstanding that the principles they

maintained were wild enough, as they thought themselves,

and as many people thought, to upset all the foundations

of society and blow the British Empire out of its secure

place in the protecting seas. Some of them were tried

for high treason, no less, in those hot and exciting French

Eevolution days. They were considered dangerous to

their country and to religion, and to everything that the

ordinary mass holds sacred
;

yet, nevertheless, lived very

quiet, humdrum, citizens lives, guilty of little more than

an occasional indulgence in what is euphemistically called

" wine," and figliting very hardly for existence in the

lower levels of literary work. They possess a certain

importance in literary history, cliicfly as examples of

that boundless underground of persevering labour which

exists in every generation unseen, struggling with, yet

clinging to, " tlie booksellers," concocting with them a

hundred schemes which are as much "trade" on the

one side as the other, furnishing series of histories, of

biographies, of editions of the poets, in continued repeti-

tion, yet fondly retaining still tliat hope of the dreaming

fancy

—
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" To frame it knows not what excelling thing,

And win it knows not wluit sublime reward

Of praise and honoui'."

Godwin, who was the most remarkable member of

this group, was at the same time the most striking ex-

ample of its union of extravagant opinions and humdrum
life. Twice during his career his house and name came

before the world with an original and even dazzling

identity, in strange discordance with the calm and trades-

manlike tenor of his ordinary habits. One of these

periods was that in which the philosopher, with his bold

and wild opinions and prim pedantic yet romantic temper,

found his mate in the beautiful and brave woman whose

pensive countenance and untimely fate sUence criticism,

who was, like himself, a philosopher and sceptic, and

whose- name for long was tlie emblem of unwomanly

revolutionism, regarded by the public with that horror

which unbelief in a woman always inspires. Mary WoU-
stonecraft was Godwin's wife for not more than a year,

but this brief romance gives him an interest M'liich does

not really belong to him as a human creature in his own

right. Some seventeen years later the brilliant apparition

of the young Shelley, sweetest, most visionary, and most

lawless of poets, crossed this humdrum life, and once more

it blazes out for a moment upon the world. In neither in-

stance is the light without painful and bitter shadows, but

it interrupts with curious intensity as obstinate, serious,

se)f-willed, and dull a career as ever London citizen lived

among the dingy little streets, monotonous in a half twi-

light of ordinariness and routine. Caleb Williams and the

Political Justice burst out of tliis gray existence as Mary

Wollstonecraft and young Shelley broke into it ; but the

time illustrated by these luminous points is as a half-hour

in a long day of dull and regular occupation, domesticity,

shopkeeping, homely meals, and humdrum surroundings.
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There was no wealth and little grace of aspect in this

underground society, in the small houses and back par-

lours wliich were in themselves so unbeautiful ; and it is

diflicult, without some aid of money, to give interest to

domestic surrounding, at least in a great monotonous

town, wliere the idyllic is out of place, and such a happy

thrifty home as that of Southey's among the mountains

is impossible. The Holcrofts and Hazlitts had not the

gift of Boswell to make the bustling old streets and dingy

coftee- houses picturesque and animated, and the atmo-

sphere is dull which breathes about them, although the

Lambs would sometimes come arm-in-arm to call, or

Coleridge make his appearance looming largely against

the sky, or Wordsworth pay a passing visit, bringing with

him the breath of the hills.

Otherwise we find little beauty, either of temper

or manners, in this little world of literature. It is hope-

lessly plebeian and narrow, self-asserting and self-re-

peating. Except in the case of " Lamb, the frolic and

the gentle," neitlier the conversations nor the letters are

of a brilliant character that reach us out of that active,

fluent, much-discussing, and reasoning community, wliere

every individual possessed some notable features, and all

were supposed to be, and believed themselves, guides of

opinion and teachers of men. Upon the Lambs in their

quaint city chambers, the walls lined with dark "Ho-

ffarths " and old books ; the tables surrounded once a

week with earnest whist-players ; the supper spread on

one side, cold beef and roast potatoes, and the kindest

welcome—the spectator lingers lovingly. No such pair

as that brother and sister are in all the bands of their

contemporaries : the tender love that braved every

suffering undaunted— the forlorn delightful wit that

made shift to smile amid its tears— the union, passing

that even of marriage, of common misfortune, of heroic
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self-devotion, of fraternity above all parallel—the patience

and the misery, and the peace and happiness, what words

can do justice to them ? To see them in their low-

roofed, dark little rooms up those stairs in the Temple,

looking out upon the court, where, for pleasure and

diversion, " there is a pump always going," and " the

trees come in at the window^, so that it is like living in

a garden :" or sitting together " in the front row of the

pit at Drury Lane :" or taking their " evening walk, past

the theatres, to look at the outside of them at least,"

through the streets, all dim with smoky oil lamps, and

twinkling shop-windows, and the news of battles and

victories cried about the pavements : or perhaps with a

heartrending sympathy, to w-atch them turning sadly in

their periodical pilgrimage towards the asylum, in which

one of them had to spend half her life— " slowly

pacing together a little footpatli in Hoxton fields, both

weeping bitterly"—is perhaps, of all the sights then pro-

curable in England, the one most entirely touching.

But it is not Charles and Mary Lamb that are our sub-

jects, though they were by far the most attractive group

in the literary community, quick and keen, and vivacious,

and headstrong, hot in politics and obstinate in philoso-

phy, which flourished in the narrow city streets, dining

upon hot shoulders of mutton, and supping on pieces of

cold beef, and contenting itself in its little sphere of

limited enjoyment and middle-class atmosphere, as un-

like as possible to the more elegant and bigger w^orld of

letters, which scarcely touched it in its totally different

orbit above.

William Godwin was the son of a dissenting minister

in the country, a man of narrow but fervent religious

zeal, " with so great a disapprobation for the Church of

England as rather to approve of his children absenting

themselves from all public worship than joining in her
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offices,"—one of a class wliicli has supplied more largely,

perhaps, than any other, the rank and file of literary

workers. The position of a dissenting minister is, and

still more was, one of considerable picturesqueness and a

sort of paradoxical interest : for while the ambition of

the class invariably, or almost invariably, points towards

letters and cultivation, their generally hopeless confine-

ment within a petty circle of uneducated and narrow-

minded people gives them a bitter sense of exclusion

from what they most desire, an exclusion which, without

being really a wrong done to them by society, appears

like one, and impresses the individual as a distinct per-

sonal injury. " Their youthful hopes and vanity had

been mortified in them," says Hazlitt, another branch of

the same tree, and an excellent authority on the subject,

" even in their boyish days, by the neglect and super-

cilious regard of the world :" which perhaps may be ex-

plained to mean that the world objected, under any

circumstances, to accept the training of the dissenting

colleges as equal to that of the universities, even though

the dissenter might know himself, and might really be,

infinitely more intellectual and cultivated than the Oxford

pass-man ; or to grant to the prcaclier, whose sphere was

confined to tlie lower and least instructed middle classes,

the same position as tlie clergyman wlio, however poor,

has still the possibility of high clerical rauk and im-

portance before him.

This disadvantage, which is, we fear, still in many
country circles unalterable, adds a persistent undertone of

injured feeling, even now, to the sentiment of the clerical

class in dissenting communities. Although their position

has been greatly modified by the growth of so many
wealthy and cultivated congregations in large towns, it is

still sufficiently affected by the same depressing influence

as to retain a certain injured tone, a mixture of self-
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assertion and resentment, which, if not amiable, are yet

sufficiently natural feelings ; and this sense of injury

gives a strong bias of sentiment to the democratic opinions

generally prevalent among them. " Their sympathy was

not with the oj^pressors, but the oppressed," Hazlitt adds,

with a natural adoption of a most natural prejudice, as

if the class he describes were really oppressed and not

merely the victims of circumstance, suffering for their

resistance to an accepted order of things which they pro-

fessed to despise, and, according to their own principles,

ought to have despised. We would not linger upon this

definition of the dissenting minister and his place in the

world if we did not feel the importance of it, in reference

to the many writers expressing sentiments of extreme

liberalism, both in religion and politics, who have come

from this class. The sons of dissenting ministers are, in

a manner, born heirs to this sense of wrong : they have

a fanciful rank as the most highly instructed in their

own sphere, which the general world refuses to ratify.

And those who, setting out perhaps from no ver}^ elevated

social level, enter life through this curious little side-

door to letters and public influence, are apt to feel its

restrictions all the more bitterly from the high expecta-

tions of inexperience, to which society always seems more

delightful and inspiring than reality shows it : and can

scarcely help looking with scorn upon those no better, or

probably much less capable than themselves, whom the

world persistently ranks above them. They are thus put

on the side of all who have a grievance, all the world

over. And yet the wrong is imaginary, the grievance

only one of those sentimental grievances which cut deeper

than actual wounds, yet are too wide and general to be

anybody's fault. The principle of sectarianism, and the

deification of individual opinion to which it leads, no

doubt helps on the full development of every intellectual
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vagary; but we believe tli it the social disqualifications,

which bring with them a profound sense of injury, not to

be healed by any practical success, have still more to do

with this tendency towards scepticism in religion and re-

volutionism in politics. Nor do we accuse dissenting

ministers of any pettiness or conscious warp of feeling in

this instinctive sentiment. No injury is so deep as sys-

tematic disparagement, the allowed and instinctivo im-

putation of inferiority ; and when, in addition to the fact

that there is often no reason for it, there is added the

other still more painful fact that there seems no help for

it, it is impossible to wonder at the deep-lying resentment

it produces—resentment as causeless and as hopeless as

itself.

It was from this class of poor and strongly-feeling

men, whose position, had they been in the Church of

England, would have been that of the most conservative

and constitutional of all poorly remunerated and hard-

worked public servants, but who, out of it, were the

natural champions of every infringed right, and warmest

eager upholders of every democratic claim—men to whom
every poor curate, no better off than themselves, embodied

the principle of aristocracy and tyranny—that Godwin

sprang. He began life a precociously rigid Calvinist, and

at seventeen was rejected at Homerton Academy " on

suspicion of Sandemanianism," the straitest form of the

Calvinistic system. At Hoxton, where he entered on

being thus repulsed, under an apparently milder sway, he

maintained the doctrine of eternal punishment against his

tutor, and came out of college in his twenty-third year

" as pure a Sandcmanian as I had gone in." But no

sooner was he out of college than the conflicting tides of

opinion seized him, and " my religious creed insensibly

degenerated," he says. He was actually a dissenting

minister at Ware, the religious instructor of a congrega-
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tion, wlien his mind thus changed. This modification of

his views was broiiglit about by contact with another

member of the same profession, the Eev. Joseph Fawcett

(it is curious how particuhxr both Godwin and Hazlitt are

in giving this unknown authority the title of Eeverend),

who was considered among his contemporaries "a person

of literary eminence," author of the Art of War, and a

popular lecturer, but now altogether fallen out of know-

ledge—"one of whose favourite topics was a declamation

against the domestic affections." . By the influence of

Fawcett and the gradual development of his own mind,

Godwin was brought, though not till after he had served

another dissenting congregation for some two years as

their pastor—leaving them " in consequence of a dispute

with my hearers on a question of Church discipline "

—

to abandon his profession and take to literature. By this

time he was gradually getting loose from religious faith

altogether, plunging into the works of " the French philo-

sophers," and, like most of his generation, turning his

eyes with more and more intense interest to the great

drama then just beginning on the other side of the

Channel, where every tie w^as philosophically unloosed

before the great current of popular passion awoke to

appal the theorists. It is curious to think of Godwin,

the future preacher of absolute theoretical lawlessness, he

who believed rule and punishment to be conducive to

vice, and marriage a pernicious institution, quarrelling

with his congregation on a question of Church discipline.

When he thus abandoned the career for which he had

been trained, his first step was to go to London, and hia

first idea to adopt literature as his profession, after the

example of so many otliers : it was not, however, the

modern version of the trade, but essentially the thread-

bare and beggarly Grub Street form of it upon which

Godwin entered. His Life of Lord Chatham, his first
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literary performance, shows tlie ambition of an independ-

ent writer : but as soon as he scttk^l in London he seems

to have fallen into the melancholy rontine of a literary

hack. " My principal employment was now writing for

the English Rcvuto, published by IMurray in Fleet Street,

at two guineas the sheet, in which employment it was

my utmost hope to gain twenty-four guineas per annum.

This was prol)ably the busiest period of my life ; in the

latter end of 1783 I wrote, in ten days, a novel called

Damon and Delia, for which Hookhara gave me five

guineas, and a novel in three weeks called Italian Letters,

purchased by Eobinson for twenty guineas ; and in the

first four months of 1784 a novel called Imogen, a

Pastoral Itomance, for which Vane gave me ten pounds."

This was followed by " a small volume of my Sermons,"

dedicated to the Bishop of Llandaff, and various trans-

lations and book-work of different kinds. The literary

hack of the present day may take comfort in seeing this

list of the early and unremembered labours of a man
whose reputation has already lasted a century, and whose

position in literature is so well defined. Notwithstand-

ing all that is said about the increase of popular literature

and the unbounded fertility of the present gen.jration in

novel- writing, we believe there are now no literature

shops where wares manufactured at tliis rate would sell

in tlie same way. Even tliat branch of the craft which

supplies the Family Ila-ald and London Journal has

encouragement to take more time at least upon its

productions.

Godwin lived in tliis way for abuut ten years, during

which his creed underwent vaiious modifications from

Socinianisin to Deism, and passed tln'ou^h many vague

shades of sentiment in respect to the possifjle existence of

God. He became, he says, "a coni])Iete uidjcliever" in

1787; but even that seems doubtful, since there are self-
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discussions on the subject at a later period, and lie did

not hesitate to say, in a letter to his mother, that he had
" faithfully endeavoured to improve the faculties and

opportunities God has given me "—though the words

miglit be used in deference to the prejudices of the very

notable, pious, thrifty, and sensible old lady, whose letters

to her son (though without any commas) are about the

most natural and wholesome things in Godwin's biography.

He lived in homely lodgings in the Strand during this

period, and occasionally saw very good company; but all

his intimate relations were with men of similar training

and convictions to his own. He had a brotlier or two in

town—not very creditable to their family, as appears from

the mother's frequent comments and lamentations—and

a sister who was established as a dressmaker ; and all his

surroundings were of a humble class.

"When Godwin began his life in London there was also

existing there among the shadows a sort of jovial Satyr,

not of any class that was recognised by respectability,

half parson, half doctor, an altogether lawless personage,

whose career from beginning to end had little in it but

rude adventure and reckless living, but whose name can-

not be omitted in any record of the literature of his

period. John Wolcot, or Peter Pindar, as he called

himself, had gone through a whole Odyssey before his

appearance in the London streets as a man of letters and

satirical poet. He had been brought up in the medical

profession in his youtli, but, going to Jamaica, had found

apparently that it w^ould suit his purposes belter to be a

clergyman, and, ? "cording to the easy metliods of the

time, came home and got himself ordained by the then

Bishop of London, for the advantage of his West Indian

patients. When he came back finally to England he

threw off the clerical character and resumed the medical:

and while trying to establish himself in Cornwall in the
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latter profession, picked up as his surgery-boy a little

Cornishman, a miner's son, John Opie, who turned out to

have what was considered at that time a genius for art,

It was the growing success of this young painter, whom
he had honestly helped on and furthered with all his

power, that brought "VVolcot to London ; and it was here

apparently that the strange and abundant faculty of

satiric verse which distinguished him found its way into

public notice. He had subjects in plenty ready to his

hand, and first among them the quaint irrepressible figure

of the old king George III., which shines in his verse

with a graphic individuality such as graver history rarely

secures for its heroes. It would be hard to call these

mock odes and ballads ill-natured. They were calculated

to make the monarch's august form ridiculous, and

sharply point the ludicrous inappropriateness of such a

mind as the possessor of royal power ; but at this distance

the fun and sport and spontaneous overflowing laughter

of the satirist, and the perfect and laughable distinctness

of the figure he sets before us, are far more conspicuous

than any political mischief that could have been in them.

The story of the Dumpling, over which the inquisitive

king puzzled his brains to know how the apples got into

it, and the visit of his Majesty to Whitbread's brewery,

are still as amusing as when they were written; and few

of the personages in grave historical biography stand out

with half the force which characterises this careless light-

hearted picture, in which the fun is so much more pro-

minent than the satire.

" Now did his majesty so gracious say

To Mr. Whitbread in his flying way,

' Whitbread, d'ye nick th' excisemen now and then f

Hse, Whitbread, when d'ye think to leave off trade ?

Ha; ? what ? Miss Whitbread's still a maid, a maid ?

What, what's the matter with the men ?
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" 'D'ye hunt?—has, himt? No, no, you are too old—
Ydu'U be lord may'r— lord may'r one day

—

Yes, yes, I've heard so—yes, yes, so I'm told:

Don't, don't the fine for sheriff pay

—

I'll prick you ev'ry year, man, I declare

:

Yes, Whitbread—yes, yes—you shall be lord may'r.

" 'Whitbread, d'ye keep a coach, or job one, pray?

Job, job, that's cheapest—yes, that's best, that's best—
You put your liv'ries on your draymen

—

Iik ?

Hce, Whitbread ?—You have feather'd well your nest.

What, what's the price now, hse, of all your stock ?

But, Whitbread, what's o'clock, pray, what's o'clock?'

**Now Whitbread inward said, 'May I be curst

If I know what to answer first
;'

Then search'd his brains with ruminating eye

—

But e'er the man of malt an answer found,

Quick on his heel, lo, majesty turn'd round,

Skipp'd off, and baulk'd the pleasure of reply."

As an example of personal portraiture, distinct aa

photography and far more life-like, there could not be

anything better than this. The malice has all evaporated

out of it, but the amusing reality remains.

Wolcot treated a large number of his contemporaries

as he treated George III., taking them off with infinite

fun and frolic, and witli a sense of enjoyment in that

malicious pleasantry which takes the bitterness out of it

;

but the mimicry was so complete and the range so wide

that Peter Pindar was as much dreaded by his possible

victims as laughed over by the public, on whom he

lavished the riotous outpourings of his miitli in the shape

of little poetical pamplilets, which flew from hand to

hand. He was bribed by Government at last, it is said

by a pension, but that is a story of doubtful authority.

There seems no doubt, however, that he did execute an

arrangement with the booksellers which must have de-

lighted him heartily for the sake of the practical joke

that was m it. He got them to grant hun an annuity
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of £250 a year for the copyright of his works, and lived

for more tliau twenty years in tlie enjoyment of this

pension, when the works in question had sunk into the

limbo of publications out of date. Probably tliis amused

him as much as any " taking off " he ever succeeded in.

His personal appearances are few in the society of his

time. Gifford, provoked by some of his many assaults,

published an epistle to Peter Pindar, all pompous abuse

and rancour, without a gleam of the witty malice of his

antagonist, in which Wolcot is described as

" A bloated maps, a gross blood-boltered clod
;

A foe to man, a renegade from God."

This, apparently, was too much for the temper of the

satirist, who waylaid Gifford and attacked him with a

cudgel ; which, however, it was said, was turned against

himself, and the result was a beating and humiliation,

not to the Quarterly Picviewer, who, we feel sure, deserved

it much more, but to Peter. " A Cut at a Cobbler " was

his revenge. Such squabbles, however, are too petty to

deserve a record. Wolcot seems to have been a Bohemian

of the coarsest type, although, curiously enough, the finest

of fine personages, Beckford, the author of Vathek, is

one of the few to speak for him, describing him as " a

delightful companion, and the best storyteller he ever

heard ;" and we hear of him afterwards as showing

magnanimous courtesy to another writer of the refined

and cultured type, Isaac D'Israeli, tlian whom no man
could be more unlike himself.

Wolcot is little more than a digression from our im-

mediate subject, for his home would seem to have been

in the darker depths of town life, not among our decent

hourgeoisie of literature ; and we return to the circle whose

homely life and high ambitions are our immediate sub-

ject in the person of Thomas Ilolcroft, who was one of
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the friends and intimates of Godwin, and belonged to the

same sphere. Holcroft, however, was of lower origin

than the minister's son. He was the son of a shoemaker,

and himself spent a portion of his youth in that specu-

lative trade, varying it with the life of a groom in training-

stables at Newmarket— until he suddenly found that he

could write and that the editor of a London evening

paper would give him five shillings a column for his pro-

ductions. But neither literature nor shoemaking trot him

bread, and he was about to enlist in the East India

Company's Service when he was picked up by a theatrical

recruiter in search of odd men, and thus began his con-

nection wuth the theatre. His autobiography, which is a

fine and original piece of writing, though he had no

education but what he had himself picked up at chance

moments in stables or on roadsides, breaks off at this

period, giving us very little information except in respect

to his youthful experiences as stable-boy and groom ; and

when years after he re-emerges into sight in London, he

is already permanently established as a play writer and

general entrepreneur in literature. It would be rash to

say that Holcroft was the originator of the system of

adaptation from the French, which has so largely tinctured

the dramatic literature of our own time ; but we are not

aware that it had been further exercised than in trans-

lations and borrowings from Moliere and other established

writers, when the Figaro of Beaumarchais created an

excitement in Paris which roused the interest of London

managers. Holoroi't had no sooner heard of this than he

determined to rush over to Paris (not so easy a matter in

those days) to make himself master of the new production.

It was not printed, and the French manager had no idea

of communicating the new work to an English stranger;

it was necessary, therefore, t,o resort to other means.

Holcroft accordingly, witli the help of a French coadjutoi-,
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adopted an original plan. They went to the theatre

" every night, a week or ten days successively," and

learned the play by heart. It was translated immediately,

and produced in London very shortly afterwards ; and for

this, which his biographer justly says was due " more to

Mr. Holcroft's industry and enterprise than to his genius,"

he received six hundred pounds, " besides a considerable

sum for the copyright." This was in the days when
France was lying in the calm of expectancy before the

storm, dreaming fine philosophical dreams of human per-

fectibility and the rights of man, and applauding, without

a notion of what might come of it, Figaro's satirical com-

mentary on the Count's advantages and qualities, " Qu'avez

vous fait pour tant de bien ? vous vous etes donn^ la

peine de naitre, et rien de plus." A little later Holcroft

translated the works of the King of Prussia in " twelve

or thirteen volumes," at which he worked night and day
in order not to be forestalled, and for which he received

twelve hundred pounds. It is a feature of the time as

much as any other, that it should have been worth a

publislier's while to give so large a sum for the " works

of the King of Prussia." Unless his Majesty kept a

private journal full of State secrets and gossip, no such

trade importance would attend his productions now.

These strenuous exertions, not of a much liigher class

of labour than the paternal shoemaking, kept life afloat.

But some of Holcroft's plays had real vitality, and one at

least, the Road to Iluin, still maintains its place upon the

stage.

Another member of the group was Mrs. Inchbald,

whom the others admired and applauded— a beautiful

and brilliant woman, poor but provident, who had been
from early youth dependent upon her own exertions, and
had kept her reputation and her freshness through the

vicissitudes of an actress's life, before she came to thd
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more peaceful career of a successful author. Other

fij^res flit to and fro through the misty scene. Eitson,

the savage editor of the early Euglish ballads, of whom
there is an uncomfortable sketch in the life of Scott, and

whose wild temper and vegetarian crotchets have found

a more permanent place in liistory than liis collections;

and on the other extreme of sentimental gentility, ^lerry,

and the other melodious elaborate songsters of the so-

called Delia Crusca School, upon whom Giilbrd directed

his bitter and spiteful satires. At a later period Hazlitt

joined this literary circle, then Leigh Hunt ; and it began

to be assailed as the " Cockney School " when lUackicoocVs

Magazine and its skirmisliers came into being. Tiie

epithet would be most completely merited but for the

contempt implied. They were all Londoners, citizens

living a homely town life, deep down underneath all the

glitter of fashion, having their shabby meetings, their

thrifty sinijjle dinners—Lamb's card parties on the

Wednesday being by far the finest things we hear of;

—

but always respectable in this, that they worked hard,

and were constantly at work, with eyes open to every

possibility of a want in the way of literature which the

British public might deign to exhibit. They earned, their

living as laboriously as any other trade then going, and

after they had earned it, yet added a virtue, and produced

some fine flcur of intelligent observation, some tale or

piece of reasoning which was their present to the world.

Had anything but literature been their profession, a better

example of the brotherliness and clinging together of a

kindly craft and trade could not be, nor of the industry

and perseverance which are the best preservatives of the

working man. "Whatever irregularities might be in their

lives, they held close to their work, and stood by each

other with exemplary fidelity. If the venerable popular

fiction as to the rivalries, quarrels, and mutual hatred of
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literary persons were not so deeply rooted, we might hope

that this example among so many would make an end of

the prejudice.

Nevertheless, as they were not perfect, quarrels did

arise in the little community—hurricanes of sudden wrath

from time to time. In Godwin's case these little discord-

ances, cUmeUs as he calls them, were often very hot and

stiff. " The same calm temperament which enabled him

to dispense with much which is often tliought of the

essence of religion, seems to have kept him free from any

feeling which can be called love," says Mr. Kegan Paul

in his biography, " except the one great passion of his

life : and even this was conducted with extreme outward

and apparent phlegm. Friendship stood to him in the

place of passion, as morality was to him in the room of

devotion. All the jealousies, misunderstandings, wounded

feelings, and the like, which some men experience in their

love affairs, Godwin suffered in his relations with his

friends. Fancied slights were exaggerated; quarrels,

expostulations, reconciliations, followed quickly on each

other, as though they were true amantium irce. And his

relations with women were for the most part the same as

those with men. His friendships were as real with the

one as with the other, but they were no more than friend-

ships." We must give one example of these storms,

which is tragi-comic in the highest degree. What its

occasion was has been long forgotten, but here is the fierce

little epistle which Holcroft, his friend and brother, dis-

charged at Godwin on some one of the small provocations

of ordinary life :

—

« Sir—I -vvritc to inform you that instead of seeing you at dinner

to-nioiTow, I desire never to see you more, being determined never

to have any farther intercourse with you of any Icind.

T. Holcroft.

* I shall behave, as becomes an honest and honourable man, who
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remembers not only wliat is due to others but to himself. They

are indelible, irrevocable, injuries that will not endure to be men-

tioned. Such is the one you have committed on the man who
would have died to save you."

This letter, postscript, italics, and all, is a typical

example of the kind of correspondence which is called

feminine, but which is no more confined to the intercourse

of women than are many other things which the language

of society appropriates to them. The belligerents made

it up, we need hardly say, and were soon as warm friends

as before.

The dawn of the French Eevolution, which was the

great event of the time, and to which the historian in

every sphere must perforce return again and again, had

an even greater effect upon Godwin and his friends than

it had upon the musing and serious mind of Wordsworth.

Holcroft had already some acquaintance with France, and

no doubt had drawn in a little of the contagion of those

opinions wdiich had leavened French society, and made it

possible for Figaro, with his free comments, to be listened

to and applauded ; and as the tide of Eevolution rose a

great excitement rose within the bosoms of those eager

thinkers and observers scattered over London. One of

the smaller singers of the time, Helen Maria Williams

—

who in her youth had figured in Dr. Johnson's society,

one of the ladies with whom he drank innumerable cups

of tea—and who had even held some correspondence with

Burns : had lately returned from a residence in France,

where she liad known many of* the philosophers and

revolutionaries, and at her lodging in London the men of

the little society would meet and talk as name after name

came uppermost. The enthusiasm which Wordsworth luis

described was swelling everywhere

—

*' Good was it in that dawn to be alive,

And to be young was very heaven !

"
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For was it not the sunrise of freedom, and of a universal

bettering of mankind and purifying of the world ? Now
at last, for the first time, the chains and trammels im-

posed upon the race by tyranny and unjust laws being

thrown off, was the world to gain assurance of wliat man
was, how noble, how generous, how largely endowed.

Godwin and his friends were no longer young, but their

political opinions were all the stronger and more rigid

from the absence of that fluid atmosphere of youth ; and

if they had less chance of seeing the complete and glorious

renovation of everything earthly which was about to take

place, they were still young enough to lend a helping

hand to its completion. They formed themselves into a

club of Eevolutionists—before which it is curious to hear

one of its members preach, at a city meeting-house, with

some inaugural services of a religious character—and

exchanged addresses and congratulations with the French

leaders. The letters of this obscure knot of petty citizens,

with scarcely one name of any note among them, to the

men who had seized the very helm of State and were

masters for the time of the fortunes of a great nation, are

wonderful in their calm assumption of equal importance

aud similar hopes : and still more amazing is the didactic

verbosity with which they address their compliments to

the Convention. " So admirable and illustrious an

example cannot be lost," is the language of one letter;

"the proceedings of the people of France will secure tran-

quillity and all the virtues of patriotism to themselves, and

a dawn of justice and moderation to surrounding nations."

It is curious that while we are thus inforjned on every

side of the excitement and enthusiasm caused by the

Kevolution, we have so little opportunity of judging of

the impression produced by the blood and horror that so

soon followed that wonderful dawn of promise. Words-

worth alone unfolds the alarmed pause and tremor of
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spirit, the shock and pang of disappointment which had so

great an effect upon his mind. That there remained in

England, notwithstanding all that happened, a strong party

opposed to all hostile intervention on the part of England,

which considered the declaration of war which followed as

a sort of national crime, and whose faith in the ultimate

justice of the French cause was strong enough to live

^.hrough the Terror itself, is evident ; but we have to trust

to our imagination to picture forth what were the feelings

with which English sympathisers must have looked on

while the new-born Freedom rolled her garments in blood,

and all the frenzies of a mad populace were displayed

before high heaven. In the case of political partisans and

philosophers, the effect no doubt was less than that pro-

duced on younger and simpler enthusiasts, and there is no

evidence that Godwin, for instance, was moved by i';

at alL

In the meantime, these English symj)athisers had a

little excitement of their own. Twelve members of the

Eevolutionist Club, of whom Holcroft was one, were

indicted in London for high treason, as Muir and Palmer

had been in Scotland. Godwin was not included in the

number, for he was not given to violent speech, and con-

sistently disapproved in his calm philosophy of all violent

action ; but he appeared instantly in print on their behalf,

describing the accusa.tion against them as " an attempt to

take away the lives of men by a constructive treason, and

out of many points, no one of which was capital, to com-

pose a capital crime." If there was, however, any inten-

tion on the part of the Government to hang or behead

this group of intellectual rebels, which seems extremely

unlikely, it was at once balked by the jury, which acquitted

the first brought before them. Holcroft, who had delivered

himself up when he heard of the prosecution, unneces-

sarily, and with a somewhat melodramatic determination
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to identify liinisclf and not accept the loophole of escape

held out to hiui by the unwilling judge before whom he

appeared—was kept for a week or two in Newgate await-

ing the trial wliich, so far as he was concerned, never

came. He supposed tliat lie was the ol)ject of a more

subtle prosecution ai'terwards, tliat his plays failed, and

theatrical managers and audiences were prejudiced against

him by the Government and its myrmidons. Whether

this was the case or not it is now impossible to tell : but

it might well enough be that the public, frightened to

death by all that was going on in France, and full of the

same unreasoning prejudice which in Edinburgh believed

an innocent gentlewoman to decapitate chickens (by way
of practice) with a toy guillotine, might for this reason

have turned against the candidate for its favour.

Godwin, however, shaped his poKtical utterance in a

different way. When his more excitable associates were

getting themselves into notoriety by noisy defiances of the

Government, he was evolving in his steady yet fantastic

brain his theory of what he called Political Justice. It

was a theory extremely captivating to the mind of his time,

to which Political Freedom was the last great discovery,

a principle from which every good was to spring. God-

win's conception of Justice as the ruling principle of

government was another name for absolute and boundless

freedom. All laws, of whatsoever kind, all natural pre-

possessions, such as the preference which it is usual for a

man to entertain for the members of his individual family,

every restrictive power of government, every penalty ex-

acted for the infringement of law, were broaches of this

fundamental principle—as was also the idea of projierty

and bonds of every kind, social or spiritual. In creating

a duty according to this theory, you created a wrong, and

the sole rule of perfection was that every man should do

what was right in his own eyes. Eousseau had given the
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world to uuderstand that all government was founded on

a Social Contract, the bargain by which men gave up a

little of their natural freedom for the protection of law,

and security of their lives and possessions. But Godwin
abjured this expedient, and denounced all possessions, all

securities, everything that involved the infringement of

another's right to do what he pleased, as contrary to the

supreme sway of justice. All law for him was wrong.

He was no revolutionary : violence of any kind was out

of his thoughts : he disapproved even, or at least was dis-

posed to discountenance, all sudden changes. But in his

decent obscurity, in the humdrum life and surroundings,

where he lived " indifferent honest," paying his way,

infringing no law— this was his philosophical settlement

of the complicated affairs of earth. It extended to every

rule of the family as well as tlie State. " JMarriage is

law, and the worst of laws," he says : for naturally there

is nothing which interferes in so fundamental a way with

personal freedom. " Marriage is an affair of property, and

the worst of all properties." It was, therefore, such a

breach of justice as the human race ought not to endure.

Education, in like manner, was an infringement of justice,

since it w^as, he thought, " no more legitimate to make
boys slaves than to make men so. No creature in human
form will be expected to learn anything but because ho

desires it." Thus, his theory of absolute right was to

liberate man from every chain of duty and every rule of

law, to abolish force and punishment, and to leave to

every individual the undisturbed privilege of doing what

he pleased. " Give to a State liberty enough " is his

crowning sentiment, " and it is impossible that sin should

exist in it."

We are apt to believe that men who profess such

principles do so in the interests of the lawless and criminal,

and that a desire to shake off the bonds of morality is at
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the bottom of every such system. But it would be doing

injustice to Godwin to suppose this. He married his own
wife honestly and fairly, notwithstanding his opinions :

and those who make it a reproach to him that at a later

period he insisted, contrary to his own system, on secur-

ing his daughter's rights and that of her child to future

wealth and position by this very expedient of marriage

which he had condemned, forget that he had adopted it in

his own case, and had not shown any inclination to live

without the sanction required by the existing code of the

country. He was, indeed, one of those unusual though

not altogether singular men, who are able to set forth and

reason out to its logical (however impossible) end, the

most deeply reaching and universally applicable phil-

osophy, without feeling then\selves under any practical

necessity either to embrace it themselves or to apply it

to others. He was no missionary. He asked no man to

act upon what he said, nor did he feel impelled to act

upon it himself. His theory was independent of any of

those limits which must have been imposed upon it, had

the need of making it practicable occurred to him.

And at the same time, it is only just to add, that the

real soul of his theory and that which commended it to

enthusiast minds, was not the opening to universal license

which it seemed to admit, but the generosity of virtue

wldch it made possible, and the boundless trust in human

nature which it set forth. " Impossible that vice should

exist " in a State if it had but " liberty enough "? Man-

kind, universally, in its graver moments, knowing itself,

has but one opinion as to the folly of such a sentiment.

But, notwithstanding, it was and is a beautiful sentiment,

full of chivalrous and magnanimous feeling, and the poetry

of that faith in Man, the image of God, which has inspired

more or less all great movements. The philosopliy wliich

is in fasliion in our own day has taken a completely
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different turn, and knows of nothing but Law, rigid and

unalterable, a system of which man is the puppet. But
Godwin's theory was founded upon a lofty, if entirely

overweening estimate of the power, independence, and

natural virtue of mankind. Left entirely to liis own
instincts, to his own sense of what was good and what

bad, undemoralised by fictitious restraints, judging for

himself, guided by himself, it was a fine and noble idea

that man wo jld at once reach a state of high and volun-

tary virtue. His capacity for this, nay, the certainty that

if left to himself he would prove his possession of every

noble quality, was at the bottom of all those impassioned

claims of right, and assertions of universal liberty, which

were the language of the time ; and a ]3assionate faith in

human nature, a faith far superior to all teachings, either

of reason or experience, was its inspiration. It does

not seem necessary, however, to such a mind as Godwin's

that he should even have possessed this faith. His pas-

sionless intelligence wrought out his theory without any

concern for its application or practical use. It was a

matter of logic to him, and fundamental truth. For his

own part, he did nothing to disturb the constitution of

existing things, had no objection to shape his course by

it—and while laying dowm one law, obeyed another with

great composure and unbroken phlegm, notwithstanding

that he had that moment denounced it as a wrong to

humankind. " I never for a moment," he says, " ceased

to disapprove of mob government and violence, and the

impulses which men, collected together in multitudes,

produce on each other. I desired such political changes

only as should flow purely from the clear light of the

understanding, and the erect and generous feelings of the

heart."

To " place the principles of politics on an immovable

basis," and to supply " a less faulty work " than that of

Vol. II.—

3
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]\Iontesquieu, was (Todwin's professeJ purpose in the

composition of this work, and it was evidently the subject

of much discussion and expectation among the congenial

minds surrounding him. During the year 1792 he

describes himself as beiug " in the singular position of an

author, possessing some degree of fame for a w )rk still

unfinished and unseen." When it was published, how-

ever, a theory so novel and extraordinary met with some-

what harsh criticism even from the hands of those with

whom the author had taken counsel, and with whom he

had reasoned, if not of "Fate— free-will, foreknowledge

absolute," and the ways of God to man, yet upon the sub-

jects which had replaced these ;
" self-love, sympathy, and

perfectibility, individual and general . . . justice and

disinterest." The same journal which informs us of the

perpetual talks and discussions on these subjects, in which

the philosophical friends indulged, records also the unkind

reception his system of thought met with from them.

" Home Tooke tells me my book is a bad book, and will

do a great deal of harm," he says. " Holcroft . . . said

tlie book was written with very good intentions, but, to

be sure, nothing could be more foolish." These were two

of the Revolutionists whom Godwin stood stoutly by when

they were arrested on the imposing charge of high treason,

and their criticism must have had a Brutus-touch of un-

expectedness. But there were many consolatory evidences

of sympathy and approval to restore the author's confi-

dence, and he would seem even to have been able to

persuade himself that his views were popular, as will

appear from the following note :

—

" In October I went into Warwickshire on a visit to Dr. Parr,

wlio had earnestly sought the acquaintance and intimacy of the

author of Political Justice. My position on these occasions was a

eingiilar one ; there was not a person almost in town or villa,c,'e who
bad any acquaintance with modern pul lications that had not heard
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of the Enquiry concerning Political Justice, or that was not acquaintec

in a great or small degree with the contents of that work. I was

nowhere a stranger. The doctrines of that work (though, if any
book ever contained the dictates of an independent mind, mine
might pretend to do so) coincided in a great degree with the senti

ments then prevailing in English society, and I was everywhere

received with cnriosity and kindness. If temporary faYne was evei

an object worthy to be coveted by the human mind, I certainl)'

obtained it in a degree that has seldom been exceeded."

It is difficult to believe that any appreciable amount

of general approval could be given to such a theory at

any time, but as a matter of fact this publication, which

affronted all the world's prejudices and most people's con-

victions, had the sanction of that prosaic but very real

test, profit, to justify its author's idea of its popularity.

Godwin received no less a sum than seven hundred

pounds for his treatise, and it made him very widely and

generally known, creating much interest and some enthu-

siasm. " We are told," says a contemporary, " that the

poorest mechanics were known to club subscriptions for

its purchase;" and even such an authority as Southcy

declares that, " faulty as it is in many parts, there is a

mass of truth in it that must make every man think."

" No work in our time," says Hazlitt, " gave such a blow

to the philosophical mind of the country;" and the same

authority speaks of its author as blazing " like a sun in

the firmament of reputation—no one more talked of, more

looked up to, more sought after." It is while recording,

twenty-five years latei*, the entire overthrow of this re-

putation that the essayist describes—with no doubt

some exaggeration—its extent and power.

"Was it for this that our young gownsmen of the greatest ex-

pectation and promise—versed in classic lore, skilful in dialectics,

armed at all points for the foe, well read, well nurtured, well pro-

vided for—left the University and the prospect of lawn sleeves,

tearing asunder the shackles of the free-born spirit aTid the cobwebs

of school divinity, to throw themselves at the feet of the new Gam-
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aliel and learn wisdom from him ? Was it for this that students at

the bar, acute, inquisitive, sceptical (here only wild enthusiasts),

neglected for a while the paths of preferment and the law as too

narrow, tortuous, and unseemly to bear the pure and broad light of

reason ? "Was it for tliis that students in medicine missed their way
to lectureships and the top of their profession, deeming lightly of

the health of the body and dreaming only of the renovation of

society and the mai'ch of the mind ? Was it for this, etc. etc., that

Mr. Godwin himself sat with arms folded, and 'like Cato gave his

little Senate laws ' ? or rather like Prospero, uttered syllables that,

with their enchanted breath, were to change the world, and might

almost stop the stars in their courses?"

This hyperbole, wortliy of ouc of the chief members of

the Cockney school, who has himself dropped into the

mists of forgetfulness, is no doubt very extravagant.

" The young gownsmen " who threw themselves at God-

win's feet are represented to us by no more (and at the

same time no less) than young Shelley, who long after, in

the flusli of youthful caprice and contradiction, Hung him-

self body and soul into the city shop and back parlour, to

which by that time the philosopher had retired ; the other

youths who formed this enthusiastic train, resolve them-

selves into a few unknown and luckless lads, whose names

appear in the list of Godwin's correspondents, but no-

where else. Still there is no doubt that this strange

essay in revolutionary philosoiDhy attracted far more notice

and comment than philosophical essays even of the highest

pretensions are apt to attain.

A year after the publication of the Political Justice,

Godwin produced Caleb Williams, the work by which he

is now most generally known. This extraordinary book

has had a career—if we may use such a word in reference

to a book— as extraordinary as itself. The subject is

painful, and destitute of all the usual attractions of

romance ; the characters are vague and abstract, embodied

principles rather than men (for women do not exist in its

pages); and the style, though clear and lucid, has no
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special charm to fascinate the reader. Yet it has held its

place from that time to this with the most curious

tenacity, and could not be left out of any record of

literature, though probably not a tenth part of the reading

public has ever seen a page of it. It has stamped itself

upon its age in all its harsh and unattractive force, and

cannot be ignored. It is the parent of Mrs. Shelley's

Frankenstein, and possessed of something of the same

weird fascination. From beginning to end it is the con-

flict of two minds which is brought before us—the one

in desperate defence of a terrible secret, the other inquisi-

tive and prying till he has discovered it, and pursued by

the consequences of his discovery afterwards as by an

implacable fate. The story is in all likelihood known to

the reader, though he may never have met with the book.

Falkland, a vague Grandison of a sterner type, without

any love-making on his hands, and of small stature,—

a

curious departure from the recognised type of hero, which

embodies every excellence, physical as well as moral,

—

attracts the warmest admiration and affection of Caleb

Williams, the orphan youth whom he takes into his house

and establishes as his secretary and favourite. Yet

nevertheless when the voung man hears the tale of a

crime in which Falkland's name had been momentarily

entangled, a suspicion immediately springs up in his

bosom that this and nothing else is the secret of his

master's melancholy, Falkland is a man of fortune and

character—a prcux chevalier of spotless honour, honest

and generous, the chanq-iion of the poor, and the refuge of

afflicted merit of every kind. The only shadow which

has crossed his path is that caused by the mysterious

murder of a man who had been his persistent enemy and

rival, and who had just insulted him in the most un-

pardonable way before meeting his death. Before, how-

ever, suspicion has had time to form against him, Falk-
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land defies and confronts it by demanding an instant

investigation, and by producing wliat seem to be

triumphant proofs of his innocence, which is soon after

established beyond all possibility of doubt by the convic-

tion of a farmer and his son, whom the murdered man
had treated most cruelly, and whose guilt is brought

home to them by the most conclusive proofs of circum-

stantial evidence. When this story is told to Caleb

Williams, notwithstanding his profound veneration for his

employer, the question, What if Falkland were the

murderer after all? flashes across his mind and will not

be shut out. The instant consciousness of the lad's sus-

picion, which the reader is allowed to perceive in Falkland,

converts him immediately to Caleb's opinion, and the

short but exciting conflict of curiosity on the one side and

fierce fear and self-defence on the other, has a painful

interest which it is impossible to resist. But before the

struggle has gone far, Falkland has been wound to such a

pitch of agony, that, finding Caleb on the eve of investi-

gating a certain chest, in which it is to be supposed the

proofs of his crime are hidden, he suddenly brings the

situation to a close by confessing that Caleb's guess is

right, and that he is indeed, notwithstanding that the

luckless Hawkins has died for it, the murderer of Tyrrel.

This striking incident has given its name to the drama

founded upon Godwin's tale, which still retains its interest,

and has reappeared upon the stage in very recent days,

the Iron Chest.

The rest of the tale is occupied by Falkland's deadly

and relentless pursuit of the youth to whom he has thus

been forced to unbosom himself, and whom he over-

whelms with false accusations, imprisons, pursues, forces

out of every refuge in whicli he has hid himself, until at

last the unfortunate young man is driven to the point of

denouncing his pei'secutor. That all this time Caleb
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should retain his aifection for his master, aud consider his

secret as inviolable, seemed quite natural to the reader as

to the victim, whose faith in his former benefactor is

scarcely even shaken by the fact that he has been guilty

of one cowardly murder and has permitted two innocent

people to die in his stead ; and this, it is needless to say,

infers a wonderful amount of power in the carrying out

of the strange story. When the unfortunate Caleb,

apprehended a second time on a false charge, and seeing

himself on the verge of a hopeless imprisonment, bursts

fortli at last with his accusation, he is overwhelmed by

remorse before he gets to the end of it, and the conflict

of fine sentiment between liini, the accuser, and Falkland,

who, worn and emaciated, has come to hear the charge

against him, is kept up to the end. " Mr. Falkland is of

a noble nature," cries the young man when he has told

his extraordinary and incredible story, at which all the

assembly is gaping ;
" I proclaim to all the world that

Mr. Falkland is a man worthy of affection and kindness,

and that I am myself the basest and most odious of

mankind." The criminal whose guilt he has just de-

nounced is not to be outdone in high-flown generosity

:

" He rose from his seat, supported Ijy his attendants, and

to my infinite astonishment threw himself into my arms.

' Williams,' he said, ' you have conquered ; I see too late

the greatness and elevation of your mind :' " and deter-

mined not to outlive his reputation he dies, leaving his

accuser in agonies of remorse.

The struggle thus terminated is the sole subject of the

tale, fcr the story of Tyrrel and the events which led to

his murder are merely reported to Caleb, and are of the

slightest and most conventional description, without a

toucli of human nature or individuality. Nor is there

one character in the book which can be said to take hold

upon the reader. The hero and his adversary are abstrac-
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tions, representatives on one side of what the author

supposes an elevated sense of honour, and on the other of

intellectual curiosity. It is little recommendation to the

public to say of a work of fiction that it embodies a

philosophical theory, and probably very few who read the

book now have the remotest idea wdiat the principle was

which it is intended to set forth—but nothing can be

more distinct, when the attention is directed to it, than

the meaning of the writer in this extraordinary tale.

With a curious artlessness, as in a child's fable, he sets

forth his moral : the fact that punishment must follow

crime is the wrong upon which everything turns. But

for this Fal Inland would have repented of his murder in a

gentlemanly way becoming his character, and all would

have been well ; it is the existence of a degrading penalty,

which he cannot endure to contemplate, which compels

him to permit the execution of the two innocent victims,

and to shower miseries upon the unfortunate Caleb

Williams, who has no desire to denounce him, but whose
" elevation and greatness of mind " he does not appreciate

till the end. Caleb himself feels to his heart the mistake

he has made in letting loose the terrors of the law upon

the magnanimous and noble sufferer— a step which is

alien to all his intentions, and to which he is driven only

by desperation. The evils of judicial interference with

the natural progress of the mind are brought in over and

over again in the minor details of the picture. The scene

in the prison, where Caleb is placed by Falkland on a

false charge of robbery, has none of the riot and reckless

jollity which other writers of tlie day put into the same

scenes. Each prisoner is overwhelmed with "his own

internal anguish," and if a brawl does occur among them,

it fades into speedy silence amid the preoccupied and

thoughtful felons. " We talk of instruments of torture,'"

cries the narrator; 'Englishmen take credit to themselves
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for having banished the use of them from their happy

shore. Alas ! he that has observed the secrets of a prison

well knows there is more torture in the lingering existence

of a criminal, in the silent intolerable minutes that he

spends,. than in the tangible misery of whips and racks."

On another occasion Caleb finds refuge with a romantic

band of robbers, who act on the Eobin Hood principle of

taking solely from the rich and helping the poor. " I

saw and respected their good qualities and their virtues,'

he says: "I was by no means inclined to believe them

worse men or more hostile in their dispositions to the

welfare of their species than the generality of tliose that

look down upon them with tlie most censure." And Mr.

Eaymond, the head of this virtuous band, makes it clear,

considering the question with great inq artiality, that he

and his followers are more sinned against than sinning.

" Those very laws," he tells the hero, " which by a perception of

their iniquity drove me to what I am, precli;de my return. God,

we are told, judges men by what they are at the period of arraign-

ment, and whatever be their views, if they have seen and abjured

the folly of their crimes, receives them to favoiu\ But the institu-

tions of countries that profess to worship this God admit no such

distinctions. They leave no room for amendment, and seem to

have a brutal delight in confounding the demerits of ofl'eiiders. It

signifies not what is the character of the individual at the hour of

trial—how changed, how spotless, how useful, avails him nothing.

Am I not compelled to go on in folly, having once begun ?" •

The virtuous steward Collins, who is almost the only

amiable character in the story, expresses his benevolent

sentiments in strict accordance with this rule. " It is

more necessary for me to feel conq^assion for you than

that I should accumulate your misfortune by my
censiu'es. I regard you as vicious, but I do not consider

the vicious as proper objects of indignation and scorn,"

he says. Thus the author of ihe Enquiry co-ncerning

Poliiical Justice never loses sight of his theory.
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St. Leon, which was Godwin's second novel, has not

shared the curious immortality of Caleh Williams, nor

does it in the least deserve to do so. It has something

of the same connection, but in a different sense, with the

Political Justice, which was ever uppermost in his

thoughts, and owed its complexion, if not its existence, to

Godwin's desire to modify the philosophical disapproval

of the domestic affections and family life which had been

expressed in that book. St. Leon is a French nobleman

of the sixteenth century wlio dissipates his means, and -is

saved and converted into the p^re noble of a melodrama

by the exertions of his wife : but after living a life of

virtuous poverty with her and a group of sons and

daughters, perfect both in mind and person, has the fatal

secrets of the philosopher's stone and the elixir vitoe com-

municated to him, and loses everything that makes life

worth having, by becoming rich and immortal. The wife.

Marguerite, who is his guardian angel, is said to be

" drawn from the character of Mary Wollstonecraft," but

the reader who braves the dust and cobwebs to look into

the history of St. Leon will, we fear, find little help in

identifying any human creature by means of this imma-

culate wife, who is a piece of perfection, and not reducible

by any means to a human resemblance. The story is

painful and monotonous, and few ])Cople, we think, will

follow >S'^. Leon to the end of his tale.

Godwin's later works were many—some of them not

written under his own name, and most of them for daily

bread, but without anything of the inspiration which

necessity sometimes confers. His Political Justice has a

certain place in the history of his time, and Caleb

Williams retains a tradition of interest, the surviving

shadow of that which it once excited : but this is almost

all that can be said of a writer who once occupied so

noticeable a place in the literary world. During his
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own lifetime, according to Hazlitt, his friend and con-

temporary, he had fallen as completely from that place

as if it had never been his. ,
" Mr. Godwin's person is

not known, he is not pointed out in the street, his con-

versation is not courted, his opinions are not asked, he

has no train of admirers, no one tliinks it worth his

while to traduce and vilify him, he has scarcely friend or

foe, the world makes a point (as Goldsmith used to say)

of taking no more notice of him than if such an indi-

vidual had never existed ; he is to all ordinary intents

dead and buried." But the strong individuality of the

two works we have quoted, and his personal history and

connections, will make his name always a known word.

The husband of Mary WoUston xraft and the father of

Mary Shelley, his life is the centre of many branching

lines which connect him with the higher circles of his

time, as well as the city society to which he immediately

belonged ; and his steady clerkly presence, methodical

and hard working, his tradesman-like adherence, amid the

wildest views, to the routine and method which in prin-

ciple he scorned, the tremendous revolutionism of his

ideas, and the plodding and humdrum prose of his life,

afford contrasts enough to give us a kind of paradoxical

interest in the shopkeeping philosopher, with his sniall

person and his large head full of notions, his sober and

drab-coloured hfe, and the strange associations that cluster

round it. Associated with that of his wife, his name

became to many of his countrymen a synonym for atheism

and every iinruly passion ; and the strange and painful

story of liis household might be taken to prove how little

consonant with a virtuous and peaceful I'le were the

principles on which his family was founded ; but when

we look at the man closer, and through the medium of

Mr. Paul's able biography make acquaintance with the

faded fortunes and for^jotten tenor of that curious exist-
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euce, the traditionary prejiulice with wliicli lie lia^ been

regarded will be much modified, although there is little

that is lovable or attracti^^e iu the story in what light

soever it may be regarded.

Godwin was already within the boundaries of middle-

age when Mary Wollstouccraft, a name which has been

hated and contemned on all hands as that of one of the

typical representatives of feminine Atheism, the most

odious of all characters to the general mind—came into

his life. She was a woman who had already experienced

many hard struggles and much sorrow. She had been

in some degree the bread-winner, in every way the sup-

port and guide of a family, neither so amenable to her

influence nor so grateful for her exertions as would have

been seemly, the members of which were in the habit of

criticising their sister somewhat sharply in the letters

which passed between them behind her back. Her

father was an entirely. disre])utable person, from whom
his children derived neither help nor countenance. I'o

be brought up under such a shadow, or rather to struggle

towards a better and higher life, in the depressing pre-

sence of a hopeless and degraded parent, is the breeding

of all others which most revolts the mind of a high-

spirited girL Indeed, we might almost venture to say

that the strong protestations in favour of something, vary-

ing from age to age, which is called the Kights of Women,

with which society has been vexed and disturbed to an

extent which has made it incapable of judging what is

just in them—have risen almost invariably from women

compelled by hard stress of circumstances to despise the

men about them. . Exception will probably be taken to

this assertion both by the women themselves who utter

these protestations and by the critics ; but yet we liold

by what we have said. Women, no more than men, are

exempt from the painful action of contempt ; but when
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they are obliged to despise those to whom they would

naturally look up, the irritation and misery of the senti-

ment is magnified tenfold. To say that her drunken

father was the reason why Mary Wollstonecraft wrote the

Bights of Women would be too strong an accusation ; but

this circumstance evidently brought a painful struggle

into her life. And one of her sisters, the pretty one, the

beauty of the family, "poor Bess," made an rmhappy

marriage, and liad to be taken out of her husband's

clutches almost in a state of frenzy by Mary herself.

Thus degraded l^y the besotted folly of one man, and

driven into energetic action by the unkindness of another,

she certainly was. And it was not till after nearly ten

years' experience of the " slings and arrows of outrageous

fortune " that she put forth the book which was the first

word of a long controversy. For the greater part of that

time she had been engaged in teaching, and when in

1787 she came to London to "a little house in a street

near Blackfriars Bridge " to endeavour, with the favour

of good Mr. Johnson, the publislier, to get her living by

translations from the French and little books for children,

she was a woman nearly thirty, at an age wlien the

deprivations of hfe and the " spurns which patient merit

of the unworthy takes " are felt most keenly. Here she

made a home for her brothers and sisters, supported her

father in his village, and was the liead of all the family

concerns ; and it was here that the VinUication of the

Rights of Women was produced.

The woman who wrote this book was not an abstract

personage, or one of tlie class which is called strong-

minded. " She was incapable of disguise. Whatever

was the state of her mind, it appeared when she entered.

When harassed, which was very often the case, she was

relieved by unbosoming herself, and generally returned

home calm, frequently in spirits," writes her ftublisher.
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Johnson. The sisters were liippaut and impatient, and

not dutiful to jMary's sway, though they came upon her

in all their troubles. It was she who found them situa-

tions, sent one of them to Paris to improve her I'rencli,

and generally cared for and watched over them. The

woman who stands in this position to a family has, alas !

a great deal of disenchantment to go througli, and is

taught the meanness that dependence produces, and the

ingratitude of many which is so often the result of the

self-devotion of one, in a bitter and effectual way. The

disreputable father, the troublesome brothers, the brother-

in-law who drove " poor Bess " to madness, were all, no

doubt, before her proud and sensitive soul, in her mind's

eye, as she wrote her book—slie, too, amid the literary

drudgery by which she earned her living, hoping to do

something which should move the world and give a new
tide to popular ojDinion.

We have said that society is too much vexed and

irritated even yet by tins subject to be able to permit it

to be discussed with calmness : and still more was this

the case in the end of last century, when for the first

time a woman ventured to complain of the inequality

of her lot. But, indeed, though tlie time permitted a

simplicity of language not possible in our day, Mary
Wollstonecraft's plea for women is of the mildest descrip-

tion. She vindicates their right to be considered as

human creattires, bound by the general laws of truth

and honour, and with a generous vehemence assails the

sentimental teacliings of Eousseau and of the more virtuous

moralists— Gregory, Fordyce, and even Mrs. Chapone

—

who take it for granted tl)at the higliest mission of a

woman is " to please," and excuse in her, nay, recommend

to her, those arts by wliich she can govern while appear-

ing to obey. All that Mary WoUstonecraft as'ics is

education foi her clients and an exemption from that
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false and mawkisli teaching specially addressed to " the

iair," in which the eighteenth century was so rich, and

which has not quite died out, even among ourselves. In

one sentence, indeed, in her book, she " drops a hint

"

which she fears will probably "excite laughter;" "for 1

really think that women ouglit to have representation

instead of being arbitrarily governed ;" but this opens the

whole political question to her, and she allows that as

women are " as well represented " as the great j)i'oportion

of men, the grievance here is small. The case, it will be

seen, is very different in our own days. Those who look

up the old volume in its faded printing with the hope of

finding anything in it that resembles the claims of some

women now, will be entirely disappointed. The question

was in a much more elementary form in Mary Wollstone-

craft's time. The instructors who counselled a woman

never to let her husband be sure of her love for him, that

so she might retain her empire over him ; to " be even

cautious in displaying your good sense," lest this might

be thought to "assume a superiority;" and to keep any

information she may possess " a profound secret, especially

from men "—nay, even to show no animation in dancing,

lest it should be supposed a fault against delicacy—are

the objects of her indignant criticism : and no one will

say she errs in denouncing the whole pitiful system of ficti-

tious existence which was built upon such a foundation.

Nor does this feminine revolutionary suggest any

violent remedy for the evil she deplores. The only thing

she can think of—besides tliat broadest but most difficult

of all panaceas, a general adoption of tlie principles of

honest simplicity and truth—is a commoir education, of

boys and girls together, with the object a}'parently of

making them respect each other as brothers and sisters

rather than look upon each other as hero and heroine in

the brief drama wliose stilted rules are supposed to affect
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the life of one of tliein from beginning to end. Many
readers of mature age (the younger generations have

scarcely heard the name) will recollect when Mary
Wollstonecraft was a name of horror, considered as that

of a female atheist and libertine, an offence to God and

man. To such it will be a surprise to find that wliile

her book is altogether free from revolutionary principles,

either political or moral, it is also full of the warmest

religiousness, and appeals to the Maker, the Father of all.

Here is her comment upon the remark of a sage that

women might not learn the science of botany "consistently

witli female delicacy." " Thus," she cries, " is the fair

book of knowledge to be shut with an everlasting seal.

On reading similar passages, I have reverentially lifted

up my eyes and my heart to Him who liveth for ever

and ever, and said, ' my Father ! hast Thou by the

very constitution of lier nature forbid Thy child to seek

Tliee in the fair forms of Truth ? And can her soul be

sullied by the knowledge tliat awfully calls her to Thee?'"

Such are the grievances upon which she dwells, and such

the rights of women slie claims. It is a curious lesson

over again of the cruelty of general report and the violence

of prejudice. The book would attract no attention now-

a-days, unless some reader might be struck with here and

there an eloquent passage. Its complaints are too mild

and general, its suggestions too little revolutionary, to

count in the literature of the subject. One or two gleams

of character there are, as when she calls Lord Chesterfield

" a cold-hearted rascal (for I love significant words)."

After her book was published slie went to France,

and remained in Paris during all the misery and alarm

of the Itoign of Terror. Her account of the King's passage

through the streets to appear before the Assembly, " mov-

ing silently along—excepting now and then a few strokes

on the drum which render© 1 the stillness more awful
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—through empty streets, surro>'inded by the National

Guards," while the inhabitants ol the houses along the

way stood at their closed windows lookii^-: out upon this

strange sight, is curiously impressive and picturesque.

Courageous woman as she was, she was struck with a

chill of fear to the bottom of her heart, and fancied she

saw eyes glance at her through her glass door, and bloody

hands shaken. " I wish I had kept even the cat with

me," she cries. " I want to see something alive. Death

in so many frightful shapes has taken hold of my fancy."

Perhaps it was this terror and her forlorn position, alone

in such a confused and horrible scene, which made her

cling to the support which was oi'fered to her. But

indeed she herself would probably have put forth no such

excuse nor felt any necessity for it. Like Godwin and

so many of those around her, she had come to the con-

clusion that marriage was wrong in itself, and she was

not restrained by that thought of the inevitable injury

inflicted upon the woman by all irregular relations, which

sometimes prevented a man of generous temper from

carrying out his own convictions in this way. The

generosity on the woman's side was to scorn all dangers

and run all risks. She united herself in Paris to an

American called Finlay, whose faithful wife she was for

about two years, when he availed himself of the freedom

which the absence of the marriage bond left him, and

deserted her—to the surprise and distress of the woman-

philosopher, who naturally, but very unphilosophically,

was heart-broken by the abandonment which it was the

very point of her creed to make possible. That this free-

dom involved an ideal faithfulness, a constancy more than

romantic, was the conclusion she would have drawn : the

primary idea of all enthusiasts of Mary Wollstonecraft's

class being to credit the human race in general with this

rarest and most beautiful of qualities. She was in Lou-
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don with lier child when this terrible event occurred, and

refusing to accept the annuity which the man whom she

had considered her husband would have settled on her,

she returned to her former occupation and took up the

broken threads of her previous life. And whether it was
that the society in which she lived was deeply imbued

with the same principles as her own, or that her great

qualities won for her, as has been seen in other cases, an

exemption from the common rule, it seems certain that

Mrs. Finlay, as she called herself for some time, was

received by all her friends with very little, if any,

diminution of respect.

It was at this period that she met Godwin, whom she

had previously known, but formed no great acquaintance

with. He had not been without passages of sentiment

in his life before—and he was a man of taste, liking

beautiful women and women of genius. Miss Aldersou,

who was afterwards Mrs. Opie, one of the gentle little

chorus of minor poets, was supposed to have attracted

him ; and Mrs. Eeveley, a person of great beauty, though

otherwise undistinguished, who, however, had a husband

living ; and the beautiful actress and author Mrs. Inch-

bald. But the fair and injured woman who thought

more entirely with him than any of these, soon seems to

have fixed his choice. Southey describes her face as

" the best, infinitely the best," that he has seen among
the literati in London, with an air of superiority which

was disagreeable, but no other drawback, and eyes " the

most meaning I ever saw," In the picture it appears an

altogether noble face—pensive and with a sweet languor

as of fatigue or sorrow past, but in every respect a pure

and lovely countenance. Nothing could- be more odd

than Godwin's description both of their love and marriage.

" The partiality we conceived for each other was in that

mode which I have always considered as the purest and
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most refined style of love. It grew with equal advances

in the mind of each. It would have been impossible for

"the most minute observers to have said who was before

and who was after. One sex did not take the priority

which long-established custom has awarded it, nor tlie

other overstep that delicacy which is so severely imposed."

" There was no period of throes and resolute explanation

attendant on the tale. It was friendship melting into

love." Godwin felt himself bound to explain the step he

had taken to Thomas Wedgewood, the friend of Coleridge

and his own, a munificent and tender-hearted benefactor

of literary persons in general. Some people had accused

him of inconsistency in marrying at all. " But I cannot

see this," says the philosopher. "The doctrine of Political

Justice is that an attachment in some degree permanent

between two persons of opposite sexes is right, but that

marriage, as practised in European countries, is wrong.

I still adhere to that opinion. Nothing but a regard for

the happiness of the individual whom I had no right to

injure would have induced me to submit to an institution

which I wish to see abandoned, and which I would recom-

mend to my fellow-men never to practise but with the

greatest caution. Having done what I thought neces-

sary for the peace and respectability of the individual, I

hold myself no otherwise bound than before the ceremony

took place."

Nothing could better show the pragmatic, wrong-

headed, obstinate, yet on the whole right -feeling man.

His wife and he lived in two houses in " the Polygon,

Somers Town," one about " twenty doors off " the other,

and called upon each other and wrote notes to each other

daily with the most amusing play at being lovers and

not married persons. The precise date even of their

marriage was not known to their friends, the two phil-

osophers being a little ashamed of having in spite of
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their principles done what everybody else did, and " sub-

mitted to an institution" which they disapproved. Then
they were poor, and Mary had (it would seem) in some

degree escaped the penalties of poverty so long as she

remained unmarried. She was " so beloved by her

friends that several, and Mr. Jolmson in particular, had

stood between her and any of the annoyances and morti-

jfications of debt." This, we suppose, means that they

paid her debts for her, which was a thing they could not

continue to do for Godwin's wife—while he, on the other

liand, had no desire to advertise himself as a married

man for still more delicate reasons. " It is usual tliat

when a man marries he commences new habits under

such a totally new influence, and that he is lost to all

his former friends. Mr. Godwin spent a portion of every

day in society, and was much beloved ; his more inti-

mate friends believed they should suffer from the change.

Two ladies shed tears wlien he annowwed his 7narriage—
Mrs. Inchbald and Mrs. Eeveley." These exquisite ex-

planations are from the pen of Mrs. Shelley, the daughter

of this pair, and are given in perfect good faith and

gravity. It is to the credit of both parties, however,

that, notwithstanding all these inducements to keep it

secret, the marriage was made known very shortly after

it was contracted. The notes that passed between them

in the meantime are pretty and playful enough, and show

the most curious kind of united yet separate life. It

might be a good experiment for impatient and fanciful

people to make, to live thus " twenty doors off" or round

the corner. " Did I not see you, friend Godwin, at the

theatre last night?" his wife asks. "I thought I met

a smile, but you went out witliout looking round. . . .

I sliall leave home about two o'clock. I tell you so lest

you should call after that hour. 1 do not think of visit-

ing you, because I seem inclined to l)e industrious. I
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believe I feel affectionate to you in proportion as I am
in spirits, still I must not dally with you when I can do

anything else. . . . Should you call and find only books,

have a little patience and I shall be with you. Do not

give Fanny a cake to-day ; 1 am afraid she stayed too

long with you yesterday. You are to dine with me on

Monday, remember ; the salt beef awaits your pleasure."

Sometimes, however, she is a little cross, and wishes he

would desire Mr. Marshal, a useful friend of all work,

whom Godwin seems to have kept about him, to call on

her. " Mr. Johnson or somebody has always taken the

disagreeable business of settling with tradespeople off my
hands," she says with an aggrieved tone. " I am per-

haps as unfit as yourself to do it, and my time appears to

me as valuable as that of other persens accustomed to

employ themselves." Here there is a little of the petu-

lance of the beauty and queen of hearts, as well as of the

conscious woman of genius, who has learned to expect to

be exempted from the vulgarities of daily existence. But

when Godwin is absent on a journey, their letters to each

other are very natural and delightful. " And now, my
dear love, what do you think of me?" he writes. " Do
you not find solitude infinitely superior to the company

of a husband ? Will you give me leave to return to you

again when I have finished my pilgrimage ? . . . I wish

I knew of some sympathy which could inform me from

moment to moment how you do, and what you feel. Tell

Fanny something about me. Ask where she thinks I

am. Tell her I have not forgotten her little mug, and

that I shall choose her a very pretty one." To this Mary

replies from the Polygon. " I find you ever write the

land of letter a friend ought to write, and give an account

of your movements. I hailed the sunshine and moon-

light, and travelled with you scenting the fragrant gale.

Enable me still to be your company, and I will enable
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you to peep over my shoulder and see me under the shade

of my green blind, thinking oi you and all I am to hear

and feel when you return. You may read my heart if

you will. I am not fatigued with solitude, yet I have

not relished my solitary dinner. A husband is a con-

venient part of the furniture of a house, unless he be a

clumsy fixture. I wish you from my soul to be riveted

in my heart, but I do not desire to have you always at

my elbow, although at this moment I should not care if

you were. . . . Fanny forgets not the mug."

This is all far too pretty and tender for two abstract

philosophers who disapproved of marriage ; and notwith-

standing the portentous reputation of the author of the

Rights of Women, there is nothing she writes which does

not attract us towards the woman who, though she so

little knew it, was but a few months from her grave.

She died after the birth of her child, another Mary, she

who was to be tlie love and wife of Shelley in after years.

In Godwin's concise and business-like diary, where, even

when his wife is very ill, he pauses to note " Pichegru

arrested," there is one break, "10 seconds 20 minutes

before 8 " and then some blank lines. His wife was

dead.

But in its sorrow as in its happiness this literary com-

munity cannot help being tragi-comic. The very day of

his wife's death Godwin began the most curious wrangle

with Mrs. Inchbald—over her grave, so to speak. " My
wife died at eight this morning," he wrote ;

" I always

tliought you used her ill, but I forgive you. You told

me you did not know her. You have a thousand good

and great qualities. She had a very deep-rooted admira-

tion for you." To which the lady replies the same day

with the greatest spirit, " You have shocked me beyond

expression, yet I bless God, without exciting the smallest

portion of remorse. Yet I feel most delicately on every
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subject in which the good or ill of my neighbcairs is in-

volved, I did not know her. I never wished to know
her. Against my desire you made us acquainted. With
what justice I shunned her your present note evinces, for

she judged me harshly. ... Be comforted
;
you ivill be

comforted. Still I feel for you at present." Next day

she wrote again with the most curious philosophy of con-

solation which we ever remember to have encountered.

It is thus Mrs. Inchbald offers the comfort of her own
experience to her friend, whose wife had been taken from

him the day before :

—

" I have too much humility to offer consolation to a mind like

jours. I will only describe sensations which nearly a similar mis-

fortune excited in ma. I felt myself for a time bereft of every

comfort the world could bestow ; but these opinions passed away,

and gave place to others, almost the reverse. I was separated from

the only friend I had in the world, and by circumstances so much
more dreadful than those which have occurred to you, as the want

cf warning increases all our calamities ; but yet I have lived to

think with indifference of all I then suffered."

These are very probably the experiences of many, but

few have the courage to express them with such com-

posure. Two days later Godwin resumed this strange

correspondence, some special slight shown by Mrs. Inch-

bald to liis wife having apparently come uppermost in his

mind, curiously mingled with a hankering after that lady

herself. " I must endeavour to be understood as to the

unworthy behaviour with which I charge you towards my
wife," he says. " I think your shuffling behaviour about

the taking places to the comedy of the ' Will' disgraceful

to you. I think your conversation with her that night

at the play base, cruel, and insulting. There were per-

sons in the box who heard it, and they thought as I do.

I think you know more of my wife than you are willing

to acknowledge to yourself, and that you have an under-

standing capable of doing some small degree of justice to
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her merits. I think you should have had magnanimity

and self-respect enough to have showed this. ... I

thank you for your attempt at consolation in your letter

of yesterday. It was considerate and well intended,

although its consolations are entirely alien to my heart."

All this went on while the poor woman lay unburied—

a

curious warfare of mingled praise and recriminations,

notes like arrows flying from house to house, as so lately

poor Mary's little notes had flown. " I could refute any

charge you allege against me," Mrs. Inchbald retorts. . . .

"As the short and very slight acquaintance I had with

Mrs. Godwin, and into which I was reluctantly impelled

by you, has been productive of petty suspicions and re-

vilings, surely I cannot sufiiciently applaud my own pene-

tration in apprehending, and my own firmness in resisting,

a longer and more familiar acquaintance." A more ex-

traordinary correspondence never was carried on at such

a moment. It ended a month after with a brief declara-

tion on the part of Mrs. Inchbald that their acquaintance

must end for ever. Probably, had she been less energetic,

Godwin would have asked her to marry him a few

months later, which seems the only other alternative.

There is one other curious little controversy over this

grave. One of the friends of Godwin and his wife de-

clined to be present at her funeral, because he much
doubted "the morality of assisting at religious ceremonies,"

to which objection Godwin sent the following curious

reply :

—

" I think the last respect due to the best of human beings ought

not to be deserted by their friends. There is not, perhaps, an

individual in my list whose opinions are not as adverse to religious

ceremonies as your own, and who might not with equal propriety

shrink from and desert the remains of the first of women. I honour

your character. I respect your scruples. But I should have thought

more highly of you if, at such a moment, it had been impossible for

BO cold a reflection to have crossed your mind."
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. It would not ajipear that Mary had ever shared hei

husband's entire want of religious faith : she believed, at

least, in the existence of God ; but it is strange to note

that this man, who had married in spite of his principles,

should now, in the midst of a company all adverse to

religious ceremonies, have buried his wife with the

specially solemn and striking ceremonial which the

Church of England employs. But we go too far : J\Iary,

it is true, was buried, as ordinary Christians are : but her

husband was "too prostrate both in body and mind,"

though he had been equal to the writing of all these

letters, to be present himself on the occasion.

This was in September 1797. In March of the fol-

lowing year he was in Bath, and there made the acquaint-

ance of two sisters, Sophia and Harriet Lee, who were

among the most popular novelists of their time. The

elder sister had been a well-known author for many years

and had long before established a school, after the fashion

of Hannah More and her sisters, in Bath, where the

Misses Lee were the ornaments of one of those little

centres of literary society to which we have alluded in a

former chapter. Harriet Lee, who was considerably

younger than Sophia, had but lately begun her literary

career when Godwin visited Bath. She was the author

of by far the greater part of the series entitled the

Canterbury Tales, of which the first volumes had just been

published. These tales have fallen out of the knowledge

of the present generation, but they were highly thought

of by their contemporaries, and one of them is spoken

of by no less an admirer than Byron with real enthu-

siasm. " It may be said to contain the germ of much

that I have since written," he said. It was only a year

after the acknowledgment of Godwin's marriage \\itli " the

first of women," ar d she had not been six months dead

—when he formed this new acquaintance. It was some-

VoL. II.—

3
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what early for a new sentiment, but the steady and

avgumentative way in which he immediately sits down to

argue Harriet Lee into marrying him, is one of the most

curious of the many characteristic episodes in his life.

The lady resisted, perhaps not without a little enjoyment

of the prolonged and delicate controversy, such as any

novel writer and most women might be expected to feel

But she would not have him, notwithstanding all the

elaborate arguments which he brought forward to prove

that she ought to have him, and the high ground he took

of moral disapproval when she persisted in rejecting him.

When he can say no more, he tells her that she acts in

the spirit of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, putting

out of sight the man, and asking only what he believes :

but even this did not move her. A similar correspond-

ence took place a year later with Mrs. Eeveley, of whom
it has been already told that Godwin would have married

her before he met Mary Wollstonecraft, but for the

trifling circumstance that she was herself married. This

mistake was now, however, rectified by the death of Mrs.

Eeveley's husband, and in the same month Godwin

summons the new-made widow to admit him to her

presence, apparently in the position of a lover, scouting

indignantly the suggestion that for some time it was

better that she should not see him. " Is woman always

to be a slave ?" he cries. A little later he puts his

proposal plainly, and indeed somewhat authoritatively,

before her. " You are invited to form the sole happiness

of one of the most known men of the age ; of one whose

principles, whose temper, whose thoughts, you have been

long acquainted with, and will, I believe, confess their

universal constancy. This connection, I should think,

would restore you to self-respect, would give security to

your future peace, and insure fjr you no mean degree of

respectability. Wiiat you propose to choose in opposition
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to this I hardly know how to describe to jou." What
the poor lady did choose, was to marry, after a not very

long interval, somebody whom it is to be supposed she

preferred to Godwin ; but his intense disapproval of her

on this subject, and angry sense of her folly in not imme-
diately deciding in his own favour, are comical in the

extreme. If the loves of the philosophers should ever be

written,— and there is no doubt that the subject is a

fertile and amusing one, instructive if not exactly edifying,

— Godwin's serious setting forth of his own claims, and

grave enforcement of the duty and propriety of marrying

him upon the objects of his affection, and his grieved per-

ception of their incredible folly in refusing to see this,

would furnish one of its most characteristic chapters.

He married eventually in 1801, or was married by, a

woman of no special pretensions— a widow with two

children—Mrs. Clairmont, to whom he seems to have

been for the rest of his life a faithful and even submissive

husband. It was her energy and business qualifications

which suggested the bookseller's shop and small pub-

lishing business, in which the last portion of his life was

spent, and which was carried on chiefly by her for many
years. Mrs. Godwin published not only many minor

productions of her husband,—school-books and other com-

pilations, most of them in a feigned name,— but brought

out one of the prettiest of gentle interpretations— Lamb's

Talcs from Shalcspcare, the work by which Mary Land)

did her best to eke out her brother's humble income, and

in which he too had a share ; and also Mrs. Leicester's

School, Miss Lanib's only independent jDroduction. And
here it was that young Shelley came in his enthusiasm

and met the girl whose young l)eauty and ardent uncon-

trolled nature helped him to shake himself loose of other

legal bonds, and brought darker shades into the fatal

spider's web of passion and theoiy which entangled so
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many lives. Godwin was very good to the children of

his two marriages and of his two wives. It is one of the

best features in his character ; but we must return here-

after to the group of young women who grew up in his

house and wove threads of connection, not happy or

beautiful, between that humble shopkeeper's parlour and

other names more distinguished than his own.

Godwin lived as far into the present century as the

year 1836, and, strangely enough, owed the comfort of

his latter days-—-he, the philosophical revolutionary and

antagonist of law and authority— to a small fciii3cure

office under Government, The " Yeoman Usher of the

Exchequer" was the title which the author of the Political

Justice carried to his grave—a curious mockery of fate.

He pursued the profession of literature to the end of his

life ; but the culmination of his mind and reputation was

in the last four years of the eighteenth century. It was

at this period also that the stern Holcroft set his teeth

against disease and pain, believing them to be within the

power of the will to overcome and make an end of, as his

friend believed vice and crime were to be annihilated by

restoring to every man an uncontrolled and perfect free-

dom. The " sanguinary plot against the liberties of

Englishmen "— that is, the State trial to which we have

referred—came, as has been already described, to nothing,

and Holcroft \\'ent on writing novels and plays, until,

3timg and sore at the neglect of the public, but trying

hard to think himself a political martyr, he disappeared

for a number of years from London, living on the Ccii-

'dnent. The terrible story of his son's suicide gives a

jioint of tragic interest to his life. The boy, an unruly

lad of sixteen, iiad run away, and threatened if his father

came after him to shoot himself—which he did, to the

liorror of all beholders, on seeing that stern fathei" ap-

proach his iiiding-place,—an ap[)alliijg incident, of whicli,
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however, nothing is said in the supplemental memoir
with which Hazlitt concludes Holcroft's fragment of auto-

biography.

Another, but a wealthier and less laborious member of

the same circle, and pseudo-martyr of the same period,

Home Tooke, had the distinction of being sent to the

Tower, one scarcely Icnows why, since Holcroft was only

in Newgate— a very invidious and injurious partiality.

In connection with this individual, Eogers, in his recollec-

tions, tells a very odd anecdote of the paternal considera-

tion of the Government for its prisoners. Tooke was kept,

it appears, for a fortnight without anything to read or any

writing materials, but at the end of that time three

volumes were sent him—" one of Locke, one of Chaucer,

and Wilkins's Essay "—books which had been found upon

his table when he was arrested, and which it was after-

wards supposed he must have been reading. He made

notes upon the margin of the Chaucer, an old black letter

copy, for his book, " The Diversions of Purley," which he

published shortly after. It is a work upon philology and

grammar, with a sprinkling of philosophy, and is in the

form of a long dialogue between himself and Sir Francis

Burdett. The philology is eccentric and old-fashioned, and

the book " diverting " to its author rather than its readers

:

but it is very unlike a work on which a revolutionary

accused of high treason was likely to have been engaged.

Home Tooke was a wit and patron of letters in his way,

and took in among his associates a larger and (convention-

ally) more important society than that of the literary com-

munity about Holborn,the laborious hacks of the generation.

Mrs. Inchbald, who has been repeatedly mentioned,

was one of the first of the school of female novelists

whose heyday was yet to come. She was at this time in

the full glory of her literary career, " drawing her chaii

into the centre of the room " wherever she went, acd
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satherincc " the men " about her iu a crowd, like a heroine

of Miss Burney, though she was far too incisive and im-

perious for one of these gentle lailies. Her Simjjle Story

is not a great work of art. It sets forth the caprices of

a young lady, never known to the reader by any name

more familiar than that of Miss Milner, who torments ^nd

is tormented by her guardian until they marry, and we

are in hopes that a natural solution has come to all the

questions between them : but, unfortunately, this hope

proves without reason, as there is added a postscriptal

volume, in which Miss Milner falls into dire trouble and

dies, leaving a child, who is not permitted even to see her

stern father. At the final crisis, when this lovely and

innocent but ill-used girl falls into her father's arms, the

only words he can utter in his surprise are, " Miss Milner,

dear Miss Milner !" for, of course, she is the image of her

mother. The character of Dorriforth is intended to be

one of lofty sternness, so noble, so highly exalted above

any kind of levity, that it is impossible for him to tolerate

or forgive it ; but the novelist has succeeded only in

making him a harsh tyrant—ungenerous and untender.

Oddly enough, he begins by being a Catholic priest (Mrs.

Inchbald was herself a Catholic), but is freed of his vows

when he succeeds to the title of a cousin, a peculiarity

almost as out of the way as Miss Milner's deprivation of

a Christian name. Miss Milner herself is a lively por-

trait of an impulsive and capricious young woman, full of

good impulses, but impatient of control, who is driven

i)ito sin at last by the cold superiority and practical

d'isertion of her husband. Like many female writers,

however, Mrs. Inchbald makes tliis polished tyrant the

object of her chief care, elevates him into the most mag-

nanimous of heroes when he acknowledges his daughter,

and repays him with the lo-ve and gratitude of the young

people upon whom he has inflicted so many blows to
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begin with. But there were no Wamrley Novels in those

days, no Jane Austen, no Maria Edgeworth : and the

Simple Story was highly prized by its contemporaries.

" Mrs.' Inchbakl was always a great favourite with me,"

says Hazlitt. " There is the true soul of woman breathing

from what she writes as much as if you heard her voice.

It is as if Venus had written books : " and he proceeds to

relate how the Siiivph Story had " transported him out of

himself" " I recollect walking out to escape from one of

the tenderest parts," he says, " in order to return to it

again with double relish. An old crazy hand-organ was

playing ' Kobin Adair,' a summer shower dropped manna
on my head, and slaked my feverish thirst of happiness.

The heroine. Miss Milner, was at my side." Perhaps it

is because a great many capricious young ladies, impatient

of restraint, have been introduced to us in fiction, since

then, that Miss Milner touches us less than she touched

Mr. Hazlitt. But nobody now-a-days suggests of a female

novelist that " it is as if Venus had written books." The

reader will remember how this Venus wrote to Godwin

when his wife lay yet unburied. Afterwards, we find her

in a letter congratulating him when one of his plays

failed, on " having produced a work which will protect

you from being classed with the successful dramatists of

the present day !" A Venus, certainly, with a very sharp

tongue. She had a hard life up to the time when one of

her little plays caught the fancy of the public, and never

gave up the economical habits which she acquired then.

In a black gown, which had not cost more than a lew

shillmgs (one wonders in those dear days of the war, when

everything was costly, what sort of a gown this could have

been, or whether the description is a mere piece of mascu-

line ignorance), she would take her place in the finest

society, they say—though, to tell the truth, we do not see

much trace of it in the record—and fascinate everybody
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who caine near her with a " face beautiful in effect and

beautiful in every feature," which is her own modest

description of it. " With acknowledged talents and ready--

social powers to make all other women jealous," says her

•most recent editor, " a Bohemian who wanted nothing, but

still lived in her garret with virtue on twenty sliillings

a week . . . affectionate in nature, without passion,

wholly feminine, she was amiable and lovable in an

extraordinary degree." This last statement, we think,

nmst be taken with caution. She was not an epitome of

all the virtues, but a woman of a decided temper, not used

to mince matters, and calling a spade a spade. But she

too has gone out of the recollection of the reader, as all

but the greatest are fated to go.

Mrs. Inchbald was not the only, or even the most

remarkable of the female novelists who, with little osten-

tation or show in society, still had their successes and

enjoyed them, and would occasionally witli a little state

and not ungraceful pedantry, and conscious but modest

greatness, present themselves in a preface, like Miss Jane

Porter, to explain and illustrate their work. This lady,

and her sister Anna Maria, a much more voluminous

writer, both flourished in London in somewhat finer

regions, appearing in suburban parties, and haunts of

lettered society, and enjoying a large share of popular

favour, in the beginning of the century. They spent part

of their childhood in Edinburgh. When Walter Scott

was a youth at college he would play with these little

girls, and tell them stories, a contact sufficient to awaken

the powers of fancy whicli lurked in them. The youngest

published Ar/.hss Tales at twelve years old, the beginning

of a long l)ut forgotten series— all of the romantic-

historical order ; but none of these so struck the popular

taste as Thaddeus of Warsaw and the Scottish Chiefs, the

productions of 'ler sister. These lofty romances delighted
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the primitive and simple-minded public, which as yet

knew nothing of Waverley. It is possible that with a

little -modernising they might still excite and charm the

readers of the Family Herald, sated with more modern

splendour and mystery. To our critical eyes now-a-days,

the all- accomplished Thaddeus looks a little like a wax-

work hero ; but it will be hard to find in all our over-

abundant romances of the nineteenth century so fine a

gentleman, so disinterested a lover, an individual so certain

to do what was right and best in every possible combina-

tion of circumstances. Count Thaddeus Sobieski has

nev^er any c[uestioning with himself as modern heroes use

— -he never has any doubt how to act in an emergency.

The splendour of his exploits and the depth of his misfor-

tunes take away our breath. When lie is introduced into

Loudon drawing-rooms as a poor teacher of languages, his

conduct is as sublime in his liumiliation as it was princely

in his prosperity. No heart of woman could resist this

union of qualities ; and accordingly we find his path

strewn with sighing ladies of the first fashion, to whom
he behaves with an exquisite grace as well as a chivalrous

honour, which secure their lifelong gratitude, even when
he has to repel their advances. We have, alas ! no such

heroes now-a-days. The race has died out : and we fear

even that a paladin so magnanimous might call forth the

scoffs rather than the applause of a public accustomed to

interest themselves in sluibby personages of real life. But

in the early days of the century the English reader was

simple in his tastes, and less richly provided.

" The author to her friendly readers," in a preface full

of old-fashioned stateliness, describes the origin of her

tale by giving an account of some events of her youtli.

The little curtain rises and displays to us an enthusiastic

girl, in the days when war was echoing on all horizons,

coming nearer, and affecting the imagination more closely
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than has happened in our day—whose mind was fired

witli the same romantic pity and fervent sympathy for

Poland and its heroes which thrilled the English heart

when, not very long hefore, Campbell had made tlie

shriek of Freedom wlien Kosciusko fell, ring into all the

echoes. The great Polish general was in London, weak

with wounds and downfall, when Eobert Porter, the

brother of the young writer, was taken to see him, intro-

duced by a friend as " a boy emulous of seeing and

following noble examples." He returned full of enthu-

siasm to tell every particular of the interview to the

eager sisters, who could not hear enough of this wonder-

ful hero. And they themselves in their walks had seen

other pathetic sufferers, old soldiers, wan and poor, who

had excited their anxious and painful sympathy. " One

person," Miss Jane says, " a gaunt figure, with melancholy

and bravery stamped on his emaciated features, is often

present to the recollection of us all. He was clad in a

threadbare blue uniform greatcoat with a black stock, a

rusty old hat pulled rather over his eyes, . . . his aspect

that of a perfect gentleman, and his step that of a mili-

tary man. . . . We saw him constantly at one hour in

the middle walk of the Mall, and always alone ; never

looking to the right or the left, but straight on : with an

unmoving countenance and a face which told that his

thoughts were those of a homeless and a hopeless man
" Between this figure which crossed the young

author's daily walks and the vision of the wounded

general, and the excitement in the air, Thaddeus, the

sentimental embodiment of everytlhng that delights a

girl's fancy, took his being. It was the first beginning of

the historical novel properly so called ; and it is Miss

Jane Porter's boast that no less a follower than Sir Walter

Scott " did me tlie honour to adopt tlie style or class of

novel of wliich Thaddeus of Warsaw was the first—

a
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class which, uniting the personages and facts of real his-

tory or biography with a contriving and illustrating

machinei^y of the imagination, formed a new species of

writing in that day." Sir Walter is said with his usual

generosity to have acknowledged this obligation—as he

did also to Miss Edgeworth, by whose national pictures

he professed to have been inspired. It would liave been

strange if the former lady at least, whose romantic gift

was not made keen by any insight into character, had not

taken him at his word.

The book, as something new, was published with great

» doubt and timidity, but was immediately successful, and

went through edition after edition. Kosciusko sent the

enthusiast who so celebrated his country a medal with his

portrait, and a lock of his hair ; and many tributes of

gratitude and admiration came to her from other Polish

heroes. She was made " a lady of the chapter of St.

Joachim," she informs us, by her admirers in Germany,
" and received the gold cross of the order from Wirtem-

burg." Another present less sentimental she received

from America in the shape of " a handsome rosewood

chair," which was sent to her as a memorial of higli and

respectful admiration for the author of " some of the

purest and most imaginative productions in the wide

range of English literature." In default of other acknow-

•ledgments, perhaps some of the writers of the present

day would not object to similar testimonials from tliat

great Transatlantic audience which British writers are

expected to minister to, like Spenser's angels, " all for

love and notlnng for reward,"

Sir Eobert Ker Porter, the boy M'ho visited Kosciusko,

the brother of these ladies, an artist of creditable reputa-

tion in his day, travelled much and published various

interesting accounts of his journeys ; so that the whole

family was known in literature. Crabbe Robinson
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mentions some years after the " stately appearance and

graceful manners " of the author of Thaddev^, whom he

met at the house of Miss Benger, anotlier writer of

obscure miscellaneous literature, whose name has escaped

even the dictionaries. " Few ladies," he says, " have

been so gifted with personal attractions, and at the same

time been so respectable as authors." Indeed the literary

women of this period seem to have been specially dis-

tinguished by their good looks. Mary Wollstonecraft,

Mrs. Inchbald, Mrs. Barbauld, were all beautiful women.

And if Mrs. Ofjie's soft bloom did not reach this height,

she was at least pretty and charming. Mrs. Opie came *

from the learned coterie at Norwich to add her gentle

reputation to that of the other rising novelists. Her

stories are on a gentler level, domestic, moral, and with a

view to the improvement of the reader, and continue to

be readable in their way, though no new departure like

that of the historical novel begun, as has been narrated

by Miss Porter, is to be traced to her.

These ladies, however, pale before the reputation of

Mrs. Eadcliffe, whose name everybody knows, but whose

works, great as their power and effect was in their day,

are less known now than their merit deserves. The

MyfitcHes of Udolflio is old-fashioned, but it is fine reading

for those who have leisure to trace tlie meanderings of

the threads so carefully entangled, and to follow the most

'

ethereal of heroines through the piled -up troubles which

make her reward all the sweeter when it comes : and that

reward always does come. In those days novelists bar'

a different conception of their art from that whicl

encourages them now to leave their readers with a hand

ful of unfinished threads to be twisted up into the web

of life at their individual pleasure. Mrs. Eadclifte gives

us no problems to solve, no tales to complete ; that is her

business, not ours. She requires nothing of us but to
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listen and look on, keeping all our wits about us, never

knowing when a door may open which will contain the

solution of the mystery, or a casket may be unlocked out

of which the secret may fly. Her landscapes, even now,

though literature has done a great deal siuce then in the

pictorial art, are full of an elaborate and old-fashioned yet

tender beauty. She is not familiar with them, nor play-

ful, but always at the height of a romantic strain ; not

graphic, but refined and full of perception. Tliere are

scenes that remind us of the learned Poussin, and some

that have a light in them not unworthy of Claude before

he was put down from his throne by the braggart energy

and rivalship of Turner—siuce when the modern spec-

tator has scarcely had eyes for those serene horizons and

gleaming moonlight seas. Perhaps of all others Mrs.

Eadcliffe's art is most Jike that of the gentle painter whom
people call Italian Wilson. There is a ruined temple in

the distance, a guitar laid against a broken column ; but

the lights, how mellow and soft, the skies how full of

tempered radiance, the pastoral valleys unprofaned by

luigracious foot—-full of the light that never was on sea

or shore ! The great feudal castle which slie builds in

the midst of the dewy chestnut woods has never been

equalled for mystery. We lose our way in its corridors,

its winding stairs, the chambers high up in the turrets,

where sometimes it is a bleeding retainer, and sometimes

an injured wife, who is hidden away from curious eyes.

Down below, in tlie vaulted passages underground, quar-

rels and passages of arms are rife, while in her spacious

chamber the heroine listens and trembles—yet when the

noises cease and her fluttered spirits are somewhat re-

covered, can always soothe herself by playing a plaintive

air upon her lute, or by taking down one of the favourite

volumes of her well -chosen library, in which she finds

inexhaustible solace for all the evils of life.
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It is not often now-a-days tliat we come across any-

thing that approaches to tlie ethereal perfection of Emily,

a being too delicate almost to have even the finest love

made to her, and the very sight of whom tames the

fiercest. The gloomy chieftain Montoni tries, indeed, to

force her will, to make her consent to a hateful marriage,

and to sign papers disposing of all her fortune ; but not

one of his bravoes says a word to her that is not pretty,

and her " spirits " are never " fluttered " by unseemly

wooings. Valancoiir, thougli he errs and goes astray, is

always the most respectful of lovers ; and the captive,

whom slie supposes to be Valancour, and who is brought

out of his dungeon by her humble retainers on this mis-

taken idea, how devoted, how unpresuming is his despair-

ing adoration ! Perhaps this is a little too fine for

ordinary human nature ; but it miist be remembered that

the school of realism and the canons of probability had

nothing to do with Mrs. Radclifle's art. The chief dis-

tinction of her power to the more commonplace reader is

the skill with which she manages her mysteries—leading

us from step to step through dim corridors, by uncertain

lights, which have a way of going out at the most thrill-

ing moment, across deserted chambers, where curtains

rustle and sliding panels open, and the supernatural is

always feared yet always averted. She was a great deal

too enlightened ever to have anything to say to a ghost.

In those days the ancient love of superstition had faded,

and the new groping after spiritual presences had not

begun. There are a hundred apparitions in her pages,

but they are all elaborately accounted for, and never turn

out to be anything more alarming than flesh and blood.

Sometimes the effect, so carefully worked up to, is a

failure, as in the case of the mystery of the veiled recess

in Udolpho, where our imagination refuses to accept as

anything but a flagrant imposition and deception tho
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waxen image of death whicli is supposed to shock every

heholder out of his wits. But as a matter of fact, no

mysterious terror which is not supernatural will stand

investigation even by the most skilful hands. The reader

is angry at being defrauded of his alarm, and knows that

he has no right to be so frightened by anything that can

be explained.

The character in these books, if it can be called

character at all, is of a kind as old-fashioned as the

costume. It is confined to the lovely creature who is the

heroine, into whom the author throws herself as if the

work were an autobiography. We doubt whether perhaps

it is altogether well for fiction that Emily is so unlike

the modern young woman who figures in the same posi-

tion now. She wlio was too dehcate to mention to her

parents the declaration of love made to her, and who
modestly shrinks from the certainty that she can be

indeed the object of such devoted affection, can scarcely be

imagined of the same species as she who describes all her

lover's kisses, and glories in his fondness. But Emily,

though she may be very unhappy, never makes an

exhibition of herself Concealment, like a worm in the

bud, preys on her damask cheek ; her smile grows more

and more pensive ; her gentle abstraction more deep ; but

she neither defies the people about her, nor cries out to

heaven and earth to know why she should be so miserable.

She takes a walk instead, and admires the scenery, and

pens a little poem expressive of the melancholy that fills

her soul ; or she retires to her room and finds consolation

in touching a few notes of her lute. And with a being

so patient, so sweet, so humble-minded, everything of

coiirse comes right in the end. Udolpho itself cannot

bring her to any evil ; and lier erring lover is so touched

by the sight of her that lie mends on the moment, without

an effort, and all is well. There is a vein of sense, too.
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running through the diaphanous delicacy of this fair

creature. She will not sign those papers with which

Montoni is always threatening, nor be led to believe that

tlie voice on the battlements is that of an apparition

"VVTien she finally escapes at last, her ride through the

M'oods is almost as inspiritiug as that of Mary Stuart in

the Abbot, when she escapes from Lochleven. The picture

altogether has a sort of personal attraction. There is

no divided interest— everything centres in Emily ; and

Emily, even in the utmost flutter of her spirits, never

disappoints her admirers. She is always immaculate,

never too much disturbed to take down a favourite volume

or pen the following verses, or be consoled by touching a

few" notes on the lute.

There is an old-fashioned book of travels by the same

hand which one feels is exactly what Emily would have

written had she set out travelling with Valancour a few

years after their happy nuptials. It is the Journal of

a Tour through Holland and the Western Frontier of

Germany, made in the summer of 1794, and is,—besides

much information, some still quite true and to the pur-

pose, some showing how curiously everything has changed,

—full of charming descriptive sketches. The author in

her preface explains her "use of the plural term" by the

fact that her journey was performed in the company of

her " nearest relation and friend," a periphrasis of the

homely title of husband such as the nineteenth century

has scarcely leisure for. Some of her ideas are quaintly

insular and rococo, as when she tells us that travelling

Englishmen " should be induced at every step to wish

that there may be as little political intercourse as possible

either of friendship or curiosity between the blessings of

this island and the wretchedness of the Continent," and

considers that to hear " the voices of a choir on one side

of the street and the noise of a billiard-table on the other''
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showed "a disgusting excess of licentiousness." But if

we smile at such indication of old-world sentiments, the

reader will immediately find liimself back again in the

sweet company of the gentle Emily, when he reads such

a description as the following, the only difference being

that Emily would have penned at least one copy of

verses, if no more, as she gazed at the wonderful scene.

The travellers were hurrying home from Holland, finding

the war come uncomfortably close to them ; indeed, when
becalmed, and lying near the Flemish shore for about

three days in that condition, they found " the firing before

Sluys not only audible, but terribly loud." Here is a

night and morning on the Channel, the echoes of the guns

scarcely died out of their ears, but England and peace

before them :

—

" It was most interesting to watcli tlie progress of evening anJ

its effects on tlie waters ; streaks of light scattered among the dark

western clouds after the sun had set, and gleaming in long retlection

on the sea, while a gray obscurity was drawing over the east as the

vapours rose gradually from the ocean. The air was breathless
;

the tall sails of the vessel were wdthout motion, and her course upon
the deep scarcely perceptible, while above the planet Jupiter biu'ned

with steady dignity, and thi'ew a tremulous line of light on the sea,

whose surface flowed in smooth waveless expanse. Three othei

planets appeared, and countless stars spangled the daik waters.

T^vilight now pervaded air and ocean, bixt the west was still lumi-

nous where one solemn gleam of dusky red edged the horizon from

under heavy vapours.

" It was now that we first discovered some symptoms of

England. The lighthouse on the South Foreland appeared like a

da^vning star above the margin of the sea. The vessel made little

progress during the night. With the earliest dawn of the morning

we were on deck, vnih. the hope of seeing the English coast ; but

the mists veiled it from our view. A spectacle, however, the most

grand in nature repaid us for our disapjpointment. The moon,

bright, and nearly at her meridian, shed a strong lustre on the

ocean, and gleamed between the sails upon the deck ; but the da\\Ti

beginning to glimmer, contended with the light, and soon touching

the waters with a cold gray tint discovered them, sjireading all
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around to the vast horizon. Not a sound broke upon the silence

except the lulling one occasioned by the course of the vessel through

the waves, and now and then the drowsy song of the pilot as he

leaned on the helm, his shadowy figure just discerned, and that of

a sailor pacing near the head of the ship with crossed arms and a

rolling step. The captain, wrapped in a seacoat, lay asleep on the

deck, wearied ^\'ith the early watch. As the dawn strengthened, it

discovered white sails stealing along the distance, and the flight of

some sea-fowls as they uttered their slender cry, and then, dropping

upon the waves, sat floating on the surface. Meanwhile the light

tints in the east began to change, and the skirts of a line of clouds

below to assume a hue of tawny red, which gradually became rich

orange and purple. "We could then perceive a long tract of the

coast of France, like a dark streak of vapour hovering in the south,

and were somewhat alarmed on finding ourselves witliin view of the

French shore, while that of England was still invisible.

" The moonlight faded fast from the waters, and soon the long

traces of the sun shot their lines upwards through the clouds, and

into the clear sky above, and all the sea below glowed with fiery

reflections for a considerable time before his disk appeared. At
length he rose from the waves, looking from under clouds of purple

and gold ; and as he seemed to touch the water, a distant vessel

passed over his disk, like a dark speck. We rose soon after,

cheered by the faintly-seen coast of England."

The woman who made a minute drawing like this of

all the gradations of the sunrise, though agitated by the

sight of the French coast somewhat too near, and longing

to see the English more plainly, was no insignificant

artist. It is not like the dashing and gTaphic art of

to-day; its touches are hke those of a miniature, lingering

and tender ; but tlie sea and sky come before us as we

read with a magical, soft clearness, reality and truth.

There is very little known of Mrs. Eadcliffe in actual

life. Her maiden name was Ward, and her husband was

the proprietor of a newspaper. She was, we are told,

" distinguished for her beauty," but " studiously avoided

London society, and spent her time in excursions to

favourite rural resorts, and in the enjoymcuts of her quiet

home." Certainly she never appears in any of the
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gossiping chronicles of the time. The Mysteries of Udolpho

is said to have brought her £500, and Tlie Italian a still

larger snm ; but that is about all the record that has>

remained of them and of her.

In the last ten years of the century, so fruitful in

original work, there existed a little grouj^ of painters who
have all a certain place in the literary history of their

time. The gentle Sir Joshua belongs more appropriately

to a previous age, but Flaxman, Fuseli, and Blake all

mingled in the society of which Godwin and his wife,

Holcroft, and the other members of that bourgeois circle,

were members. Of these men, all so remarkable in their

way, the last named is the one whose niche in literature

is the most curious. lie is one of the strangest figures

altogether that ever appeared in any record, and the sight

of him, with his rapt and gleaming eyes, among those

bustling old-fashioned streets, is like a visible appearance

of the wild and ghostly among the most prosaic haunts

of men. Blake was the son of a London tradesman, a

respectable dissenting hosier, in the neighbourhood of

Golden Square, a poor man, yet a creditable parent

enough, who bound his boy apprentice at fourteen to the

trade of engraving, then a most popular and flourishing

profession in its heyday. It is not necessary for us to

follow the elaborate story of his training, and the pro-

cesses by which he attained his place in art, such as it is.

He was little esteemed in his own day, though divined

by a few humble friends and artful connoisseurs, and lay

for many years in the depths of an almost impenetrable

darkness, until in our own time the world came back to

him, and rediscovered leauty and meaning in the work,

which is still caviare to the general. A great deal of

that work even his admirers will allow to be grotesque,

and much of it is entirely unintelligible— neither, we

believe, will it ever commend itself to unsophisticated
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and uneducated lovers of art. What is called its uncon«

ventionality and independence of rule is in reality only a

conventional merit of a higher class than that usually

called by the name, an art of symbol and indication dis-

cernible by the illuminated, but impossible to tho ignorant.

We do not believe that the merely intelligent beholder,

capable of admiring beauty and loving poetry, but with-

out any settled creed in art or foregone conclusion, would

ever of his own accord find in Blake the wonderful

genius and grandeur with which it is now usual to credit

him. Here and there he produces something by a sort

of accidental inspiration, as in the beautiful creation, full

of heavenly joy and beauty, of the " Morning stars sing-

ing together," by which the most insensible must be

moved. But it is unfortunate that his exponents should

strain their demands so far as to require us to applaud in

an equal degree all those weird outlines flung about the

windy skies, all the crouching horrors and staring wild

apparitions which mope and gibber in so many of his

extraordinary pages. His poems are scarcely more easy to

characterise than his pictures. The Songs of Innocence and

Songs of Experience were both the productions of his youth,

most artless, sometimes most sweet—striking accidental

melodies out of the simplest words, out of an idea half

suggested, a sentiment of the ineffable sort, such as an

infant, new out of the unseen; might give utterance to,

could it give utterance at all. The reader is struck

silent by the surprise of the little verse, a sort of babble,

yet divine, which is beyond all dogmas of criticism or art,

and yet touches the soul with a momentary soft contact

as of angels' wings: nay, it is a silly angel, one might

suppose a spoiled child of heaven, potted for its teudei

foolishness, as sometimes a child is on earth, but yet in

its way celestial. The little snatches of verses should

be sung by cliildren in fair spring landscapes, among the
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new-born lambs, or under the blossoming trees, but to

criticise them as literary productions is impossible ; it

would be a kind of offence to simplicity and innocence.

Sometimes, indeed, there strikes in suddenly a stronger

note, as, when after all that ethereal babble of lambs, and

flowers, and little children, the dreamer, in liis bewildered

Arcadia, suddenly dreams of a Tiger—and running off in

his wonder into a few wild glowing stanzas, asks suddenly,

Did He wlio made the lamh make thee ?

This strange visionary was one of the company who

met at Johnson's the publisher, in St. Paul's Churchyard,

at the afternoon dinners, homely and simj)le, where that

good man assembled the authors whom he admired, and

patronised, and controlled, with something of that half

worsMp and half contempt which is the benign bookseller's

most characteristic mood. ]\Iary WoUstonecraft, in her

pensive beauty, before she had ever left England, or

stepped into any of the complications of her career, was

the only woman of whose presence we are informed on

these occasions, and Blake was employed to illustrate

some of the children's books by which she then managed

to live. A story is told of his interference to save Tom

Paine from the consequences of one of his political in-

discretions, in which the artist seems to have shown

himself the most far-sighted of the company. It was

at the moment when that unattractive revolutionary

had been invited to France, but, in the meantime, he

had been pouring forth sedition at a public meeting, of

which he gave a flaming acconnt to the company at

Johnson's table next day. They were all republicans

and sympathisers with Prance, though varying in their

inclination to commit themselves ; and all with an

alarmed (and, as it seems to us, exaggerated) terror of the

Government, and what it was likely to do. Blake, it is

said, listened to Paine's brag with a certainty that steps
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would be taken at once against him. When he rose to

leave, Blake laid his hand on the orator's shoulder, saying,

" You must not go home, or you are a dead man !" and

hurried him off on his way to France. By the time

Paine was at Dover, the officers were in his house, so

that the champion of the Eights of Man escaped at least

a temporary eclipse, if no more (though in those days

they thought of nothing less than hanging), through the

means of the mild and visionary dreamer. Blake was

himself a great revolutionist in his innocent way, wearing

the bonnet rowje about the streets as no one else ventured

to do.

His first publication, if publication it can be called, is

a strange little romantic episode in literary history. He
did not know how to bring out his Songs of Innocence.

The painter-mind has always odd little follies peculiar to

itself, and to a man so used to employ his own hands and

art, it would no doubt appear more natural to produce

copies of his poems by transcription than to have them

printed, which he seems never to have attempted. After

much consideration and prayer, and conference with the

unseen, he at last decided upon tliis extraordinary method.

" Mrs. Blake went out with lialf-a-crown, all the money they

had in the world, and of that laid out one shilling and tenpence on

tlic simple materials necessary for setting in practice the new reve-

lation. This method, to which Blake consistently adhered for

)nnltiplying his works, was quite an original one. It consisted in

a species of engraving in relief—both words and designs. The
verse was written and the designs and marginal embellishments

outlined on the copper, with an impervious liquid—probably the

ordinary stopping-out varnish of engravers. Then the white parts

of lights, the remainder of the plate that is, were eaten away with

aqualbrtis or other acid, so that the outline of letter and design was

left prominent as in stereotype. From these jilates he printed off

in any tint—yellow, brown, blue—required to be the prevailing or

ground colour in his facsimiles ; red he used for the letterpress.

The page was then coloured up by liand, in imitation of the original
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drawing, with more or less variety of colour in the local lines. He
taught Mrs. Blake to take off the impressions with care and deli-

cacy, which such plates signally needed, and also to help in tinting

from his drawings."

In this strange way was produced the series of little

books, now worth almost their weight in gold to the

collector, each page of which was a separate work of art.

These pages are very small, worded with firm, small

writing, in a framework of wild design, with little illus-

trations intermixed—at once an etching, a frame, and a

picture. In the sweet little quaint poem, perhaps the

best known of any, called Tlie Lamh, we have a child

caressing a lamb at a cottage door, a flock visible under

the shadow of a tree, and a fanciful framework of half-

developed spring branches, in a space of five inches long.

Thus, every page was a picture, with its little rhyme set

in the middle. Nothing could be more characteristic of

the primitive artist-mind. We confess, but for the won-

der and quaintness of them, that we do not always see

the beauty of these strange pages—and, no doubt, if he

had not preferred this fanciful primitive way, he could

have got liis Songs published easily enough. But the

strange little book, bound by the wife, who was Blake's

docile pupil and seconder in all things, is naturally far

more precious now than any printed book ;
and is, in

itself, a touching evidence at once of the simplicity and

practical straightforward impulse of the true artist. He
could do it hmiself : why not do it ? What so appro-

priate, what so easy, as those tools which lay nearest to

liis hand ?

Blake produced a great many books in the same way

—for the most part merely wild ravings, of which the

sober-minded reader will make neither head nor tail,

allegories of earth and air, of Europe and America, with

every kind of rambling mystic horror and wonder brought
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in. The book of TJtol, The Gates of Paradise, Jerusalem,

and a number more—books of prophecy he called them,

and they are wild as the dreams of any crazed spirit

t]embling on the verge of madness. It is a great question

among all the critics whether Blake was mad ; certainly

in many of his letters there is great room for the doubt

;

but of one thing there can be no question, that he was
an early disciple of the strange system called among us

Spiritualism or Spiritism—and before mediums or stances,

dark or light, had been thought of, believed liimself to be

attended by all the phenomena which of late have caused

so much discussion. Wliat were the means of communi-
cation in which he believed is not told, but it is evident

that he had an entire belief in tlie guidance and inspira-

tion of spiritual beings, sometimes dead members of his

own family, sometimes others, as the following solemn

words will prove :

—

" I am not asliamed, afraid, or averse," he says, " to tell you
Avliat you ought to be told—that I am under the direction of

messengers from heaven daily and nightly. ... I never obtrude

such things on others unless questioned, and then I never disguise

the truth. But if we fear to do the dictates of oiu- angels, and

tremble at the tasks set before us : if we refuse to do spiritual acts

because of natural fears or natural desires—who can describe the

dismal torments of such a state 1 I too well remember the threats

I heard, ' If you who are organised by Divine Providence for

spiritual communion, refuse, and bury your talent in the earth,

even if you should want natural bread— sorrow and desi^eration

pursue you through life, and after deatb, shame and confusion of

face to eternity. Every one in eternity will leave you, aghast at

the man who was covered with glory and honour by his brethren,

and betrayed their cause to their enemies.'

"

These reproaches of his spiritual friends, and the

struggle which he thus explains, arose in consequence of

the attempt made during a three years' residence in the

country to fix Blake down to ordinary work, engraving

other people's sketches, painting portraits, and pursuing
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other commonplace occupations, for daily bread. He had

been introduced to Hayley, the biographer of Cowper, a

kind and friendly man, if a sentimental and somewhat

mawkish poetaster, with the view of illustrating that

writer's works and making money for himself; and with

this purpose had taken a little rustic cottage at Felpham,

near his patron, with which he was delighted for a time.

But when Blake found that his time was to be fully

occupied with task work, and his own wild original power

of production limited and discouraged, his opinion changed

and the struggle arose which he has here described. He
left Felpham in three years, renouncmg the attempt to

make money, and recurred to his original compositions

and to a very precarious and limited livelihood, " I

am again emerged into the light of day," he cries after

his emancipation. " I have conquered, and shall go on

conquering. Nothing can withstand the fury of my course

among the stars of God and in the abysses of the accuser."

This is wild enough in all conscience. A little later he

speaks of the composition of " a sublime allegory which

is now perfectly completed into a great poem, I may
praise it since I dare not attempt to be other than the

secretary ; the authors are in eternity, I consider it the

grandest poem this world contains." Whether this was

the Jerusalem : the Emanation of the G'iant Albion, we are

not exactly informed ; but as it is the first " prophetic
"

work which follows this announcement, it is to be sup-

posed this is \vhat he means. Such language has been

heard since from believers in the fantastic system which

draws its tenets from the teachings of a piece of furni-

ture. There is no tangible medium of communication

mentioned in Blake's descriptions, but the disciples of

this faith write as he did, utterances of which they do

not claim to be more than the secretary, and of which

they sometimes assert that they are great poems. His is

Vol. II.—

4
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a curious antedating of a mystery which is often very

vulgar, and often very foolish, but which cannot be quite

accounted for either by mere imposture or credulity.

There was no imj^osture in Blake, and it is strange to

find in liim the phraseology which was utterly strange to

liis time, but has come to be a comj^aratively well-known

jargon now. The great poem is the wildest rhapsody

that can be conceived. But his early songs last, and

will continue to do so : even they cannot be said to be

appreciated by the uninitiated. They are little known
and Kttle likely to be known : but in their ineffable art-

lessness they are unlike anythhig else of the time, or

perhaps it might be safe to say, of the language, in which

he remains a unique figure, unapproachable and alone.

To return more closely to the city circle, which we
have, for the advantage of classification, allowed ourselves,

with Southey and Blackwood, to call the Cockney School,

we come to AVilliam Hazlitt, who has already been men-

tioned on various occasions, and who occupied a consider-

able place among his contemporaries, though none of his

works were of a kind to live. He was not a poet or a

philosopher, but a literary man in the closest sense of the

word, impelled by circumstances and a vehement and

lively intelligence to do such work as he was capable of

in tliis fashion, rather than constrained by a higher neces-

sity to utter what was in him for tlie advantage of men.

It never has been proved, nor can it be proved, according

to our belief, that to write for bread is bad for real genius,

especially of the creative kind : but to write for bread

when you have no message to deliver, no definite burden

of prophecy, no story to tell, is a different matter. It is

in these circumstances that literature is a dangerous pro-

fession. In most cases the professional writer has some

gift besides, which buoys him up above the common
merchandise of buying and selling. But Hazlitt had no
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philosophy and no story ; he was an essayist, a critic, a

commentator upon other men's works and ways, rather

than an original performer. There is nothing in literature

so difficult as this branch of the profession, which tempts

the unwary with its seeming ease. How far it benefits

genius, to be trained and polished by all the appliances

of learning, is still a moot point ; but there can be no

question that culture is the first essential to the literary

man who does not possess genius, but only a talent for

expressing himself, and the power of seeing intellectual

subjects from a critical point of view. In his case the

proverb does not tell, which declares that a poet must be

born and not made—for he is not a poet, and his chances

of commanding anything more than a present audience

depend upon his thorough cultivation and knowledge.

Hazlitt did not possess these qualities, and his books are

already as old as if they had been written a tjiousand

years ago, instead of half a hundred. He was, like God-

win, the son of a dissenting minister, inheriting the

intellectual activities and natural political bias of the class

along with its nervous sense of social slight and injustice.

" Hazlitt," says De Quiiicey, always depreciatory, " smiled upon

no man, nor exchanged tokens of fame with the nearest of frater-

nities. . . . His inveterate misanthropy was constitutional,—exas-

perated it certainly had been by accidents of life, by disappoint-

ments, by mortifications, by insults, and still more, by having

wilfully placed himself in collision, from the first, with all the

interests that were in the sunshine of this world, and with all the

persons that were then powerful in England. But my impression

was . . . that no change of position or of fortune could have

brought Hazlitt into reconciliation with the fashion of this world,

or of this England, or of this now. A friend of his it was, a friend

wishing to love him, and admiring him almost to extravagance, who

told me, in illustration of the dark sinister gloom which sat for ever

on Hazlitt's countenance and gestures, that involuntarily wlien

Hazlitt put his hand within his waistcoat (as a mere unconscious

trick of habit) he himself felt a sudden recoil of fear as from one

who was searching for a hidden dagger."
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Talfourd describes the gloomy essayist as " slouching in

from the theatre " to Lamb's cheerful parties, " his stub-

born anger for Napoleon's defeat at Waterloo " somewliat

" softened Ijy Miss Stephens' angelic notes." On this

point he was at variance, not only with the authorities,

but with all patriotic and enliglitened opinion, and charac-

teristically resented the disagreement in which he found

himself, even with the entire band of the French sympa-

thisers, who were otherwise his brethren, but who held

Bonaparte as a sort of Antichrist.

The temper of the man, and the almost ludicrous

length to which political sentiment was carried, could

scarcely be better shown than in the remarks of this

sharp-tongued and unwary critic upon Coleridge when
floating about in the chaos of London, in the unhappy

years which preceded his final settlement at Highgate.

Hazlitt, the reader will remember, furnished us with one

of the most delightful pictures we have of Coleridge at

Nether-Stowey, and Wordsworth at Alfoxden, in those

days of early inspiration, when on " Quantock's airy

ridge" they planned and pondered that conquest of the

world, which they indeed accomplished, but not as they

thouglit. " What has become of that mighty heap of

thought, of learning, of humanity ?" Hazlitt asks, when,

far from the downs and the sea, and the hoj)es of youth,

he finds the philosophic poet amid the dreary monotonies

of town, " it has ended in swallowing doses of oblivion,

and writing paragraphs for the newspapers." And the

keen political sectary goes on to find a reason for this

decadence, with the semi -fictitious passion which was

characteristic of him. It is because " Liberty, the philo-

sopher's and the poet's bride, had fallen a victim to the

murderous practices of the hag legitimacy " that the

mighty had thus fallen. " Proscribed by court hirelings,

too romantic for the herd of vulgar politiciai^s, our enthu-
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siast stood at bay, and at last turned on the pivot of a

subtle casuistry to the unclean side ; but his discursive

reason would not let him trammel himself into a poet-

laureate or a stamp collector," says the envious and

bitter critic. Southey, the excellent, the kind, enjoyed

one of these wealthy offi:es ; and Wordsworth, self-absorbed

as one of hie own mountains, maintained his independ-

ence with the aid of the other ; but Coleridge, incapable

of any conditions, even that of furnishing birthday odes,

" sank into torpid uneasy repose, tantalised by useless

resources,- haunted by vain imaginings, his lips idly

moving, but his heart for ever still." " Such," Hazlitt

cries shrilly, " is the fate of genius in an age when, in

the unequal contest with sovereign wrong, every man is

ground to powder who is not either a born slave, or who

does not williugly and at once offer up the yearnings of

humanity and the dictates of reason as a welcome sacrifice

to besotted prejudice and loathsome power !" The only

comment we can offer after such a peroration is that of

Mr. Burchell—"Fudge!" The author of Fire, Famine,

and Slaughter, the most fierce and powerful of political

assaults, was wont to boast that it was he who had raised

the circulation of the Morning Post, the paper in which

that wonderful eclogue a])peared, from an almost nominal

rate to a large and profitable sale—an assertion of course

denied by the editor of the paper, who attributed the

increase to other causes, but yet showing how futile was

this tattle about sovereign wrong or otl'erings of reason

and humanity to loathsome power. Such was, however,

the nature of the critic and the fashion of the time.

Hazlitt, however, had the gift of a brilliant style, and

a great deal of incisive and irritaljle force, though the

saucy critic of to-day would call his writing " tall," and

pull his showy sentences to pieces ; and he maintained

a distinct place in the literature of his time, though few
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people recollect much about hira now-a-days. He was a

born magazine writer, with much of that sparkle and

petuLaut force which tells at the nioinent, and a ready

power of response to any call, a " Contrilmtor " of a valu-

able kind. Such a writer, with no independent gift of

productijn, must lay his account with oblivion. But

Hazlitt in his own person must, one cannot but think,

have been more impressive and interesting than in print,

for, in the beginning of the two volumes which his

grandson has dedicated to his memory, there are various

laudatory paragraphs, testimonials, so to speak, to his

merit, which rank him much more highly. "I should

belie my own conscience," says Charles Lamb, "if I said

less than that I think W. H. to be, in his natural and

healthy state, one of the wisest and finest spirits breath-

ing. ... I think I shall go to my grave without finding,

or expecting to find, such another companion." Higher

praise than this no man could have, and when we add

his biographer's simple estimate of his titles to immor-

tality as an " Edinburgh Eeviewer, London Magazine man,

a person of letters who was thought big enough game,

both in London and Edinburgh, for Mr. Giflbrd's and Mr.

Blackwood's longest shot," we feel that we have said all

for Hazlitt wliich it is necessary to say. To have been

held up to public admiration by Christopher North, as a

leading member of the Cockney School, was something;

and notwithstanding his real literary power, a Cockney of

letters he assuredly was, subjecting all things to tLe

standard of a narrow circle, always defiant in his own
person, and in angry resistance to all the larger in-

fluences, against which his arrogant independence and

self-esteem revolted.

In his personal history we find some curious circum-

stances. He took a stej) which we do not remember to

have heard of as resorted to by any man of character.
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before ot since ; being an Englishman, with no connection

whatever with Scotland, he took advantage of the Scotch

law of divorce to shake himself free of a wife who did

not suit him. It is true that the lady was of the same

mind, and very willing to aid in the strange operation,

which was carried out accordingly. His motive was to

be able to marry a young woman, the daughter of the

house in which he lodged, who had roused him in middle

age into all the fervour of an early passion. Whetlier

she was aware of the strong step taken by her elderly

lover to open a way for her we are not told, but when he

rushed back to London, a free man, to, marry her, the

girl put him off and played with him, and was finally

discovered to be on much more affectionate terms with

another lover. His fury and passion, and the letters

which passed between the pair, and the terrible dis-

appointment of his hopes, he put, red-hot with love and

rage, into a book which he called the Liber Amoris.

Such an exhibition never could be met with anything

but laughter, and it has left a shade of permanent

ridicule upon this fierce figure, once so active and loud,

now so little known. At a I'ater period he managed to

marry another more soft-hearted woman ; but any

marriage must, w^e should suppose, have been of doubtful

legality in the circumstances. The whole story is that

of one who was anything but a happy man. He began

his life with a very dry and lifeless exposition of philo-

sophy On the Principles of Human Action; but all liis

other contributions to literature, except a Life of Napoleon,

consisted of essays and criticism. His sketches of his

contemporaries retain the interest which the work of an

eye-witness always must have, but there is little that is

profound or original in his criticism, much of which was

spoken in the form of lectures before it found its way into

print
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Of the same class, though with qualities so much
more attractive that his memory is still fresh and plea-

sant to many readers, is Leigh Hunt, who, with the same

imperfect education and want of literary training, but

w^ith a spark of genius which makes up for many
deficiencies, became a member of the same lively literary

circle of newspaper and magazine writers, which more or

less embraced all the names that have come before us.

It is a curious proof of the difference that this little

spark of genius makes, to contrast the productions of

these two men, both of whom have produced a mass of

miscellaneous comment on every subject under heaven,

hundreds and thousands of pages which served to occujjy

and amuse, if not to instruct, the readers of their day,

just as so many of ourselves do—with an amount of

workmanlike skill which earns its daily recompense very

honestly so long as it has no pretension to do more, but

which is altogether inadequate to build a lasting literary

reputation upon. Leigh Hunt, like Hazlitt, wrote largely

in newspapers, in magazines, and reviews, and collected

these writings into volumes which exist and are laid up

on dusty shelves where nobody thinks of disturbing

them. But Leigh Hunt did what Hazlitt could not do.

There came out of his heart at least two exquisite little

poems, which, to apply our favourite test, would, if all he

ever wrote was swept away by some conflagration, linger

in individual memories for generations, and flutter down
orally through the mist of years, indestructible and sacred.

One of these scraps of verse is the exquisite little fable

called Abou Ben Aclhcm : the otlier, Lines addressed " To

T. L. H., six years old, during a sickness." The former

is so brief that, well known though it be, we may quote

it once more as Leigh Hunt's " title to the skies " of

poetical remembrance and fame :

—
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" Abou Ben Adliem—may his tribe increase

—

Awoke one night from a dee]) dream of peace,

And saw within the moonlight in his room.

Making it rich and like a lily in bloom,

An angel writing in a book of gold
;

Exceeding fear had made Ben Adhem bold,

And to the presence in the room he said,

* \Yhat -n-ritest thou V The vision raised his head

And, mth a look made of all sweet accord,

Answered, ' The names of those who love the Lord.*

* And is mine one V said Adhem. 'Nay, not so,'

Replied the angel. Abou spoke more low.

But cheerily still, and said, ' I pray thee, then,

Write me as one that loves his fellowmen,'

The angel '\\Tote and vanished. The next night

He came agaivi "\\dth a great wakening light,

And showed the names whom love of God had blest,

And, lo ! Ben Adhem's name led all the rest."

He who has left one such jewel as this has a claim

upon his race surpassing that of the most excellent writ-

ing, the best criticism, the highest popular skill and

adroitness in contemporary histftry. It is, indeed, the

only claim that Time acknowledges short of actual

creation or discovery. The clever writer who has in him,

besides his writing and his cleverness, the something

indefinable, unpurchasable, not to be manufactured or

inherited, which can produce this little bit of verse, has a

certain place secured to him for ever in the records of his

language. But without this, vague miscellaneous ^vriting,

however clever, is nothing more than a profession, which

earns its wages according to its quality, and has no right

to expect any more.

Leigh Hunt wrote in innumerable papers ; some of

these—for instance, the Ecaniiner, which still exists after

many changes—retain a sort of prejudice in their favour

from this tune, a ^ague idea of some literary grace and

excellence superior to tlie ordinary, though it is long since

all connection was severed between them and the original
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from which this prejudice came. And his stray articles

and essaj^s would fill—do fill—more volumes than it is

easy to number. He was also the victim, in a more

actual sense than Holcroft, Home Tooke, and their com-

panions, of a political persecution. Of that " sanguinary

plot against the liberties of Englishmen," as Godwin calls

it, which did these gentlemen so little harm, it is difficult

to form any serious judgment now through all the heroics

of the defendants, and in face of the fact that it came to

nothing. Leigh Hunt's, however, was no sedition but a

libel against the Prince Regent, the "Adonis of fifty,"

who had so offended the Liberal party in his time by that

invariable and historical expedient of Heirs Apparent, the

change of politics which follows a change of position from

expectancy to power, tha*:' no mercy was shown him.

Few people now-a-daj^s will strike a blow for George the

Fourth, but the man who calls the head of a State Sar-

danapalus, and describes him as " a violator of his word,

a libertine over head and ears in disgrace, a despiser of

domestic ties, the companion of gamblers and demireps,"

could scarcely expect, in an age of political excitement

and arbitrary proceedings, to do so without remark. The

j)rinter and writer of the article were tried for libel, and

sentenced to be imprisoned for two years, and pay a fine

of five hundred pounds each. Leigh Hunt informs us

that it was notified to them that " if we would abstain in

future from commenting upon the actions of the royal

personage " both penalties might be remitted ; but this

neither he nor his brother chose to do—and there is no

doubt that he made a great deal of literary capital out of

his imprisonment. His description of it, and the means

he took to make it pleasant, is very characteristic of the

man, and sets at once before us the sentimentalities and

prettinesses which he brought into a sort of fashion. His

room in prison was " papered with a trellis of roses, the
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ceiling coloured with clouds and sky, tlie barred windows

I screened with Venetian blinds ; and when my bookcases

were set up with their busts, and flowers and a pianoforte

made their appearance, perliaps there was not a hand-

somer room on that side of the water." He was per-

mitted to have his family with him in this Bower of

Bliss, and the satisfaction of beholding the surprise and

delight of every new visitor at the transformation he had

effected must have gone a long way to undo the pains of

the confinement. Amateurs of decorative art in the

present day will shudler at Leigh Hunt's skyey ceiling

and trellis of roses ; but he thought it very fine, and got

true enjoyment out of his sentimental prison.

Leigh Hunt lived a long life, and wrote an intermin-

able amount of prose, such as the world very willingly

lets die. He produced a poem, the Legend of Rimini, a

soft and novelistic version of the stern tale of Paolo and

Francesca, in which critics were accustomed to say there

are some " exquisite lines"—but the public has never

eared very much for this poem. And a great deal of

pretty writing came from Leigh Hunt—genial babble of

green fields, pleasant enumeration of pleasant landscapes,

and that kind patronage of nature which is so easy to a

fluent pen, and carries with it a suggestion of delicate

morality and a fine mind. At a later period he went to

Italy on the invitation of Lord Byron and to join him

—

with the idea of setting up " a Liberal periodical publica-

tion" in conjunction with Byron and Shelley— a most

curious project, which naturally came to nothing. We
shall be obliged to return to this subject in our remarks

upon the two great poets, at whose melancholy and pre-

maturely ended lives we have now almost arrived.

Another most gentle and friendly figure wliich links

itself on to this group, in the beginning of the century, by

means of the Lambs, is Gary, the translator of Dante, he
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who had begun his poetical career under the wing of the

Swan of Lichfield, and exchanged poetical complaints in

that old-world coterie. Gary was as unlike as it is pos-

sible to conceive to the half-educated and restless writers

above mentioned. He was a scholar born, and a wide

and unwearied reader, keeping journals which are little

more from beginning tc end than a list of books carefully

mastered and annotate A, a student whose library was his

workshop, his field of action, the centre of his life. From

his childhood he had exercised himself in the work of

translation. " When he was only eight years old," we

are informed, " I have heard him say pleasantly, laughing

at his own precocious taste for translating aud blank verse,

that at that age he rendered a considerable portion of the

first book of the Odyssey into his childish prose, and,

having done so, cut it into lengths of ten syllables each,

which he then wrote out under the persuasion that it was

poetry." When he was a boy at Rugby, in a more ad-

vanced stage, he agreed with two of his friends " to attempt

a metrical translation of the chief Greek poets." Tims

the child was father to the man. His University career

seems to have passed tranquilly without any special dis-

tinction, and he entered the Oliurch in accordance with

his father's wishes in due time, and was in 1797, when

all the new poets and writers of the undeveloped age were

at their fullest activity, the vicar of Abbots Bromley, newly

married, and in the enjoyment of that perfect tranquillity

and happiness which seem nowhere more likely to be

attained than in a parsonage. Here he began, with a

pleasant irregularity, by the Purgatorio, his great work.

But it was not till 1805, when he had changed to another

living, and was surrounded by cliiklren, that the first

volume of the translation, beginning, as was necessary,

with the Inferno, was published, it is amusing to find

that it did not at all please Miss Seward, the " dear
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mistress," whose strictures he listened to with afifectionate

patience, and who neitlier liked the original nor the trans-

lation. There is a proof of a certain superficial growth

at least of culture and knowledge among us in the present

day, in the frankness with which the people of that time

expressed their opinions upon subjects which are now
sacred from irreverent remark. Miss Seward frankly did

not like Dante, and owned it. A " Muse " of society

occupying her position now-a-days might be of the same

mind, but would not venture to confess as much. And
she found Gary's translation to be defaced by obscurity

and vulgarisms of language, which she set forth in a long,

very long, letter, full of verbal criticism, though without

convincing the author. But either the world was of Miss

Seward's opinion concerning Dante, or, as is more probable,

knew nothing about that great poet, and the translation

fell dead and was no more heard of. The happy chance

by which it was introduced to general notice and the light

of day affords one of the prettiest of literary anecdotes.

Gary had suffered great domestic griefs, which shook his

being to its very depths, and, in the summer of 1817, was

at the seaside at Littlehampton, sadly healing from one of

those great wounds, and teaching his eldest boy, by way

of occupation for his languid life. It is this boy, his

biographer in after years, who tells the story.

" After a morning of toil over Gi'eek or Latin composition, it

was our custom to walk on the sands and read Homer aloud, a prac-

tice adopted partly for the sake of the sea-breezes, and not a little,

I believe, in order that the pupil might learn to read ore rotunda,

having to raise his voice above the noise of the sea that was breaking

at our feet. For several consecutive days Coleridge crossed us in

our walk. The sound of the Greek, and especially the expressive

countenance of the tutor, attracted his notice ; so one day, as we

met, he placed himself directly in my father's way, and thus ac-

costed him :
* Sir, yours is a face I should know. I am Samuel

Taylor Coleridge.' His person was not unknown to my father, whc

had abeady pointed him out to me as the great genius of our age
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anrl country. Our volume of Homer was shut up ; but, as it was

ever Coleridge's custom to speak—it could not be called talking or

conversing—on the subject that first offered itself, whatever it might

be, the deep mysteries of the blind bard engaged our attention dur-

ing the remainder of a long walk. I was too young at the time to

carry away with me any but a very vague impression of his won-

drous speech. All that I remember is, that I felt as one from whose

eyes the scales were just removed, who could discuss and enjoy the

light, but had not strength of vision to bear its fulness. . . . The
close of our walk found Coleridge at our family dinner-table. Among
other topics of conversation, Dante's ' divine ' poem was mentioned.

Coleridge had never heard of my father's translation, but took a

copy home with him that night. On the following day, when the

two friends (for so they may from their first day of meeting be called)

met for the purpose of taking their daily stroll, Coleridge was able

to recite whole pages of the version of Dante, and though he had

not the original with him, repeated passages of that also, and com-

mented on the translation. Before leaving Littlehampton, he ex-

pressed his determination to bring the version of Dante into public

notice; and this, more than any other single person, he had the

means of doing in his course of lectures delivered in London during

the winter months."

It is pleasant to find that much as Coleridge was in

the habit of forgetting his promises and engagements, he

did not forget this. On the margin of his notes for one

of liis lectures stands the memorandum, " Here to speak

of Mr. Gary's translation :" and he did so speak of it that

" the work, which had been published four years, but had

remained in utter obscurity, was at once eagerly sought

for. About a thousand copies of tlie first edition that

remained on hand were immediately disposed of, and in

less than three months a new edition was called for,"

while, to crown all, both the Edinburgh and Quarterly

Jicvievjs re-echoed the praises that had been sounded by

Coleridge, and henceforth the claims of the translator of

Dante to literary distinction were universally admitted.

Before this, Cary, joining in the universal verdict, had

announced to his brother-in-law his meeting with Cole-

ridge as " the most extraordinary man I ever met with."
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It is pleasant, amid the accounts already quoted and those

given by De Quincey and others of the chaotic character

of the poet's lectures, to find so dehghtful an incident

connected with tliera.

The work thus recommended to the world has kept its

place ever since as the standard translation of Dante.

Others may have greater literary excellence, but its faitli-

fulness and completeness, and the, on the whole, dignified

and sufficient manner in which the work is executed, give

it a lasting value wliich no other translation has attained.

Gary was guilty of many pipings of original song besides,

which did not meet with such approval. We have already

.quoted the tender and sympathetic verses addressed to

Lamb, who had found in the learned and gentle clergy-

man a congenial spirit. In the latter portion of his life

Gary quitted the parsonage, over which the death of several

children had thrown a lasting gloom, and received an

appointment which exactly suited him in the British

Museum. This brought him into the circle of literature

in London, but not to its high places or among its fashion-

able votaries. He lived in Bloomsbury, as simply and as

gravely as he had lived in the country ; devoted to his

books, and spending all his days in the great library whicli

it was a happiness to him to watch over and care for

;

writing occasional magazine articles like the rest, and

sending forth other essays in translation, among which

was a version of the " Birds " of Aristophanes. But after

ten years' enjoyment of this modest post, Gary's mind was

disturbed and his position altered by the sudden elevation

over him of the late well-known and celebrated Antonio

Panizzi. Everybody is agreed now-a-days that a more

admirable appointment than that of Panizzi could not

have been made ; but it is curious to see, looking back,

the hard case of the good Gary, who, wliatever his business

qualifications may have been, was a devoted lover of books.
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and the most creditable of public servants. The promo-

tion of his subordinate, however, was more than his gentle

temper couid bear, and he addressed a spirited protest to

the Lord Chancellor ; but he had no success in his effort

to undo the decision, and accordingly resigned his appoint-

ment after ten years' service. The loss, however, was not

one that affected him vitally, and a few years later a pen-

sion was granted to him. He used the leisure thus forced

upon him in miscellaneous literary work, and edited,

among other things, a series of English poets—which, by

the way, is a thing which almost every notable writer of

the period seems to have done. What has become of all

these series, specimens, extracts, new editions, one after the

other, it is impossible to tell. But there was scarcely a

bookseller or unoccupied author who did not plunge into

some undertaking of the kind.

Gary died peacefully as late as 1844, in a gentle old

age, consoled by the love and attention of his son. He
seems to have had no special place in society, being

always retiring and shy ; but the Lambs, after their re-

tirement, when Temple Lane was a thing of the past and

they had gone into their suliurban exile, came once a

month to dine with him in Bloorasbury, a little festival

which was looked forward to with pleasure on both sides.

" We were talking of roast shoulder of mutton with onion

sauce ; but I scorn to prescribe to the hospitalities of

mine host," is Lamb's playful suggestion in reference to

one of these friendly dinners. Cary was brought in

contact with other members of the craft at the " Magazine

dinners," given generally by the publishers, wliich kept

the contributors to the London Magazine together. At

one of them a rustic autlior made his appearance whom
we may note in passing, a gentle ])oet, for whom some-

thing friendly was done by the lovers of literature of the

time, but who was not great, an<l had it not in him to
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attain any height. Among the gentlemen, he was a little

out of place, and did not know what to do with himself.

"The most interesting of the party was the poet Clare.

He was dressed in a labourer's holiday suit. The pun-

sters evidently alarmed him, but he listened with the

deepest attention to his host" (who was Gary himself, the

dinner being for some forgotten reason at his house). It

required something beyond the range of a rustic versifier

to make out what all the wits were after—Lamb, with

liis rolling stammer, skilfully exercised to the advantage

of his genius, and all the younger talkers used to the

quick exchanges of skilful conversation.

The mention of the London Magazine, to which this

school of writers was attached, aud in which the Essays

of Mia appeared, brings before us a brief but curious

romance of literature, the tragic episode of which John

Scott, the editor of that publication, was the hero. It is

difficult to find any distinct record of this writer and his

fate, though there are innumerable allusions to him in

the literary memoirs of his day. His writings have not

been collected or preserved save in the pages of his

Magazine, but nothing can be higher than the testimony

borne to his qualities by his friends and literary coad-

jutors. " He was," says Sergeant Talfourd, " a writer of

remarkable candour, elegance, and discrimination," and

liis power of managing the staff of contributors, which

included so headstrong and petulant a member as Hazlitt,

and one so eccentric and uncertain as De Quincey, was

marvellous. Talfourd invests his unfortunate end with

an almost ludicrous mystery. " In a luckless hour," he

says, " instead of opposing the little personalities of

Blackwood by the exhibition of a serene power, he rushed

with spurious chivalry into a personal contest, caught up

the weapons he had himself denounced, and sought to

unmask his opponents, and draw tliem beyond the pale of
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literary courtesy . . . and at last met his death almost

by lamentable accident in the uncertain glimmer of moon-

light, from the hand of one who went out resolved not tc

harm him." This melodramatic picture was not needed

to turn into a painful horror the ridicule which had

hitherto attended literary duels, such as the intended en-

counter, for instance, between little Moore and little

Jeffrey, of which (especially as it never came to any-

thing) it was impossible to think without a laugh. In

the present case the contest of sharp words ended in real

bloodshed, and the laugh is quenched in horror, mingled

with a painful sense of entire incongTuity. The lively

dinners round the publisher's table, where Lamb punned

and Hazlitt raved, and gentle Mr. Gary had his learned

little joke, on one hand,—and the wilder mirth of Ambrose's

parlour, where Christopher North flashed forth the light

of his genius, and the Shepherd talked the divinest of

nonsense, on the other,—came thus into contact for a

moment with a sharp and stern touch of wrong-headed

reality, incongruous human passion, out of place and out

of date, half bathos, but altogether tragedy, which it is

most painful to contemplate. This incident leaves a scar

across the peaceful story. It is, fortunately, the only

accident of this kind which we are called upon to record.

The society in London, which we have thus attempted

to set before the reader, had nothing to do with the great

world. If they touched occasionally upon the outskirts

of that fairer sphere, their lives were entirely spent in a

different atmosphere, in dingy houses and small rooms, in

streets populous and noisy, or lost in the dulness of a

homely suburb. The Polygon, Somers Town, the small

streets about Holborn, the Temple, a more dignified title

:

where the air was not so heavy as it is now-a-days in the

most elegant regions, and where there was little talk of

fog : but where everything was Town, and the atmosphere
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had all the bustle and the limitations of the streets.

Little notes conveyed by hand, droppings in on this and

that acquaintance, quick response of communication at all

times, and a murmur of perpetual talks, rustle through

this limited world. They are spectators, in minutest

detail, of each other's existence, but the larger stream of

life does not touch tliem. There is no coming and going

of imperial interests, not even any greatness of passing

strangers, or influences out of literature, the action, always

so much needed among professional persons, of the ordi-

nary world. This great advantage, which is shared by so

many people in the higher classes, who are quite unable

to profit by it, was unknown to this world underground.

Hence the justice of the injurious title of the Cockney

School, and hence much of the narrowness and petty per-

sonality of men whose views were large enough. The

hirgeness of their views, passing all bounds of the practi-

cal, was indeed due to the same limitation which con-

tracted their lives. They knew at once too little and too

much for the role 'they assumed—too much of books and

too little of men. To all fine spirits shut up in a petty

world, the capabilities of nature, if once emancipated from

its bounds, are far more like to become the objects of

passionate belief than is possible with those who, seeing

all varieties of mankind pass before their eyes, learn the

limits of hope, and get somehow to understand how little

is likely to be accomplished. The little circle of hourgeois

writers turning round and round in its own orbit, chang-

ing its combinations chiefly by means of personal quarrels

and controversies, made little progress, though it believed

in so much. It ndssed its fuU development because it

was thus cabined and confined.

Nevertheless, there are otli«r names which bring us

westward into the more open air of the great world,

where everything is more spacious, more free, more varied.
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Leigh Hunt was a friend of Byron, of Shelley, and the

younger group of poets. These names lead us, though

ever so slightly, to the wider region, even when they

themselves can scarcely he said to belong to it. Mack-

intosh, who had written his Vindicice Gallicce in his

young days, to change into views much more moderate

as maturity and all its mixed motives came, linked them

with public life and a philosophy less ideal and impos-

sible than that of Godwin. Hazlitt lived next door to

Jeremy Bentham. Thus the one sphere touched the other

in which, after a different fashion, with more space and

less concentration, life and thought, imagination and

reason, satire and fancy, were being as fully exercised in

a different way.

It is perhaps scarcely just to add to the end of this

humble circle the name of a poet never attaining the first

rank, yet reaching a gentle eminence on which his name,

more than his work, perhaps, is still fully known—Bryan

Waller Procter, more universally known in his lifetime as

Barry Cornwall : but it is difficult to allot him his place

elsewhere. His name involves that of Basil Montagu,

whose stepdaughter he married, and to whose circle he

belonged. This gentleman, the early patron and friend

of many men of letters, holds a sort of middle position

between the horirgeois circle and the finer groups of

society. He was a man of fine literary taste, who loved

to gather about him such members of the literary pro-

fession as came within his reach, and who, beginning with

Godwin and his peers, k^t up for a long time the

friendly tradition, and encouraged young authors and

courted old ones, as has always been the custom with

tliose better-off people who, without the faculty or impulse

of writing themselves, ha'^ yet a fondness for the society

of those who exercise that craft, and love to hold on by

the skirts of literature. The liospitable house of Basil
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Montagu has been hardly and ungratefully used in recent

days ; but every such circle is liable to be so treated

when it has been subject to the inspection of critical eyes,

without the glamour of gratitude or kindness in them.

Msecenas becomes easily ridiculous, and no doubt there

were men in Eome who thought little of that patron of

the arts, considered him to be seeking but his own glory

in drawing the wits about him, and called his company a

menagerie, and Horace no better than a parasite. It is

needless to say to the reader who it is that has done this,

or to excuse the heedless words, never intended to go out

of his own study, of Thomas Carlyle. The truth would

seem to have lain, as usual, between the two statements :

that Montagu, himself a dabbler in literature, loved its

professors, yet liked at the same time to find himself at

the head of a band all more or less known, about whom
he was as likely to make mistakes as others of his con-

temporaries were, nor less or more, but for the excellence

of all of whom he was ready to go to the stake— is true

enough. And some were ungrateful, but some devoted

to his kindly service. It was a home in which many
young men were received with kindness, and notably the

raw young Scotsman with Aunandale strong about him,

its very earth upon his shoes, who tried so hard in his

early^ letters to screw himself np to a pitch of seemly

admiration, but in his old age had long forgotten that,

and remembered only the oddities of the company, and

some whiff of thi lion-hunter in the heads of the house.

This kind and cultivated household was in Bedford Square,

half-way between the Cockney School and the ladies and

gentlemen of higher social pretensions who would occa-

sionally meet their humbler brethren in the drawing-

room, which lay midway. Of all the writers who

flourished there, and were applauded to the echo, Procter

^ Privately printed by Mrs. Procter.
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is the one most closely connected with this little centre

of refinement and cultivation. He appeared in 1815
with a volume of dramatic sketches, in which he too had

felt himself moved to the attempt, to " try the effect of

a more natural style than that which had for a long time

prevailed in our dramatic literature." His success in this

was small ; for among the modern writers for the stage

no one as yet has found the means of adapting a poetic

diction with marked success to a dramatic story. He
found his way, indeed, to the stage, and had the satis-

faction of seeing his works acted by such performers as

Macready and Charles Kemble ; but his success, so far as

this goes, was one of the day, and his plays are unknown,

we fear, to any theatrical repertory. He was the school-

fellow of Byron at Harrow, and lived long enough to be

a kind critic and counsellor far on in the century to

another generation of poets. His shorter lyrics, many of

them very melodious and graceful, are what has lasted

longest. And he had the gentle succession, which some-

body has said is peculiar to the greatest men—he handed

on his little lamp of genius to his daughter, and thus

prolonged a mild but beautiful fame.

William Godwin, bom 1756 ; died I8.3G.

Published Sketches of History in Six Sermons, 1782.

Inquiry concerning Political Justice and its Influence on

General Virtue and Happiness, 1793.

Things as they are ; or, The Adventures of Caleb

Williams (novel), 1794.

The Inquirer (series of essays), 1790.

Memoirs of Mary WoUstonecraft Godwin, 1798.

St. Leon (novel), 1799.

Antonio ; or, The Soldier's Revenge (drama), 1800.

Thoughts on Dr. Pane's Spital Sermon, 1801.

Life of Cliaucer, 180.3.

Fleetwood ; or. The New Man of Feeling (novel), 1804.

Faulkner: A tragedy, 1807.
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Published Essay on Sepulchres ; or, A Proposal for Erecting some

Memorial of the Illustrious Dead on the Spot where

their Remains have been interred, 1808.

Lives of Edward and John Phillips, the nephews of

John Milton, 1815.

Mandeville (novel), 1817.

Treatise on Population, 1820.

History of the Commonwealth of England, 1824-7.

Cloudesley (novel), 1830.

Thoughts on Man, 1831.

Lives of the Necromancers, 1834.

Mart Wollstonecraft, born 1759 ; died 1797.

Published Thoughts on the Education of Daughters (pamphlet), 1786.

Vindication of the Rights of Woman, 1791.

Moral and Historical View of the French Republic, 1792,

Letters from Norway, 1795.

Thomas Holcroft, born 1745 ; died 1809.

Published Alwj-n ; or, The Gentleman Comedian (novel), 1780.

Duplicity (comedy), 1781.

The Deserted Daughter

The Road to Ruin, 1792 /
^^^^^

Anna St. Ives, 1792.

Hugh Trevor, 1794.

Bryan Perdue, 1805.

A Tour in Germany and France.

Many Translations from the French and German.

Autobiography.

Mrs. Elizabeth Inchbald, born 1753 ; died 1821.

Published Mogul Tale (farce) ; Such Things Are ; The Married

Man ; The Wedding Day ; The Midnight Hour ; Every

Man has his Fault ; Wives as they Averc, and Maida M
they are ; Lovers' Vows (plays), from 1784.

A Simple Story (novel), 1791.

Nature and Ai-t (novel), 1796.

Edited by her

—

British Theatre, 1806.

Modern Theatre, 1809.

Memoirs (posthumous), 1833.
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Miss Anna Maria Porter, born 1780 ; died 1832.

Published Artless Tales, 1793-5.

Walsh ColviUe, 1797.

Octavia, 1798.

The Lakes of Killarney, 1804.

A Sailor's Friendship and a Soldier's Love, 1805.

The Hungarian Brothers, 1807.

Don Sebastian and the House of Braganza, 1809.

Ballad Romances and other Poems, 1811,

The Recluse of Norway, 1814.

The Feast of St. Magdalen, 1818.

The Village of Mariendorpt, 1821.

Tales of Pity for Youth.

The Knight of St. John, 1821.

Roche Blanche, 1822.

Honor O'Hara, 1826.

The Barony, 1830.

Miss Jane Porter, bom 1776 ; died 1850.

Published Thaddeus of Warsaw, 1803.

The Scottish Chiefs, 1810.

The Pastor's Fireside, 1815.

Duke Christian of Luneburgh, 1824,

The Field of Forty Footsteps, 1828.

Sir Edward Seaward's Diary, 1831.

Mrs. Radcliffe, born 1764 ; died 1823.

Published The Castles of Athlin and Dunbayne, 1789.

The Sicilian Romance, 1790.

The Romance of the Forest, 1791.

The Mysteries of Udolpho, 1794.

The Italian ; or. The Confessional of the Black Pfnitents^

1797.

Gaston de Bloudeville ; or. The Court oi\

Henri III. resting in Ardennes ( ,

St Alban's Abbey (metrical) (
-^

Poetical Pieces J
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William Hazlitt, born 1778 ; died 1830.

Published On the Principles of Human Action, 1805.

Eloquence of the British Senate, 1808.

Views of the English Stage ) i q i ^
The Round Table

|i8i/.

The English Comic Writers, 1819.

Characters of Shakspeare's Plays, 1817.

The Dramatic Literature of the Time of Elizabeth, '. 821.

Table Talk, 1821-2.

The Spirit of the Age, 1825.

Notes of a Journey through France and Italy, 1825.

The Plain Speaker, 1826.

Life of Napoleon, 1828-30.

Conversations of James Northcote, Esq., 1830.

Rev. H. F. Gary, born 1772 ; died 1844,

Published Sonnets and Odes, 1788.

Ode to Kosciusko, 1797.

Translation of the Inferno, 1805.

Translation of the Divina Commedia, 1814.

Lives of the English Poets.

Vol. II.—

5
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CHAPTER II.

THE COUNTRY.

It is so difficult -to follow a distinct classification in

respect to the literary workers who are continually

crossing each other's paths, appearing and reappearing in

different links and windings of the same historical way,

that some arbitrary mode of division is necessary. And
we think it better, having given such glimpses as we have

been able of one section of the literary world in London,

to pause for a little upon those who do not appear much

in the centre of national life at all, before proceeding to

the other greater and more showy region which touches

the highest circles of the state, and belongs to what is

called and has always been called " Society." The reign

of the literary coteries in the provincial towns had begun

to die out about the time of the new century; but yet wc

find many points of light all over the country, where

men and women pursued their varied intellectual pur-

suits, with less delightful complacency indeed than that

which distinguished the Swan of Lichfield, but still with

a deeper sense of their own superiority and importance as

enlighteners of the earth, than is general now among the

unobtrusive professors of literature. So near London as

Hampstead, Joanna Baillie, the most modest of women,

but the most ambitious of female poets, lived for the

greater part of a long life. We cannot feel that, great as

her reputation was, and high as was the opinion expressed

I
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of her by many of her most distinguished contemporaries,

we should be jiistiiied in leaving out that prefix and

ranking her boldly among the poets without distinction

of sex. That she was superior to many men of her time

is no reason for claiming for her an approach to the

circle of the greatest : and to name her with Wordsworth
or with Coleridge would be folly, although there is now
and then a Shakspearian melody in her blank verse which

pleased the general ear more than the stronger strain of

the Excursion, and stood no unfavourable comparison with

the diction of Coleridge's dramas. It is evident that she

herself aimed at a reputation not inferior to theirs, and

that the cousciousness of a lofty purpose, and the applauso

of " those qualified to judge," which she received in no

stinted measure, and indeed the favour of the public,

which demanded several editions of the first volume of

her Plays on the Passions, gave her a certain dignified

sense of merit, such as of itself impresses the reader, and

disposes him to grant the claim so gravely and modestly

put forth. Personally no one could be less disposed to

plume herself upon her genius, or claim the applause of

society ; but that she seriously believed herself to have

produced great works, which the world would not let die,

is we think very clear. And so thought Scott, whose

opinion has so much right to be received and honoured.

A woman might well think much of her work of whom
he had said that "the harp" had been silent "by silvei

Avon's holy shore" for two h andred years until

—

*' She, the bold enchantress, came

With fearless hand and heart on flame,

From the pale Avillow snatched the treasiu^

And swept it with a kindred measure
;

Till Avon's Swan, while rang the grove

With Montfort's hate and Basil's love,

Awakening at the inspii-ed strain,

Dreamed their own Shakspeare lived again !"
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This praise, out of all proportion to its object, and which

we would not now apply to the greatest of recent poets,

was given in all good faith ; and Joanna Baillie received

it with a sober composure which has nothing of vanity or

self-consciousness in it. There is no instance indeed in

literature of a self-estimation so lofty, yet so completely

modest and untinctured with elation or self-applause.

Her ambition reached to the very highest heights of fame,

and she believed that she had attained an elevation near

them. This of itself is always impressive to contempo-

raries, who never can be entirely certain how posterity is

to receive their estimate of excellence, and who are indeed

so continually proved to be wrong in it. Not only from

her own generation, however, but to the present time,

respect and a kindly veneration liave ever attended her

name. We honour her hne purpose and intention, if we
forget the works in which she believed she had carried

them out, and would still meet with almost indignation

any attempt at unkindly criticism upon a poet so pure

and high-toned, a woman so worthy of all respect. Her

gentle and lovely life had no incident in it. She was one

of those maiden princesses about whom there always

breathes a soft and exquisite perfume, too delicate for

common appreciation, of that reserved and high virginity,

which, never reaching to any second chapter of life,

involves an endless youth. This is not what we mean

when we speak, vulgarly and meanly, of an old maid—
and yet an old maid, worthy of the name, with all the

strange experiences by proxy which life brings, yet with

the first awe of imagination still undeparted, and the

bloom never banished from her aged cheek, is one of the

most delicate objects in nature. Perhaps, however, we

must add, such a one is very inadequatel}^ qualified for the

composition of tragedies, especially those that deal with

the passions.
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In the preface to her first volume, Joanna Baillie sets

forth her theory of the extreme mterest of " mankind to

man," by way of accounting for the choice of her subjects.

Her illustration of the manner in which that interest

works is very bold and ingenious ; we do not venture to

assert that it was altogether original, but it has certainly

been often repeated. Not only does she assert this to be
" the proper study" of the enlightened mind, but she

claims it as the origin even of those hideous curiosities,

which move the multitude to the enjoyment of executions

and murders, and, indeed, as in the following example, the

excuse of absolute cruelty,

" Revenge, no doubt, first began among the savages of America

that dreadful custom of sacrificing their prisoners of war. But the

perpetration of sucb liideous cruelty could never have become a

permanent national custom but for the universal desire in the

human mind to behold man in every situation, putting forth hia

strength against the current of adversity, scorning all bodily

anguish, or struggling vriih. those feelings of nature which, like a

beating stream, •wall ofttimes burst through the barriers of pride.

Before they begin those terrible rites they treat their prisoners

kindly ; and it cannot be supposed that men, alternately enemies

and friends to so many neighbouring tribes, in manners and appear-

ance like themselves, should so strongly be actuated by a spirit of

public revenge. This custom, therefore, must be considered as a

grand and terrible game which every tribe plays against another
;

where they try, not the strength of the arm, the swiftness of the

feet, nor the acuteness of the eye, but the fortitude of the soul.

Considered in this light, the excess of cruelty exercised upon their

miserable Adctim, in which every hand is described as ready to

inflict its portion of pain, and every head ingenious in the contri-

vance of it, is no longer to be wondered at. To put into his

measure of misery one agony less, would be doing a species of

injustice to every hero of their own tribe who had already sustained

it, and to those who might be called upon to do so—among whom
each of these savage tormentors has his chance of being one, and

has prepared himself for it from his childhood. Nay, it would be a

species of injustice to the haughty victim himself, who would scorn

to purchase his place among the heroes of his nation at an easier

prii;e than his undaunted predecessors."
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By this startling yet fine example docs the authoi

declare her conviction that human character and action

are of all things in the world the most interesting to men,

a truth which scarcely requires so daring an illustration.

It is on this ground that she chooses the action of the

passions as her special theme. But the limitation of her

powers, and the absence of the broader genius which cau

conceive life as a whole, is apparent in her parcelling out

of the great motives, generally so strangely intertwined,

of human action ; and a treatment so artificial deprives us

of the very sympathy she claims, since, to see a man
struggling, for instance, with the passion of hatred is

a different thing from seeing him contend in "the grand

and terrible game," as she finely calls it, where not

strength of arm, nor swiftness of foot, nor keenness of eye,

l)ut the fortitude of the soul is concerned. This pedantic

separation of one mental force from another turns the men
of her tragedies into puppets so helpless in the grip of the

formal passion, which is supposed to sway them, that we
accompany their mock struggle witli impatience rather

than sympathy. The most popular of the tragedies, and

the one which the author had the gratification of seeing

performed by no less actors than John Kemble and Mrs.

Siddons, the play of De Montfort, affords us at once an

instance of this. It is, perliaps, the best of Joanna

Baillie's tragedies ; but there is no trace in it of " the

grand and terrible game." From the moment when the

hero presents himself to us he is not struggling against

his master-passion, but nursing it in long soliloquies and

musings, and seizing every opportunity to secure its

ascendency over him. None of that wonderful play of

suggestion with which Sliakspeare leads us to the inevitable

end is possible in so straightforward an exhibition. Nor

is there any cause given, anything to justify the victim

of passion or to call forth cur sympathy. His enemy has
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done him no harm, his hatred is entirely without reason,

his wrath wordy and weak. Artifices of the simplest

description suffice to drive liim to madness, his revenge is

cowardly, and his remorse womanish. He is introduced

in gloomy self-absorption, impatient alike of kindness and

service, brooding over his passion. " I loathed thee when
a boy " is all the excuse he attempts to make for himself

:

and it is not only when his enemy crosses his path that

the ecstasy of rage is on him. It possesses him con-

tinually as love does, but with even more constant force.

It has
" Driven me forth from kindred peace,

From socicd jjleasure, from my native home,

To be a sullen wanderer upon earth,

Avoiding all men, cursing and accursed."

The forced character of the hero's attitude is all the

more evident from the fact that the object of this con-

centrated wrath has no special connection with the hater,

and does not force himself upon him in any way, the

only direct act of intercourse between them, of which we
are informed, being that Eezenvelt has spared the life of

De Monfort in an encounter of arms when he was at liis

enemy's mercy. Nor does Eezenvelt's demeanour, when

he is introduced, revolt us as it ought to do, to keep us

in sympathy with Monfort, for his light-heartedness is of

an innocent kind, and his wit not pungent enough to liurt

a fly. Jane, the sister of De Monfort, is a noble descrip-

tion, but she is not much more. The following passage,

which is the preface to her appearance, has been often

quoted ; but it is almost the only one we care to give,

not only as an example of Joanna Eaillie's power, but

also of her weakness :

—

Page. Madam, there is a lady in your hall,

Who begs to be admitted to your presence

Lady. Is it not one of our invited friends ?
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l\ige. No, far imlike to tliein ; it is a stranger.

Lady. How looks her countenance ?

Page. So queenly, so commanding, and so noble,

I shrunk at first in awe ; but when she smil'd,

For so she did to see me thus abash'd,

Methought I could have compass'd sea and land

To do her bidding.

Lady. Is she young or old ?

Page. Neither, if right I guess ; but she is fair :

For time hath laid his hand so gently on her,

As he too had been aw'd.

Lady. The foolish stripling !

She hath bewitch'd thee. Is she large in stature ?

Page. So stately and so graceful is her form,

I thought at first her stature was gigantic
;

But on a near approach I found, in truth.

She scarcely does surpass the middle size.

Lady. AVhat is her garb ?

Page I cannot well describe the fashion of it.

She is not deck'd in any gallant trim,

But seems to me clad in the usual weeds

Of high habitual state ; for as she moves

Wide flows her robe in many a waving fold,

As I have seen unfurled banners play

With a soft breeze.

Lady. Thine eyes deceive thee, boy
;

It is an apparition thou hast seen.

Freberg {sta.rtiwj from his seat). It is an apparition he has seen,

Or it is Jane De Monfort.

This is said to be a wonderfully good description of

Mrs. Siddons, and to see that great actress enter imme-

diately after must have had a wonderful effect upon the

audience ; but once on the stage, except to receive the

tedious and lengthened confidences of her brother, there

is little or nothing for Jane de Monfort to do, and though

everybody else continues to admire and praise her, she

has no influence on the course of events, and is, in short,

a mere dignified spectator from beginning to end. It is

unnecessary to point out the prosaic line here and there

in the poetry itself, which mars the effect even as a
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description. Besides the absence of any possible sym-

pathy with tlie hero, the play is without incident or

movement. Hatred holds the stage alone, unreasoning

and extreme. The play of human life is all suspended,

and the central figure has room for no sentiment, no idea,

but one. In Basil the construction of the play is better,

for it is not so entirely monotonous. Besides the love

of the hero, there is the desire to conquer on the part of

the heroine, mingled with a wavering beginning of affec-

tion : and the double intrigue of the Duke aud his

counsellors to detain the unlucky general and excite

against him his mutinous soldiers, relieves the pressure

of the one sole passion. It is unnecessary to enter into

the whole series in detail. They are all marked with

the same faults, and in none is the workmanship so fine

as to dazzle the reader. Potent and great poetry will

triumph over any fault of construction, but it is marvel-

lous to contemplate the acres of respectable verse, in

which an unnatural and formal pose of the soul can be

kept up, scene after" scene and act after act, with rarely a

gleam of nature shining through. The tragedy oiEthwald

is a double one, two long plays to exemplify the well-

worn dangers of ambition, which are only not so trite as

they are bloody. But all these tragedies, without excep-

tion, are bloody. When there is not a hecatomb of

slaughtered victims, the one invariable " corse " is pierced

with a dozen wounds at least.

All this is in very strange contrast with the charactei-

and position of a woman so womanly and genuine : but

stranger still is her sober certainty of the dignity and

importance of her work. This conviction shone through

every line of her elaborate prefaces, and enshrined her

name and her dwelling in the quiet modesty of private

life. For many years her house at Hampstead was an

object of pilgrimage to many, and the best of the age
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resorted to it with a respect which was almost allegianca

Not that she they sought had any wealth of instruction

or witchery of words to charm them withal, such as were

possessed by the greater poet so near her on the other

suburban hill at Highgate. It would be hard, indeed, to

say what was and has been since the secret of Joanna

Baillie's power
;
perhaps it was at bottom that profound

and most modest, yet unwavering faith in herself, which

is visible in all she says. A conviction so serious and so

entirely unraingled with vanity, is very impressive, and

her generation would seem, respectfully and devoutly,

though not without here and there an occasional scepti-

cism, to have taken her at her word. Jeffrey, in his early

boldness, in one of the first numbers of the Edinburgh,

assailed her in his usual frank manner, being no respecter

of persons. Some years after, when she and her sister

were in Edinburgh, the dauntless critic, who evidently

had so little malice in his assaults that he never con-

sidered them a reason for keeping aloof from the victims,

sought her acquaintance ; but, as her biographer says,

" Joanna was inexorable." She would have nothing to

say, in his own empire and capital, to the Eover-chief,

the Arch-critic, as his townsfolk called him. No other

author we know of was so stern or determined. Southey

sneered in his sleeve, but did not refuse to meet his

literary enemy—but Joanna was inexorable. At a later

period, howevei", the poet forgave—and little Lord Jeffrey,

in his visits to London, found his way as often as another

to Hampstead, where Scott hastened whenever he had a

chance, and many a visitor besides, whose visits were

well worth remembering. Joanna was not eloquent in

talk, nor in any way remarkable to a stranger : her sifter

Agnes, who was her constant com])anion, was the first of

the two in society : but Sir Walter Scott declared that if

he wanted to give an intelligent stranger the best idea
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possible of an English (he should have said Scots) gentle-

woman, he would send him to Joanna Baillie, and it

would be hard to find higher praise.

Her first publication was a little volume of Fv^itive

Verses, and this, a reprint of the juvenile collection, was

also her last. She dedicated the last edition to Samuel

Eogers, who had advised its republication, " a poet," she

says, " who, from his own refined genius, classical ele-

gance, and Idgh estimation with the public, is well quali-

fied to judge," and to whom she was indebted for " very

great and useful service " in criticism. But at the same

time, with a half pathetic apology, through which there

tingles an ironical note, Joanna explains that " Modern

Poetry, within these last thirty- years, has become so

imaginative, impassioned, and sentimental, that more

homely subjects in simple diction are held in compara-

tively small estimation." This was long after Words-

worth's defiance of fine words and high poetic language

had resounded to all the winds ; but contemporaries are

oblivious of each other. And Joanna still stood upon

the pre-Wordsworth ground, at a time when Byron and

Shelley were raising new standards of poetic advance-

ment. " When these poems were written," she adds, " of

all our eminent poets of modern times not one was

known. Mr. Hayley and Miss Seward, and a few other

cultivated poetical writers, were the poets spoken of in

literary circles. Burns, read and appreciated as he

deserved by his own countrymen, was known to few

readers south of the Tweed." What a revolution to have

occurred in one woman's life ! Joanna Baillie died in

tlie serenest and most beautiful age so short a time ago

as 1851, after a long, gentle, and tranquil life.

It might, perhaps, have been better to place the name

of Mrs. Barbauld in our last chapter among the bourgeois

circle already referred to ; for she is frequently spoken of
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among them, sometimes with friendly comment, sometimes

with the natural asperity which a critic must expect to

meet with : for she was a frequent contributor to the

periodicals of the time, and a reviewer, the most un-

gracious of all offices. No such weight of reputation as

that which Joanna Baillie has retained—through an almost

complete ignorance on the part of the present generation

of her works— has ever, so far as we can make out,

belonged to Mrs. Barbauld : yet it is difficult to tell why,

for she has left behind her at least one scrap of verse

which is immortal, and much beside that is well worthy

a place in the recollection of her country. She was, like

so many of the writers we have had occasion to refer to,

the child of a dissenting minister. The position seems

to have been exceptionally favourable to literature. In

the case of Mrs. Barbauld, a whole succession of dissent-

ing ministers are involved, dating on one side from one

of the Seceders of 1G62, "the noble 2000," as Miss

Aikin describes them, " who resigned their hvings rather

than violate conscience at the prompting of that treacherous

bigot, Lord Clarendon." She was born in 1757, Anna
Letitia Aikin, and her father's life was chiefly spent at

the head of a theological academy for dissenting students,

established at Warrington. Of the professors there, the

famous Dr. Priestley was one, and (Jilbert Wakefield,

afterwards convicted alter the pleasant fashion of the

time for sedition, in consequence of a ])olitical pamphlet,

another ; so that it is evident the little community was

of advanced views. ])r. Aikin was the theological tutor

of his academy. He hold some " obscure notions," accord-

ing to Priestley, upon the doctrine of the Atonement, but

was an Arian like the rest. The Nonconformity of the

time, at least in its most cultivated and intellectual

circles, was everywhere strongly inclined to Unitarianism.

They made a lively little community of their own, the
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distinct colour of the Nonconformist party of which it

consisted giving an amusing and characteristic variety to

the type. The Professor's daughter was a beautiful and

sprightly girl, of a fine spirit, and full of activity and life.

There is a story of her sudden escape, by climbing a tree,

from the anxious suit of a rustic lover. The tree grew

against the garden wall, and the alarmed young lady swung

herself over into the lane beyond, leaving her snitor plantd

la. " He lived and died a bachelor," adds the record

:

" and though he was never known to purchase any other

book whatever, the works of Mrs. Barbauld, splendidly

bound, adorned his parlour to the end of his days." It

might have been well for the girl if she had been con-

tent with this faitliful farmer, and not gone farther and

fared worse.

The man she married was a young Frenchman of a

Huguenot family, whom his father, who had a post in the

household of the Electors of Hesse, " destined for the

English Church," we are told, though, by a somewhat

ludicrous mistake, he sent his son, in preparation for the

Anglican Establishment, to the Warrington Theological

Academy, to the hands of the Priestleys and Wakefields.

By this time Miss Aikin had already published a volume

of poems, of which Dr. Priestley writes, with somewhat

ponderous flattery, that oue of his friends has read them

not only " with admiration, but astonishment," and

requests from her a poem to be published for the benefit

of Paoli and the brave Corsicans, which, he says, " may be

the coup de grdcc to the French troops in that island."

This first essay in literature also procured for the young

author a solemn letter from the great Mrs. Montagu, once

the arbiter of fame, expressing the great pleasure she feels

in " opening a more intimate correspondence with Miss

Aikin." " You are certainly obliged," says the Queen of

Society to the no\dce whom she compliments, " to every
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man ^vho is not jealous, and to every woman wlio is not

envious of your talents." The young lady thus dis-

tinguished was possessed of great beauty. " Her form was

slender, her complexion exquisitely fair, with the bloom

of perfect health ; her features regular ind elegant, and

her dark blue eyes beamed with the light of wit and

fancy." Perhaps amid all the professors who " drank tea

together every Saturday," and whose " conversation was

equally instructive and pleasing," the gay young French-

man, Eochemont Barbauld, though he was somewhat

flighty, and his "theatrical French manners" alarmed the

Lancashire society, was a welcome relief. "Neither

Oxford nor Cambridge could boast of brighter names in

literature and science tlian several of those dissenting

tutors," says Mrs. Barbauld's niece and biographer, Lucy

Aikin, herself not without pretensions to fame. But even

dons of the first water are found to go to the wall in

honour of a foolish undergraduate, and the girl -poet was

no wiser than her kind. When she was warned that her

lover had a predisposition to insanity, she answered

bravely, " If I were now to disappoint him he would cer-

tainly go mad"— and held to her choice. The new-

married pair went to live in the village of Palgrave, in

Suffolk, where the husband became the minister of the

little Salem of the place, and, in addition, set up a school.

The success of the school was great, and Mrs. Barbauld

" threw herself heart and soul into the work." She had

to contend with her husband's occasional " fits of insane

fury," and to keep the routine of the place undisturbed

by this terrible risk. Studious little boys of cultivated

families, such a person as William Taylor of Norwich, and

that great Dr. Sayers whose claims to renown have so

entirely died out of recollection, were among the pupils

whom she introduced to the early ways of learning : and

lur them and her nephew and adopted child, Charles
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Aikin, she wrote the delightful Early Lessons, which is

the most poetical and idyllic of all baby books. JSTever

were words of one syllable so charmingly employed. The

Hymns in Prose, perhaps as having a somewhat higher

aim, have held their place longer. But hymns in prose

are a mistake, and never will be so popular as verse with

children ; whereas the lovely little pictures of the Early

Lessons are never out of date. They are, among the dull

pages of ordinary lesson books, like vignettes by Stothard

among the common illustrations of a penny journaL

The Barbaulds went often to London in their holidays

and saw congenial people, and got free of the toils of their

life ; and after about ten years of school work they left

their country academy and settled in Hampstead for some

time. Here Mrs. Barbauld made the discovery that De
Monfort, a tragedy which it had given her great pleasure

to see, and which had been recently published in a volume

called Plays on the Passions, was written by " a young

lady of Hampstead whom I visited, and who came to Mr.

Barbauld's chapel, all the while with as innocent a face

as if she had never written a line." It was no small

glory, it may be well supposed, for that young lady (not

quite so young perhaps as friendship describes her) to have

her fine verses mouthed by Mrs. Siddons and Kemble.

Mrs. Barbauld has never had any such rank as the vision-

ary unjustifiable rank of the modest and gentle Joanna.

She was but a writer of little poems, of children's lesson-

books, of reviews, and magazine articles, beside the lofty

pretensions of the dramatist. Yet she had always warm
admirers. Hannah More writes to her about her " incom-

parable poem" addressed to Mr. Wilberforce, on an inci-

dent in the agitation for the abolition of slavery. Young
Mr. Crabb Eobinson being asked by a young lady if he

would like to know Mrs. Barbauld, answered with

enthusiasm, "You might as well ask me if I would like
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to know the angel Gabriel,"—and such authorities as Dr.

Johnson and Charles James J'ox regretted the waste of

her great talents in the composition of children's books.

On the other hand, Lamb, whom she reviewed with con-

siderable severity, launched keen little stammering gibes

at her, and spoke of her and Mrs. Inchbald as the Bald

women.

It was while she was living in Hampstead that her

brother, Dr. Aikin, between whom and herself the warmest

affection always existed, produced the Evenings at Home,

which for a long time was one of the most popular of

instructive books, read aloud on winter evenings in thou-

sands of families, and forming the minds of many gentle

unlearned people. In this book Mrs. Barbauld had some

share. And it was about this time (in 1793 or '94) that

she was in Edinburgh, and gave, as Sir Walter has said,

the first distinct touch to his dormant genius by making

known the translation of " Lenore," made by her old pupil

and young friend William Taylor, whose soljriquet " of

Norwich" is somewhat tedious, but reads like a title.

All this time she was living a Kfe of the keenest agitation

and distress, watching over her unfortunate husband,

whose mad paroxysms got more and more alarming, but

from whom she would not be separated as long as it was

possible to keep him at home. In the beginning of the

new century they removed to Stoke Newington, where

her brother had gone to live, and bought a house close to

Dr. Aikin's, whose presence was a support to the unhappy
wife in her terrible watch and charge. Here she lived,

sometimes in danger of her life, screening and shielding

her unfortunate husband at once from pubKc knowledge

of his state, and from the horrors of restraint. It was

here that Crabb Eobinson saw her and put down his

impressions with his usual graphic neatness of touch.

" Mrs. Barlauld here the remains of great personal beauty,'
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he says. " She had a brilliant complexion, light hair,

blue eyes, a small elegant figure, and her manners were

very agreeable, with something of the generation then

departing." A short time after her husband's malady

broke out into wild madness : he pursued her with a knife

to kill her, and she was compelled to take refuge in her

brother's house. After this, the devoted woman was com-

pelled to yield, and he was put under restraint ; but

*shortly after released himself and her by suicide. She

lived more than a dozen years after this, dying a very old

woman, over eighty. Among her productions were some

political essays, as well as many on literary subjects, all

lost in the indiscriminate mass of anonymous periodical

writing, to which most known authors have contributed

more or less. Her poem on the year 1811, written at a

melancholy moment of the national history, and when she

herself had little cheerfulness to spare, contains the original

of that famous New Zealander of Lord Macaulay's, with

whom we are now all so familiar. It was an " ingenuous

youth" from "the Blue Mountains, or Ontario's Lake,"

v^hom she imagined, coming on pilgrimage to see " London's

iaded glories."

" Pensive and thouglitful shall the wanderers greet

Each splendid square and still, untrodden street ;

Or of some crumbling turret mined by time,

The broken stairs with perilous steps shall climb
;

Then stretch their \iev/ the -wide horizon round,

By scattered hamlets trace its ancient bound,

And choked no more wdth fleets, fair Thames's sway
Through reeds and sedge pursue his idle way."

This, in those days when prosecutions for sedition wore

easy, was considered unpatriotic. "There was a dis-

heartening and even gloomy tone " in it, which " I," saya

Crabb Robinson, " even with all my love for her, conld

not quite excuse." It was met by a " coarse review in
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the Quarterly^' which gave Mrs. Barbauld great pain, and

of which ]\Iis3 Edgeworth wrote to her in warm indig-

nation, but droll phraseology, condemning " the odious

tone in which they dare to speak of the most respectable

and elegant female writer of whom England can boast."

Mrs. Barbauld, however, was more than respectable and

elegant. She is one of the most attractive figures of lier

age. Her little Lessons will commend themselves to

everybody who loves childhood—and she is one of the '

writers, who, apart from all other claims upon our recol-

lection, has won a tender immortality by one stanza of

exquisite and genuine feeling such as finds an echo in

most human breasts. It is best that the reader who

probably knows this should have it in the setting given

it by Crabb Eobinson, and hear what great voice it was

that confirmed its title to the skies.

" It was after lier death that Lucy Aikin published Mrs. Bar-

bauld's collected works, of which I gave a copy to Miss Wordsworth.

Among the poems is a stanza to Life, written in extreme old age.

It was long after I gave these works to Miss Wordsworth that her

brother said, ' Repeat me that stanza by Mrs. Barbauld.' I did so.

He made me repeat it again. And so he learnt it by heart. He
was at the time walking in his sitting-room at Rydal, with his

hands behind him ; and I heard him mutter to himself, ' I am not

in the habit of grudging people their good things, but I wish I had

written those lines

—

* Life ! we've been long together,

Through pleasant and through cloudy weather;

'Tis hard to part when friends are dear,

Perhaps 'twill cost a sigh, a tear,

Then steal away, give little warning,

Choose thine own time
;

Say not good night, but in some happier clime

Bid me- good morning.'"

Mrs. Barbauld's family was full of literature—but as

so often happens when one of an attached kindred attains

eminence, the work of the rest is of a nature to encourage
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the suspicion that it never would have come into being

but for the existence of one person of genius among a

number of intelligent followers. Miss Lucy Aikin, her

niece, wrote her biography, with an old-fashioned formal-

ity which must have been antiquated in her own day,

but which now is pleasant lil^e Chippendale furniture and

blue china—and was besides the author of various histori-

cal compilations. This lady's brothers produced some

scientific work, carrying out, as the family biographer says,

the family vocation. Thus, as in so many cases, the clear

little stream of genius dwindled and lost itself among

the sands.

Of the same class of cultivated and intellectual minds,

stamped with the peculiar individuality given by the air

of the provinces and the atmosphere of Dissent, was

William Eoscoe, one or the earliest of those commercial

magnates whose taste and love of art have given them a

distinct place in the world of literature. It is a combi-

nation which always has been popular. Great wealth

makes great expenditure not only lawful but laudable

—

and for a man without estates to keep up, or natural

dependants to provide for, there is something very seduc-

tive in the power of accumulating beautiful things about

him, and making the symbols of his money more splendid

and graceful than even the stately houses and historical

surroundings of the longer-established aristocracy. The

inclination which turns the mind of such a man to the

glories of the Eenaissance, and the citizen-princes who
cultivated the genius and enjoyed the luxuries of that

impure and cruel, but glorious and gifted age—is a very

natural one : and nowhere better could the biographer of

Lorenzo the Magnificent be found than in a merchant of

Liverpool, then rising into wealth and imjjortance such as

all the wealth of tlie Italian cities could vainly have

attempted to rival, yet entirely destitirte of that kind 0/
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endowment \vhich has made them immortal. The Eoscoes

•—for this refined and intellectual citizen was the father

of a family of sons, all intellectual and highly cidtivated

as became their parentage, and all authors—which per-

haps was more than was necessary—-were the centre of a

lively and clever society in Liverpool, better known than

they probably would have been had they been in London

itself, and coming into contact as the notabilities of their

town with everylody notable that passed that way. We
have almost forgotten now-a-days how excellent a point of

vantage this local reputation is, and how mucli it enhances

the reputation of a writer, who, under the present laws,

would probably be swallowed up amid the literary circles

of London, and fail altogether for want of the pedestal

which a big admiring provincial town could give him.

Eoscoe was a pupil of Mrs. Barbauld iti his early years,

like the often-quoted William Taylor of Norwich. Both

of these men • kept a certain nucleus of literary life in

their different regions, and derived a sense of greatness

and superiority from their position, the pomp of which is

sometimes amusing : but no doubt it was a good thing that

they were there, leavening the rude energy of a great

mercantile comnumity on one hand, and quickening the

dulness of provincial life on the other. They were all

Dissenters— the Eoscoes, the Aikins, the Taylors, and

many more—inclining towards Unitarianism, if not going

farther in the way of "free thought,"—all come of respect-

able well-to-do families, known to their fellow-townsmen,

and thus as good as a certificate in favour of literature,

showing tliat it was not a vagabond profession, as so many
good people thouglit.

Of a very difl'erent class, though still Dissenters, and

still provincial, were the great preacher Eobert Hall, and

the severe essayist John Foster. The former we must

leave for anothsr chapter. But Foster is a distinct variety
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among the professors of literature. He is the impersona-

tion of a somewhat gloomy Dissenter, shut up by circum-

stances in a small circle, sitting among his little group ot

intellectual persons with a heartfelt sense of aggrieved

superiority, and contemplating most things in heaven and

earth as subjects to be discussed by letter or by word of

mouth. His essays had, at one time, a wide reputation,

and they have always been of the kind of literature

appreciated by persons of thoughtful minds witbout much
education, to whom the gra%aty of steady intellectual

investigations, not of too scientific an order, is new and

delightful. An essay On Decision of Character does not

seem likely to be very original, but yet there is the

originality of a mind uot too much cultivated or too much
pervaded by other men's thinkings in the conscientious

examination of his subject, which Foster gives. He
speaks, in one of his letters, of " my total want of all

knowledge of intellectual philosophy and of all meta-

physical reading," which is not a promising beginning foi

a thinker ; but he adds—a consideration which atones foi

his ignorance—that " whatever of this kind appears . . .

is from my own observation and reflection much more

than from any other resource." This, though sadly un-

satisfactory to the student, is precisely the kind of semi-

philosophical thinking which pleases those " thoughtful
"

readers who are, if we may use the expression, of the

middle class in mind as usually in circumstances ; and

who feel themselves superior to the easy level of mere light

literature without being sufficiently educated or capable

of severe mental exertion to appreciate scientific philo-

sophy.

In the many excellent households ambitious of both

the reputation and the reality of tlioughtfulness, and
loving to believe that theirs was no flippant talk about

objects of no particular interest, but lofty conversation,
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in which no wandering Raphael—did svich a visitant ever

appear unawares—need have felt himself out of place,

Foster was a congenial teacher. Every idea that pre-

sented itself to his mind did so as an object for exposi-

tion or discussion. There is a curious confession of weak-
• ness made by him in his old age, which shows how
entirely this had been the habit of his life. He describes

himself as miable any longer to " woi^k a conversation"

and tlierefore avoiding visitors. " In my present state of

delnhty," he says (in a letter concerning the arrival of a

colleague), " I feel an absolute horror of the necessity of

long laborious- talks, sucli as would be inevitable to a

constant association with a man like him, a thorough

college man, hard disciplined, doggedly literary and nearly

a stranger. With you the case is quite different—we are

old acquaintances ; there is no obligation of ceremony

;

we can talk about what we like ; read Walter Scott ; be

under no necessity of mental exertion, but just as far as

we find it agreeable . . . anything more formal, more

laborious, and more continued than this, miserably jades

me. It would he as had as having to "preach every day."

This alarmed avoidance of the kind of conversation

which was too familiar to him, gives a sort of whimsical

picture of what he had been. His essays, and even his

familiar letters, all convey the same impression. One

can imagine the little narrow circle sitting round, all with

ears on the alert for every new opening for thought,

"working the conversation" with conscientious zeal, losing

no opportunity of self-improvement. An essay-writer is

always more or less exposed to the suspicion of writing

for writing's sake, whether he has or has not anything to

say ; and Foster had none of the qualifications of fine

and flowing style, of gracious and graceful imagination,

which sometimes make the mere charm of the execution

a very sufficient reason for literary work. He besieged
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his subject with all the science he knew, and the most

conscientious intention, as he drove it from line to line of

its fortifications, of doing real service to humanity by

forcing it to disclose itself; and the process was emi-

nently satisfactory to a large audience of the like-minded,

fond of thought that could be thus followed, that was not

too deep for them, and that looked so much more profound

than it was. " I like my mind," he says, " for its Tieces-

sity of seeking the abstraction of every subject ; but,

at the same time, this is, without more knowledge and

discipline, extremely inconvenient, and sometimes the

work is done very awkwardly or erroneously. How little

the reader can do justice to the labours of an author

unless himself also were an author !" Bacon himself had

no such elevated idea of the difficulties of his work.

We require to call up before us the dissenting com-

munity of the period, with its strong underlying sense,

not only that it was the salt of the earth, but that its

bounden duty was to prove itself so, amid the levities

and flippancies of ordinary society, even in its domestic

privacy—by " working the conversation," and keeping up

a pervasive intellectualism as well as piety—in order to

understand such men and their productions. For one of

the strangest things in the revelation, when such a man
as Foster rises high enough to be visible against the

firmament, is the sudden surging out of chaos along with

him, hanging to his skirts, of numbers of nameless per-

sons, each with a little glimmer of reputation of his own,

author of a book, an essay, at the least a volume of

sermons, which makes him think himself, and induces

his friends to believe that he is, a member of the literary

republic. These swarm about Foster, Eeverends this and

that, men whom he considers of genius, born lights of the

dim provincial sphere. And it is very surprising to see

how intellectual those excellent people were, how literature
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ran in families, and how scarcely a chapel existed in all

the towns and villages of the Midland Counties without

some little light of the kind, some maker of geutle verse,

or writer of moral essays, on Maternal Solicitude, on Mival

Pleasures, a thousand little subjects on which well-turned

formal sentences could be put together, and well-worn

but modest and virtuous thouglits be expressed. Tlie

reader may be permitted to wonder whether anything of

the same high, if narrow level, remains now-a-days in the

simple homes where poor Independent ministers vegetate,

sadly subject, as we have learnt to think them, to vulgar

deacons and green-grocers—where there is one small

maid-of-all-work for all attendance, but the highest sub-

jects are discussed in the little parlour, and father and

motlier alike, or at least, one of the young ladies, retire

from time to time to compile the careful manuscript.

Such a household at Lewisham in Suffolk, and afterwards

at Ongar, was the family of the Taylors, the father of

which was an engraver as well as a pastor, tlie mother

the author of one or two moral tales, the daughters Jane

and Ami writers of a little more note, and the son the

well-known Isaac Taylor, the author of many philo-

sophical works in the same vein as those of Foster, though

much more voluminous and wordy. His History of En-

tJuisiasm is one of the best known and most popular of

many works, and may be considered in some sense the

parent of a great deal of recent literature, in which a

gentle egotism and an inclination to mix up the mild

records of personal experience witli more legitimate com-

mentaries upon books and life, and keep a virtuous and

amiable " I" always in tlie front, whatever may be the

subject treated—-have originated a popular literary method.

This domestic eloquence and tea-table suljlimity bring the

art of " thouglitful writing" down to the capacity of the

simplest audience, and make the reader proud of himself
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as well as delighted with his intellectual guide. But the

sisters belong entirely to the gentle refinement of that

obscure world above which Isaac Taylor hovers in the

more ambitious position of a great writer and thinker.

They both wrote verses, Original Poems for Infant Minds,

and several other collections, in one of which occur the

little verses which are in their way immortal, though the

reader will smile at the description— the " Twinkle,

twinkle, little star," which we have all learned in our day

and taught to our children. Jane Taylor was the more

gifted of the two sisters, and there are some of her prose

sketches wliich are worth remembering. " How it strikes

a Stranger," a little epilogue in which the supposed im-

pression made upon the mind of an angel whose curiosity

has tempted him, even at the cost of sharing their mor-

tality, to descend among men, is the theme, recurs to our

mind from the recollections of youth with considerable

force.

A writer of more note and power, connected with a

similiar community though scarcely proceeding from the

same caste of prophets, was James Montgomery, who, at

the beginning of the nineteenth century, was the editor of

the Sheffield Iris, and already known as h poet of the highest

moral tone. He was the son of a Moravian missionary,

but had broken forth from that quaint society in 'the

energy of his youth, though he returned to his allegiance

in after days. Though it is difticult to think of liim now
but as the gentlest and mildest of religious poets, he was

one of those who came in contact with the capricious and

irritable power of the State in the agitating years of the

French Revolution. A poem which he printed on the

demolition of the Bastille, though not written by himself,

was interpreted to be a seditious libel, and he M^as fined

and imprisoned for it. A similar offence brought him
again into York Castle some time later; but such

Vol. II.—

6
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accidents brought distinction rather than disgrace in

those troubled times. He published various long poems

^vhich have faded from recollection
—

" The World before

the Flood," " The Pelican Island," and many others ; but

it is by the occasional verses still to be found in col-

lections of pious poems, and in some cases, we tbinkj even

used as hymns, whicli keep him in remembrance—such

jioems as that on " I'rayer," which express the pseudo-

thought and real devotion of the vast underground

audience {if we may so call it) to whom poetry is only

poetry when it puts into words something they want and

understand— or veils their want of understanding for

them with melodious words, which perhaps is still better.

These verses give us no additional insight into the

character of prayer. To have it described as

" The motion of a hidden fire

That trembles in the breast,"

the " burden of a sigh, the falling of a tear," does not, we

are obliged to say, convey any clearer conception. But

the way of saying it has proved delightful to many a

gentle reader, very well and devoutly conscious of that

profound operation of the soul, though no more able to

explain it than the poet. The religious poetry whicli

ple'kses the multitude—and nothing does so please the

multitude as religious poetry—is all more or less of this

class.

To turn from those pious circles so full of all the para-

plicrnalia of thinking, its syml)(»ls and surroundings, to a

life so full of the excess of practical energy as that of

William Cobbett, is a leap indeed. Nothing could be

more unlike the calm and regulated existence, with more

books and ideas than life and action in it, of the ministers'

houses, than the story of tlie resthjss and eager peasant

lad, wlio " did not remember the time when I did not
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earn my own living," and who stormed through every

phase of life with an energy and self-will, and independent

pride in his own exertions, which is amusingly tempered

by much mental adroitness and a great deal of the moral

confusion of a mind intensely bent upon its own advance-

ment. His account of his early days reminds us, in a

small degree, of the more tender picture left us by Burns

and his brother Gilbert, of the corresponding cottage in

Ayi'shire, where, at about the same period, these Scotch

ploughboys were being trained by the patriarch father

whose noble and serious character gave dignity to his race.

The breeding of the two families seems to have been

somewhat similar. " We were all of us strong and labori-

ous ; and my father used to boast that he had four boys,

the eldest of whom was but fifteen, who did as much

work as any three men in the parish of Farnham." And
Vnougli Cobbett seems to have made his first step in the

thorny ways of letters in a dame's school, it was this

father who, " in the winter evenings, learnt us all to read

and write, and gave us a pretty tolerable knowledge of

arithmetic. Grammar he did not properly understand

himself, and, therefore, his endeavour to teach us that

necessarily failed." One wonders if there are many hard-

working labourers or even small farmers in these regions

now who can teach reading and writing and a tolerable

knowledge of arithmetic, even without grammar, to their

boys in the winter evenings ; and if so, M'hether the

Board schools are so great an improvement as we sup-

pose ?

They knew nothing of politics, these hardworking

rustic folk. No newspaper was ever seen in the cottage

in the dimness of the eighteenth century. When there

was a victory they huzzaed, without well knowing why

:

and yet " my father was a partisan of the Americans " in

the war which startled the country and the century as
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nothing had done before. It was the first enlightening

principle which woke the old traii(|iullity of indifference

;

"he would not have suffered his Lest friend to drink

succebS to the king's arms at his table." Cobbett, who
went through several changes of opinion afterwards, came

to think this "a mistaken prejudice" on his father's part;

but it is very curious to find so much independent

opinion at such a period and on so low a level of society.

From th;s humble but wortliy liome the boy ran off at

sixteen, moved by the spirit of adventure and desire to

see the world. After a time spent in London in an

attorney's office, where, among other valuable discoveries,

he found out that he could not spell, he enlisted, and as

there was no war going on at the moment, and a great

deal of leisure afforded to the young recruit, he set to

work to educate himself. It is a curious proof of the

difference between a youth sprung from tlie uneducated

classes, and one who is in the habit of liearing moderately

correct English from his cradle, that Cobbett's first

literary study was a Grammar which he " studied with

unremitting attention," writing out the entire book two

or three times, and getting it by heart. ]5y this means

he taught himself to write " without fulling into very

gross errors." The racy English he afterwards wrote and

poured in such Hoods upon the world was then unthought

of, and all that he cared for was to be able to copy

General Debeig's correspondence. He became a smart

and efficient soldier, sergeant-major in his regiment,

popular with everybody, and obtained his discharge after

eight years service with " tlianks for his behaviour and

conduct." After this he married a girl whom he had

seen at work eight years before at daybreak on a winter's

morning, " out in the snow scouring out a wash tub."

" That's the girl for me," the young soldier had said to

himself. His choice seems to have been the turnins:
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point of his life. Had she not been faithful to him, ha

would have married another lady with whom he met in

the meantime, and settled as a farmer, and lost all the

grandeur of his after career. " My rare conduct and

great natural talents would then have failed of the

success that afterwards attended them," he says, so that

honesty in love proved the best policy for the future

journalist and Member of Parliament. His wife, if not

of the same talents, was as magnanimous as himself.

He had met her in Nova Scotia, and when the regiment

to which her father belonged was ordered back to Wool-

wich, it occurred to Cobbett that his Mary might not

find herself happy in a soldier's crowded quarters : upon

wliich ground he confided to his betrothed his entire

savdngs, a hundred and fifty guineas, that she might

keep herself comfortably until he could follow and marry

her. When he returned to England, however, he found

her a maid-of-all-work with five pounds a year, and the

first tiling she did was to put back into his hands his

hundred and fifty guineas untouched. ISTo doubt this was

the girl for the future demagogue.

After his marriage he went to America, where, with

characteristic pugnacity, the young Englishman, then a

determined king's man and Tory, wdth all the uncom-

promising partisanship wliich becomes a soldier. Hung

himself at the head of the new-formed nation in a series

of warm animadversions upon their conduct and pohtics.

His first production was an assault upon Dr. Priestley,

then newly arrived in America in all the odour of poli-

tical martyrdom, a sufferer for his opinions. " His

landing was nothing to me," Cobbett says ;
" but the

fulsome and consequential addresses sent him by pre-

tended patriots, at once calculated tD flatter the people

here, and to degrade liis countr}' and mine, was something

to me,"—and he flew into print with a pamphlet intended
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to be called " The Tartufle detected," but which was pub-

lished with the milder title of Observations on the Emigra-

tion of a Martyr to tJie cause of Liberty. After this he

produced various fiery tracts of a similar description,

—

A
Bone to Gnaw for the Democrats, A Kick for a Bite, etc.

etc., signed by Peter Porcupine—pamphlets so keen in

racy abuse and national spirit that the author made an

immediate reputation, notwithstanding the dislike of the

American people to criticism. These compositions were

interrupted by the discovery that his publisher had taken

the liberty to " promise a continuation, and that it should

be made very interesting :" which Cobbett took for an

engagement that he, he the champion Englishman, should

do what a bookseller told him, and write to please his

customers !
—

" No," he shrieks, " if all his customers, if

all the Congress, with the President at the head, had

come and solicited me—nay, had my life depended upon

a compliance, I would not have written another line !"

He then turned publisher himself, to spite the man who
had tlms insulted him, opening a shop " as being at once

a means of getting money and of propagating writings

against the French." It was thought a dangerous step

by his friends, who entreated him at least to put no
" aristocratical portraits " in his windows ; but this advice

was enough to set the dare-devil in a blaze. The ques-

tion was, whether " to set all danger at defiance, or live

in everlasting subj'oction to the prejudices and caprices of

the democratical mob." Needless to say which course of

action commended itself to Cobbett. He filled his windows

with portraits of kings, queens, princes and nobles, George

the Third in the place of honour. " I had all the English

ministers, several of the bisliops and judges, the most

famovis admirals, and, in short, every picture that I

thought likely to excite rage in the enemies of Great

Britain."
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Upon this a hand-to-hand fight ensued between the

insulted Commonwealth and its otKcials on the one side,

and William Cobbett, alias Peter Porcupine, late sergeant-

major in His Majesty's forces, on the other. The daunt-

less " foreigner " was beaten eventually as a matter of

course, but not before he had made the very air resound

with wild blows right and left, at the country, the

Government, and private individuals, it did not matter

whom. When he evacuated the field of battle at last,

it was wdtli colours flying and pride unabated. The

encounter is amusing and characteristic, and would be as

humorous an outburst of foolhardy daring as ever offended

common sense and delighted national sentiment, had not

the bold monarchist, the national champion, turned round

to the other side as soon as he found himself in the

regions where it was orthodox to be loyal. It is curious

to know that the Weekly Register was begun with the

pure principles of Conservatism, and that in Cobbett's

first prosecution for libel, all kinds of eminent Tory

personages bore witness to his character as "a strong

defender of the king and constitution," " a zealous sup-

porter of the monarchy." In a few }'ears after his

return to England he had turned entirely to the other

side, reversing the operation of time and self-interest on

so many of his contemporaries, wdiose change from youth-

ful republicanism to soberer views was explained by the

maturing of their minds, as well as in some cases by the

opening up of their worldly prospects. Cobbett, for his

part, seemed incapable of holding any opinion after it

was fully proved to him that it w\as the opinion of the

reigning class, and that honour and advancement in the

ordinary meaning of the words lay that way. To snatch

popularity and profit from the expression of sentiments

which were all but rebellious, and to keep his standing in

the very teeth of superior power, was his dearest ambition
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He was in and out of prison at inteivals during the

next dozen years, sometimes for " seditious libels"

—

sometimes for audacious comments upon the action of

Government. His longest term of imprisonment was in

consequence of his animadversions upon the flogging of

men in a militia regiment, a freedom which cost him a

thousand pounds and two years in Newgate. Some time

later he was obliged to flee to America a second time to

escape the action of a new law which was passed in

Parliament, with a sj^ecial view to the punisliment of such

offences—but neither imprisonment nor exile prevented

the appearance of the Weekly Register, which he went on

launching at the head of all in power, reducing its price

at one time, and calling his thunderbolts " Twopenny
Trash," in order to reach a wider audience. He came back

from America in a calmer condition of affairs after the

Peninsular War was over, when the State, less alarmed by

the internal heavings of the popular volcano, had abolished

the law aimed against him and his rebellious brethren of

the press—but the return of the once devoted champion

of kingly rights was now considered, in some places,

dangerous to the national peace. The authorities of

Manchester forbade his entrance into their town, and

published placards, warning all well-disposed citizens to

stay indoors, in case he sliould force his way into their

streets. This born revolutionary had by that time changed

all his principles, and was not only republican, but free-

thinking, bringing with him, as sacred relics, from America,

the bones of Tom Paine, a name which made the hair

stand erect on the head of British virtue. A great part

of the wild prejudice against him was doubtless due to

the mad brag of sedition, irreligion, and disloyalty thus

made, and the association with his own of a name of such

bad repute. Never was there sucli a squalid version of an

apotheosis ; and Cobbett soon discovered that even to the
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most advanced free-thinkers and the wildest revolutionary

the martjTT of his ignorant and hot-headed fancy was an

unsavoury saint.

It would be vain, however, to attempt to follow the

entire course of this extraordinary egotist and braggart.

He was throughout all his life a consistent type of a

stubborn English clown, his mind entirely untouched by

any ameliorating influences from the gi'ammar which had

formed his education, and quite incapable of percei\'ing

the relations of affairs, or taking anything but the most

positive and practical view of things around him. Thus

he never actually changed his mind at all through all the

apparent divergences of his opinion. His principle was

opposition to the powers that be, in violent reaction from

that submission to the same powers which he was born

to. His supposed education so laboriously and conscien-

tiously acquired, the " rare conduct and great natural

talents" of which he was so sincerely conscious, added to

a natural delight in lighting, and intense sense of his own
superior wisdom, all tended to produce this reaction. He
was the Hampden of the fields, not mute nor inglorious,

mixing up the shrewdest natural wit with the most

impenetrable obtusity, seeing vividly in one small circle,

but outside it not at all, and bringing the spirit of fierce

vniage quarrels, and pereonal feuds, with all the unbounded
power of vituperation which belongs to them, the sudden

offence, the spite and fiery intolerance of the uneducated,

into public atiairs : a strange evidence of how the absence

of the atmosphere of education tells upon those wlio have
emancipated themselves from actual ignorance. But this

very positiN-ism and personal consistency of opposition had
a force upon the multitude which reason and moderation

seldom possess—and Cobbett was on the whole, notwith-

standing all his misfortunes, a prosperous man. He f^ot

into Parliament before he died, and, sobered by that
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responsibility, conducted himself there with greater mode-

ration than at any otlicr period of his life.

But, on the other hand, Cobbett was master of the

most excellent and vigorous English, simple, nervous, and

to the point. Even his long expositions of past quarrels,

and spiteful, personal attacks upon msn dead and forgotten,

have a certain interest, so living is the narrative, full of

hot impulse and feeling, and boundless graphic detail.

And in the foreground of everything he writes, the centre

of all, is always tliat lively, amusing, hot-headed, wrong-

headed self, a beiiig inaccessible to reason, swayed by

sudden impulses, by rapid mistaken impressions, by side

gleams of confused reflection and distorted perspective so

far as concerned the great public affairs into which he

rashly threw himself without training for the work or

understanding of its, real bearings. But when we turn to

the other side of his character, and find him in scenes

which he thoroughly understands, in the fresh rural land-

scapes, and humble thrifty houses, and village economics

among which he was bred, he is a very different person.

Occasionally we come to a bit of fine observation of nature

which would not have misbecome White of Selborne : and

his pictures of home-scenery are often as touching and

real in English sweetness and homely subdued beauty as

if they had come from the hands of Gainsborough or

Constable. In this branch of art he has no violent effects,

no tempest or passion, but the soft veiled skies, the hazy

distance, the cheerful homesteads of a purely English

landscape, with the birds singing all about, the larks in

the grass, the swallows under the eaves. And here his

constitutional brag, and sense that what he does must

always be admirable, cannot take away the excellent good

sense of his advice, or the inspiring spirit of domestic love,

honesty, and truth, which is his principle of education.

He was himself far too busy, too perpetually occupied, too
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wrong-headed, to learn anytliing out of the larger lessons

of life in his own person : but his system of training, as

he expounds it, is far more liberal, more noble and
generous, than anything else in him, and his love and
appreciation of the country and domestic life are always

fine. It was to be sure the picture of an individual house

among productive gardens and blossomed trees, where his

word was absolute, and himself regarded as the first of

mankind, which was Cobbett's symbol of rural life, But
in that home he was no doubt worthy of the love and

sway he demanded. Here is a little vignette, taken at

random, which is not a bad instance of his power. He
has been describing with all the self-sufficiency of a man
who has travelled and seen the world, and who has made
his way, and has everything handsome about him, the

impression of smallness and insignificance made wpon his

mind by the scenery of his native village when he returns

to it—till nature suddenly seizes him, and reveals, not-

withstanding all his pride and good-fortune, the heart still

beating in his well-to-do breast.

" EverytMng was become so pitifully small : I had to cross in

my postchaise the long and dreary heath of Bagshot, then, at the

end of it, to mount a hill called Hungry Hill ; and from that hill I

knew I should look down into the beautiful and fertile vale of

Farnham. My heart fluttered with impatience mixed "with a sort

of fear to see all the scenes of my chiklhood. There is a hill not

far from the town called Crooksbury Hill, which rises up out of a

flat in the form of a cone, and is planted with Scotch fir-trees. This

hill was a famous object in the neighbouihood. It served as the

superlative .degree of height. . . . Therefore, the fii'st object

that my eyes sought was this hill. I could not believe my
eyes—literally speaking, I for a moment thought the famous hill

removed, and a little heap put in its stead ; for I had seen in Kew
Brunswick a single rock, or hill of solid rock, ten times as big, and

four or five times as high. The postboy, going down hill, and not

a bad road, whisked me in a few minutes to the Bush Inn, from

the garden of which I could see the prodigious sandhill wliere I

had begun my gardening works. What a nothing ! But now came
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rushing into my mind all at once my pretty little garden, my little

blue smock frock, my little nailed shoes, my pretty pigeons that I

used to feed out of my hands, the last kind words and tears of my
gentle and tender-hearted and affectionate mother ! I hastened

back into the room. If I had looked a moment longer I should

have dropped"

And if we added another line the sentiment would

drop down ten fathoms deep into bathos and vanity : for

this strange mixture of a man, with the tears still in his

eyes, immediately looks down upon his clothes to reflect,

what a cliange ! and remembering that he had dined

the day before in company, with Mr. Pitt, and been

waited upon by men in gaudy liveries, he puffs out his

cliest, and swells his feathers with the habitual brao;. " I

had nobody to assist me in the world, no teachers of any

sort ; nobody to shelter me from the consequences of bad,

and no one to counsel me to good behaviour. I felt

proud" Thus was formed one of the most notable

demagogues of his time. All his warm energy and pas-

sion have not been sufficient to keep him from oblivion,

but yet there are many pages in his works that the

world should not willingly let die.

While so many humble persons were having their

say in the literature of their times, two of the richest

men of the day also came upon the stage, with a whimsi-

cal variation in the tone. They have each retained the

name of the productions that gave them fame. We still

speak of " Anastasius " Hope, and recognise the other as

lieckford of Vathek more easily tlian if we called him

Beckford of Fonthill, though it is true that neither the

names of the books nor those of the men produce now

a very lively impression on the present generation.

Curiously enough, botli of these millionaire writers were

men whose wealth forms one of the chief features of their

character, persons of magnificent tastes, living like princes,

or rather like those eastern potentates, whose houses and
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habits are too gorgeous for anything but an Oriental

legend or fairy tale. Beckford was the son of one of the

wealthiest of Englishmen, the representative of a rich

"West Indian family— Jamaica being in those days a

golden island, as rich as it is now poor—upon whom
money poured from all sides, and who was like Whitting-

ton, twice, if not three times, Lord Mayor of London.

Never was a young prince more surrounded by worship

and observance than the young heir to " one of the first

fortunes in the kingdom," whose wealth was increased by

the savings of a long minority, and who, when he came

into possession of his fortune, seemed, to the dazzled

imaginations of all around, to have the whole world

before him. His youth was spent in wandering over the

earth in all the most beautiful scenes, and with all the

advantages of a wealthy Englishman—tutor, physician,

and a suite of servants accompanying the young man in

his wanderings. This luxurious training and abstraction

from all the rougher encounters of schoolboy life, which

now would be thought doubly necessary as ballast to so

much wealth, helped to confirm young Beckford in those

weaknesses of character which made him in after years

a luxurious recluse, something between a hermit and a

Sultan, a shy and proud man accustomed to follow his

own caprices, and to live surrounded by parasites and

flatterers, intolerant of the equality of ordinary society,

and that operation of " finding your level," which it is the

highest mission of fashion novv-a-days to carry out.

Very early in life, in his twenty-second year, Beckford

WTote Vathek—with characteristic caprice in French ; and

it was not till some years later that an English translation

saw the light. Thus, bizarre in this point as in others,

his work appeared in his native language only at second

hand, an English audience, or indeed any audience at alb

being apparently indifferent to the young potentate whose
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pleasure it was to compose a story for lais own entertain-

ment. He had always been disposed to study the

Oriental languages and literature ; and gave up Latin and

Greek, as soon as he was his own master, for Persian and

Arabic. The story of Vathek is a wild parable of crime

and punisliment, with gleams of modern humour quaintly

incongruous with the form of the Eastern apologue. Thus

"we are told that the hero, " ninth Caliph of the race of

the Abbassides, and grandson of Haroun-al-Raschid," had

an agreeable and majestic countenance—but when he was

angry, one of his eyes became so terrible, that nobody

dared look at him ; the unfortunate person upon whom
his gaze was fixed immediately fell back, and sometimes

died on the iustant. " For which cause, in fear of depopu-

lating his states, and making his palace a desert, this

prince permitted himself to be angry very rarely." His

palace, which is full of unimaginable pleasures and

delights, is described with all the unction of a builder of

palaces ; and around the prince, who is himself a mildly

pitiless despot, unconscious that there can be any will in

the world but his own, is a group of vaguely yet cleverly

indicated figures—his mother, Carathis, who is a Greek,

curious in every kind of forbidden learning and grotesque

diablerie, his fussy Vizier, envious and servile, and a

comic eunuch, fat and important, whose life is made a

burden to him by the caprices of the ladies under his

care.

Vathek himself, having everything that he can desire,

is naturally weary, and longing for a little more. He is

visited after some time by a hideous Indian pedlar who

brings wonderful wares, but will not speak to him, and

cannot be slain even by tlie terrors of his eye, and who

escapes from the prison where he has been placed, leaving

behind some mysterious sabres with inscriptions, which,

being with difficulty deciphered, tantalise the prince with
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descriptions of tlie country in which they were made,

which is worthy of the greatest prince in the world.

Wlien a long delay has wrought the Caliph to the verge

of madness, this hideous Giaour reappears, and after some

ludicrous preliminaries, offers to Vathek riches and glory,

to which his present state is as nothing, on condition of

his renouncing the faith of Mahomet. To this the prince

agrees with much ease, cementing his compact by treating

his new and grim ally to the blood of fifty children—

a

regale upon which tlie Indian insists. To procure this a

great feast to the children of the city is proclaimed ; and

Vathek, selecting fifty of the noblest, leads them out with

games and rejoicing, something as the Pied Piper of

Hamelin did in after days, till they reach the edge of a

pit, into which he flings them one by one with great

cheerfulness. This naturally leads to a trifling disturbance

in the city, caused by the unreasonable fathers and

mothers ; but, notwithstanding, Vathek sets out with great

pomp on the journey prescribed to him by the Giaour

:

on which, however, he is stopped by a romantic adven-

ture, falling in love with the daughter of an Emir who
offers him hospitality on the way. When he has pos-

sessed himself of this lovely lady, Nouronibas by name,

at the cost of her father's life, and by breaking all the

laws of hospitality, offences of which she is a willing par-

taker, he is recalled by the svidden arrival of his mother

to the necessity of proceeding on his way. The Giaour

had promised to open to him the palace of subterranean

fire, and to put him in possession of the treasures accu-

mulated by the pre-Adamite Sultans. Both Carathis and

Nouronibas are eager for these acquisitions, and he

resumes his journey, accompanied by his bride. When
they reach the hall of Eblis, the end of their journey, the

description reaches a kind of Dantesque grandeur. Full

of eager expectation, the new-comers pass through a great
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hall full of pale figures coming and going ceaselessly,

taking no notice one of the other, and holding each his

hand pressed upon his heart. This alarms them a little,

but they are reassured by Eblis liims(jlf, who tells them

that all the wealth in his dominions, and power indescrib-

able over all the Genii, so that whatever they wish will

instantly be performed, are at their disposal. They are

then led into an inner hall, where are the Sultans of the

past, whose measureless riches they are about to enjoy.

They are, however, appalled to find tliese potentates laid

out in a terrible torpor upon biers of cedar wood, just suf-

ciently alive to feel their misery. The first and greatest

among them is King Solomon, who, as the new-comers

approach his bed, lifts up a solemn voice, and informs

them of their sin and misery. When he concludes, he

throws up his hands, one of which has been on his heart

like all the rest, and the terrified spectators see his side

transparent like crystal and his heart in flames.

"At this terrible sight Nouronibas fell as if petrified into the

arms of Vathek. '0 Giaour !' said that unhappy prince, 'whither

hast thou led us ? Let us go from this place. I free thee from all

tliy promises, Mahomet! is there no mercy for us?' 'No,

there is no more mercy for you,' answered tlie pitiless Genius
;

' know that this is the sojourn of despair and revenge. Thy heart

shall burn like that of all the worshippers of Eblis : a few days

are allowed thee before that fatal moment, use them as thou wilt
;

make thy bed of gold, command the infernal powers, survey these

immense caverns at thy pleasure, no gate shall be closed before thee.

As for me, I have fulfilled my mission.'

"

The wretched lovers have, however, no inclination now to

attempt to enjoy the pleasures for which they encountered

their doom. They roam about the dismal place awaiting

their fate in all the despair of anticipation. The only

use Vathek makes of his power is to order the Genii,

with vindictive rage, to bring his mother, the corrupter

of his youth, that she at least may sliare their torments.
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Carathis comes ; and once more it is the spirit of modern

humour which breaks into the gloomy tale. The inquisi-

tive witch, greedy of power and knowledge and money,

is not the least discomposed by the gloomy scene. The

half-dead kings are nothing to her. She exerts her

newly-acquired power at once, compels the Genius to show

her all their treasures, snatches at all their charms and

talismans, and, when the fatal moment comes, is struck

by it in the midst of a crowd of obsequious spirits whose

homage she has exacted.

These scenes are really powerful. They are far more

striking than Southey's pyrotechnic horrors, and recall in

the pale crowds, wliose horrible indifference to everything

but their own tortures makes of each one a hopeless

solitary, something like tlie terrible hell of Dante. It is

curious that the most luxurious dreamer of his time, the

lavish, wealthy, self-indulging master of the only fairy

palace of modern times, should have produced this one

gloomy picture, in which there seems a subtle mockery

of his own life as well as that of his hero—and should

have done no more.

He did do more, however : he built a wonderful

palace, Fonthill Abbey, close to the very handsome house

which his wealthy father had built, but which the son

demolislied as not important enough for him. He made

his new building into a palace of enchantment, the

wonder of its day, filling it with everything that was

gorgeous and costly. Annoyed by the intrusion of sports-

men on his grounds, he had a wall of twelve feet high,

extending to a distance of seven miles, built round his

property. Within this enclosure hundreds of workmen
laboured at the new palace, to which he gave, one does

not know why, the name of Abbey. Sometimes when it

pleased his caprice to hurry the work, it was continued

by night, by torchlight. When the house was completed
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it was furnished in the same magnificent manner. "He
deposited diamonds in a china cup," says the awed and

admiring narrator of all these wonderful doings. Inside

the seven miles of wall, nineteen hundred acres of ground

afforded every variety of beautiful scenery, landscapes

both soft and wild, space enough for every kind of re-

creation. The establishment included, besides a host of

servants, a physician, a learned antiquary, who acted as

secretary, and a musician of great accomplishment. Vatliek

liimself had scarcely a combination of delights more

stately and splendid than were included within. " The

ladies," spoken of in bated breath, two daughters whom
his young wife, dying after three years of marriage, had

left to him, lived in a house in the parlc, with an estab-

lishment of their own, where their education was carried

on as if they had been princesses. In this wonderful

retirement Beckford lived for many years, until his

fortune, which had been diminished by various losses,

proved insufiicient to keep up the vast expenditure which

the house required. Instead of diminishing the expendi-

ture, he sold the place. Perhaps by this time he had

got tired of his vast plaything. But he immediately

proceeded to make himself another house, scarcely less

splendid, though smaller than Fonthill, in Bath, where all

his most cherished treasures were removed, and where he

lived and died. A more strange episode was never worked

out upon the sober web of literary history. Our space

does not permit any account of the finery, the splendour

and beautiful things with which he was surrounded. But

this lover of the beautiful cast off his eldest daughter,

who would not marry another millionaire as he wished,

and left her to languish in poverty, while he transferred

everything he had to give and to leave to her sister, who

did her duty and married a duke of her father's choice.

Thomas Hope had, if not a breeding so luxurious as
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that of Beckford, at least, like him, the advantage or dis-

advantage of almost boundless fortune, and many similar

tastes. He did not shut himself up in costly and fas-

tidious seclusion, but he was one of the first to make
an elaborate study of furniture and decoration, and his

luxurious and splendid Iiouscs were part of himself and

inseparable from his life. He was Dutch by origin, a

merchant of Amsterdam, where the family still keep up

their business connection. Eastern travel was perhaps,

in tliose days, considering the much increased rate of

travelling in general, more usual than now—the shores

of the Levant having attractions besides those which

occupy the tourist. Hope, no doubt, had unusual facilities

for understanding the details of Oriental life, and his one

tale is an elaborate exposition of Eastern society, of the

Turks and the Greeks of that age when Turkey was still

an appreciable power, and Greece an unformed nation,

oppressed and rebellious, acknowledged by nobody. The
story of Anastasius is that of a rascally Greek, cunning,

subtle, and treacherous, according to the conventional

idea of his race. It is very long, very elaborate : the

tale is delayed continually, to fui-nish us with details of

the varied life of the court, tlie harems, the mercenaries,

the suspicions and dangers amid which both rulers and

favourites lived. It is a story of adventure and manners,

rather than of character, since tliere is no one who attracts

the reader's regard throughout, and the hero himself is an

odious schemer, whose successes and misfortunes are

equally far from attracting our sympalliy. But the book

had a success which we cannot see that it deserved, and

has rescued its author from the oblivion, wliich even

wealth has no spell against, at least, in so far as this,

that everybody in his own generation had heard of it,

and that even now a vague sense of identification comes

to the public mind when any one, asking to what Hopes
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a well-knowu family belongs, is answered not by any

technical designation or county title, but by the name of

Anastasius, a curious distinction— so small, yet enough

to outlive a great many more substantial things.

Another writer who flourished in the end of the

century, a little preceding some of those here mentioned,

has a special interest for us, not only for his own produc-

tions, but for the strange genius mixed with much alloy,

but yet genius still— more remarkable than any other of

his father's works—who has descended to us from him.

Isaac Disraeli was the sou of a Jew, not of the merely

moneyed kind, with wliich we are most familiar, but of

those who boast a high European lineage, as well as the

misty honours of Eastern centuries. The family, according

to the account given by its last distinguished member,

had gone from Spain to Venice in the fifteenth century,

where it adopted, in gratitude for its escape from Torque-

mada and the Inquisition, the name of Disraeli, " a name
never borne before or since by any other family." The

father of Lord Beaconsfield sprang from a race of keen

and successful merchants, but was himself most strangely

unlike them, a dreamy recluse and student, breaking all

the traditions of his family with such an obstinate if

gentle and sentimental impracticability, that nothing was

possible but to leave him to the pursuit of his studies

and fancies. From his childhood he showed himself

" doomed his father's soul to cross ;" and his mother was

a passionate and discontented personage, who had " im-

bibed a dislike for her race," and was " so mortified by

her social position, tliat slie lived until eighty without

indulging in a tender expression "—a most uncomfortable

parent. The young Isaac, after an unhappy childhood,

drove his father frantic by " producing a poem," which

seemed to the wealthy merchant to promise only beggary

and ruin to his only child. " The unhappy poet was
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consigned like a bale of goods " to the correspondent of

the firm at Amsterdam. When he returned at eighteen

he was " a disciple of Eousseaii," burning to prove himself

the most sentimental and tender of sons to the mother

whose indifference he had probably forgotten. But wdien

he would have flung himself upon her bosom, the lady

" burst into derisive lau"hter," ridiculing at once himself

and his appearance, which was eccentric and unusual.

" Whereupon," says his son, " Emile, of course, went into

heroics, wept, sobbed, and finally, shut up in his chamber,

composed an impassioned epistle. My grandfather, to

soothe him, dwelt on the united solicitude of his parents

for his welfare, and broke to him their intention, if it

was agreeable to him, to place him in the establishment

of a great merchant at Bordeaux. My father replied

that he had written a poem of considerable length which

he wished to publish, against Commerce, which was the

corruption of man !"

The impracticable youth, however, was not always

persecuted : such parental severities can last only for a

time, and though the gentle sufferer in this rich household

was not over happy, yet by and by he emancipated him-

self. His first publication was some " polished and

pointed " verses on the Abuse of Satire, aimed at the

famous " Peter Pindar " Wolcot, then maintaining a free

fight against all the powers that were. The " effusion
"

had such success as was possible, enough to fill the journals

and startle the stern parents with their son's fame.

Shortly after he made the acquaintance of young Samuel

Piogers, then gaining his little reputation as a poet, and

of " Mr. Pye"— a celebrity whom even the encyclopa.'dias

scorn, and of whom we know nothing save that he ^^s

Poet-Laureate (!) before Southey took and vindicated the

office. • He was " a master of correct versification," Lord

Beaconsfield says. Young Disraeli did not rcacli even so
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far as young Eogers on the soft little slopes of Parnassus,

but he was led to the odd byway of literature in which

he gained his reputation, by means of a residence in

Exeter, which brought him into the literary circle then

flourishing there. Here, as so often before, a new and

gentle group of amateur writers opens upon us once more.

Exeter, like Lichfield, was full of gentlemen who could

all compose agreeable verses, the chief among them being

Dr. Downman, " a poet and physician, and the best of

men." The names of Hole and of Hayter say little to

posterity, and of all the group the only well-known name
is that of the composer Jackson, who was also, according

to Lord Beaconsfield, " an author of high ajsthetical specu-

lation." " It was said," the same authority adds, " that the

two principal if not sole organs of periodical criticism at

at that time, I think the Critical Bcviciv and the Monthhj

B&view, were principally supported by Exeter contribu-

tions." It is not usual now-a-days to And a little local

school of letters in every country town, and society is no

longer parcelled out into pieces, but hangs together from

one centre in a way perliaps more complete but not so

picturesque as of old ; but it is curious to find starting up

about us, as we pursue our investigations, another and

another long-forgotten circle, all conscious of excellence,

and many perhaps looking for nothing less than immor-

tality.

Isaac Disraeli was, as has been said, a poet to begin

with, like so many of his compeers. The kind and good

Sir Walter, with that capacious memory in winch all

kinds of strays and waifs found refuge, and with that

genial desire to give everybody he met pleasure, which in

hi«a was never insincere, met the collector of literary

curiosities years after, with the delightful compliment of

" reciting a poem of half-a-dozen stanzas," which Disraeli

had written in this early period. "Not altogether with-
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out agitation," says his biographer, " surprise was expressed

that the lines should have been known, still more that

they should have been remembered." "Ah!" said Sir

Walter, " if the writer of these lines had gone on, he would

have been an English poet."

This, however, whether he could or could not have

attained it, was not to be. Chance directed him to the

quiet byways of literature, in which he achieved a mild

but complete success. The Curiosities of Literature Ls

more interesting than many a book of higher pretensions,

and some of Mr. Disraeli's essays were good and able

:

but, perhaps, had not his son arisen greater than he, we
should have thought less of the father : and granting the

interest of his chief publication, there is no sort of great-

ness in it, nor original power. The character of the man,

however, as given by his son, affords us a very clear and

concise sketch of the literary workman. " He had not a

single passion or prejudice," says this unquestionable

authority. " He disliked business, and he never required

relaxation. He rose to enter the chamber where he lived

alone with his books, and at night his lamp was ever lit

within the same walls. In London his only amusement

was to ramble among booksellers. In the country he

scarcely ever left his room but to saunter in abstraction

upon a terrace, muse over a chapter, or coin a sentence."

He had arrived at the mature age of forty-five " before

liis career as a great author influencing opinions really

commenced." The reader at this distance will perhaps

imagine, wonderingly, whether that career ever com-

menced at all. He lived to be a very old man, like so

many of the subjects of this history. Great genius may
exhaust and wear out, though chiefly when associated with

great passions ; but a little genius is a wonderfully safe

and comfortable possession. It gives interest to life what-

ever may be its burdens, and cheers the weary years.
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Disraeli published some historical books, one of them au

elaborate work on the Life, and Reign of Charles I., and

various essays, one of which, the Essay on Literary

Character, his son considers " the most perfect of his com-

positions," besides many shorter articles. But the work

by which he will be known is the Cariosities of Literature,

though it is neither the most ambitious nor the most

serious of his productions.

It seems scarcely necessary to refer again to the two

sisters, Sophia and Harriet Lee, who have been already

named, the authors of the Canterhury Tales, stories not

important enough to have any national value, though they

have lived longer than they had any particular right to

do, and may still be found in old libraries : nor to good

Mr. Bage near Tamworth, whom Godwin, about the time

when he tried to persecute and argue Miss Harriet Lee

into marrying him, went out of his way to see, asking,

"Are not such men as much worth visiting as palaces,

towns, and cathedrals ?" Bage was born a miller, and

was a well-to-do person with paper-mills, beside those that

ground the grain. To " dissipate his melancholy " under

some special trouble, he began to write nov-els ; and after-

wards, when he had formed the habit, went on producing

them methodically one every two years, as children are

born in well-regulated families. Where have all those

children of the fancy gone ? " Hermsprong," which God-

win reports to be " his sixth," very much indeed as if it

had been a baby, is the one that is best known.

We will not turn back to Hannah More, though she

was no older than several of the writers here described.

She too, amid her band of maiden sisters, was still living

and writing when the century began, and Ccelebs in seareh

of a Wife was not publislicd till 1805; but she was a

woman of the Johnsonian age, with little opening in her

to the promise of the new times to come.
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Another gentle figure, however, which is altogether

modern, came into the world in the end of the old century,

in Liverpool ; then a much less important and bustling

place, with no such overwhelming rush of trade and com-

mercial activity as now, with its old church surveying the

old quays and great river, lively and brisk with traffic

although smoke and steam were absent. Felicia Hemans
was all that the daintily cultivated flower of a wealthy

merchant family is apt to be—over sweet, over refined,

in natural contrast to the primitive vigour and stronger

atmosphere of her birthplace. But she was not brought

up among the traders in the wealthy town, under the

shadow of the wings of Eoscoe and his court, but iu AYales,

where her family retired after some mercantile catastrophe.

She was Pelicia Brown in those days, and the embodi-

ment of a muse such as Gray or Collins w^ould have

drawn—" distinguished from her cradle by extreme beauty

and precocious talents." At fifteen she had already pub-

lished a volume of little poems, which some heartless critic

handled roughly. " The young poetess was then ... in

the full glow of that radiant beauty which was destined

to fade so early. The mantling bloom of her cheeks was

shaded by a profusion of natural ringlets of a rich golden

brown; and the ever-varying expression of her brilliant

eyes gave a changeful play to her countenance, M-hich

would have made it impossible for any painter to do

justice to it." Whoever the wretched being miglit have

been that cut her pretty verses to pieces in his obscurity

in 1808, who could now lay a hand upon this pretty

creature ? Her poems are like this description of herself.

They are alway- sweet, liquid, and melodious : they mean
as much as so soft and beautiful a nature ever requires to

mean: " Swaet records, promises as sweet"— the gentle

sentiments that lie on the surface, subdued sorrows,

chastened happiness. She married in her AVelsh solitude

Vol. it.—7
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a certain Captain lleinans, " by no means destitute of

advantages, either of person or education," with whom her

life was not happy—but who was so kind as to lalce him-

self away before things grew intolerable, leaving to her

the undisturbed possession of her children, which was

enough for happiness of a moderate kind. Her little

biography is very reticent, but the glimpses it gives of the

rural household, the boys and their mother, are very pretty

and touching. The group of children, whose " heroine
"

is " mamma,"^— one of whom sprang up from his Latin

exercise, and shouted out, " Now I am sure mamma is a

better poet than Lord Byron"— surround her with such a

soft background of chendi faces as suits at once her pretty

genius and her gentle personality. She wrote a great

many poems wliich children will always willingly learn,

and gentle souls admire— full of tenderness and soft

pathos, and the purest sentiments. In the first half of

the century she was the first love of the girls in poetry,

as Scott was tlie first love of the boys. But by this time

her works have faded like a bouquet of flowers. They

continue to be printed (we think) in pretty editions, and

sold—but it is with a smile tliat we hear of the great

fame of Mrs. Hemans. She died young, and her little

story is throughout most tender and toucliing. And her

verses linger in the memories of people who are growing

old, with echoes and fragrances in them of tlieir own
youth— but are gone out of mortal ken for any more

important use.

About the same time, in Manchester, another poet of

the same gentle kind, but who never reached to the same

distinction, and whose name is scarcely remembered at

all, lived and flourished. She was the friend of Words-

worth, and left an interesting reputation behind her,

mingling to some degree in the literary activity of the

time, writing critical articles and general literature, a.i
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well as now and then the sweetness of a little poem

;

while at the same time bringing up, as well as an elder

sister could, a family of orphan children. Save for her

connection with Wordsworth, and the similarity of her

slight productions and position to those of ]\Irs. Hemans,

it would be scarcely worth while to place the name of

Maria Jewsbuiy on record at all. Her sister Geraldine

took, at a much later period, a respectable rank as a

novelist. Manchester does not seem to have had any

pretension, like its neighbour town, to be a literary centre.

Here is the only little glimpse of a taper which at that

moment it seems to have possessed.

If we were to say that Bishop Heber was a sort of

male twin to Mrs. Hemans, we fear that the comparison

would be received with little favour by many readers.

So few of the poets of the time accomplished all the rites

of education, and trained themselves, as ancient tradition

bade, on the classic models, that it is disappointing to find,

in the rare instance of a fully-cpialified academical poet,

an example so little remarkable as this excellent and

blameless soul. In the dearth of writers properly marked

with the sign-manual of the Universities, it ought to be

noted that Heber gained the prize of poetry at Oxford,

fulfilled all his studies there with distinction, and became

a Fellow of All-Souls. So much for so little ! But it has

never ceased to be true that poets must be born, and can-

not be made. He was the son of a clerical race : of a

nature born to goodness and every excellence, with nothing

wayward in him or irregular. His poems are the utter*

ance of the most spotless of well-regulated minds and

devout spirits. It is doubtful whether the best of poets

ever produced anything more widely known and popular

than the "Missionary Hymn" about "Greenland's icy

mountains," or that which celebrates the Star in the East

of the Epiphany. So that this mild singer had his reward
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of the most liberal kind in the affectionate enthusiasm

with which the simple-hearted religious crowd regards the

writers of its sacred songs. The kind of tranquil life he

led, and tlie boundless correspondence whicli proceeded

from his rectory, have been put before the world on various

.occasions. His letters were voluminous and fluent, and

always, it need hardly be said, perfect in sentiment : but

they have few literary attractions. He became Bishop of

Calcutta in 1823, and addressed himself to his work there

with great courage and faithfulness, dying of it in a very

few years—an end which has given him, to many, some-

thmg of the sanctity of a martyr.

Another poet of the same culture, and of more ambi-

tious pretensions, was Dean Milman ; like Heber, the author

of a prize poem, and distinguished in his University : but

not, unfortunately, born to a more successful issue in this

branch of attainment. When Heber had subsided into a

country living, Milman was Professor of Poetry in Oxford,

a post which ought to involve a crown of poetical honour

not much below that of the Laureate ; and he was perhaps

the best poet living who had any right to a place within

those academical precincts—which was not saying much.

He made some very bold and ambitious ventures in the

poetical drama, and succeeded so far as to have his tragedy

of Fazio acted at Drury Lane. But the public did not

sustain his claims to the name of poet, and he has fallen

into the limbo of poetical writers, like those who " senza

speme vivono in disio." His more important work, how-

ever, held a different place, and the man who is recognised

as the historian of Latin Christianity does not need to

break his heart over the failure of poetic fame.

Li a still more humble obscurity, in distant sjjots in

the country—in Bedfordshire, the Farmer's Boy Bloom-

field ; in Suffolk, the mild young Quaker poet, Bernard

liartou ; in hardheaded Yorkshire, the rude and fervent
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siDirit—usually inspired with political themes, hut some-

times dropping into unexpected strains of tenderness—of

Ebenezer Elliot ; in Lincolnslure, among the level fields,

a village minstrel, John Clare, ploughhoy and peasant

—

not much more than glow-worms about the hedgerows,

still kept a little flicker about of poetical light. The
better part of Elliot's productions, the often stirring and

effective strains which got him the name of the Corn Law
Rhymer, were of a later date ; but these softer chorus-

singers had all begun in the early morning of the century

to swell the greater voices which had made of that new
period a renowned and great poetic age.

In another branch of literature another most charming

and feminine figure appears out of the rural shades, from

the village scenery, which was her best inspiration, to-

wards the end of the first quarter of the century, beyond

which we do not pretend to go in this record. (Jane

Austen, a greater competitor for fame, we reserve for a

separate notice.) The name of ]\Tary Russell Mitford is

one which recalls to us many of the most delightful idyllic

sketches in the language. The landscape clears round her,

the village roofs ascend, the little town builds itself in

the clear sunshiny atmosphere, where merit, sometimes

depressed, is always happy in the end, and every ^vl•ong

is righted and every mistake made clear. She was the

daughter of a foolish prodigal, an attractive and dashing

fine gentleman, a sort of man, fortunately, more common

in novels than in life, who wasted his daughter's money

and lived upon her affection, shutting her out from every-

thing in life but his own service. She, always cheerful,

tender, and patient, contentedly resigned comfort and tran-

quillity, as well as fortune and position, in order that he

should have everything he wanted, and when their money

was spent, worked for him with heroic devotion. The

story would be a beautiful one if it were not too painful
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to see one life thus sacrificed to the caprices of another.

Filial devotion is heavenly, but it rouses a sort of moral

indignation when we see how its very greatness is the

occasion of developing unutterable meanness on the other

side. This, however, is a view of self-sacrifice which it

is very painful to be forced to take, and which, let us

thi.nk Heaven, is always an unpopular view. The world

t; kes an unfailing pleasure in the spectacle of supreme

and self-forgetting virtue, little as it may feel inclined to

copy it. Miss Mitford did more for her father than to

endow him with all her worldly goods, and when they

were gone to labour for his living ; she did all that in her

lay with every wile of her delightful power, and all the

special pleading of affection, to represent him to us as the

hero which he would seem to have remained to her—the

best, most benign and gracious of mankind. She was

eminently well connected, taking the Eussell in her name
from the house of Bedford, and thus vanquislied the sorest

infliction of poverty, the slights and scorns of social life.

Her stories and her autobiographical ramblings convey to

us many glimpses of her youth, which, notwithstanding

many ups and downs of fortune, had evidently no small

amount of brightness in it. But her outset upon her

literary career was after a far more ambitious sort than

her after successes. The smiling girl, whose pretty ex-

periences among her kindred and tlie rural gentry whom
she sketches so happily were all of the simplest and most

artless kind, and who had already cares about tiie butcher

and the baker, though she had seen her father run

through more than one fortune, suddenly stepjied forth

7ipon the world with no less a production than a tragedy,

which was played upon the big stage of Drury Lane in

182.3, and covered the young woman with glory. Per-

haps, by the way, she was no longer a girl when this

startling success took place ; but she was one of those

I
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who are always young, and the predominance of her father

in her story keeps her in the position of youth. Her
Julian, like so many other plays which at the moment
secure everything that critics and listeners can say of

applause and admiration, died soon after, and has never

reappeared on the stage. Bicnzi was also acted, and met
with similar good fortune. They are perfectly readable

now, with much pretty verse and many fine situations

;

but nobody thinks of reading them, nor has any theatre

attempted to produce them on the stage. It is almost a

commonplace to say this : it would seem to be the ordi-

nary fate of poetical dramas of average merit, without

either great genius or a powerful hold upon the intricacies

of sta^e business.

These productions were like meteors blazing and

falling. The real fame of the author rests upon a very

different foundation. Whether she was cast down by the

very temporary character of her first reputation, we are

not told ; she was at all times so reasonable, so sweet-

tempered, q,nd so ready to do what her hand found to do,

that, even had she been so, it is not likely she would

have made much show of her feelings. But it was after

this temporary glory was over—when it was forced upon

her that she was not as Shakspeare, but rather as Joanna

Baillie, as Barry Cornwall—as Coleridge, ever so nmch
greater than either—had been, a dramatist of the moment,

without power to lay hold upon the public, or any real

ascendency over its imagination—that she turned to the

humble everyday scenes about her, the simple stories of

the hamlet, the changes and chances, that befell her humble

neighbours, the strain of common life. Nothincr more

pleasant, more touching, more fresh and odorous of the

fields and farms, could be—or more true to English life

and country manners. Our Village became as wtU known

to the English- speaking world in a year or two as if that
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collection of cottages in leafy Berkshire had been one of

the centres of the world. And these delightful little

pictures are still as fresh, as lifelike as ever, scarcely even

old-fashioned, though there are no modern appliances in

them, no telegraphs or railways, but long anxieties and

waiting and patience, which, perhaps, for the poet's and

the story-teller's art, are better things. Miss Mitford can

scarcely be said to be a creator ; but no one has clearly

annexed and brought in to the realm of literature a more

real piece of English soil.

Joanna Baillie, bom 1762 ; died 1851.

Published Plays on the Passions (1st volume), 1798.

(2d „ ), 1802.

(3d „ ), 1812.

Miscellaneous Dramas, 1804.

Family Legend, 1810.

Fugitive Verses, 1823.

Dramas, 1836.

Anna Letitia Barbauld, born 1743 ; died 1825.

Published Poems, 1773.

Devotional Poems, 1773.

Poems, 1773.

Hymns in Prose, 1775.

Early Lessons, 1775.

Ode to the Year, 1811.

She assisted in the composition of " Evenings at Home," and

edited various publications, especially a collection of British Novel-

ists, with critical and biogi-aphical notices, published in 1810.

"William Roscoe, bom 1753; died 1831.

Published Life of Lorenzo de Medici, 1796.

Life and Pontificate of Leo X., 1805.

John Foster, bom 1770; died 1843.

Published Essays, 1805.

On the Evils of Popular Ignorance, 1819.

Contributions to the "Eclectii Review."
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Jane Taylor, born 1783; died 1824.

Anne Taylor, born 1782; died 1866.

Published Original Poems for Infant Minds, 1803.
Ehymes for the Nursery, 1806.

Essays in Rhyme, 1816.

Contributions of J. J. (Jane Taylor).

Isaac Taylor, born 1787; died 1865.

Published Elements of Thought, 1822.

History of the Transmission of Ancient Books, 1825
Process of Historical Proof, 1826.

Natural History of Enthusiasm, 1829.

James Montgomery, born 1771 ; died 1854,

Published Wanderer of Switzerland, and other Poems, 1806.

The West Indies, 1807.

Prison Amusements.

The World Before the Flood, 1813.

Thoughts on ^^Hieels, 1817,

Greenland, 1819.

The Pelican Island, 1827.

He was Editor of the Sheffield "Iris" for many years.

William Cobbett, born 1762; died 1835.

Published Parliamentary History of England, 1806 to 1820.

Life of W. Cobbett, by himself, l<s09.

A Year's Residence in the United States, 1818.

Cottage Economy, 1822.

Poor Man's Friend, 1826.

Emigrant's Guide, 1829.

Rural Rides, 1830.

Along with numerous other pamplilets, political and otherwise.

William Beckford, born 1760; died 1844.

Published Memoirs of Extraordinary Painters, 1780.

Vathek, 1782.

And some other works of no importance.
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Thomas Hope, bom 1770; died 1831

Published Anastasius, 1819.

And several works on Arcbitecture and the Arts of

Decoration.

Isaac Disraelt, boin 1766; died 1848.

Published Curiosities of Literature (1st volume), 1791.

(2d „ ), 1792.

(3d ,. ), 1817.

„ „ Second suiies, 1823.

Calamities of Authors, 1812.

Quarrels of Authors, 1814.

Literary and Political Cliaracter of James I., 1816.

Commentaries on Life and Reign of Charles I., 1828

Griot, Hampden, and Pym, 1832.

The Amenities of Literatiu-e, 1841.

Felicia Hemans, born 1793; died 1835.

Published Early Poems, 1808.

The Domestic Affections, 1812.

Meeting of Wallace and Bruce, 1819.

The Sceptic, 1820.

Dartmoor, 1821.

Vespers of Palermo, 1823.

Siege of Valencia, 1823.

The Forest Sanctuary, 1826.

Records of Women, 1828.

National Lyrics, etc, 1828.

Songs of the AHections, 1830.

Hymns for Cliildhood, 1834.

Scenes and Hymns of Life, 1834.

Tlionghts during Sickness.

Poetical Ri-maiiis, piiljlislied with Memoir a/ter hei

death, 1836.

Reginald Heher, born 1783; died 1826.

Published (Prize Poem) Palestine, 1803.

Europe; or. Lines on the Present War, 1809.

Nairutive of a Journey through the Upper Provinces

of India (posthumous).
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Henry Hart Milman, born 1791 ; died 18G8.

PubHshed Fazio, 1817.

The Fall of Jerusalem, 1820.

Belshazzar, 1822.

The Martyr of Antioch, 1822.

Anne BolejTi, 1826.

Sanior, 1818.

History of Jews, History of Latin Clirist canity (see

The Historians, vol. iii.)

Bernard Barton, born 1784; died 1849.

Published Poems, 1820.

Ebenezer Elliot, born 1781 ; died 1849.

John Clare, born 1793; died 1864.

Published Poems—Morning "Walk, Evening Walk, etc., 1817.

Poems descriptive of Rural Life and Scenery, 1820.

Village Minstrel, 1821.

Robert Bloomfield, born 1766; died 1823.

Published Farmer's Boy, 1798.

Rural Tales, 1810.
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THE LITERARY HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

CHAPTER HI.

LONDON : THE UPPER CIRCLE : ROGERS BYRON

MOORE.

It is Talfourd, we think, in his Memorials of Charles

Lamb, who compared the cheerful whist parties in those

little rooms high up among the housetops of the Temple,

where the brother and sister held their homely court, with

the much more ambitious home of the muses, in the

gorgeous and stately retirement of Holland House.

Nothing could more clearly exemplify the difference

between London hourgcois and literary, and London

fashionable, elegant, and lettered. The former is poor

and homely, and familiar in all its circumstances—the

other, brilliant in external aspect, much I'arther reaching

in its associations, and full of that involuntary conscious-

ness of being the very best and finest development of

society, which is only kept from the height of arrogance

by being involuntary, and with no possibility of doubt or

argument about it. A glimmer of uncertainty as to

wliether they are really the great people they tliink

themselves to be, will dash tlio confidence of the most

self-sufficing circles on a lower level. The grand distinc-

tion of a society w]iich is socially elevated as well as
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mentally distinguished, is that the mere force of circum-

stances takes away all doubt upon the matter. However

determinedly your man of letters may assert that he is Sir

Oracle, the dogs will bark whatever he may say ; but

when he is a great potentate besides, these vulgar voices

are hushed in awe, and nothing contradicts his conviction.

It is true that there are audacious persons now-a-days to

whom Holland House with all its grandeurs, and the

bated breath with which the initiated once spoke of that

abode of the gods, and the undisclosed anxiety with which

they hoped to please its Juno and Jupiter, have an

amusing, half-pathetic side— as showing at once the

smallness of the finest shrine, and the pettiness of the

most elevated humanity. The poorer and less important

sphere, where outside circumstances are nothing, and

where men are free to exhibit themselves and their

characteristics in their own way, has all the advantage

with posterity. We cannot get free of the splendid

rooms, fine enough to liave an art-history of their own

like a mediaeval city, nor even in a lesser way can we get

free of Kogei's's view over the park, his pictures and his

luxuries. But there they stand, the other side of this

world of literature, mingled with all the flutter of society,

the gossip of lords and ladies, the scraps of politics, the

secrets of antecliambers, all that spray of social life, if we

may use such an expression, which fills the air, and con-

fuses the view. Something is gained, indeed, for wherever

imperial interests are touched upon there is, at the worst,

Q. faiLX air of enlargement and noble aim, and at the best,

a real dignity which mere individualism rarely supplies;

but at the same time there is something lost, for it is

difficult to make the flattered members of tliat " best

society" aware that the greater part of their enliglitenment

is merely gossi]"), and the knowledge of what is going on

" behind the scenes," on which they pride themselves, no

more than tlie revelations of the back stairs.
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Holland House, however, is unquestionably the most

important and brilliant centre of literary society that we
have known in England in recent days. It was the

headquarters of a band of visitors on whom it conferred

distinction, and who gave more distinction than they

received. Naturally those who did not receive the

flattering compliment of admission indemnified themselves

by gibes and satirical assaults : while those who did,

occasionally avenged the pricks and scorns to which they

were subject under such a despotism, by after-revelations

of discontent and rebellion. The master of the house was

a man of some literary powT,r and much accomplishment,

whose modest hope expressed at the end of his life that, as

" nephew of Fox andfriend of Grey," he had castno discredit

on his position, conciliates the good opinion of posterity.

But he was only a sort of good-natured god in this temple

of the muses, often retired altogether from public view,

veiled by illness, by gout and invalid habit from contact

too close and general ; while the ever active ruler of the

community, familiar and imperious, a genial but sharp-

tongued despot, exacting much worship, and spreading an

atmosphere of awe around her, was Lady Holland, a

woman who evidently added to the skill which could

collect and manage the different elements of society, a

great deal of that witty disregard for other people's feel-

ings which keeps a little community in excitement and

amusement, but leaves many a rankling recollection to

come forth afterwards in bitter depreciation of the splen-

did reign and too autocratic rule. The mistress of a salon,

who exclaims with serious concern, " What a pity ! but

couldn't you suppress it ? " when one of her friends informs

her he is about to publish a poem ; who told Moore that

his Life of Sheridan was a dull book, and interrupted

Macaulay in his brilliant talk with, " Come, IMacaulay, we
have had enough of this," must have been a somewhat
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alarming person. In most of the records of the society

which she collected round her, a sense of her somewhat

arrogant superiority, her careless treatment of the distin-

guished guests whose presence alone made her fine house

more remarkable than other fine houses, is quite apparent.

She treated them all with that mingling of admiration and

contempt, condescension and flattery, which is so usual an

attitude of the rich and great towards Art and its pro-

fessors in general ; but in her case, the bold sincerity of

rudeness, the tantalising attractions of a caprice never

to be calculated upon, and the charms of an unusually

splendid and magnificent house, which it was a matter of

pride to be connected with, made the guests endure,

although it was impossible to prevent them from resenting.

Macaulay has left the most graceful and benignant

description of this great coterie, in magnanimous indif-

ference to any of the snubs he received there. He \vas

always fond of the idea of decadence and hoar antiquity

falling upon the scenes with which he was acquainted

;

but Holland House still exists, defying all such gloomy

imaginations.

" The time is coming when ])erhaps a few old men, the last sur-

vivors of our generation, will in vain seek among new streets and

squares, and railway stations, for the site of that dwelling which

was in their youth the favourite resort of wits and beauties, of

painters and poets, of scholars, philosophers, and statesmen. They
will then remember with strange tenderness many objects once

familiar to them, the a\'enue and the terrace, the busts and the

paintings, the carving, the grotesque gilding, the enigmatical

mottoes. Witli peculiar fondness they will recall that venerabla

chamber, in wliich all the antique gravity of a college library was

so singularly blended with all that female grace and wit could

devise to endjelliHli a drawing-room. Tliey will recollect, not

unmoved, those shelves laden with all the varied learning of many
lands and many ages, and those portraits in whicli were preserved

the features of tlie best and wisest Englishmen of two generations.

They will recollect how many men who have guided the politics of

Europe who have moved great assemblies by reason and eloquence,
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who have put life into bronze and canvas, or who have left tc

posterity things so written as it shall not willingly let them die,

were there mixed with all that was loveliest and gayest in the

society of the most splendid of capitals. They will remember the

j^eculiar character which belonged to that circle, in which every

talent and accomplishment, every art and science, had its place.

They will remember how the last debate was discussed in one

corner, and the last comedy of Scribe in another ; while Wilkie

gazed with modest admiration at Sir Joshua's Baretti ; while

Mackintosh turned over Thomas Aquinas to verify a quotation
;

while Talleyrand related his conversations with Barras at the

Luxembourg, or his ride with Lannes over the field of Austerlitz :

they will remember above all the grace, the kindness far more

admirable than grace with which the friendly hospitality of that

ancient mansion was dispensed. They will remember the venerable

and benignant countenance, and the cordial voice of him that bade

them welcome."

This delightful description balances with stately eulo-

gium the revelations of private letters and journals, which

show in many cases a schoolboy sort of anxiety on the

part of the illustrious guests as to whether my lady would

be in a good humour, or Lord Holland's gout not too

severe to permit him to be visible, and a certain sense

that things might possibly turn out badly at any moment,

and those stately rooms and brilliant assemblies be closed

upon them for ever.

Of the names mentioned above, Mackintosh, one of the

most remarkable members of the society, must be left to

another chapter for an outline of his life and works. He
was one of the foremost of the " Scotchmen" whom Byron

in his ill-tempered verses declared to " feed," and of the

' critics who carouse " at " the banquets spread at Holland

House." All the members of the belligerent band of the

Edinburgh Beview were to be found there by right of their

party, just as, in the same right, they were banished from

so much in their own capital. There were now resident

of them in London, in the beginning of the century,

Henry Brougham, beginning with characteristic energy
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and power his wonderful career, a man never popular, yet

impressing liis fellows with a perception of boundless force,

vivacity, and power, such as we scarcely attribute now to

the robust and restless Chancellor, who gained every prize

that his profession and his country could give, and yet

remained in some inexplicable way always an unsuccessful

man ; Francis Horner, one whose abilities we have in a

great measure to take on trust from the panegyrics of his

companions—for he did not live to give much proof in

literature of the powers they saw in him : and Allen,

whose post in the household of Lord Holland made him a

sort of vizier of the brilliant despotism. Mackintosh, the

mild and candid, had his balance in Hallam, a historian

of a different mettle, whose judgment cannot be called

mild. And Sydney Smith, with the " faun-like face,"

which "was a sort of promise of a good thing when he

does but open his lips," lent his lighter wit to dispel the

sometimes oppressive atmosphere, a man able to meet my
lady on her own ground, and laughingly extract the sting

from her impertinences. The coterie would not have been

complete without a certain number of lesser members,

poets of society and amateurs in literature, such as Henry

Luttrell—a brilliant man about town, with the faculty of

writing agreeable verses, of whom lingers says that " none

of the talkers I meet in London society can slide into a

brilliant thing with such readiness as he does "— a quality

which of itself was recommendation enough.

The rejjresentative of ])oetry in this brilliant company

was, however, liogers himself, the last, as he is somewhere

called, of the old school, the only wealthy member of the

»;onfraternity living, a patron of literature, as well as

practising the same, at once Maecenas and poet. He had

a cortege and following of his own, not indeed equal to the

sublime and exclusive circle of Holland House, yet imj)ort-

ant and distingushed, and as the years weut on, including
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all that was greatest in poetry and letters. It was his

ambition to surround himself with beautiful things, fine

pictures and gifted people, and the company lie collected

at his table for nearly half a century was in its way the

best in England. His poetry was not of such noble

quality : but the Pleasures of Memory, which he published

in 1792, had more than its meed of praise, and has not

yet ceased to hold an active place as a gift-book and

prize-book in handsome bindings, while its position as a

poem which no library can be without, is permanent. In

those days it was read devoutly by all who prof(SS3d any

love for poetry, and exalted by the critics far above the

hotly contested productions of Wordsworth and Coleridge.

And his other profession of banker, and his beautiful

house, and his wealth, gave Eogers such a position as,

alas, the greatest genius by itself will never confer. He
was the friend, in his early days, of Mrs. Barbauld and

Isaac Disraeli, two persons who might almost be taken to

represent the opposite poles of literary society. He had

little to do with the literary folk who lived at the other

end of London and of life, though, when the great poets

from the north came to town, there would be meetings in

which Lamb, and sometimes even Godwin, were for the

moment brought within his range ; but to all writers who

belonged ever so little to the great world, or had managed

to get themselves introduced there, he gave his notice and

hospitality, and sometimes help to the rising and

unknown.

How it was that the little Irishman from Dul)lin, Tom
Moore, who came across the Channel in the very end of

the century with a few introductions and some translations

from Anacreon in his pocket, scrambled into good society,

it is somewhat ditlicult to make out. But lie did so, and

made himself the fashion, and got admission, he also,

though not till some years later, into that heaven of Holland
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House which dazzled every candidate for fame. There

could uot be a greater contrast than betweea the respect-

able sentiments, and apparently life, of this lively little

candidate for poetical distinction, and the character of his

first original publication, the poems by Thomas Little, of

which Posterity remembers nothing except that they were

of a licentious tendency, and patronised by the Prince

Eegent, to whom that class of literature was attractive.

Whether Moore's poetical improprieties were simply arti-

ficial to suit the taste of the moment, or if he himself had

gained the premature enlightenment of a Jeunesse orageuse,

it is hard to tell. His little scrap of autobiography, and

his innocent home-letters, give no ground whatever for

the latter supposition. He began his life apparently with

a dutiful love and reverence for his parents, and an honest

desire to earn his living and aid his family, which he did

steadfastly through some misfortunes and many tempta-

tions, notwithstanding the fact that he loved society dearly,

and was never so happy as when among the great. Amid
so many greater names, to which the higher classes gave

little or no recognition, Moore was the only one who found

success easy, and was petted and made much of in the

most elegant circles. Perhaps he was more amenable to the

blandishments of fashion than poets of a larger kind.

" In anecdote, small-talk, and especially in singing, he was

supreme—for many years he had been the most brilliant

man of his company," says Crabb Ptobinson. "My songs

have taken such a rage ! even surpassing what they did

in Dublin," he writes to his mother, to whom he reports

every pleasant thing that is said of him, with something

which the critics call vanity, but which seems to us almost

the best point in his character— an unfeigned desire to

give her pleasure. None of his contemporaries, names to

which it would be laughable now to compare his, had

penetrated as he did into the heart of polito society.
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They were oil on the outskirts, among the undistinguished

masses, poor men little noticed by the great. But Moore
found his way, in the very beginning of his career, to the

society of lords and ladies, and into the ' class which con-

sidered itself as the highest in England. Of the new
generation there were but this lively little Irishman and

Campbell, who had some small links of connection with

the gilded crowd, and shyly appeared from time to time

among them—to represent the morning lights of a new
poetical age.

There was now, however, to blaze upon the busy world

of society, with Mr. Eogers in St. James's Place twinkling

a very mild little taper across its daikness, and Canning

and Hookham Frere carrying into statesmanship only a

pungent recollection* of verse wldch was satire rather than

poetry, and Gifford uttering from his corner, in the same

breath with the Baviads and Mseviads, a sentimental song

which was not much less ornate and feeble than the

chirpings of the poor little Delia Cruscans whom he slew

—a sudden meteor of the first magnitude dazzling tlie

unaccustomed eyes of Town. A child born of two unruly

houses, English and Scotch, brought up as badly as ever

unfortunate boy was, spoiled alike by good fortune and

bad, a lord, a braggart, and a genius, passionately wrong-

headed, self-adoring, yet self-disgusted, poor, extravagant,

dissipated, and lonely, a kind of young outcast from

humanity, yet favourite of fortune, had come through

doubtful episodes of restraint at school and college, and

wild license and wandering elsewhere, to man's estate.

He had published the first flowers of his youth in an idle

volume, and then, stung to the very marrow of his bones

by unnecessary severity of criticism thereupon, had

revenged himself in a trenchant and fiery satire, a very

different kind of stuff from the Baviads, and was now

come back after various travels, with a trumpery manu-
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script in the same vein, which he called " Hints from

Horace," and was eager to publish, and a neglected bundle

of Spenserian verses of which he thought nothing, but

which turned out to be no less a thing than the first part

of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. This young Lord Byron

was twenty-three, and one of the most forlorn beings

imaginable, though possessed of wonderful gifts of fortune

— without friends or family, or a home, or anything to

make up to him for the precocious and miserable know-

ledge of "life" in its worst aspect, which he had been so

unfoituuate as to acquire. His school and college friends

were dead or estranged ; relations he had scarcely any

;

his mother, for whom, so long as she lived, he had felt

little affection, died immediately after his return from his

wanderings ; and his manner of life, before he set out upon

these wanderings, had been such as to prejudice most of

the people wlio knew him against him—indeed, this would

seem to have been one of the objects of his uncomfortable,

unlovely, and unenjoyed life, to make so much stir at

least, that everybody should think as badly as possible of the

hapless young reprobate. It was not a great ambition, but

he would seem to have succeeded in it. When he took his

seat in the House of Lords there was not a creature to

stand by him, not another peer—and he loved peers—to

give him the countenance which a young man needs.

Unfortunate young Byron ! He was proud, very conscious

of his own rank, and eager for the deference it ought to

have brought him. But the doors of society, which we
are apt to think so very ready to open before such a young

hero, remained obstinately closed in his case. He had

nobody to introduce him, or teach him how to get the

entree, and he found the homage he loved only among

servants and humble country folk. And being but a boy,

and far from wise, he had made a little flourish of self-

importance about his peerage in the little book that he

I
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had innocently issued to a hard world. Jeffrey's review,

after all, was nothing so very dreadful. Any graceful

young lordling of the present day who should put forth

his " Hours of Idleness" would get as hard or harder from

the Saturday Review, and would in all likelihood bear it

like a man without gratifying his critics by any outcry of

pain or vengeance. But criticism was a new art in those

days, and though no more ferocious {we think) than now,

was much more keenly felt. And tlie Edinhurgli had the

art of planting wounds so that tliey should sting and burn.

The reader must not suppose,, however, that young Byron

and his pretty little poems (for they were no more) had

the honour of being the subject of such an elaborate

article as those we now see in the great Eeviews. Such

small deer were not exposed to pursuit so lengthened.

The Review in its earlier stages admitted articles of very

varied extent, and that which the young poet so deeply

resented was not longer than a literary newspaper would

devote to a similar offender now.

But what an outburst of young passion and energy

was in the reply !
" English Bards and Scotch Pie-

viewers'"' is not a great poem. If it were possible to drop

it out of Byron's life and works, we believe his lovers

would always have been glad to do so, and he himself

not the least contented ; but it could not be dropped out

of a literary history. Never was there a more remark-

able example of " how it strikes a contemporary." It is

always a matter of curiosity and interest to get at the

opinion of youth, and to form an idea, what the tendencies

of the time are by the likings of its future masters

—

especially when these are the most highly endowed and

educated of their day. Young Byron, indeed, was not of

the latter class ; his education was imperfect, his infor-

maiion desultory and chaotic, and his university had

conveyed to him but a small share of those humanising
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influences Avith wliicli we are fondly apt to credit that

seat of learning. But there was not such another literary

genius in all the ranks of English youth, and he, if any

one, should have seen and appreciated the nobler gifts,

which had come to full development just as he reached

that opening day in which everything that is beautiful in

nature is most beautiful to the young seer. How strange

is the difference between this high probability and the

real state of affairs ! The young Byron, the new poet, he

who should have recognised by instinct his immortal

brethren, vindicates above all things else the blindness of

human intelligence, the obstinacy of prejudice, the old-

fashionedness and conventionalism of youth. Nothing so

artificial, so prejudiced, so blindly conservative could be,

as the violent charge he makes in hot exasperation of

vanity and injured amour propre against all who were

before him in the lists of honour : all, or almost all, the

exceptions being as edifying as the abuse. An indis-

criminate assault upon all sorts and conditions of poets,

Coleridge and Monk Lewis, Wordsworth and Grahame, all

holding about the same place, apparently, in the young

champion's eyes, is more remarkable than the rush at

Jeffrey which was comprehensible and perhaps not illegiti-

mate. Scott comes in for the most prolonged abuse of

all, as " Apollo's venal son," as a " hireling bard" with a

" prostituted muse," as one of the poets who " rack their

brains for lucre not for fame." Then comes " ballad-

mongering Southey," on whom he is scarcely so severe,

though he means to be so, for indeed poor Southey, though

ho produced " annual strains" to take the field like armies,

never was lucky enough to get half-a-crown a line.

" Vulgar Wordsworth," whom the young avenger in all

sincerity does not seem to think worth his steel, is de-

scribed as " the meanest object of the lowly group," and

his "verse of all but childish prattle void:" and Cole-
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ridge " to turgid ode and tumid stanza dear," as " the

lauieate of the long-ear'd kind ;" while poor Mr. Cottle in

Bristol, the gently garrulous bookseller, to whom we owe
man}' pleasant reminiscences if we have all forgotten his

poetry, comes in, in the absolute absence of all perspective,

for rather more remark than either of these preceding

poets. " Smug Sydney," " blundering Brougham," " paltry

Pil' ans," are more naturally, as being Edinburgh reviewers,

the object of this schoolboy vituperation. But at last

the young man in the crowd he has raised about him
falls in with some one whom he can praise. " Neglected

genius ! let me turn to you," he cries.

. " Come fortli, oh Campbell ! give thy talents scope

;

Who dares aspire if thou must cease to hope ?

And thou, melodious Rogers ! rise at last.

Recall the pleasing memory of the past
;

Arise ! let blest remembrance still inspire,
*

Aiid strike to wonted tones thy hallow'd lyre;

Restoi'e Apollo to his vacant throne,

Assert thy country's honour and thine own.

What ! must deserted Poesy still weep
Where her last hopes with pious Co\vper sleep ?

No ! though contempt hath mark'd the spurious brood,

The race who rhyme from folly, or for food,

Yet still some genuine sons 'tis hers to boast,

Wlio, least affecting, still affect the most :

Feel as they write, and write but as they feel

—

Bear witness Gifford, Sotheby, Macneil."

These illustrious names were the representatives,

according to the young pOet who was so soon to seize the

very crown of rapid fame in England, of the poetry of his

time The last name will scarcely be known even to the

most well-informed reader. Macneil was the author of

" Scotland's Scaith," and the " Waes of War," of which we

are told " ten thousand copies were sold in one month."

It is about all that history has to say on his account.

Vol. II —8
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The reader will smile to see wliat the poetic youth, fresh

from Cambridge, and touched himself (though his genius

was as yet undiscovered, either by himself or others) by

the divine fire, thought of the poets of his time.

Curiously enough, however, it was to this assault upon

his contemporaries that Byron owed his first introduction

to the world of literature, and through it to society. It

has been mentioned in a previous chapter that a duel of a

somewhat ludicrous description took place between Jeffrey

and the young poet Moore on the occasion of a severe

review (these were days in which reviews were dangerous

for the critics as well as for the authors) of the first

volume of dubious verse, which he published under the

name of Little. This absurd incident exactly suited

Byron's purpose. He brings in with delighted malice

" That .ever glorious, almost fatal fray,

When Little's leadless pistol met his eye,

And Bow Street myrmidons stood laughing by."

Moore, however, who had published an accurate ac-

count of the transaction, exonerating himself from the

ridicule of the " leadless pistol," considered Byron's allu-

sion to it as directly giving him the lie, and being as

Irish and as warlike as ever, wrote a sort of challenge to

the new assailant, which, however, never reached Byron

till a year later, when the little Irishman was married

and had cooled down. Several letters followed, and Moore

was glad to accept the explanation that Byron had never

seen his published denial of the more ludicrous part of the

circumstances, and not unwilling to meet and make friends

with the young man who had proved himself at least a

dangerous enemy, and who was- a lord and a wonder be-

sides. On receiving Byron's letter proposing a friendly,

not a hostile meeting, " I went instantly," he says, " to my
friend Mr. Rogers and informed him of the correspondence

in which I had been en<Taged. With his usual readiness
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to oltlige and serve, he proposed that the meeting between

Lord Byron and myself should take place at his table,

and requested of me to convey to the noble lord his wish."

The invitation was immediately accepted. It was intended

at first that Eogers and Moore alone should form the party,

"but Ml. Thomas Campbell, having called upon our host

that morning, was invited to join it." It is easy to im-

agine the curiosity and interest with which these three

awaited the altogether unknown, and remarkable young

stranger. The two elder men had been specially dis-

tinguished by his praises, and little Moore, though laughed

at, had been far more leniently treated than his betters.

*'—Little
;
young Catullus of his day,

As sweet, but as immoral in his lay
!

"

was such a shaft as made no very serious wound. Lords

were familiar to Eogers, and probably not exciting ; but

yet rank adds an attraction the more to all other qualities,

and a noble poet is piquant and picturesque ; whereas the

other two convives were of a humble position, and could

scarcely fail to be dazzled by the title of the new brother,

who had it in his power to be so potent a frieud or enemy.

And already many stories had been told of this wild and

wandering spirit
;
youthful orgies at Newstead exaggerated

into something portentous, and adventures innumerable,

by sea and land, all contributed to rouse the expectations

of the poets, who waited for the opening of the door and

the announcement of the novel, tlie terrible, the delightfid

guest. He came, and Moore, for one, was enclian:ed

with everything about him— " the nobleness of his air,

his beauty, the gentleness of his voice and manners,

and—what was naturally not the least attraction—his

kindness to myself" " Being in mourning for his mother,

the colour, as well of his dress as of his glossy, curling,

and picturesque hair, gave more effect to the pure, spiritual
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paleness of his features, ia the expression of which, as he.

spoke, there was a perpetual play of lively thought, though

melancholy was their habitual character when in repose."'

Altogether, it was a hero of romance who thus burst upon

the vision of the assembled poets—good Campbell, fresh

from his respectable, middle - class, suburban cottage

;

Moore, out of his economical retirement ; middle-aged

Eogers, who from another point of view could scarcelj;

fail to be dazzled too by the youth and limitless future

which lay before his young guest. It was a little em-

barrassing that there was nothing for him to eat, for the

young poet, afraid of getting fat,—a very natural if some-

what absurd fear,—lived upon vegetables ; and " biscuits

and soda water," for which he asked, were not to be had.

" He professed, however," says Moore, " to be equally well

pleased with potatoes and vinegar, and of these meagre

materials contrived to make rather a hearty dinner."

Barring this whimsical difficulty, the meeting was very

successful, and Moore continued Byron's devoted liege-

man for the rest of his life.

This is the first glimpse we have of the poet in any-

thing that can be called or imagined the society of his

peers. He had as a boy been received at one or two

houses of his kinsfolk, in one of which he formed a

romantic and premature attachment, which certainly was

the inspiration of several poems, and which is romantic-

ally supposed to have helped to overshadow his life.

The terrible want of that life was, it is evident, somethino

to fix him in his orbit, some ties of home or duty, some

sense of responsil)ility, anything that would have freed

him from the restlessness that consumed his soul, and

wliicli no excitement satisfied. The air of hurry and

breathless reposeless movement which is about him

during this early period, when as yet there was no fatal

step taken, or irrecoverable mistake made, is very remark-
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able. His letters, which iu our opinion are never very

attractive, have an air of haste for which there could be

no necessity save in his nature. Everything is mentioned

in the curtest manner, not a pause, not an indication of

interest beyond the most cursory and trifling His

friends, his occupations, the (fine) people he meets, the

news of the time, all come in hurriedly to the breathless

record. Few glimmers of genius, and not even much
that could be called human indi\'iduality, the features

that mark one man from another, are to be found in these

productions. His biographer gives them at full length,

and it has again become a fashion in the present renais-

sance of Byron's fame to applaud those hasty chapters of

his experiences : but we cannot find them worthy of any

serious remark. They are the kind of letters which any

undistinguished young man, M^ith coarsish tastes, and time

entirely occupied with the frivolous occurrences of the

day, might have written : nor, if he had not turned out

to be Byron, would any one have supposed them worth

the dignity of print.

He was very lonely, Moore tells us. The huml)le

little poet would come and dine with his noble friend

at a tavern when he could escape from the more import-

ant people who invited him to their houses. Only Mr.

Dallas, who was a connection, and whom Byron trusted

with the management of his literary business, and his

solicitor, knew him in all that world of London, where a

young man of his rank has generally such hosts of friends.

Gait, whom he had met on his travels, is the only man of

any kind of reputation who speaks of him at this dim

portion of his career ; and Gait was nothing more than a

half-ruined adventurer in these days. Even the " coffee-

house companions," who had given him an undesirable

society on his first appearance in town, had dispersed

and fallen away, as it is the way of loose company to do.
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And it is impossible to imagine a more forlorn figure

than that of this noble, handsome, gifted, young man,

wandering about from one poor tavern to another, now
and then rescuing an evening from the dreary inane

around by the note, " I dine with Eogers to-morrow,"

knowing nobody, caring- for nobody, with neither hope to

inspire nor duty to fix him to any spot or any occupation

on earth. It is extraordinary to realise such a position.

He had done nothing worse than hundreds of other care-

less young men—nothing that could make a Pariah of

him or shut him out from friendship and kindness at so

early an age. And there does not indeed seem to have

been any inclination on the part of society to reject him.

He was forgiven with wonderful readiness for his Q'eneral

abuse of the literary profession. Lord Holland interposed

his friendly offices to give him information on a subject

on which he meant to speak in the House of Lords, not-

withstanding that both his wife and himself had been

visited with the young poet's utmost scorn. In short,

there seems to have been absolutely no reason for his

entire isolation ; and yet it existed. When he made that

first speech and appearance in the House of Lords (on

behalf of the poor rioters in his own county—a very good

object), he describes himself with his usual curious osten-

tation as " a person in some degree connected with the

suffering county, though a stranger not only to the House

in general, but to almost every individual whose attention

I presume to solicit." And yet he had been educated at

Harrow and Cambridge. The fact is so strange that it

seems impossible to credit it
;
poverty, which is sometimes

represented as the cause, scarcely seems a sufficient one
;

and the explanation to which we are driven is the painful

one that the company of his own class was really not

agreeable to Byron. He had accustomed himself to a

reedom and self-indulgence incompatible with the re-
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straints of society. It is easier for the lawless mind to

" get on " in a tavern thtin in a drawing-room. What
other elucidation of the mystery can we find or suggest ?

Perhaps this speech about the Nottingham stocking

weavers was an attempt to find an entrance into a better

sphere. The applause with which it was received seems

to have given tliis fortunate -unfortunate the highest

gratification. His friend, ]\Ir. Dallas, who met him directly

after its delivery, found him " glowing with success and

much agitated." He had been told that Sheridan thought

he would make a great orator, and Lord Holland and

Lord Granville paid him " high compliments " in their

speeches in the same debate. " Lord H. tells me I shall

beat them all if I persevere, and Lord G. remarked that

the construction of some of my periods is very like

Burke's," he says in a letter to Hodgson. It was the

first social success of his life, and soothed and stilled the

uneasy sense he seems always to have had of not really

belonging to the sphere of which, even while seeming to

despise it, he had such an exalted opinion. But it was

not to be to his oratory that he owed his admission into

society. Two days after this hopeful speech the young

poet delivered his real credentials to the w^orld. He had

brought with him from his travels, as has been said, two

manuscripts, one wdiich he looked upon with complacency,

and was hot to publish—a satire after Horace, a reminis-

cence at once of his previous spites against society and

the critics, and of that youthful classicism which it is the

object of the schools to foster ; and another, a miscellan-

eous bundle of verses, written apparently on the pressure

of the moment, and mingled with fugitive poems of all

descriptions, which he took " from a small trunk," and

felt were not " worth troubling " his friend with. Mr.

Dallas, fortunately, was a better critic than Lord Byron

;

and he it was whose insistance brought into the world
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tlie poem which was to found a new school of poetry, and

influence the public mind, at least for the time, as no

other poem of the generation did. That he himself had

no- sort of notion of this is evident from the very flutter

of delight and gratified vanity with which on the edge of

a success so much greater he speaks of this speech of his

in the House of Lords. Two days after Ghilde Harold

appeared. It is not too much to say that the public

mind was moved by it to a sort of sudden ecstasy of in-

terest such as is almost incredible in our calmer days.

" I awoke one morning and found myself famous," he says.

The first edition was sold out at once, and a universal

ferment of interest about the youDg author flew through

that society wliich up to this time had known and cared

nothing about him.

" At his door," his biographer tells us, " most of the leading

names of the day presented themselves,—some of them persons

whom he had much wronged in his Satire, but who now forgot

their resentment in generous admiration. From morning till night

the most flattering testimonies of his success crowded his table

—

from the grave tributes of the statesman and the philosopher down
to (what flattered him still more) the romantic billet of some incog-

nita, or the pressing note of invitation from some fair leader of

fashion ; and in place of the desert wliich London had been to him
but a few weeks before, he now not only saw the whole splendid

interior of high life thrown open to receive him, but found himself

among its illustrious crowds the most distinguished object."

It is seldom that genuine poetical fame, that fame

wliich is to last, and become an inheritance for the very

land tliat produced it, arises so suddenly. Scott, with

his easy, fresh, delightful Lay, rose almost as soon into

the heaven of popular applause ; but his can scarcely

be called a genuine poetical fame ; and Byron's, rapid

as it was, was also complete and lasting—a fame which,

as yet, though subject to the revisal of two or three

generations, has not been diminished, though it has had
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fluctuations like all things human. In many ways this

instantaneous leap into the highest places of success was
extraordinary. But for the introduction of the travel-

ler in the beginning of the poem, the Pilgrimage was
almost entirely descriptive of scenes unfamiliar to the

English reader who had not then become the cosmo-

politan wanderer he now is, and whom wars and tumults

had for long shut out from the Continent. And it was

written in elaborate verse, which, however melodious, is

always a tax, more or less, on the faculties of the reader.

When we open Childe Harold now, we turn instinctively

to the later cantos,— those which reflect the turning

point of the poet's life,—and in which there is all the

excitement of real calamity and suffering. But no such

catastrophe had befallen the young Byron when he set

out upon his travels, and the poem in which he embodied

his experiences, and which he did not think " worth the

while" even of his indulgent friend and critic, was, in

reality, little more than an itinerary, though of the most

splendid kind. How it was that the serious sweetness of

those long stanzas which celebrated nothing more moving

tlian the praises of " august Athena," or " stern Albania's

hills," should have produced so great a commotion at once

in society, and among the general world of readers, is

difficult to understand. Greater poems have had very

much less effect, and yet have been well received ;—this

attained in a moment the universal attention, and dazzled

all who beheld it,— springing suddenly Hke a comet out

of the vapours.

It is diflicult, we have said, to understand this instan-

taneous fame ; but, indeed, it is evident enough upon

what it was founded. The secret of its power was in

the hero who traversed vaguely those classic countries,

giving a certain mystery and interest even to scenes in

which his fisure was imagined rather than seen—and in
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the revelation of him which occupied the heginning cf

the poem : a brief effective sketch, original and captivat-

ing to the popular imagination, which never in English

literature had met with anything like this embodiment

of youthful tragedy before. E^ne had preceded him

in France, and Werter in Germany, but Childe Harolr

was different from both. He was the symbol less of

revolt against established laws than of that personal

grievance which is felt so bitterly in yonth, when things

do not go as we wish. Not the loss of a Lotte or a

Mary, but wild despite at his own insignificance, a fierce

disgust with the world which did not do him homage, nor

cared very deeply whither he went or came, was in every

line of the picture. It is a picture of youth awakening

from its first wild burst of enjoyment and confidence in

itself, to the bitter sense that its pleasures are naught,

and itself of no particular importance in the economy of

the Universe. The pang with which he gazes wildly

round to see the indifference of gods and men to his weal

or inclination, the calm routine which goes on unmoved,

howsoever the young hero may suffer and even if he sinks

altogether in his struggle to have everything and enjoy

everything, is, in its astonishment, its fury, its pathos of

self-pity, a very real pang ; and the force of tragic superi-

ority to the cruel world and all its ways, even the pretence

of having earned that world's anathema by guilt as mys-

terious as the suffering, is comprehensible enough to the

heart, a natural refuge for pride deeply wounded and

mortified feeling. But the image was new to the age,

and affected it in a powerful way. It was the first time

this young misanthrope, this mysterious cynic, this proud

and scornful rebel, sufferer, and outcast, had been put in

bodily shape before the world. And its attraction was

increased by the fact that, amid all its truth to nature,

there was a subtle Italf-conscious fiction running through
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every line. No despair could have been so black and

profound that did not conceal a secret consciousness of

unlimited hope behind, and the very grandeur with which

that sublime melodramatic figure averted his eyes from

all delights, made it more certain that, when he chose to

" take a thought and mend," all these delights were yet

well within his reach. Thus the mingling of the fictitious

and the real, the sincerity and good faith of present

passion with all the casuistry and artifice of fictitious

sentiment, gave an additional attraction. The guilt, and

grandeur, and hopeless misery were all alike sham, yet

the feelinfT was true : and this artificial character, if we

may be permitted to employ a paradox, made the con-

ception more real, and helped, as nothing else could, to

express the strange cliaos of wilfulness and waywardness,

of suffering and satisfaction, the complacent masquerading

and genuine misery which are involved in the first tragedy

of youth.

This publication changed life and the world to Byron.

It was in February 1812 that it took place, and all doors

were thrown open to hini. In 1815 he married. In

1816, a year after, he left England, separated from his

wife, a broken man, with neither hope nor possibility

left him, so far as appeared, of ever making up with the

world or presenting himself again in society. Thus his

entire career in England was limited to four years, begin-

ning in total obscurity and ending in general reprobation.

As it is almost incredible that a young man of his rank,

not to speak of his genius— for that was at the time

unrevealed— should have been so friendless and forlorn

to start with, so it is hard to understand his entire aban-

donment afterwards. He was not without partisans to

offer pleas in his favour, and breathe for him all the

commonplace and well-worn excuses which are supposed

to account for the follies of genius. But the genera]
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impression was as entirely against him as ever public

opinion was ; and this brief space of vmbouncled applause,

and equally boundless disapprobation, represented all hia

life in England, the entire cycle of his rising and falling.

A more extraordinary career could not have been imagined.

The violent onslaught which, while still utterly unknown,

he had made upon almost every famous individual of his

contemporaries, had been generously and fully forgiven

to the author of Childe HarolcVs Pilgrimage, with a mag-

nanimity which, so far as we know, is quite unrivalled

in history. The most royal pardon had been granted to

him with acclamation, and the fairest chance a man could

have, fully accorded. Society, which had been coldly

unconscious of his existence, opened its doors wide to the

young poet who had so many claims on its consideration.

Without entering in a manner totally inconsistent with

our purpose into the scandalous chronicles of the time,

which was as unlovely a moment as can be found in

social history, we cannot give the reader any account of

the life of Byron in this brief epitome of his existence.

It was a lawless life, bound by no rule of principle, full,

it is to be supposed, of enjoyment, full of remorse, of

pecuniary miseries and wild expenditure, of passions "and

separations, all headlong, unregulated, prodigal. In no

way is the picture of the young poet an attractive one.

Moore says everything for him that a counsel retained

for the defence could say, but never is able, evidently, to

divest himself of the sense that his client has a very poor

case, and that in reality there is very little to be said.

His own letters and journals seem to us superficial in

the highest degree, and give little idea of anything but

the froth of a restless nature. They are a mere record of

events, and full of the hurry-scurry of society, the chatter

of a noisy circle in which there is nothing great but the

names that appear and reappear, but show little of either
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thought or feeling above the level of a frivolous young man
of fashion. We are unaccustomed in these clays to the

discretion which casts out everything purely personal, and

hides under asterisks every allusion that might wound or

grieve, and it is difficult in the face of the damaging reve-

lations which of late have soiled some great memories, to

object to the reticence wliich, by this time, to readers unac-

quainted with contemporary talk and scribblings, envelops

the whole question of Byron's life and relations before

his marriage in a mist. It seems doubtful which is best,

and whether entire silence would not be better than

either indecent candour or tantalising concealments.

This at least we know, that Byron lived a life capable,

perhaps, of excuse, but not of justification ; that after

having dissipated the ordinary prospects of existence on

that high level, he had another chance in marriage—and

somehow, more dolorously, more shamefully still, failed in

that also, and so far as England was concerned in life

altogether. There are times in which concealment is the

worst injury that can be done a man, as there are also

cases in which disclosure is a crime. We are incapable

of saying in which category Byron's story is to be placed.

His wife is one of the greatest mysteries of recent times.

Admired and almost worshipped by an adoring circle foi

the greater part of her life, she was at the crisis of her

story regarded with fierce indignation by her husband's

partisans, and at the end of her life sank into something

like the contempt, as well as execration, of the greater

part of the public. The world will never know the rights

—or wrongs—of the question. The woman i^ the end

has had the worst of it, as women generally have in such

a conflict. In some particulars there can be no doubt she

was brutally treated, but her incapacity for carrying a

secret long guarded to the grave with her, has done more

harm to her memory than if she had told that secret at
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the moment, supposing it to be true ; if it is all an inven-

tion, then words cannot express the wickedness of the

deed. One moral of the wliole miserable story would

seem • to be that candour about every event, Avhile the

parties are alive to defend themselves, is after all the best,

since it seems beyond the range of human faculties to

keep silence for ever, and some blabber, sooner or later, is

sure to let the most unsavoury revelation out.

During these four years which comprise his life in

England, the young poet, in the midst of all his loves,

his frivolities, and his embarrassments, produced a suc-

cession of poems, written with the greatest rapidity, and

with a total absence of the study or retirement hitherto

thought necessary for such composition. In the heart of

London society and a hundred intrigues, he managed to

pour forth canto after canto and couplet after couplet,

glow^ing and hot from a heart which he did his best to

represent as worn out, misanthropical, and disgusted with

the world. The Giaour, the Bride of Ahydos, the Cor-

sair, Lara, the Siege of Corinth, and Parisina, were all

the product of this time. They raised the reputation he

had gained into an overwhelming flood of praise and

admiration. They are all Eastern in subject, and all

penetrated, more or less, by the same character which had

enchanted the world in the first sketch of Harold. The

Giaour indeed, is too fragmentary to afford any clear

view of character at all ; and the Bride of Ahydos has

a virtuous and excellent youth for its hero ; but these

are the only exceptions. The Corsair and Lara out>-

Harolded Harold, and fixed upon the public mind the

lineaments of that mysterious personage, gloomy and

grand, wrapped in his cloak, and self-separated from all

the world, with dark brow and darker shadow, awing

the Universe—a being abstracted from any human con-

nection save one. So far the Corsair improved upon
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the Childe. He had one love which linked him to

humanity. But, whereas Childe Harold was guilty of

nothing but dissipation, Conrad was a pirate chief, familiar

with blood lud crime, and Lara under some still deeper,

shameful stigma, which it was worth his while to hush

up by murder. These were the heroes whom the new
poet introduced to the world ; and while one half of the

critics were admiringly shocked by his majestic criminals,

the other half were delightfully stimulated by this new
conception of the sublime. The idea that he himself was

the model from whom he drew, increased the feeling on

both sides, and between the people who were shocked and

those who were pleasingly startled into a new sensation,

his fame swelled higher than ever fame had swelled before.

He did not himself at all discourage the idea that his

subject was himself. " He told me an odd report—that

I am the actual Conrad, the veritable Corsair, and that

part of my travels are supposed to have passed in piracy

Alas ! people sometimes hit near the truth, but never the

whole truth," Byron says, with a smile of complacency

one can imagine about his mouth—" Wrote to ^ * the

' Corsair' report," he says, in another place, " she says she

don't wonder, since 'Conrad is so like.' It is odd that

one who knows me so thoroughly should tell me this to

my face. However, if she don't know, nobody can."

Thus he adopted the popular fancy, not without pleasure,

and the identification of poet and hero added indefinitely

to the effect, and raised his fame higher and higher. The

poems were read eagerly to throw more light upon the

man ; the man's antecedents, and all the gossip that could

be collected about him, were studied and talked of, in

order to add a little to the revelations of the poem. The

poetry was fine—and itwas scandal at the same time : what

society could resist two charms so potent, mingled so

skilfully dnd so well ?
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But to find any special human features now in tl is

melodramatic type is an achieA^ement beyond our powers.

Harold, upon the deck of his ship, looking hack bitterly

upon the laud in which he has wasted his youth and his

chances, pretending to scorn, yet in reality keenly affected

by the circumstances of his self-banishment—has a certain

amount of humanity in him, and might very naturally bo

supposed to reflect the being of his creator; but the

Corsair, though he may be but the same impersor.^iion

heightened and wrapped in stage clothes and draperies

still more gloomy, has lost all individual features, and ia

a mere symbol of the conventional sublime.

" That man of loneliness and mystery,

Scarce seen to smile, and seldom heard to sigh ;

Whose name aj^pals the fiercest of his crew,

And tints each swarthy cheek with sallower hue
;

Still sways their souls with that commanding art

That dazzles, leads, yet chills the vulgar heart.

But who that Chief ? his name on every shore

Is famed and fear'd—they ask and know no more.

With these he mingles not but to command
;

Few are his words, but keen his eye and hand.

Ne'er seasons he with mirth their jovial mess,

But they forgive his silence for success.

Ne'er for his lip the purpling cup they fill,

That goblet passes him untasted still

—

And for his fare—the rudest of his crew

Would that, in turn, have pass'd untasted too
;

Earth's coarsest bread, the garden's homeliest roots,

And scarce the summer luxury of fruits,

His short repast in humbleness supply

With all a hermit's board would scarce deny.

Thus prompt his accents and his actions still,

-

And all obey and few inquire his will
;

To such, brief answer and contemptuous eye

Convey reproof, nor further deign reply."

And here is Lara, who is popularly supposed to be the
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Corsair grown older, and returned out of his wild career

into the paternal halls, where his fierce and troublous life

of adventures is unknown :

—

** That brow in furrow'd lines had fix'd at last,

And spake of passions, bnt of passion past

:

The pride, but not the fire, of early days,

Coldness of mien, and carelessness of praise ;

A high demeanour, and a glance that took

Their thouglits from others by a single look
;

And that sarcastic levity of tongue.

The stinging of a heart the world had stung,

That darts in seeming playfulness around.

And makes those feel that will not own the wound ;

All these seem'd his, and something more beneath

Than glance could well reveal, or accent breathe.

Ambition, glory, love, the common aim.

That some can conquer, and that all would claim.

Within his breast appear'd no more to sti'i\e,

Yet seem'd as lately they had been alive
;

And some deep feeling it were vain to trace

At moments lighten'd o'er his livid face.

Aroiind him some mysterious circle thrown

Eepell'd approach, and show'd him still alone ;

Upon his eye sat something of reproof.

That kept at least frivolity aloof
;

And things more timid that Ijeheld him near,

In silence gazed, or wliisper'd mutual fear."

To assert that any human being, with indivi(hial habits

of his own, is "so like" this conjunction of abstract quali-

ties is as curious as any other particular of the history.

There was indeed one point in wliich Byron distinctly

resembled the Corsair, but that was not a point of

character. The poet, like his hero, ate " earth's coarsest

bread, the garden's homeliest roots," and little or nothing

more ; but this was from a most unpoetical reason ; and

could we imagine that Conrad, like Byron, used this

regimen in order that he might not grow fat, the finest

poetry would not save him from that ridicule which if
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death to sentiment. All, or almost all, the enchantment

which once surrounded the hero has vanished, and a pro-

faner public smiles at the gloomy grandeur and self-

absorbed conscious sublimity of this mysteriously guilty

personage, who, under pretence of concealing his reraorsei?

and despairs, wears them conspicuously as his livery.

But the sincerity of the poet himself in setting forth so

theatrical a figure, his genuine admiration of it, and

inability to perceive any possibilities of ridicule, is proved

by the constant repetition, in tale after tale, of the same

wonderful creation, sardonic, mysterious, and grandly

superior to the crowd. Byron, it is evident, was never

himself weary of the one type of being which he had

evolved. It satisfied his vanity, which was great, and his

imagination, which, notwithstanding his great genius, was

not great, but limited and somewhat formal, if we might

even dare to say vidgar, delighting in strong effects, and

indifferent to the more delicate gradations of nature.

The other personages in these early viorks are entirely

vague, indistinguishable, mere names and httle more.

But his generation received every replica with acclamation.

They were transported by the sombre charm of those dark

looks and tragic gestures. Not even the critics reproached

the poet with the monotony of his central figure. In the

full illumination of the nineteenth century the sham-

heroic pirate chief was to them as a revelation from

heaven.

This is, perhaps, the most wonderful evidence ever

given to the force, and beauty, and intense vitality of a

literary medium. These are not the words we would

naturally employ to describe the divine stream of great

poetry ; for even . the poetry of Byron's tales is not of a

divine kind. It is full of splendour, and strength, and

brilliant adaptation to the subject. The impression of

mingled force and smoothness in it is admirable; but
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it is not the highest strain of poetry; it is a fine and

powerful literary vehicle, brilliant, effective, and forcible.

Glancing over these tales, after a long interval, the reader

wiU be surprised to find how few passages in them have

fallen into universal use. That triumphant criticism of

the simple-minded wliich pointed out that Hamlet was

nothing but a mass of quotations, could never be applied

to the Corsair or his peers. The beautiful passage in

the Giaour beginning

—

** He who hatli bent liim o'er the dead,

E'er the first day of death is fled,"

is one of the few exceptions. But though it seldom

reached the point at wliich verse thus falls into the

popular heart, it was so full of force and harmonious

movement, so li\dng in every line, so rapid in narrative,

so intense in sentiment, that the monotony of the one

oft-repeated impersonation was not only forgiven but

delighted in. In such a case reproduction is either a

weariness or an additional and cumulative charm. In

pure fiction of the higher class, it is one of the greatest

pleasures of the reader to meet again in one story with

the friends he has acquired in another; but poetry has

seldom permitted such a repetition. Here, however, the

license was fully awarded. It gave the world a thrill of

pleasure to re-find the wandering and weary Harold, with

his bitter smile intensified, and his disgust with men and

life accounted for, in the guilty, and gloomy, and mysteri-

ous Corsair, the hero of "one virtue and a thousand

crimes
;

" and then once more to trace him in Lara

with gloom ever deepening, and mystery ever increasing,

the dark and proud chieftain, full of secret remorse, yet

unconquerable— confronting gods and men with haughty

defiance. And these were all Byron ! and nobody of his

generation had swept onward in such a resistless current
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of song. Scott, indeed, had led the way in this fashion

of poetry, but Scott's fresh fountain of verse was greatly

inferior in passion to the fervid strains of his young com-

petitor. There is a comparison made by Byron himself

of a passage of his Parisina with a passage in Marmion,

which makes this wonderfully clear. " I fear there is

a resemblance," he says, "though I never thought of it

before, and could hardly wish to imitate that which is

inimitable." The passages in question are descriptions of

the guilty heroines of tlie two tales— Parisina and

Constance—at the crisis of tlieir fate. We give that of

Marmion first :

—

" Her look composed, and steady eye,

Bespoke a matchless constancy
;

And there she stood, so calm and pale,

That, but her breathing did not fail,

And motion slight of eye and liead,

And of her bosom, warranted

That neither sense nor pulse slie lacks,

You might have thought a form of wax
Wrouglit to the very life was there

;

So still she was, so pale, so fair."

This is Constance on her trial— the betrayed and

betraying maiden— victim and instrument of wickedness

•—on the verge of a doom which destroys her alone.

The other is Parisina, more, yet less, sinful—contemplat-

ing, not her own, but her lover's fate :

—

" She stood, I said, all pale and still,

The living cause of Hugo's ill
;

Her eyes unmoved, but full and wide,

Not once had turn'd to either side

—

Nor once did these sweet eyelids close,

Or shade the glance o'er which tliey rose.

But round their orbs of deepest blue

The circling white dilated grew

—

And there with glassy gaze she stood,

Afl ice were in her curdled blood."
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Nothing could better show the range of the two poets.

Scott's picture is pathetic, and moves the reader w^ith a

sentiment of tenderness and pity, such as the sufferings

of innocence, rather than guilt, should call forth. Con-

stance appears to us as a victim—almost a martyr; but

in Byron's companion sketch, the half-stupefied yet all-

conscious stillness of doom, the awe, the anguish, the

horror, affect us with something of the same overwhelming

cessation of thought and sense as has befallen the miser-

able, beautiful creature, standing dumb, in agony ineffable,

to see destruction overtake the sharer of her sin. The

very background glows with a pale flame of passion be-

hind her head, and those wide-opened, motionless eyes.

Constance breathes and moves, but Parisina's whole being

is arrested like a frozen stream.

Another characteristic which helped to secure Byron's

instantaneous triumph was one which we have already

noted in respect to Scott—his intelligibility—the entire

absence of the mystic in him. None of those gleams of

secret insight into the depths of nature which fill with

enthusiasm the sympathetic and understanding, but con-

fuse the crowd, ever flash from the genius of Byron.

The mysteries with which he deals are purely material,

capable of explanation, and affording an easy exercise

to the fancy in making them out. This is one of the

greatest and most marked distinctions between one class

of poetry and another. When we introduce a simple

intelligence, say that of a child or an entirely uneducated

person, to the wonders and glories of song, there must

always be a great deal at which the untrained intelhgence

will make momentary pause, perplexed by something

which has not occurred in the phraseology and thoughts

of every day. Who could explain the Ancient Mariner ?

The soul divines, and he that hath an ear to hear, hears

and understands : but Scott and Byron, the one in a
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tame, the other in a grander sense, are both cheerfully

intelligible, explainable, making no impossible demand
on the faculties of the reader. Nothing could be more

mysterious than the Corsair, but we can hold our breath

and guess at those secrets of his with much of the satis-

faction which accompanies our ordinary researches into

the secrets of our neighbours. There is nothing in them
which reaches that region beyond sight, that darkness

round us and within, which it is the highest function

of the poet to divine, the highest exercise of the mind to

search into, catching such glimpses as our faculties will

allow. On this, Byron has no communication to make,

no light to offer. He is as profane and ignorant as any

one of us. When he liimself risks a wondering question

before these dark portals, it is with that despairing levity

which is the resource of those who fear and know nothing,

not of those who love and ponder and by moments see.

There is no kindred with the mystic and unknown in

the range of his genius ; he belongs entirely to the solid

earth, and his mysteries are those of the theatre and the

tale, nothing greater or more.

"We need not enter farther into the incidents which

caused his departure from London and the entire breaking

up of his life. With these the world would have had

little to do at the time had he not taken it into his con-

fidence : but at this distance, when both the chief actors

are dead, tlie story is one which is open to the discussion

of all, and cannot be ignored. Domestic convulsions,

even wlien they reach the height of tragedy, can scarcely

be without many petty elements. Byron's Farcioell to

his wife, which was in everybody's mouth at the time, is

a piece of sentimental comedy added on to, and making a

pitiful commentary upon, the really tragical crisis which

made England and reasonable existence impossible to

him thenceforward. That he should have arrived at so
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terrible a turning point, and, ruined in fortune, bankrupt

in reputation, doubted by all and condemned by most of

bis contemporaries, should have celebrated the conclusion

of this tragic episode of life in a strain so commonplace

and unreal is as extraordinary as any other of the con-

fusing events of that extraordinary moment. He who
took up the interrupted song of Childe Harold with so

much genuine feeling, how did he, how could he, inter-

pose the sentimental and theatrical romanza of an offended

primo tenore between himself and human sympathy ?

We are told that the manuscript was blurred with his

tears, and that there is every reason to suppose him to

have been in earnest in the superficial pathos of his

appeal to the wife whom he never seems even to have

pretended to love—a fact which makes the confusion all

the greater, since it is difficult to imagine any serious

emotion expressing itself in such verses. But Byron's

imagination was, as we have said, much inferior to his

genius, and he wanted both good taste and that critical

discrimination which has so much to do \\ith personal

dignity as well as with excellence in art. He could not

divine how such an effusion would be regarded by his

contemporaries, and was not even av/are of its unreality

until, with an angry illumination afterwards, he discovered

the folly of it and perceived too late, through other

people's eyes, what he had failed to perceive with his

own. But, indeed, the interested reader will hail with a

certain relief this crisis in Byron's career. His after life

was wild and reckless enough, but it was not so miserable

as the forced and fictitious life in London, where ruin

lurked at every corner, and the semblance of prosperity

and happiness was scarcely skin-deep. It ended in an

inevitable explosion, all the elements haviug worked

towards this since the wedding-day on which he had

calied his new-made wife Miss Milbanke with an absence
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of inind almost incredible in a young bridegroom. When
we read the journal, so full of fictitious liveliness, yet

pain, so matter-of-fact, so commonplace, so angry and

wretched, with still the same record of trivial things and

talk, warped and made miserable by splenetic and reckless

sentiment, and the chaos of an unregulated soul, it is

with actual satisfaction that we see the end come. When
the smoke and ashes clear off, and the passionate pilgrim

storms away again over land and sea, leaving the failure

and the misery behind him, our minds are eased from a

painful burden. The gates of society may be closed

against him, but acjain there seems a chance for liim in

th3 wider world.
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CHAPTER, IV.

BYEON SHELLEY.

When Byron was reaching the stormy climax of his

career in London, another poet, younger in years, whose

beginning in life had been almost as wayward and unfor-

tunate, though far less guilty, had appeared and disap-

peared again, not in the brilliant illumination of society,

but among the struggling makers of literature in the other

end of London. Percy Bysshe Shelley was born, more

like a fairy changeling than an ordinary British infant, in

a handsome country house in England in 1792, when
Byron was but four years old in Aberdeen. The family

of the younger child of genius belonged to that rural

aristocracy which has produced many men of note and a

great deal of respectable stupidity, but few poets ; and

from the beginning of his life he seems to have been out

of tune with everything about him. His father, his

lamily, and surroundings, were as opposite to him in

character, hopes, and prejudices, as it is possible to con-

ceive. Where it was that the respectable squire's son

imbibed the ideas which dominated his life there seems

no record ; but he was a revolutionary born, a freethinker

from his cradle, atheistical and democratical, in every-

thing going contrary to all the traditions of his race, of

which he was the heir and representative by a strange

irony of fortune, a position which made steady -going

Vol. IL—9
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orthodoxy and conservatism almost necessities of existence.

Young Shelley's rebellion against all that was, seems to

have pervaded everything else that is known of him.

By the time he went to Eton, if we may credit his own
record, he had already come to recognise, in the hnm of

voices proceeding from the schoolroom, " the harsh and

grating strife of tyrants and of foes," and to find in every

little fret of schoolboy life marks of the chains in which

free-born nature was bound. The small oppressions of

fagging, the little round of punishment and obligation,

were in his eyes evils large enough to fill the soul with

bitterness

:

" Nothing that my tyrants knew or thought

I cared to learn,"

he says, witli a sentiment not indeed uncommon with

boyhood, but differing much from the schoolboy's usual

light-hearted perversity. There was not a laugh in him

throughout his life, nor had his hot young enthusiasm any

conception of the happy calm of ordinary youth. His

young life is a record of strife and resistance ; but it is so

wildly dreamy and mystical, and the facts all through are

so confused with fictions and heated interpretations of the

real, that it is hard to know what to receive and what to

reject. He believed himself to have been expelled from

Eton ; but there does not seem the slightest evidence that

such an event took place. At Oxford, however, it did

occur ; he was sent away from University College on

account of a pamphlet called The Necessity of Atheism,

which he considered it his duty not only to publish, but

to send, with serious intentions of instructing them, to the

heads of his College. One of his biographers speaks of

this as a mere boyish freak ; but another treats it with

much grandeur, declaring that " Percy Shelley had as good

a right to form and expou?id his o]:)inions on theology as
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the Archbishop of Canterbury," an assertion somewhat

appalling to all who have the charge of persons of nine-

teen, an age at which no Archbisliop ever promulgated

doctrine. Thus one more youth of genius was cast out of

her bosom by the University, that Alma Mater who has

so little kindness for the poets. Young Shelley ran wild

after this severance of all legitimate bonds. His father

was angry, and made that feint of casting him oft' in which

bewildered and angry fathers so often take refuge, and he

was left to his own foolish devices at this momentous

moment of his life. His sisters, who were soft-hearted

and anxious to lielp him, sent him aid by he hands of a

schoolfellow, a foolish romantic girl, who by a series of

accidents was thrown upon Shelley's companionship and

into his power. They were both very young, utterly

inexperienced ; and he had wild views about the relation-

ships between men and women as well as upon most other

subjects, in which she was perfectly willing to follow. In

these circumstances it is very much to the credit of the

lawless young man that, though somewhat embarrassed

and bewildered by the overpowering trust which Harriet

showed in him, he married her, and gave the reckless

foolish girl all the safeguards which the most carefully

guarded bride could have required. He was not twenty

when (in the year 1811) this marriage took place, and it

completed the wild confusion of his life ; since the poor

young pair were equally inexperienced and unwise, tliough

one of them had the lamp of genius, not to guide, but to

mislead them on their devious way. They wandered

vaguely about after this, in Scotland one time, in Wales

the next, meeting with all kinds of tragi-comic adventures,

and living a life which was never more than half-real.

It was in this phase of his existence that we find him

starting up suddenly in the path of Southey, who gives

his opinion of the young wanderer as follows :

—
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" Here is a man at Keswick who acts upon me as mj own ghost

would do—his name is Shelley. Beginning with romances of gliosts

and murder, and with poetry at Eton, he passed at Oxford into

metaphysics
;
printed half-a-dozen pages which he entitled The

Necessity of Atheism; sent one anonymously to Copleston, in

expectation, I suppose, of converting him ; was expelled in conse-

quence ; married a girl of seventeen, after being turned out of doors

by his father ; and here they both are, in lodgings, living upon two

hundred which his father allows liim. He is come to the fittest

physician in the world. At present he has got to the Pantheistic

stage of philosophy, and in the course of a week I expect he will be

a Berkleyan, for I have put him upon a course of Berkeley. It has

surprised him a good deal to meet, for the first time in his life, with

a man who perfectly understands him, and does him full justice. I

tell him that all the difference between us is that he is nineteen and

I am thirty-seven."

Excellent Southey! He did not suspect how absolutely

out of all possibility of resemblance were his own well-

ordered conservative character and this wild spirit of the

clouds and elements, the fantastic delicate Ariel of poetry.

How sternly different his opinions became afterwards will

be apparent farther on.

Of Shelley's momentary repose amid the quietness of

the lake country we know little more than this. Soon he

was away again, as changeful as summer lightning, flash-

ing now here, now there, unrestrained and irresponsible.

His extreme youth adds a pathetic touch to the record of

fitful misadventures, unhappinesses, panics, and quarrels,

which in itself could scarcely be other than ridiculous.

It was in 1813, a year after Southey formed this opinion

of him, that Queen Mob was printed— a strange poem

which he did not after care to reckon among his works,

and which shows traces of something like the influence of

Southey in its measure and structure, though so com-

pletely unlike in everything else. Mai), a fairy queen

most uu-Shakspearian, carries oft' the soul of Ianthe—for

no particular reason the poet knows of—to show her the

past and present of the earth : that is to say, the horrors
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that Religion and Government have wrought, with side

glimpses into the miseries inflicted by kings, and the

supreme tyranny of the God whom Christianity has

imagined. It is a rhapsody, an impassioned embodiment

of that fervent creed of Atheism which in those days 1 ad

here and there a prophet, as again in our own. Shelley

thought, like other enthusiasts, that the world was to be

freed of all its troubles by the recognition of his tenets of

faith, or ratlier, as it was in his case, of no faith—its

abrogation of God, and law and rule. He had begun to

correspond with Godwin while he was at Keswick, and

the doctrines of Political Justice had taken hold on his

congenial mind. It appears by some authorities that

Qiteen Mob was begun at a much earlier period of his

career ; but tlie verse with which the poem opens bears

very distinct marks of Thalaba about it :

—

" How wonderful is Death !

Death and his brother Sleep—
One pale as yonder waning moon

With lips of lurid blue
;

The other rosy as the morn
When, throned on ocean's wave,

It flashes o'er the world :

Yet both so passing wonderful !"

Out of this Southeyan echo, however, the young poet

falls after a while into dignified and melodious blank

verse, even in this early and chaotic utterance, which

neither in sentiment nor poetry is very much worth any

one's while. It is said that Shelley, who printed it for

private circulation, sent a copy to Byron with a letter, in

which he enumerated all the accusations he had heard

against his elder brother in poetry, with a demand to

know if they were true ; as, if false, he wished to make

BjTon's acquaintance. Altogether, it is evident that the

young poet, in the elation of his genius, felt himself full
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of power, and in a position to influence and almost com-

mand. Among other enterprises, he went solemnly to

Ii'eland to assist in Catholic emancipation, strong in that

unbounded belief in reason, and in himself as the expositor

of reason, which a young man may be pardoned for enter-

taining at nineteen. He was still under twenty when he

became a father, his poor little wife being still younger.

Their life was one of perpetual difficulties of all kinds, as

well as of restless and continual Avanderings. Sometimes

vShelley got an allowance from his father, sometimes lived

precariously on the help afforded by Harriet's family and

a sister of hers, who after a while came to live with them,

and tyrannised over the pair of foolish wedded childreu.

Leigh Hunt asserts that his position as heir of entail made

it possible for him to secure from the Jews an income of

a tliousand pounds a year, upon the security of his future

prospects, which seems feasible, since even a poet cannot

subsidise and pension his friends unless he has some money

to do it with ; but this may have been at a later period.

He married his poor young wife a second time in March

1814, at St. George's, Hanover Square, lest there should

be any question of the legality of their Scotch marriage

and in order, it appears, to secure to her quite certainly

in case of his death the portion to which the widow of

Sir Timothy Shelley's son would be entitled. This cautious

step had scarcely been taken when the pair aeem to have

separated. It is not necessary to enter here into the

much discussed and much questioned dates of these inci-

dents. Shelley had begun to visit Godwin, with whom
for some time he had kept up a close correspondence, and

for whom he seems to have conceived a reverential

attachment, in the beginning of this year ; and in God-

win's homely house, in the parlour behind the bookseller's

shop, in the midst of the mixed family which consisted

of Mary Woilstonecraft's daughter and the existent Mrs
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Godwin's daugliter, besides Godwin's own children, the

young poet had seen a fair and serious girl of seventeen,

full of philosophies and fancies like himself, and with a

charm for him which Harriet had never possessed ; for

Harriet, it is supposed, had loved Shelley more tlian

Shelley ever loved her, and had by this time fully con-

vinced him that happiness with her was impossible. The

story is altogether wild and strange, like his own mind.

Whether he separated with a certain formality from his

wife, whether he went off suddenly, leaving her with "her

two babies and fourteen shillings in her pocket, no one

seems able to decide. The only thing certain is, that

meeting with Mary Godwin suddenly "one eventful day

in St. Pancras Churchyard by her mother's grave," he

declared his love to the enthusiast girl, who had been

brought up to believe in no necessary restraints upon such

a passion. He told her his story " how he had suffered,

how he had been misled, and how, if supported by her

love," says the sympathetic historian, Lady Shelley, "he

hoped in future years to enrol his name with the wise and

good, who had done battle for their fellow-men, and liad

been true through all adverse storms to the cause of

humanity. Unhesitatingly she placed her hand in his

and linked her fortune with his own." No doubt the

poet had eloquence at his command, and that the girl, so

young and come of such a race, believed not only fervently

in "the cause of humtinity," which he intended to serve,

but in her own power to support him by her love. A
mother's grave seems a strange place for such a declara-

tion ; but not in this case, for no one would have been so

ready as Mary Wollstoneciaft to acknowledge tlie claim

of love, and to dispense with the sanction of law. To

neither of them did marriage seem either sacred or neces-

sary. Harriet did not satisfy the poet ; she was not

enougli for him : he had ceased to love her ; what more
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was there to say ? Such was the creed of both. " Un-

hesitatingly" they linked their lives together. The verses

which he addressed to her, probably in the moment of

doubt before the decision was come to, do more to soften

our hearts than any other particular in the tale :

—

" Upon my heart thy accents sweet

Of peace and pity fell like dew
On flowers half-dead ; thy lips did meet

' Mine tremblingly, thy dark eyes threw

Their soft persuasion on my brain,

Charming away its dream of pain.

" We are not happy, sweet ! our state

Is strange, and full of doubt and fear

—

More need of words that ills aliate.

Reserve or censure come not near

Our sacred friendship, lest there be

No solace left 'for thee or me.

" Gentle and good and mild thou art,

Nor can I live if thou appear

Aught but thyself, or turn thy heart

Away from me, or stoop to wear

The mask of scorn, although it be

To hide the love thou feel'st for me."

It is wonderful to think of this young pair, with all

their feelings and impulses warped into a wrong way,

calling good evil, and evil good, and believing that the

indulgence of their inclinations was a sort of duty, setting

out together in defiance of all law and sacred custom and

constancy, without sense of guilt or feeling of shame.

The elopement took place in July 1814, only a few months

after the re-marriage. Shelley was only twenty-two even

now, and Mary not seventeen. The deserted wife, left

behind with her two children, came between the other two

in age, and was still under twenty. They were little

more than children, fantastic, wayward, and self-willed,

playing with the mysteries of life, and not knowing what
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they did. It is half pitiful, half ludicrous, to hear the

account of this wild and criminal journey, wliich is like

the freak of a couple of truant children running away

from school, if it had not been for the tragical climax that

was to follow. Godwin believed in marriage as little as

they did, and had both written and spoken against it as

one of the slaveries of the race ; but he was a respectable

London citizen, a sort of John Gilpiu in his way, notwith-

standing all his lofty theories, and that liis young visitor

should thus carry off his child did not please him any

more than it would have pleased a much less philosopiiical

parent. It is curious to note how indulgently the world

has judged the actors in this wild drama. Neither then

nor now has any harsh judgment been passed upon Mary

Shelley. That offence which people are so fond of saying

is always cruelly visited upon the woman, scarcely seems

to have told against her. When the event occurred which

turned the tale of lawless love into a tragedy, when poor

Harriet, forsaken, took away her own life, no one con-

cerned has any strong feeling in the matter except one of

pity for Shelley and his new companion. We are almost

required to regard the suicide as an ill-natured act towards

these two innocent people on the part of the third, whose

existence, indeed, was sadly in their way, but whose death

was a reproach to them : so strangely do human partiali-

ties colour the events of life.

Before this terrible interruption of the curious irre-

sponsible self-pleasing life of tlie young poet, there had,

however, been an interval, in which many events occurred.

Shelley was not much less an unsettled wanderer with

Mary than he had been with Harriet ; but under the

great trees in Windsor Park, on the edge of which he

lived for some time, and afloat upon the soft-flowing

Thames, the great tide of poetry, wliich had already moved

within him in broken impulses, rose full in his mind,
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The first of his poems, which really was worthy of his

powers— Alastor—was written in the first year of this

nnion. It is the first real indication of the new voice

which had awakened in English literature. It was like

nothing else then existing ; nor do we know to what to

compare it in the past. Shelley had no story to tell, no

character to disclose ; his .was pure poetry, music such as

charmed the ear and filled the mouth with sweetness.

Never was poet so eager to teach, or with so many wild

assertions to make, or so strong a conviction of the pos-

sibility of influencing humanity and changing the

world ; but the soul of his poetry was the same as that

of music, not definite, scarcely articulate, only melodious,

ineffably sweet. Alastor was ushered into the world with

a somewhat pompous preface, in which it is described as

" allegorical of one of the most interesting situations of

the human mind," the search of the poetic spirit, which

has exhausted every form of intellectual enjoyment, for

something better, for the ideal, which he seeks in vain to

find in another human being. " The picture is not barren

of instruction to actual men. The poet's self-centred

seclusion was avenged by the furies of an irresistible

passion pressing him to sudden ruin." But the reader

never pays much attention to the directions which pre-

scribe to him what he is to understand and admire ; and

probably no one now thinks of looking at the preface, or

even asks, as he reads, what Alastor means ; for, indeed,

the meaning is wholly lost in the music of the words.

"Actual men" have nothing to do with it ; and it conveys

no lesson, nor anything that is within the reach of the

practicaL This was not the intention of the writer ; to

his own thinking, he was nothing if not a teacher.

The simplicity of the primitive moral which Coleridge

by poetical caprice chose to affix to his Ancient Mariner

reappears, in stiU less feasible connection with anything
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tliat has gone before, in the new strain. Probably it was

the example of that poem which suggested to Shelley the

idea of putting a moral to his rhapsody. " Those who
love not their fellow-beings live unnatural lives, and pre-

pare for their old age a miserable grave," he says, from liis

pulpit as it were : and then pluuges into the word-music,

the soft fleeting of melodious syllables, descriptions of

what never was in earth or air. Here is the first strik-

ing of the key-note, more definite than anything that

foUo-ws :

—

" Earth, ocean, air, belovM brotherhood !

If our grent Mother has imbued my soul

With aught of natural piety to feel

Your love, and recompense the boon with mine ;

If dewy morn, and odorous noon, and even,

With sunset and its gorgeous ministers,

And solemn midnight's tingling silentness
;

If autumn's hollow sighs in the sere wood,

And winter robing with pure snow and crowns

Of starry ice the gray grass and bare boughs
;

If spring's voluptuous pantings when she breathes

Her fiist sweet kisses, have been dear to me
;

If no bright bird, insect, or gentle beast

I consciously have injured, but still loved

And cherished these my kindred ; then forgive

This boast, beloved brethren, and withdraw

No portion of your wonted favour now !

" Mother of this unfathomable world !

Favour my solemn song, for I have loved

Thee ever, and thee only ; . .

• ••..•
And though ne'er yet

Thou hast unveiled thy inmost sanctuary,

Enough from incommunicable dream,

And twilight phantasms and deep noonday thought,

Has shone within me, that serenely now
And moveless, as a long-forgotten lyre

Suspended in the solitary dome
Of some mysterious and deserted fane,

I wait thy breath, Great Parent, that my strain
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May modulate with murmurs of the air,

And motions of tlie forests and the sea,

And voice of living beings, and woven hymns
Of night and day, and the deep heart of man."

This aspiration was as near fulfilled in Shelley's verse

as poetical prayer could be ; not his was Wordsworth's

lofty religious use of nature and her sacred sights and

sounds ; not his the mystic revelations which Coleridge

found in the unseen : but a voice modulated " with mur-

murs of the air and motions of the forests," with all the

inarticulate harmony of being, with those fragmentary

thoughts that give a soul to the musings of the solitary,

and those profound sensations which move the heart, all

the more deep for being undefined. The old-fasliioned

harp had come back to the hands that could touch it.

The instructors, the prophets, the seers, even the minstrels

had a different office. Shelley was song embodied. In

vain did he pour forth miles of verses, his Alastor, his

Eevolt of Islam, his wild politics and -wilder morals upon

the world, believing in his inmost soul that this was

his mission, to convince men that their God was a Fiend

and their laws tyranny, and that Godwin's Political Justice

was the new gospel. Mankind has instincts which are

wiser than genius. We have rejected, some with horror,

but more with a smile, his vain teachings ; but we have

not rejected Shelley. So long as he stands before the

world and sings, we will listen though his subjects be to

us as folly and his meaning as madness. No matter what

he says— even the Witch of Atlas, even the Epijosy-

cJddion, which the multitude can only listen to with a

bewildered sense of something melodious but no clearer

notion—contain such a soul of harmony as beguiles the

sternest critic. It is like that voice which Wordsworth

heard in the harvest field. We do not even ask to kno\^

what it is about

—
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" Whate'er the tlienie the Maiden sang,

As if her song could have no ending.

I listen motionless and still
;

And as I mounted up the hill,

The music in my heart I hore

Long after it was heard no more."

After the composition of Alastor, Shelley, with his

Mary and the young woman who liad accompanied them

on their first flight, Jane Clairmout, the daughter of

Mary's stepmother, went to Switzerland in the early

summer of 18 16;. and here it was that Byron, setting

out, sick with trouble and discovery, and a disorderly life,

upon the second tragical round of his pilgrimage, en-

countered the other poet and his belongings in the neigh-

bourhood of Geneva. In opposition to the story that

Shelley had sent Queen Mab to Byron with a sort of

indictment against him and desire to know if these things

w^ere true, it is said by some that Shelley now sent to

Byron an account of the sins attributed to himself, and

desired his acquaintance if he thought fit to bestow it on

knowing all that was said against him. However that

miglit be, the two met at the inn, where they both lived,

and formed instant acquaintance. There is as much in

common among poets as among craftsmen of a humbler

kind. Coleridge and Southey first, Coleridge and Words-

worth afterwards, had come by freemasonry of genius and

youth into instant friendship and mutual communication

to each other of all poetical properties some twenty years

before. What a wonderful difference between that frugal

and poor brotherhood, pure, honourable, and unknown, in

all their flush of youthful ardour and high thought, and

this other two, perhaps more splendidly endowed, richer,

of higher fortunes, and far more unhappy ! The former

held their position against all the pinches of need, in face
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of the outcry of the world. What could the world do to

them ? Coleridge, indeed, exposed himself to much pain-

ful criticism and comment, especially in the latter part of

his career ; but the others lived such upright and simple

lives, as took all possibility of a sting out of every evil

tongue, and vindicated the high office of poetry over ail

the world. They preached the sacredness of love, the

wonder and mystery of life, the nobleness of duty, the

loveliness of self-devotion. Strange contrast ! The younger

brethren proclaimed a different, an altered code. Duty

to them had no existence, nor authority, nor the restraints

of nature grave and chaste. Their principle was that of self-

will, the satisfaction of desire, the destruction of control, the

perfect liberty of doing, not as they ought, but as they would.

To Shelley's fantastic soul, the fact that a certain thing

" ought" to be done made the doing of it an offence against

human freedom. It was not that he loved evil, for, not-

withstanding his deseition of one woman for another, there

is no evidence in him of a nature impure. But immorality,

as we name it, was to him a matter of principle, and the

wish of the moment a sacred impulse which it was duty to

obey. Byron, a thousand times less innocent, was with-

out this visionary philosophical preference for the for-

bidden, and while he sinned was ever conscious of a

tremor of conscience ; but with Shelley, all instincts were

good, and that self-will which Christianity insists shall be

subdued, was the only god and potentate he acknowledged.

Byron, so far as appears, had no philosophical code, but

he was a man of unbridled self-regard and what we call

passions—and when he wished for anything secured it

when that proved possible, without proclaiming it right to

do so, yet with a preponderance of fleshly appetite to

which the sectary beside him was a stranger. To carry

out the contrast, this second group and brotherhood of poets

on the banks of another lake fell into a manner of united
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living which controverted not only the laws and customs

of society, bnt all that the common consent of mankind

has considered necessary for the well-being of the race.

The strancje code in which the children of Godwin's house

had been trained, and which the three wilful young souls

who composed Shelley's irregular party, held with com-

bative ardour, saw little harm in the idea that the friend-

sister who had accompanied Mary should become to Byron

what Mary was to Shelley. It is possible even that they

may have believed this connection a possible way of

reclaiming and saving Byron, as Shelley congratulated

himself on having been saved. As for Byron, a soul far

more polluted, he plucked without hesitation a flower where

he could find it, and in the desperation of his soul, after

the catastrophe which had made all pretences at respect-

ability useless to him, was ready to plunge into any and

every such excitement. Thus license reigned in one

company of the poets, to whom, the one philosophically,

the other sensually, inclination and passion were the

powers that swayed existence—a wonderful contrast to

the stainless living and lofty teaching of the elder brother-

hood among the colder lakes and mountains of the north.

This joint life lasted for about four months, a whole

wonderful (but wet and stormy) summer. The Shelleys

took a smaller house near to the greater one inhabited by

Byron, They were both poor enough ; but it was the

reckless pennilessuess of a wealthy class always capable

of procuring luxuries, and not the thrifty and limited

existence of the really poor. Their life was spent in a

succession of refined and deliglitful amusements, in boat-

ing parties on the lake, in moonlight wanderings, in parties

of poetic conversation prolonged far into the night, which

sometimes made it expedient that one liousehold belated

should encamp under the roof of the other : all was in-

dulgence, pleasure, society, without any of those Ihnits
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M'hicli ordinary life enforces. Once the two poets set out

together round the shores of the lake, going over the

scenery of Eousseau's great work with enthusiasm and

emotion indescribable. Shelley had never read the

Heloise before, which was so happy a chance ! They

lingered about " sweet Clarens, birthplace of deep Love,"

and strayed through the " bosquet de Julie" silent, moved

almost to tears, glad that no vulgar spectator was by to

see their emotion : and felt that Rousseau had not chosen

for uses of fiction this wonderful landscape, but that it

was the very " scene which passion must allot to the

mind's purified being." It is to be feared that most of

us nowadays find the Lake Leman somewhat prosaic, re-

membering little and caring less about JuHe and St. Preux,

unwholesome lovers ; but to Byron and Shelley they were

divine. Off the rocks of Meillerie they were once caught

in a storm, and for the moment looked for nothing but

destruction. All this may be seen reflected in the third

canto of Childe Harold, which is little more than a

poetical narrative of the musings and wanderings of that

summer holiday. Shelley would seem to have been passive

for the moment, receiving all these images into his mind

without immediate use of them : but Byron was in full

tide of creative power, roused by the great storm of his

life into restless energy and force. He could not be still

or keep silence in that flood-tide of his genius. His

passions, his wild impulses, his wrongs, surged high within

him and quickened every faculty. " Agitation or contest

of any kind," he liimself says, " gives a rebound to my
spirits, and sets me up for the time." Perhaps, too, though

the breaking up of his life contained so miich that was

miserable, it was a relief to him to get rid of the unreal

and wretched existence which he had been leading in

London, in forced subjection to rules which he hated, and

in companionship with a woman whose inspiration, in
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every point, was at variance with his own. And Shelley,

too, had wrongs and profound grievances, wliich sometimes

burned within him, and somtimes overflowed in expressions

of anguish. They were both miserable and injured because

the world would not permit them, unchecked, to do as they

would, and retained to themselves the privilege of railing,

with high indignation and poetic fervour, against that world

and its restrictions, even while emancipated from its juris-

diction, and following their own pleasures triumphantly as

the rule of their life. Strange contrast and pendant to the

poetic life of Grassmere and Keswick, with all their pieties

and solemnities, the grave simplicity, the laborious calms,

the mountain stillness, and voices of the cataract from the

steeps ! On Lake Leman the two young pairs talked

endless sentiment, shed tears of voluptuous emotion,

talked through the warmth of summer nights, floated in

their boats on the warm bosom of the luxurious lake ; or

were awed by the semi-grand, semi-theatrical artillery of

the storm among the mountains, and in the midst of their

enjoyments gave themselves up to corresponding storms

of injured feeling, of reproach and fiery outcry against

earth and heaven. What had earth and heaven done to

them ? Objected to let them have their own way—that,

and little more.

The third canto of Cltilde Harold has a warmth of

individual life in it, an emotion and power which the

vaguer miseries and wanderings of the previous portions

of that poem share in a much smaller measure. Every-

body remembers the address to Ada with which it opens,

and which is so much more genuine and real than the

theatrical commonplace of Byron's FaretucU. Nor is the

key of real emotion, thus strongly struck, ever altogether

lost through all the chanfres and variations of the strain.

Some of his finest rhetorical passages, some of the tenderest

touches of musing, of which by times his fiery soul was
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capable, are to be found here. The description of the

night before Waterloo is now what people call hackneyed

—the strongest evidence of its splendid force and effect

which could be offered—since no poem is ever hackneyed

which has not gone straight to the popular heart. It

has embodied for us the wonderful excitement of that

historical scene as few historians could do, setting before

us as in a picture, as in a vision, the stern marching

columns, the dark preparations and readiness underneath,

with that light glowing brilliant scene in front of it sud-

denly an-ested, the mirth turned to horror and dismay,

the gay sounds into a silence of tragic suspense and

despair. It is so breathless, so fuU of movement and

excitement, that the reader has no time to consider its

claims to poetical excellence. He is swept away by the

force of it, as if he had heard it glowing from the lips of

the spectator : it is eloquence of the highest kind. On

the other hand, those pictures of natural scenery which in

Byron's earlier days had been somewhat ^ ague and con-

ventional, have taken a new intensity and reality of life.

The following landscape, the very background of land and

water upon which the life of the two poets was set, we

select almost at random among many. Everything is in

it, sound and sight, and the sentiment of the summer

night with all its exquisite sensations and associations.

** It is tlie Imsh of night, and all between

Thy margin and the mountains, dusk, yet clear,

Mellowed and mingling, yet distinctly seen,

Save darken'd Jura, whose cajjt heights appear

Precipitously steep ; and drawing near,

Thei'e breathes a living fragrance from the shore

Of flowers yet fresh with chihlhood ; on the ear

Drops the light drip of the suspended oar,

Or chirps the grasshopper one good-night carol more ;

" He is an evening reveller, who makes

His life an infancy, and sings his fill ;
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At intervals, some bird from out the brakes

Starts into voice a moment, then is stilL

There seems a floating whisper on the hill ;

But that is fancy, for the starlight dews

All silently their tears of love instil,

Weeping themselves away, till they infuse

Deep into nature's breast the spirit of her huea.

" Ye stars ! which are the poetry of heaven,

If in your bright leaves we would read the fate

or men and empires,
—

'tis to be forgiven,

That in our aspirations to be great,

Our destinies o'erleap their mortal state.

And claim a kindred with you ; fur ye are

A beaiity, and a mystery, and create

In us such love and reverence from afar,

That fortune, fame, power, life, have named themselves a star.

"All heaven and earth are still—though not in sleep

But breathless as we grow when feeling most
;

And silent, as we stand in thoughts too deep :

All heaven and earth are still :—from the high host

Of stars, to the lulled lake and mountain-coast,

All is concentred in a life intense,

Where not a beam, nor air, nor leaf is lost,

But hath a part of being, and a sense

Of that which is of all Criator and defence."

If it were not that the soft purity and sweetness of

this picture is invaded and disturbed beyond remedy by

the other features of the story, we might be tempted to

forgive all that was included within the framework of

this lovely scene ; and, putting aside the ugly facts of thf>

story, the intercourse of these two young poets, their

prolonged and endless talk, the mutual stimulation of

minds so extraordinary, has an interest which nothing

can take from it. They were both in the earliest chapter

of manhood, though one of them had already wrecked the

prospects of his life, and the other set hmiself at variance

with every authority, and transgressed at least one primary

law of nature. Lawless and defiant of all rule, yet hot
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and indignant that the society they outraged should have

pronounced against them, they stood beneath the pitying

heavens, the most noljly endowed of all their generation

—two rebel angels, beautiful, fortunate, unhappy ; every-

thing in nature ministering to them, offering of its best
;

with faculties within them rich enough to atone for every

privation, yet enduring none—proud voluntary outcasts,

revolted kings of men.

On one of these wanderings, detained for a couple of

days by rain and stormy weather in little Ouchy by the

w^aterside, not far from the sober coquetries of Lausanne,

where Gibbon has left his formal memory, Byron wrote

the Prisoner of Chillon, one of the most perfect and purest

of his poems, but perhaps the least like his of anything

that ever came from his hand. It is the one grand

tribute which the great rebel of the age paid to Words-

worth, its greatest yet most strongly-resisted influence
;

and why that shadow should have touched and stilled

his spirit just at this tumultuous moment who can tell ?

It is one of the strangest caprices of his genius. Chillon,

wdiere it stands projected into the silent blueness of the

lake, with its oubliettes, its dungeons, and those gloomy

openings into the water tliat suggest many a nameless

victim, has no doubt a dark and eventful history ; but

this little poem is its record to the world, and nobody,

now at least, asks further. No one of Byron's poems is

^0 purely narrative, or has such a unity of lofty and

tender interest, uninterrupted by a single distracting

image. But this very perfection makes it tame and cold

among the heat and animation of the rest : it is the only

one in which Byron is left out. No Harold smiles or

strides between the massive pillars. For once the con-

ception of a being, who is not himself, has entered hm
mind, an atmospliere of love and reverence and acknow-

ledj^ment of the sanctities of human affection. We might
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be beguiled into a speculation whether some wavering of

the compass towards virtue and truth, some vague com-

prehension of the secret of a higher happiness had come

to liim from that calm of nature ; but tliere is no record

elsewhere of any such pause in the force of the torrent

which was his life.

Byron was not always in this chastened and purified

mood ; but he was in great intellectual activity during

this period, his mind thrilling with new life and passion.

He composed Tlie Dream—that curious picturesque senti-

mental review of his own life, and insinuation of a remote

and inadequate cause for all its imperfections—at the

same time ; and also the address To Augusta, and several

other detached poems, all eloquent, animated, and fine.

On the other hand, it would not be difficult to find

episodes which are full of glittering rhetoric and little

more. Of these is the well-known description of the

storm among the mountains :

—

*' The sky is changed !—and such a change ! Oh night,

And storm, and darkness, ye are wondrous strong,

But lovely in your strength, as is the light

Of a dark eye in woman ! Far along,

From peak to jDeak, the rattling crags among,

Leaps the live thunder ! Not from one lone cloud.

But every mountain now has found a tongue,

And Jura answers, through her misty shroud,

Back to the joyous Alps, who call to her aloud !

" And this is in the night :—Most glorious night I

Tliou wert not made for slumber ! let me be

A sharer in thy fierce and far delight,

—

A portion of the tempest and of thee !

How the lit lake shines, a phosphoric sea,

And the big rain comes dancing to tlie earth !

And now again 'tis black,—and now, tlie glee

Of the loud hills shakes with its mountain-mirth,

As if they did rejoice o'er a young earthquake's birth."

Another curious production of the two poetic house-
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holds must here be noted. Lewis, popularly known as

Monk Lewis, paid Byron a visit at his villa, and became

one of the little society, which was often confined within

four walls by the rain, and eager after every new excite-

ment, as people imprisoned in a country house so univer-

sally are. They tohl each other ghost stories, and tales

of mystery and wonder under the inspiration of the kind

little inolfensive romancer, who was then master of that

branch of the arts ; and he or some one else suggested that

tliey should all write for their mutual diversion tales of

this character. The only one who carried out the suggest-

ion was Mary, the youngest of the party, a girl not yet

eighteen, notwithstanding the turmoil of life into which

she had been plunged. That a young creature of this age

should have produced anything at once so horrible and so

original as tlie hideous romance of Frankenstein, is one of

the most extraordinary accidents in literature ; and that

she should never, having made such a beginning, have

done anything more, is almost equally wonderful. Byron

is said to have begun a similar sketch, entitled The

Vampyre, which his physician-attendant, Polidori, after-

wards added to and printed ; but none of the detailed

records of the time inform us what were the feelings of

excitement and terror with which the little company,

thrilled by the tales of Lewis, listened to the portentous

and extraordinary production with which the fair small

girl, with her big forehead and her sedate aspect, out-

Heroded Herod. Mary Shelley's individual appearances

afterwards are only those of a romantically- desolate

widow, pouring out her grief and fondness in sentimental

gushes, which look somewhat overstrained and ridiculous

in print, whatever, they may have done in fact; but to

hear her read, with her girlish lips, this most extraordinary

and terrible of imaginations, must have been a sensation

unparalleled. It is one of the books adopted into the
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imiversal memory, which everybody alludes to, and

thousands who can never have read it understand the

main incidents of— which is a wonderful instance of

actual fame. That this should be merely stated as a

fact in the history, and no one pause to wonder at it,

is another odd instance of the insensibility of contem-

poraries.

Shelley and his companions left Switzerland in the

end of August 1816, breaking up this poetical society,

and returned to England. Byron stayed longer, until

other friends—his always faithful brethren. Sir John Cam
Hobhouse and Mr. Scrope Davies—^joined him : and went

on in October to Italy. There he settled, in Venice, where

his life is said to have been such as scandal itself dis-

likes to dwell upon. His letters are of the same lively and

superficial character as before, but, when any evidence of

feeling breaks out, there is nothing but disappointment

and misery in the record. " My day is over," he says to

Moore. " What then ? I have had it. To be sure, I

have shortened it"— and he describes the poems lie had

sent home from Switzerland, especially the third canto of

Childe Harold, as " a fine indistinct piece of poetical

desolation." " I was very mad during the time of its

composition," he adds, " between metaphysics, mountains,

Jakes, love iuextinguisliable, thoughts unutterable, and

the nightmare of my own delinquencies. I should many
a day have blown my brains out, but for the recollection

tliat it would have given great pleasure to my mother-in-

law." Amid this levity it is hard to understand how
much real feeling there was. His "love inextinguishable"

was no doubt the passages with Miss Clairmout, which

lasted but a little time ; but that there is a kind of mad-

ness in the headlong and irregulated 'life which avoids all

pauses for thought, and keeps itself intoxicated with

something—moimtains and moonlight, or light lovvis, or
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grosser stimulants—no one will deny. Unfortunately it

is not the poet only who applies such opiates to a troubled

conscience and a broken life.

The third canto of Childe Harold had expressed the

more manly moods of Byron's mind, and the more whole-

some interests of his life ; but all the time, while he

floated about the lake and climbed the hills and composed

those melodious stanzas, another poem of a different order

was shaping itself in his mind. From the often noble

musings of C%ilde Harold, and the grave tenderness and

dignity of the Prisoner of Chillon, he threw himself back

upon the old stage-hero, upon that theatrical sufferer of

the past, the Conrad, the Lara, of former years, and made
him into a shape still more tragic and solitary. It is

curious to read all the tranquil extracts from his Swiss

diary, which are quoted as notes to Manfred by way
of showing how much real observation and study of

nature was in that poem, and to perceive how carefully

all the images that struck him at the moment are saved

up for use, and how the scenes of his careless journey,

cheerfully recorded and made in the congenial company of

friends, are made to serve and heighten the solitary

sufferings of the self-tormented hero. Manfred has passed,

we think, in great measure, from the mind of the reader.

The number of students who read an author through, and

know everything he has written, is always few. The

greater part of the world makes instinctive selection of

what is immortal, and' leaves the rest, if not to perish, at

least to freeze and crystallise, without any living soul of

human remembrance to keep it fresh. But at the moment
when these works are getting published, nobody can tell

which it will be that posterity will choose : and wheii we
read Jeffrey's awe-stricken applause and "Wilson's enthu-

siastic appreciation, and find that even such an authority

as Goethe declares Manfred's mouthings of mock despair
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to be an improvement on Hamlet's soliloquy, the extra-

ordinary mistake takes away our breatli. The one idea

of Byron's limited imagination had been worked hardly

enough in the previous tales, which made no such claim

upon the reader. Subdued and enshrined in the fine

jwetry of CJiilde Harold, it has been added to the

permanent population of the world ; but to jDlace this

conventional form among the mighty mountains, and to

suiTOund ]iim, in emulation of greater witcheries, with the

vapoury visions of an unseen rather more vague and

pyrotechnic than himself, was a rash and unfortunate

experiment. The subject is one which only the most

exceptional merit in the poetry could make tolerable ; and

the poetry is not exceptional, but below the highest level

of Byron's power. To compare his diablerie with that of

Goethe, or the songs of the spirits whom Manfred evokes,

with the melody of Shelley's responses in the Prometheus,

is to put him at an extraordinary disadvantage. Mr.

Matthew Arnold has selected several of these dialogues

between the magician and the powerful creatures of the air

and elements whom he is supposed to call forth, as instances

of Byron's dramatic power; but the dramatic meaning of

these passages is surely of the smallest. The following

fragment of a scene, after a laboured representation of the

court of Ahrimanes, and the turbulent spirit-courtiers who
endeavour vainly to make Manfred do homage to their

ruler, does for one brief moment thrill the reader. After

failing in all his demands upon the aerial potentates, he

requires that the dead should be raised, the spirit of his

love and victim, that from her he may understand the

final mysteries. " Speak to me," he exclaims, when the

vision stands silent before him

—

" Yet speak to me ! I have outwatcli'd the stars,

And gazed o'er heaven in vain in search of thee.

Speak to me ! I have wander'd o'er the earth,

Vol. II.—10
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And never found thy likeness—Speak to me I

Look on the fiends around—they feel for me :

I fear them not, and feel for thee alone

—

Speak to me ! though it be in wrath ;—but say

—

I reck not what—but let me hear thee once

—

Tliis once—once more !

Phantom of Astarte. Manfred !

Miin. Say on, say on

—

I live but in the sound—it is thy voice !

Plian. Manfred ! To-morrow ends thine earthly ills.

Farewell !

Man. Yet one word more—am I forgiven ?

Phan. Farewell !

Man. Say, shall we meet again ?

Phan. Farewell !

Man. One word for mercy 1 Say, thou lovest me.

Phan. Manfred!"

In this scene tliere is great force and an almost awful

pathos. The impossibility, even when the highest spells

have been spoken and the most terrible dangers run, to

receive any satisfying token from beyond the grave : and

the anguish of the man's appeal to a being so far beyond

his reach, mIio has so entirely escaped him, yet was once

1 is, is very powerful and effective. In a very different

way, and with a sudden rapture of continuity and every

dramatic rule, the description of the moonlight night

and of the Colosseum in Eome may be called fine poetry

:

but nothing could be more entirely out of place in the

soliloquy of a racked and tortured spirit on the brink of

destruction. " 'Tis strange that I recall it at this time,"

Manfred himself acknowledges in the very spirit of Mr.

Puff and his critics. And it seems very unnecessary to

create a highly endowed and intellectual spirit for the

purpose of singing a song like this ;

—

*' Mont Blanc is the monarch of mountains,

They crowned him long ago,

On a tiirone of rocks, in a robe of clouds,

With a diadem of snow."
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Dr. "Watts could have done it quite as well

Byron lived in Venice for nearly four years. It

would be out of place here to enter into the history of

his life. He seems to have been delivered from the

grosser indulgence of his senses by a real love, as he

understood it, for the Countess Guiccioli, to whom he was

deeply attached, yet of whom he wrote to his English

correspondents with a levity which is little appropriate

to a woman adored. In Venice he wrote Manfred; the

concluding canto of Childe Harold ; various shorter poems,

which count for little among his works ; Mazeppa ; and

at the same time made a beginning in a new order of

verse and new kind of subject, in the airy gallop and

original gaiety of Bqrpo ; afterwards ripening into the

longer and more impassioned strains of Don Juan, two

oantos of which were written and published during the

year 1819, his last in Venice. After this he went to

Ravenna, following the lady whose fortunes were hence-

forward linked with his, and who was faithful and devoted

to him, although in a lawless way. It requires no great

strain of charity, we think, to pardon Teresa Guiccioli.

She was married at sixteen to an old man, according to

family arrangement, as was usual ; and had scarcely

married when she met the fascinating English poet, about

whom all Venice was raving, and who was young and

noble and unfortunate, an object of romantic interest

everywhere. It was according to the morals of her time

and country to permit a lover, the tie between the old

husband and young wife in a mariage de convenance being

so unnatural that permitted license has always been the

consequence. This Italian girl had never been taught nor

known better, and no hero of romance could have exercised

a more powerful spell upon a young creature full of

romance and sentiment, yet shut out from all legitimate

indulgence of the poetry of youth. All that Italian
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morality reiiiired of her was a discreet audacity in tht

management of tlie situation. To English feeling, on the

other liand, the rashness of self-devotion is a plea for for-

giveness rather than a crime ; and the woman who is

unable to minager the claims of her husband and her lover

has a hold upon our regretful sympathy which a wiser

sinner can never claim. We will not be thought to

approve an immoral connection in attempting to say a

word of tenderness and pity for the sweet and tender

Italian girl from whose lips there never falls an un-

womanly word, and whose breast was pure of all interested

and worldly motives. She deserved far better than to

be spoken of with disrespectful levity as la Guiccioli, and

discussed by her lover with his publisher and his friends,

in tones which probably do little justice to his feeling for

her, but are part of the unpleasant garb of levity in which

he thought proper to present himself even to those he

esteemed most.

During the two years Byron spent in Eavenna he

continued at full pressure of work, producing, except Don
Juan, nothing upon which posterity has laid hands with

any passion of approval, but at least one work, which once

more set England and the critics by the ears. This was

Gain, the wild and singular drama in which all the

rebellious heroes of Byronic inspiration ascend, so to speak-

to their origin and source. The first sceptic, the first

doubter, the first rebel, a definite personage in whose

difficulties we can at least see reason, attracts more of our

sympathies than any weird recluse, or mysterious bandit.

It is difficult to understand why, but for the reputation

of the author, and a sort of scriptural prejudice against

the art which could endeavour to interest us in that first

criminal, so great an outcry should have been aroused by

this poem, in which there is no real profanity. The

sentiments of Lucifer, it is true, are not such as would
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become a churchwarden, but they are no more than wa
should expect from the individual in question. We have

all been brought up upon Milton's Satan, and taught to

consider his gloomy grandeur, not only as a lawful subject

of our regard, but an edifying and religious one. Byron's

Lucifer is not nearly so splendid, but he is not more

opposed to Christian feeling ; his assertion of power equal

to that of God is more modern and shallow than Satan's

nobler claim ; but this vague self-assertion, and his failure

to promise anything that can be called happiness as thfe;

reward of disobedience, and the tragical issue that follows,

have a moral rather than an immoral tendency. What is

a great deal more unfortunate is that Byron here falls into

the temptation to use big words and swelling syllables to

an extent unknown in anything else he has produced

:

and that Cain's sullen instinct of rebellion, his refusal

to worship, his churlish assertion of the fact that he has

been brought into the world without being consulted upon

the subject, and that gratitude to the power which has

bestowed such an equivocal favour as life upon him is by

no means a necessity—in themselves sufficiently legitimate

subjects of study—is couched in language too big and

high sounding for poetry. Here is one of his speeclie?

and not the most grandiloquent :

—

" Oh, thou beautiful

And unimaginable ether ! and

Ye multiplying masses of Increased

And still increasing lights ! what are }'e ? what

Is this blue wilderness of interminable

Air, where ye roll along, as I have seen

The leaves along the limpid streams of Eden ?

Is your course measured for ye ? Or ^o ye

Sweep on in yoiu* unbounded revelry

Through an aerial universe of endless

Expansion—at which my soid aches to think—
Intoxicated with eternity 1

"
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This is not poetry, whatever it may be ; and Byron's

philosophy was far from being his strong point, Cain is

intended for the intensified and primal type of all the

Manfreds and the Laras ; but he is inferior to them in

language and even dignity. His original attitude of

passive rebellion is sulky, and himself churlish and ill-

tempered. The primitive rebel and misanthrope wants

the draping of the melodramatic cloak and sable plume,

the furniture of mystery, in which his predecessors, yet

descendants, have the advantage over him.

Of the dramas produced at the same period it is not

necessary to say much. They are full of fine passages,

and the subjects are worthy the genius of a great poet;

but Byron's genius was not dramatic, and political pas-

sions, however tragic, do not furnisli the individual note

which it was in his power to strike. What old Faliero

and old Toscari might have been in the hands of Shak-

speare, who can say ? but even to Shakspeare, who made

choice of the " foolish, fond old man," the deceived and

mistaken Lear, to produce his highest tragical effect, the

intellectual and stoical Venetians would have given a

difficult task. Byron acquitted himself creditably of a

fine undertaking; but he did not stir the heart of the

reader, or add any charm to the enchantments of that

city, which has fewer personal associations than any other

historical place, and reigns by right of its own beauty

solely. The description of Venice given by Lioni in

Marino Faliero, and which has been quoted to weariness,

is perhaps the one passage which has found a place in the

popular memory. It would be difficult to find a more

beautiful picture, or more true to the scene ; but the

young noble, leaning over his balcony, and painting for us

witli so fine a touch the ideal portrait of his beautiful

town, is entirely out of place dramatically, and if the

interest were stronger, not the most beautiful poetry iould
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justify sucli an arrest and hindrance of all the movement

for the sake of anything unconnected with it. Sardana-

jpalus is more in the poet's way : the effeminate reveller,

whom the touch of necessity can turn on the moment into

a hero-king, might indeed have afforded a noble subject to

a poet perhaps still capable of the same transformation.

But none of these works have any right to count as

foundations of Byron's fame. If they do not detract from

his greatness, that is all. His real titles to immortality

lie in Childe Harold and Don Juan, the two great sup-

porters of his poetic skill.

Mr. Matthew Arnold has characterised poetry as " a

criticism of life." It is not, we think, a sufficient defini-

tion, but it is just so far as it goes. Poetry has other

and, we think, higher qualities. In its creative aspect

it reveals new chapters of life to our criticism, and new
creatures to run their little round like us, but in a con-

centrated and perfected circle for our example, not only as

commentators, but chief and splendid actors, more great

than we. But no poetry has ever more clearly carried

out and justified the definition of this writer than that

of Byron. His great poems are both criticisms of life,

investigations within a limited ransje of its course and

incidents. In Childe Harold the poet passes in review all

civilised nations, all the scenes of exceptional beauty which

have been dearest to mankind—the art that has illustrated

and immortalised them, the history which has filled them

with undying associations. Man and nature, and know-

ledge and beauty, all pass before him ; or rather it is he

—

supreme observer, narrator, spectator, of all, heir of time,

and lord of creation—who glides by all that has been and

that is, made for our instruction, like the types and t]ie

prophecies in which even the prophets themselves saw

darkly, a meaning to be unfolded only in after generations.

In Don Jvxi/n the situation is somewhat different ; the
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hero is no longer a spectator, but yet the poet, in him and

through him, threading a maze of incidents and innumer-

able digressions and commentaries, carries on the most

lively, profane, unscrupulous criticism of life on which

man or poet has ever ventured. Both these critics are,

so to speak, on the outside of the subject, fathoming the

heart and its deeper mysteries little, yet penetrating social

pretences with scornful levity and indignation, with fierce

laughter and contempt. The life they comprehend is

limited, and their insight is limited ; but, so far as it goes,

keen as the lightning and recklessly unmerciful. The

reader, perhaps, will exclaim against this assertion, taking

Byron, as he is so often taken, for the poet of passion, the

impersonation of all that is most unbridled and unlimited

in human feeling : and we must endeavour as best we can

to justify our opinion. It will be necessary, first, however,

to indicate what seems to us the essential division which

exists between the two theories of life which all poetry,

all fiction, and indeed literature in every sphere, has to

illustrate and set forth.

And we cannot better illustrate our meaning than by

turning back once more upon our comparison of the

Wordsworthian and Byronic group—the two great poetic

tribes of the period. Nothing can be more different than

the two aspects of life of which these poets, on one side

and the other, are the ciitics and expositors. Each has

his natural band of sympathisers and disciples. The dis-

tinction between them is regulated to some degree by the

influence of external position ; those who are exempted

from their birth from the vulgar burdens of humanity are

more likely to enter into tlie views of the one, those who

have their share of toil and privation into tlie other. But

no such external influences hold universally, and many a

hardworking soul has found a relief in leaping into the

freedom and individualism of Byron's heroes ; while to
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some, amid all the softnesses and leisure of life,Wordsworth's

revelations of supreme and lowly Duty have been a re-

freshment and renewal of the soul. But the distinction

is as clear as that between night and day. He who con-

templates life with the eyes of the latter sees men and

women bound by a hundred ties, burdened by weights not

of their making, under command of duties and of circum-

stances, and as incapable of extricating themselves from

the hands that cling to them, and the exertions that are

required of them, as a soldier at his post is incapable of

asserting the freedom of a savage to follow his own de-

vices. And a great part of humankind are of the opinion

that the career of a man thus burdened—his vindication

of truth and honour amid all trials, his steadfast standing

at his post, his subordination of himself and his wishes at

all cost of pleasure and comfort, and even of existence, to

those for whom he is responsible, and the office he has to

fulfil—is the worthiest object of regard, of admiration, and

sympathy. But the others take a different stand. To
them the individual, detached from all other individuals,

is the .object of supreme • interest. The adventures he

passes through, the intrigues in which he is entangled, his

pleasures, and the price he pays for them, are considered

as means of education for himself, and fulfil their highest

object in maturing and completing that separate being

whose progress, as he moves across the stage of life, with-

out ever losing himself in the crowd or stopping short

in his individual career, has a charm which is never

exhausted. Whether he sweeps recklessly along upon the

tide with Byron, or picks his way through the lessons of

experience, like Goethe, he maintains always his isolation,

his complete independence, taking what he wants or wishes

out of the various groups he passes through, but owing no

debt or responsibility to them in return. Life is the study

of both schools of poetry, but how different the life 1 In
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the one case full of all the complications of humanity,

those liens upon natural freedom which most men have to

accept, the burdens that love and pity bind upon the soul,

the. noble restraints of duty, the inextricable minglings of

social existence ; in the other an individual career in which

these bonds are either eluded or defied, and which, though

it gains in unity what it loses in breadth, must always

be exceptional— a prodigy and wonder in a world full of

confused and interlacing interests. How it is that the

progress of such an isolated soul towards perfection, or

towards satisfaction— or tovv^ards that exhaustion of hope

and weariness of soul which the first great poet who

handled it has proclaimed with such force in the solemn

sadness of Ecclesiastes—should be rather through vices

than through virtues, it is hard to tell. But so it is.

When a man has fathomed all things, and finds them

vanity, it is almost invariably the sinful indulgences, the

license and excitement of evil-doing, through which he

makes his essays. The art which selects for its sphere

this development of individual mind is not necessarily

immoral ; but it is almost bound to deal with the immoral

for the sake of the freedom which is indispensable to its

operations, just as the other, which places its ideal in

the high fulfilment of duty, must be moral by the mere

exigencies of art.

Byron is the chief and greatest British exponent

of this classic independence and individualism. Childe

Harold and the other more active repetitions of that hero,

are presented to us in the stillness of their gloomy self-

completiou, after they have investigated life and found it

nought—like Solomon, a vanity of vanities. But in Bon

Juan we are presented with the process itself, according

to the poet's conception of it. And what an extraordinary

process it is ! This poem, in which Byron has poured

out a force and fulness of life which it is hard to find n
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match for, spontaneous as running water, rapid, eloquent,

extraordinary, full of the vulgarities and pettinesses of the

meanest mind, and of sentiments and perceptions worthy

of the highest, is a web of reckless and heartless licen-

tiousness from beginning to end. His hero lacks the

charm which other and inferior bearers of the name have

possesijcd in that dauntless gallantry and bold confronting

of whatever offers—hell and its mysteries, as well as all

lesser penalties of the flesh—which have always given the

spectator a thrill of admiration for the daring cynic, the

splendid criminal of the original legend, the Juan of

Moliere, even the Giovanni of the opera. Byron's Juan

in himself is a mixture of an amiable and pretty youth

with a mischievous and elvish spirit. He is no more at

best than a dissolute page, to whom vice is partly fun, a

depraved Cherubino, an impudent and shameless boy, too

trifling to be guilty. After the tragic death of Haidee,

which has roused the poet to a higher art, and moved him

for the moment into impassioned and 'genuine poetry, the

hero skulks off like a whipped schoolboy. If he had

robbed an orchard or a cupboard he could scarcely have

been less dignified in his punishment, or more easily cured

of his smarting. The heartless and soulless young scape-

grace has nothing whatever to do with any higher penalty

or consciousness. His whipping over, he goes forth again

an impudent young rover once more. It is possible that

it pleased the angry spirit of Byron to put forth to the

world which he regarded so bitterly, and which he believed

had wronged and injured him, a worthless image like this

as the quintessence of youth and romance ; but it is just

as likely that it was the mere recklessness of composition,

and that he put down Juan as printers in their proofs

sometimes put a hieroglyphic in the place of a much-used

letter, to save him the time and trouble necessary for tlie

creation of a worthier hero. And the hero is fitly set in
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the greater part of those moral or immoral reflections in

which the poet, shameless as himself thongh so much

greater, chooses to frame his rambling story. Criticism

of life ! Lord Byron is not the first who has dignified the

hackneyed fable of uncleanness with that name; but it is

strange with what ease it has always been accepted as

such, as if life were limited to one combination and con-

fined to the narrow span of existence in which " passion
"

so called, bears sway.

It would be easy, however, if this were all, to dismiss

Don Juan as something like the insult to his language

and his country which, at the first appearance, to judge

by the universal assent of all contemporary writers, it was

felt to be. But this strange poet, this cynical commenta-

tor upon vice, this critic of wives found out and husbands

made ridiculous, of confidential maids and complaisant

duennas, and all the frowsy parapliernalia of debauchery,

would not have been the wonder he is had there been no

admixture in the strS^in. But when the reader, disgusted,

turns the leaf, from where the laughing devil on one page

flouts at vice alike and virtue, he finds an angel, all

unabashed by such company, unconscious of it, on the

next. Imagine the man who, in the midst of his filthy

story, drawing breath for a moment to eualjle him tc

pile the excitement higher, glides unaware into verses

lite these :

—

*' We'll talk of tliat anon.
—

'Tis sweet to hear

At midriiglit on the bine and moonlit deep

The song and oar of Adria's gondolier,

By distance niellow'd, o'er the waters sweep
;

*Tis sweet to see the evening star appear
;

'Tis sweet to listen as the night-winds creep

From leaf to leaf ; 'tis sweet to view on high

The rainbow, based on ocean, span tho sky ;

" 'Tis sweet to hear the watch-dog's honest bark

Bay deep-mouth'd welcome as we draw near home
;
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"Tis SAveet to know there is an eye will mark
Our coming, and look brighter when we come ;

Tis sweet to be awaken'd by the lark,

Or lull'd by falling waters ; sweet the hnra

Of bees, the voice of girls, the song of birds,

The lisp of chikli'en, and their earliest words."

Still worse, still more wonderful, is the contrast between

the nasty repetition of an eft-told tale in the discovery of

Julia's sin by her husband, and the letter of noble and

devoted love which, introduced and followed by the most

cynical banter, the poet makes his vulgar intriguante

write to his impudent boy-lover. ISTothing before leads

us to expect it, nothing after justifies it. Genius, grown

sick of its own wilful self-desecration, and of all the

filth about, flings out into this sudden caprice, and in

a moment, and for a moment, vindicates itself. Was it,

one \»^onders, the appeal of some pure glance, the clearness

of some reproachful sky, that shamed his reckless spirit ?

Thus for page after page the riotous brilliant stream runs

on, full of everything w-e liate, yet dazzling us with its

sparkle and impetuous flood, which here and there

changes, is stilled, and reflects no -more vile earth and its

most debasing passions, but catches through the tangled

shadows in their rank growtJ^^verhead,^a sudden bewil-

dering glance of heaven.

This redeeming touch, if we may call it so, only added

to the natural indignation of the better critics of the time,

who were revolted by the introduction of refined senti-

ments in unworthy mouths, and pure and noble feeling,

even a fragment of it, amid the steam and fermentation of

impurity. The first two cantos appeared alone in 1819,
without the name of either author or publisher, a foolish

attempt at mystery which warranted the common reproach

that both were ashamed of the production. ]\Ir. Murray,

most respectable of publishers, very likely was so; but

Byron was not to be concealed. He watched the effect
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from his Venetian palace, withdrawn out of reach of all

the clamorous voices which hailed it with almost universal

reprobation, with something of mingled bravado and

alarm, like that of a man who has thrown a bomb and
' waits to see its effect ; and though he professes the utmost

indifference to that effect, there would seem little doubt

that it did move him. The after cantos contain nothing

like the story of Haidee for beauty and tenderness ; but

neither are they so bold in offence. The poet runs away
in the voluble easy rattle of his commentary upon the

surface of society. Long ere we have got to the end of

the stream it has run into a delta of mud and sand, in

which the rills of story are lost ; and the end is confusion,

without either force or meaning of its own, or any con-

nection with what has gone before. The shipwreck and

the siege stand out from the midst of the dalliance with

all the force of contrast. Few verses have been more

constantly quoted than the description of the former,

which presents us, when in the midst of a great deal of

somewhat grim laughter it touches tragedy, with a very

forcible and splendid piece of rhetorical narrative. It is

scarcely necessary to allude to the savage onslaught upon

the poets of the other school, and especially upon Southey,

into which he breaks from time to time, or to the supposed

fiercely satirical description of his wife under the character

of Donna Inez, with which the poem opens. This is in

every respect indefensible, both morally and as a work of

art. Xo poem in the English language that we are aware

of, so long and so important, is so unworthy ; but its

vigour and vitality are as unequalled as are its perversity

and cynicism, its fierce abuse and unbridled impurity.

There is scarcely a pause or stop in the imp ituous and

brilliant torrent which pours forth adown plain and

hollow, as if from burning springs. It has fallen now
into the still current of general literature, and rouses at
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least no personal passions ; but such was not the case at

the moment of its appearance. Byron's best friends in

London sat in grave committee upon the manuscript, and

shook their heads and would have suppressed it altogether,

as they afterwards suppressed his autobiographical remains.

But the impetuous poet would not listen to them. He
was greatly wounded and offended, it is evident, by the

comments of " my cursed puritanical committee," as he

calls them. "If you had told me the poetry was bad,"

he says " I would have acquiesced ; but they say the

contrary, and then talk to me about morality." He
threatens therefore that he will write his best book in

Italian, though " it will take me nine years more

thoroughly to master the language," and declares that he

cares nothing for the English public. " I have not written

for their pleasure," he cries ;
" I have never flattered their

opinions nor their pride ; nor will I. Neither will I

make 'ladies' books' al dilettar le femine e la ijlebe. I

have written from the fulness of my mind, from passion,

from impulse, from many motives, but not for their sweet

voices." This passionate disclaimer is so clearly that of a

man in the wrong as to require no commentary. It is

not the man indifferent to popular applause who protests

with such heat that he does not seek it. No one was

ever more susceptible to it. At a later period he tells

the long-suffering Murray that "the things I have read

and heard," after the publication of the first two cantos,

" discourage all further jjublication, at least for the

present," and offers pettishly to return the price of the

copyright. Disapprobation took the heart out of him.

" They have not the spirit of the first," he says of the

later cantos. " The outcry has not friglitened, but it has

hurt me ; and I have not written con amore this time.

It is very decent, however, and as dull as the last new
comedy."
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The composition of Don Juan was stopped half way,

at tae prayer of Madame Guiccioli, but afterwards

resumed. Probably it M^as intended to be much longer,

or at least the poet did not intend that his Pegasus should

run away with him into those wide digressions of sharp

wit and superficial philosophy, abuse, and scandal, which

form the greater part of the poem, and had meant to

make his hero illustrate the life of various countries in a

much longer succession of adventures. But though his

genius had not failed, his life had begun to flag; and to

all appearance he let himself be carried away on the

current of facile and brilliant verse without taking count

where he was going. Probably he was aware that he had

lost himself and his purpose, and therefore stopped

abruptly with the sudden sensation of impatience and

self-disgust which overtook easily a mind so little assured

of itself, though so rash and obstinate by times. The
graver composition of the plays went on at the same time,

and so did the heavy and solemn Prophecy of Dante, and

his translation of an unreadable Italian poem the Morgante

Maggiore of Pulci, to which, with his usual strange misap-

prehension of his own powers, he attached the greatest

importance. Pulci was, in his own opinion, the fountain-

head from which he got that new spring of poetry which

he had essayed in Bcppo, and made famous in Don Juan.

It was the rhyme of Hookham Frere's poem of Whistle-

craft, already referred to ; but Byron would not consent

to follow the inspiration of Frere. " Pulci," he says, " is

the parent not only of Whistlccraft, jut of all jocose Italian

jjoetry." He did not succeed in interesting Englishmen

in this great original, but he made the " light horse

gallop" of the measure to be supereminently successful

for the discursive treatment he loved, and this was a

better demonstration of its merits than any obsolete

Italian could have ^iven.
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According to all the rules of growth and development,

it should have been Juan who came first out of the

burning fermenting brain of the young poet, and Childe

Harold, which followed later, out of his maturing mind

and calmer intelligence. Had it been so, Byron might

perhaps have lived and expanded into greater work and

better fame ; but this, unhappily, was not the course of

his genius. We have already spoken of the early cantos

of Childe Harold which brought him at a bound to the

very pinnacles of fame. If these first bursts of a poetry

still vague and half awakened had so great an effect upon

the public mind, what must have been the sensation pro-

duced when, flying from real ruin and overthrow, the

catastrophe which ended all better hope for him, and

made him doubly defiant of a world which he believed

had used him so hardly-—the passionate pilgrim dashed

forth once more over the sea into the unknown, full of

anguish and resistance, but w^ith every power heightened,

and life itself running doubly strong in his veins ? In

the third canto, the new beginning of this great poem,

Byron attains his climax. He has never been so near

our sympathies, never so near the deeper secrets of life.

For the first time he comes within the range of influences

more penetrating and sacred than the passions and semi-

fictitious despair of his youth. The air is tremulous about

him with a possible conversion. It seems to hang on the

poise of a breath, whether the perverse, headstrong, capri-

cious, undisciplined soul may not seek refuge, with its

wounds and smarting sense of wrong and misery, amid the

soft ministrations of nature, in the grateful stillness of

hills and waters, of simplicity and peace. Now and then

this possibility seems so near that it is all but realised.

The contrast of the " clear placid Leman " with the wild

world he has abandoned

—
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" Warns me witli its stillness to forsake

Earth's troubled waters for a purer spring."

He feels the infinity stir around him as he stands in that

solitude wliere he is least alone ;
" the quiet sail is as a

noiseless wing " carrying him away from all impure dis-

tractions. " Are not the mountains, waves, and skies a

part of me and of my soul ?" he asks in that musing mood,

which never was so profound and tender

:

" And thus I am absorb'd, and this is life ;

I look upon the peopled desert past,

As on a place of agony and strife,

Where, for some sin, to sorrow I was cast,

To act and suffer, but remount at last

With a fresh pinion ; which I feel to spring,

Though young, yet waxing vigorous as the blast

Which it would cope with, on delighted wing,

Spurning the clay-cold bonds which round our being cling."

The poet never realised these wavering possibilities.

Other influences were too many for him. He went

back to the wretched elements of life, and sank down
from those dawniugs of a higher soul to vulgar passion

and vulgarer trite cynicism and philosopjhy. But we
have the best of Byron in the last half of the Pilgrimage.

Everything is stimulated in him : his perceptions, his

natural feelings, his capability of thought, and the more

liquid and larger music of his verse.
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CHAPTER V.

SHELLEY BYRON.

Shelley and his compnnions left Lake Leman in the end

of the summer of 1816, leaving Lord Byron there to

pursue his course southwards a little later. In November
of that same year the tragic incidents to which we have

before alluded threw gloom and additional reproach upon

the life of the younger poet. Harriet, his youug wife,

whom he had abandoned nearly two years before, and

who in the interval had not lived too wisely or purely,

according to the vague accounts given of her by the

biographers of Shelley, committed suicide. That this

miserable event gave him intense pain almost all agree
;

as indeed it is impossible to imagine tliat a being so

sensitive could have been indifferent to such a catastrophe.

But it certainly cleared his path of an incumbrance, and

in six weeks after, his connection with Mary Godwin was

legitimatised by marriage. Thus the theory of Godwin's

philosophical sect against marriage as an institution was

finally disposed of Godwin himself had married more

than once, notwithstanding his opinions. Shelley, in

honourable superiority to them, had married Harriet when
she put herself in his power ; but the daugliter of Mary
Wollstonecraft, already his unwedded companion, might

have helped him to maintain his theoretical standard of

superiority to all bonds of law, if ever woman could. The
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pair, however, visionary as they were, followed the beaten

way of law and order, against which they had rebelled,

as soon as it was open to them ; and in this act the last

spark of energy and meaning which remained in the law-

less little band of sectarians died out. Sacred or not, the

institution was too necessary, too expedient, to be rejected

vvhen the penalties of rebellion were fully realised.

Even in his grief for the catastrophe which swept

poor Harriet out of his path, Shelley, it is said, maintained

his innocence of all blame in respect to the poor girl who

had thus taken her fate in her own hands. They were

all pitifully young, which is almost their only excuse—

•

that and their philosophy together. For youth is cruel,

without meaning it, notwithstanding that it is easy of

access to all emotions. Its own affairs bulk so largely,

its own feelings preoccupy it so entirely, that it is hard

to give due consideration, from any other point of view,

to the obstacles in its way. A little later occurred an

incident to which more importance has been attached by

all Shelley's biographers and apologists than the death of

poor Harriet. " Meanwhile," says Mr. Eossetti, the last

of these defenders of the poet's memory, with line irony,

" a Chancery suit had been commenced to determine

whether Mr. Percy Bysshe Shelley or Mr. Westbrook

(Harriet's father) was the more proper person to elicit such

intellectual or moral faculties, as the ruling power of the

universe might have gifted the poet's two children with.

In the eyes of a bandaged Justice the retired hotelkeeper

proved to be clearly better fitted for this function than

the author iJi esse of Alastor and in jjosse of the Triumph

of Life." From this inflated statement of the case the

reader will derive little real information. Harriet had

left two children : one a little girl a year old at the time

her husband forsook her, the other a boy born after theii

separation, and whom Shelley had never seen. The chil-
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dren had lived with their grandfather all their little lives,

and been supported by bim ; and in the eyes of the ordi-

nary spectator and of common equity, tlieir father, who
did not know them, who had never shown any interest in

them, who had been the ultimate cause of their mother's

wretched life and suicide and who had just married that

mother's supplanter, was evidently anything but a likely

guardian of two innocent little mortals, between whom
and himself there could be nothing but the mere formal

bond of blood. Almost everybody who has mentioned the

circumstance has represented it as a rending of the poet's

heart, a cruel separation from his offspring ; and no event

in domestic history has been more bitterly denounced, or

with more passion. Yet these are the circumstances,

plainly stated. In the case perhaps of no other pair

living would a man's mistress, newly married to him on

the death of his wife (which is the plain and brutal way
of stating the circumstances), be considered a proper

mother and guardian for that wife's daughter ; and it is

ludicrous to speak of any real paternal feeling on the

part of Shelley towards children whom he never seems to

have even inquired about til] this moment of conflict. It

seems unlikely that any Judge would come to a different

decision now than that which T^oM Eldon has been devoted

to all the infernal gods for pronouncing in 1817. Shelley

had to make an allowance of £200, or some say £120
yearly, for the maintenance of the children, and never

saw them after. Heaven and earth have rung with pro-

clamations of the injustice of this decision : but it is hard

to see in tlie circumstances wherein its cruelty lay. It

half moved Byron to withhold Don Juan from the press,

lest that pubhcation might throw obstacles between him-

self and his child, should he ever be in a position to claim

her ; but the motive was not powerful enough, though it

was an effective thing to say.
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At thiis time the Shelleys lived at Mariow, where the

poet spent much of his time upon the river. It is a

pleasure to the imagination to contemplate him out of all

the vulgar strife and passionate hot complaints of injus-

tice—to find him here quiet and in obvious ease, though

he gave away his money wildly and lived an unthrifty

life—floating about the kind and genial Thames, imder

the shadow of the Bisham woods, among the knotted

tan<^les of the water weeds and floating lilies, his boat

floating too in rhythmic leisure and gentle movement,

noiseless with the flowing of the water, a soft accompani-

ment both to life and song. It was on some cliff of

Bisham overlooking the river that the Revolt of Mam was

chiefly written, and there is a wonderful appropriateness

in the scene. Something like the flowing of a river is in

its linked sweetness long drawn out, an endless gurgling

of melodious verse. Time and space, and character and

fact, and all limitations, float away as the poet sings his

song. It is beautiful ; it is heavenly sweet ; it is vain

as the blowing of the summer air which ruffles the foliage

without motive, without meaning, yet is sweet as any

sound in heaven or earth. Laon and Cythna are the ideal

devoted pair who are to free their race from oppression;

but what that race is, or how it is to be freed, no one can

tell. The young hero is taken in his first effort and im-

prisoned high upon a mystic rock, where he has horrible

visions. The maiden, escaping from a wonderful cavern

under the sea, in which she too has been confined, takes

his place and works a momentary victory through the

women of the land ; but, too magnanimous, they spare

the tyrant, who lives to plot and plan and overthrow their

work— and at the end perish together upon a great

funeral pile, to which envy and fierce prejudice and

bigotry drag them, on pretence that the sacrifice of the

pair will propitiate Heaven and stop the pestilence. HeT3
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indeed, they perish ; but next moment open their eyes

upon a lovely landscape, and find themselves seated npon
" the waved and golden sand of a clear pool," and are finally

carried off in a pearly boat steered by a child angel, who
turns out to be the child of which Cythna had become

tlie mother in her cavern—to the island of the blessed.

Nothing can be more vague and visionary than the story,

or more musical than the manner of telling it. The

reader who attempts to fathom what it means must wade

through shallow oceans of sweetness till he is dazed with

melody ; but even then will bring but little away. The

landscape is like nothing human ; it is made up of every

image of beauty that can be heard of or discovered ; and

the revolutions that take place in bewildering succession

are equally beyond the reach of the common understand-

ing, which loses itself in the maze. As the two fair

spirits disappear in the mystic boat, the river over which

the poet's rapt eyes were gazing as he wove his song per-

haps touches his mind for a moment, and, though with

decorations unknown to Thames, steals into the conclud-

ing strain :

—

** A scene of joy and wonder to behold,

That river's shapes and shadows changing ever !

When tlie broad siinrise filled with deepening gold

Its whirlpools where all hues did spread and quiver,

And where melodious falls did burst and shiver

Among rocks clad vnth flowers, the foam and spray

Sparkled like stars upon the sunny river,

Or when the moonlight poured a holier day,

One vast and glittering lake around green islands lav.

" Sometimes between the wide and flowering meadovrs.

Mile after mile, we sailed, and 'twas delight

To see far off the sunbeams chase the shadows
Over the grass ; sometimes beneath the night

Of wide and vaulted caves, whose roofs were bright

With starry gems we fled, whilst from tbeir deep

And dark green chasms, shades beautiful and white,
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Amid sweet sounds, across our path would sweep,

Like swift and lovely dreams that walk the waves of sleep.

" And ever as we sailed, our minds were full

Of love and wisdom, which would overflow

In converse wild, and sweet, and wonderful

;

And in quick smiles whose light would come and go

Like music o'er wide waves, and in the flow

Of sudden tears, and in the mute caress

—

For a deep shade was cleft, and we did know
That virtue, though obscured on Earth, not less

Survives all mortal change in lasting loveliness."

This stream of poetry is one which need never end

;

it flows on, finding new images at every turn of the

lingering unmeasured way. There is no need that any-

thing should come of it ; that there should be incident, or

moral, or even meaning. Shelley was always fond, even

when his song reached a fuller music, of the " did know,"

" did spread," " did hurst," which jar a little in the

melody, hut yet do not furnish discord enough to harm

the cadence. The Bevolt of Islain is the longest of all

his poems, and the last which any but a student is likely

to turn to now.

In 1818, Shelley and his family went to Italy, and

among other wanderings the poet visited Venice and Lord

Byron, renewing the friendship which had been begun on

Lake Leman. Of this visit the poem called Julian and

Maddalo was one of the results. It was not the first

essay he had made in narrative poetry, which seems to

have attracted him at this period of life, but it was a

much higher flight than FiOsalind and Helen, which pre-

ceded it. These two tales, if tales they can be called,

stand alone in his poetry. Perhaps they were a conscious

attempt in a new channel, perhaps the fruit of some sug-

gestion ; but, whatever was the cause of their production,

it is evident that this medium did not please him, and

he returned to it no more. Jvlia.n and Maddalo is inter-
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esting from the glimpse it gives us of the two poets in

their second meeting. There is no record in verse of

Byron's estimate of tlie companion and fellow-traveller of

whom, at a moment of his life so important in his history,

he had seen so much ; but there was a hnk of connection

l)etween them in the little person of the poor baby Allegra,

Miss Clairmont's child, who in her infancy had been sent

to her father in Venice, and who, happily for her, closed

her existence in a very few years, and thus got rid of a

Diaze of unha]ipy circumstances which must have over-

shadowed her bitterly enough had she lived. It was upon

some business connected with this infant that Shelley went

to Venice, and she, too, comes into the story. " Whilst

[ waited, with his child I played," the poet says

—

" A lovelier toy sweet Nature nevei' made,

A serious, subtle, "vvild, vet gentle being,

Graceful without design and unforeseeing,

With eyes—ob speak not of her eyes !—wliicli seen*

Twin mirrors of Italian heaven, yet gleam

With such deep meaning, as we never see

But in the human countenance : with, me
She was a special favourite, I had nursed

Her fine and feeble limbs when she came first

To this bleak world ; and she yet seemed to know
On second sight her antient playfellow,

Less changed than she was by six months or so."

It is, however, the description of BjTon and the picture

of one of his best known habits which is specially inter-

estinix, briuginfT before us the scene with all its enchant-

nients, and the two poets in tlie central light, young and

with so many of the richest gifts of nature, yet so little

satisfied or liappy :

—

'• I rode one evening with Count Maddalo
U]ion the bank of land whicli breaks the flow

Of Adria towards Venice : a bai'e strand

Of hillocks, heaped from ever-shifting sand,

You II.—11
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Matted with tliistles and amphibious weeds,

Such as from earth's embrace the salt ooze breeds,

• •••••
This ride was my delight. I love all waste

And solitary places ; where we taste

The pleasure of believing what we see

Is boundless, as we wish our souls to be :

And such was this wide ocean, and this shore

More barren than its billows ; and yet more

Than all, with a remembered friend I love

To ride as then I rode ;—for the winds drove

The living spray along the sunny air

Into our faces ; the blue heavens were bare,

Stripped to the depths by the awakening north ;

And, from the waves, sound like delight broke forth

Harmonizing with solitude, and sent

Into our hearts aerial merriment.

So, as we rode, we talked ; and the swift thought,

Winging itself with laughter, lingered not.

But flew from brain to brain—such glee was ours,

Charged with light memories of remembered houra,

None slow enough for sadness : till we came

Homeward, which always makes the spirit tame.

• •••••
Our talk grew somewhat serious, as may be

Talk interrupted with such raillery

As mocks itself, because it cannot scorn

The thoughts it would extinguish :
—

'twas forlorn,

Yet pleasing, such as once, so poets tell,

The devils held within the dales of Hell

Concerning God, freewill and destiny :

Of all that earth has been or yet may be,

All that vain men imagine or believe.

Or hope can paint or suffering may achieve,

We descanted, and I (for ever still

Is it not wise to make the best of ill ?)

Argued against despondency, but pride

Made my companion take the darker side.

The sense that he was greater than his kind

Had struck, methinks, his eagle spirit blind

By gazing on its own exceeding light."

The rest of the tale is supposed to illustrate the vanity
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of Shelley's sanguine view of life, and the justice of the

gloomier aspect under which it appeared to Byron. No
doubt it is a real reminiscence of many a discussion of

the kind, when Shelley, an eager optimist, ardent in easy

plans of liberating nature, and still keeping a longing hold

upon the gospel according to Godwin, mi t with the cyni-

cism of tlie elder poet, the man worn with dissipation and

many a downfall, and glad to attribute to fate and necessity

the evils which he could not escape from. The descrip-

tion of Venice which lollows is singularly beautiful, most

finely touched in licjuid clearness and light, in all its glow

of sunset colour and quick-falling magical light.

This year and the two or three following were tb.e

climax of Shelley's genius, as indeed they were all that

remained to live of his disturbed and unsettled life. He
wrote in rapid succession his greatest poems one after the

other—the Prometheus, in some respects the most perfect

work of the age ; the Cenci ; the Einj^syclddion, and many
others. We are not aware of anything in the English

language that can be fitly placed by the side of the great

ideal drama, beautiful as a vision, glowing with imagery

and song, yet great and imposing as the marbles of tlie

gods, which came suddenly forth from amidst the Alastors

and Laons, and their swamps and marshes of verse, and

set itself at once in the high places above criticism.

Something, no doubt, of the old perversity of the boyish

Atheist, who was never content save when hurling defiance

at the heavens, was in the poet's choice of the rebellious

Titan, the god-detier and vanquisher, as his hero. Though
it is but an official god that is to be dethroned, yet the

idea is dear to him ; and even in the aspect of imperial

Jove, the cloud-compeller, the king of gods and men, there

is nothing to conciliate the intellectual iconoclast, to whom
the very idea of law and rule is obnoxious. But though

this lurks in every line of the suffering Titan's challenge
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and stern disdain of all his enemy can do, yet there is no

commonplace blasphemy in the poem. Prometheus, upon

his rock immovable, capable of nothing but suffering and

constancy, cowing his victor even wliile he endures all the

agonies that Jupiter sends, is a magnificent conception.

He is comforted by the melancholy and dignified voice of

the Earth, the great mother for whom he suffers, and by

the softer pitying presence of lone and Panthea, who sit

by him through his vigil veiling their lovely faces in their

wings, wlien the furies dart upon the silent sufferer and

torture him ; but yet Prometheus is alone, all-enduring,

resolute as the rock on which he is bound. His figure

rises with all the elfect of a noble picture against the

lurid sky, full of fiery and cruel light. " Ah me, alas !

pain ever, for ever !" This opening overawes and absorbs

even the reader least disposed to understand an ideal

representation so far beyond and above the forces of

humanity. The Tlialabas and Kehamas, even the Man-

freds and Cains, vanish before a conception so great,

clothed in verse so melodious and noble. It is like

nothing that had ever been seen before in the poetry of

the north. There is a veil over our perfect understanding

in many cases. The spirits and their voices, though

beautiful, are confusing; they are too like each other, or

our faculties lack clearness to keep the threads of being

separate. In classic times, when the earth ran over with

visionary life, and wild and lovely intellectual creatures

lurked in every brook and every tree, character and indi-

viduality had not begun to be needful. This is the

greatest drawback to the modern mind in comprehending

the visions of classical antiquity, or rather those modern

adaptations of them, in which a consciousness of this

difiiculty always lurks. But the group of Prometheus

commends itself to the eye as well as to the ear. It is

cut out for us as in living marble, and the high and noble
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verse in which the heroic Titan utters his soul seldom falls

below the tragic dignity of the situation. On the other

hand, the sweetness and devotion of the great woman-
spirit remind us more of the theories of those religious

enthusiasts who believe in divine duality and a mother-

God than of the mere softnesses of the classic nymphs.

Asia has the greatness and power which become a divinity:

and even her sister-spirits are above the dimensions of the

human. These grand outlines are somewhat vague ; they

are too little concise, too unlimited in speech, for even the

ideal drama. Indeed, there is scarcely a single dramatic

element in tlie great Mystery, as it rises slowly amid

ethereal music, with one great voice pealing by times in

stately sweetness above all artifices of oratory, between U3

and the skies. This is tlie part of the poem which, to our

thinking, is the greatest ; but its lyrics still stand un-

rivalled in the language. Sometimes there is a touch in

them of the quaint and delightful no-meaning of some of

Shakspeare's snatches of spirit-song, but in most cases the

lovely melody still retains a thread of intellectual power,

and the soft cadences as they fall carry an echo of

thought. To compare them with the hymn-book choruses

of Manfred would be to throw into almost ludicrous light

the hanaliU and laborious matter-of-fact of those produc-

tions. The song of Asia, so often quoted, conveys so true

a picture of the character of Shelley's poetry altogether,

and its effect upon the sympathetic reader, that we extract

it, not so much as an example of beautiful verse as for the

description it contains :

—

" My soul is an enchanted boat,

Which, like a sleeping swan, doth float

Upon the silver waves of thy sweet singing
;

And thine doth like an angel sit

Beside the helm conducting it,

Whilst all the winds with melody are ringing

It seems to float, ever, for ever,
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Upon that many--\vincling river,

Between mountains, woods, abysses,

A paradise of wildernesses,

Till, like one in slumber bound,

Borne to tbe ocean, I float do-\vn, around,

Into a sea profound, of ever-spreading sound

Meanwhile thy spirit lifts its pinions

In music's modt i^erene dominions,

Catching the winds that fan that happy heaven

;

And we sail on, away, afar.

Without a course, without a star,

But by tlie instinct of sweet music driven,

Till through Elysian garden islets,

By thee most beautiful of pilots,

Where never mortal pinnace glided,

The boat of my desire is guided."

" This poem," Shelley says, in prose almost as ornate

fts his poetry, " was chiefly written upon the mountainous

ruins of the Baths of Caracalla, among the flowery glades

and thickets of odoriferous blossoming trees, which are

extended in many widening labyrinths upon its immense

platforms and dizzy arches suspended in the air. The

bright blue sky of Eome, and the effect of the vigorous

awakening spring in that divinest climate, aud the new

life with which it drenches the spirit to intoxication,

were the inspiration of the drama." Unler.s it had been

written in the groves of Ida, on the slopes of Olympus,

it could not have had a more fitting scene.

This great work was followed at a short interval by

the terrible and impassioned drama of the Cenci. That

Shelley should have chosen so horrible a story shows how

curiously his musical genius and tender soul were dis-

posed towards the most fantastic and incredible glooms of

imagination. He could not bear to see or think of pain,

but his mind had an unnatural pleasure in horrors which

are beyond the common range of criminality altogether,

and cruelties too black for merely human conception.

There is something in the primitive simplicity and abso-
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lutism of such a nature, rejecting all modifications, and

dealing only with first principles, which makes it com-

patible with tlie most sensitive gentleness to impute tlie

fiercest capabilities of crime to those who disagree with it.

No Puritan had ever a keener vein of bigotry in him.

He would not have burned or beheaded, but he did worse :

he thought the enemies of freedom and of free thought

were capable of pursuing liimself relentlessly, and attempt-

ing his assassination in real life : and in poetry it was

his pleasure to imagine, as easy and delightful to the

minds he liated, siicli unnatural crimes as make the hair

stand upright on our heads. Probably he believed, in all

sincerity, that a worshipper of the God whom he regarded

AS cruel and merciless, the God of punishment and wrath,

He who commanded the destruction of the Canaahites

and the slaying of Agag, was capable of any monstrous

outrage upon human nature. In pursuance of this wild

theory he makes the hideous reprobate Cenci, not a

mocker or false believer, but pious after a fashion, im-

ploring God's curse upon his knees, and believing it will

come. Besides this polemical impulse, which never

deserted him, his mind had a natural inclination towards

extremes. The contrasts which he preferred were dark-

nesses as of hell in alternation with the sunny noonday

—

not mere passing clouds and vapours. No doubt it was

those natural tendencies which made the most revolting

of historical incidents attract him. The pain and freez-

ing horror of it will keep the drama of the Ccnci from

ever being popular ; but few readers will have any diffi-

culty in granting the claim made by Shelley's disciples,

that it is the finest tragedy of the age. To tell the truth,

this is not saying much, lor the age was poor in dramatic

art, as England has continued to be.

But there is nothing poor or feeble in this wonderful

production. It is totally unlike anything that Shelley
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produced either before or after. The self-restraint which

banished from its nervous dialogues so much of his natural

exuberance of detail and imagery, shows a power with

which we should not have credited him but for this

example, and nothing in his previous work could have

prepared the reader for the distinctness of conception,

such as it is, with which these terrible figures are framed.

It would be hard to say they axe natural ; there is

little humanity in them ; but the extraordinary image of

the father burns against the background with a diabolical

force and determination which is indescribable. We
know of no such bad- nian in all poetry. Shakspeare's

Eichard holds a very different position in the world of

imagination ; he is curiously fashioned, shadowed out and

rounded against the troubled scene with all his subtle

gifts, liis specious arguments, and fine pretences. But

Cenci is unprovided with any of these gradations. He has

not even the excuse of a great ambition. His ghastly

triumph in the news that his sons are dead has no

sufficient purpose ; nor has the worse outrage upon his

daughter. It is evil for evil's sake that he gloats in, and

derives a fell enjoyment from, and tlie highest gratifica-

tion he anticipates is working such utter debasement of

soul in his victims, that the crime he forces them into

will become an inspiration to them also. Cenci himself

has never known what innocence was. His early friend

has no recollection of him save one of wickedness :

—

" I stood beside your dark and fiery youth,

Watching its bad and bold career, as men
Watch meteors ; but it vanished not. I marked

Your desperate and remorseless manhood : now
Do I behold you, in dishonoured age,

Charged with a thousand unrepented crimes."

Such a creation can scarcely be called human : it ia

the symbol of guilt which pleases the primitive mind,
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without relentings, without complication, all bad and

black and absolute ; but it has a hideous ideality and life.

Beatrice, on the other hand, resembles little the sad, half-

childish half-heroic martyr of Guide's picture, which in

its wonderful anguish of spent tears and exhausted hope,

is one of the most touching images Art has handed down

to us, and one of the best known. The outraged heroine of

Shelley is a far more passionate and powerful spirit. There

are no softenings in her, no shrinking from the vengeance,

which her unimasjinable wrong demands. And indeed the

mistake in her is, that she is too strong to make it possible

for us to believe in the outrage at all. Such a woman would

have resisted to the death, and would not have been over-

come. This is the flaw in the conception, the failure

which the reader feels in spite of himself. Her proud and

fiery spirit, however, is no type of excellence, but bears the

oil in it of being Cenci's daughter. The scene in which

she overawes the actual murderer, and forces him, by the

power of her constraining eyes and indignant eloquent

address, to withdraw the confession extorted by the rack,

and (falsely) to declare her innocent, is fine and exciting,

but degrades Beatrice from any ideal eminence. The only

expedient for a heroic woman in such circumstances would

have been to stand strongly upon the justice of her cause and

vindicate her act. She might have been moved by the

impulse of self-defence at first, and faltered ; but in cold

blood could never have sent her tool to death with a lie

on his lips. Putting aside these defects, however, all that

she says is poured forth witli noble fire and energy.

Beside her all the other personages of the drama grow

pale—the shrinking attendants, the gentle Lucretia, the

vacillating Giacomo, the deceitful Orsino, are weak and

ghost -like : but her mien is ever grand, and her utter-

ances powerful. The Ccnci stands by itself in the in-

tensity of its gloom and passion ; a work to be read once
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with excitement and awe, but whicli the general reader

would be little apt, for his own pleasure, to turn to again.

It is far more like the Greek drama in the unity of its

single purpose and movement than the rich and irregular

variety of Shakspeare. Shelley was of the former, not the

latter world. His sympathies with men were all theo-

retical ; he had no brotherly insight into their ways, or

appreciation of their wants, though he w^ould have bouglit

justice for them and freedom, according to his conception,

with his blood—-or anybody else's. But his world was

the absolute, not the real. Sometimes this raised his

poetry into a confused but lovely empyrean far above the

comprehension of the general ; but sometimes, too, led

him to failure, and to substitute a lower creation for a

higher, as in the case of Beatrice, who, such as she is, a

pale and terrible figure, stands distinct against the poetical

firmament with an altitude and bearing entirely her own.

Among the poems which followed there are several of

which it is very dillicult to speak. Such strange yet

beautiful rhapsodies as Epipsydiidion and the Witch of

Atlas defy all the comments of the critic. The former is

a strain of impassioned love addressed to " a beautiful

soul," the noble Italian lady who would seem to have

inspired Shelley with a spiritual passion. Whether it

were only spiritual, it is needless to inquire. The

language of passion is always subject to mistaken inter-

pretation ; but the reader can scarcely help reflectiug

that the bond of marriage, which neither husband nor

wife thought necessary, was a very useful safeguard to

Shelley and Mary. So far as a meaning can be traced

through the sweet wilderness of verse, the poet would

seem to identify in his Emilia the ideal wliich he has

been pursuing all his life—the one perfect woman of his

dreams. Their opportunities of meeting were few ; but

their letters were of the most impassioned description,
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and this poem is one long hymn of adoration to the

" Spouse ! sister ! angel
!

" " too late beloved, too soon

adored/' whom he describes as the " Pilot of the fate

whose course has been so starless." The passion in the

poem, however, is too abstract U offend the most sensi-

tively moral, and it is beautiful as running water, or the

sound of his own West Wind, or any other inarticulate

melody. Amid its indistinct loveliness, however, here is

one curious little passage, wljich shows the confusion of

Shelley's own mind as to ordinary human ties :—

•

" I never thought before my death to see

Youth's vision thus made perfect. Emily,

I love thee ; though the world by no thin name
Will hide that love, from its unvalued shame.

Would we two had been twins of the same mother 1

Or, that the name my heart lent to another

Could be a sister's bond for her and thee,

Blending two beams of one eternity !

Yet were one lawful and the other true,

These names, though dear, could paint not, as is due,

How beyond refuge I am thine. Ah me !

I am not thine : I am a part of thee."

There must have been no inconsiderable heartache

among the little group at Pisa, however it was distributed,

when these lines were written ; although, perhaps, in the

fragmentary lyrics of the poet's last days there was matter

still more dangerous ; but we need not inquire into the

sentiments which save in these beautiful verses have

left no otlier record. Love, even when expressed in the

loveliest poetry, is less lovely when in breathes forth

devotion to a number of adored objects. The Witch of

Atlas is more mysterious still than the anthem of passion

which is inscribed to Emilia Viviani. There are readers

who will understand—or at least who will be so carried

along the stream of poetry, like Asia in her enclianted

boat, that they will seem to understand these beautiful
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utterances of mystery ; but no critic could define them,

and it is unnecessary to add any tiling to the many ex-

pressions of admiring bewilderment which already exist.

Other poems of varying beauty and splendour we must be

satisfied to name in the same way—tlie Triumph of Life,

a fine unfinished allegorical dream, the confused dramatic

sketch called Hellas, and many more. In Adonais, which

is an elegy to tlie memory of young Keats, just dead in

Eome—the avant-couricr preceding into the unseen this

young and brilliant group of short-lived poets—we have

the thread of meaning which many of the other produc-

tions of this period want so much. Shelley was not,

according to his letters, so great an admirer of Keats as

he seems in his verse ; but his indignant spirit had been

roused by the common idea of the time, that the poor

young poet was the victim of a review

—

" And that the soul, that very fieiy particle,

Had let itself be snuffed out by an article,"

as Byron says, with somewhat cruel levity. This idea

fired the revolutionary, to whom critics were but another

kind of tyrants oppressing the free-born, and in the flame

and fire of his sudden partisansliip and wild grief over

the slaughtered, this poem was written. It is worthy of

a more perfect inspiration. If it has not the succinct

splendour of Lycidas, it counts next after that wonderful

lament, and is a fitting and noble monument to the young

poet. Though it was somewhat hard to assail a harmless

reviewer as " a deaf and viperous murderer," and though

the foundation of all this scathing denunciation was a

mistake, yet the verses which enshrine the memory of

that gifted boy are as beautiful as if they had sprung

from pure love and sorrow :

—

" Peace, peace ! he is not dead, he doth not sleep

—

He hath awakened from the dream of life—
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'Tis we, who lost in stormy visions, keep

With phantoms an unprofitable strife,

And in mad trance, strike with our spirit's knife

Invulnerable nothing.*.— JVe decay

Like corpses in a charnel ; fear and grief

Convulse us and consume us day by day,

Anl cold hopes swarm like worms within our living clay.

* He has outsoared the shadow of our night

;

Envy and calumny and hate and pain.

And that unrest which men miscall delight,

Can touch him not and torture not again
;

From the contagion of the world's slow stain

He is secure, and now can never mourn
A heart grown cold, a head grown grey in vain

;

Nor, when the spirit's self has ceased to burn,

With spai'kless ashes load an unlamented urn.

" He lives, he wakes—'tis Death is dead, not he
;

Mourn not for Adonais.—Thou young Dawn
Turn all thy dew to splendour, for from thee

The spirit thou lamentest is not gone
;

Ye caverns and ye forests, cease to moan !

Cease ye f;aint flowers and fountains, and thou Air

Which like a mourning veil thy scarf hadst thrown

O'er the abandoned Eartli, no\y leave it bare

Evjn to the joyous stars which smile on its despair 1

" He is made one with Nature : there is heard

His voice in all her music, from tlie moan
Of thunder, to the song of night's sweet bird

;

He is a presence to be felt and known
In darkness and in light, from herb and stone,

Spreading itself where'er that Power may move
Which has withdra-wn his being to its own

;

Which wields tlie world with never wearied love,

Sustains it from beneath, and kindles it above."

These lines do not sound much like the production of

one wlio had signed himself " Atheist" in the levity of a

traveller's book, and on every more serious occasion when

an opportunity was offered him ; but it does not seem

that Shelley doubted immortality, though he doubted

God : and poeticol ethics are always vague. " That
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Power which wields the world with never-wearied love
"

is the hardest of all things to keep out of true poetry,

wliich, in its very nature and essence, turns towards the

divine, whatever its possessor may think or say.

There remains to notice only that portion of Shelley's

poetry which is his most indisputable title to fame—those

lovely little lyrics which are dear to all. If Shelley's

productions were all swept out of the world except those

which are preserved in Mr. Palgrave's admirable little

book, the Golden Treasury, we doubt much whetlier the

loss would seriously or generally affect his claims to

immortality. The Ode to the West Witul, the Skylarh, the

Spirit of Delight, the Lines lurittcn at Naples—"in dejec-

tion," as the title goes— those which were composed

among the Euganean Hills, and many a nameless snatch

of song, breathing infinite suggestions of melody and

thought, are, of all he has left us, the most dear to the

common heart. Fanatics may prize Shelley's mystic

utterances, and students do their best to fathom them for

ages, without making the least impression upon the wider

human audience ; but the heart and the ear which are

closed to the charm of these sliorter lyrics are dull indeed,

md unworthy the effort of a poet ; the memory is unfur-

nished in which they do not lurk to sweeten solitude and

give expression to many a wistful thought and dreamy

fancy. Some of them embody the very soul of p3nsive

though tfulness :

—

" We look before and after,

And pine foi- wliat is not
;

Our sincerest laughter

With some pain is fraught—

•

O'-ir sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought."

It is hopeless to attempt to indicate one after another

these beautiful songs of the imagination and heart; the

reader wants no guide nor introduction here.
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The 1/fe Shelley spent in Italy in tliese fertile and

abundant years was full of friends, and though also full

of agitations, would seem to have had its share of happi-

ness. The curious correspondence which is to be tbund

in the volume, published since these pages were written,

of Southey's letters to Caroline Bowles, comes in strangely

in interruption of the softer record. It seems almost

cruel to remind so irresponsible a being as Shelley, once

he had escaped the atmosphere of real life which, more or

less, is always to be found in England, of the tragedy of

poor Harriet and the misadventures of his early life, as

Southey does with a stern virtue wdiich, in any other cir-

cumstances, we should approve. The elder poet did not

know how soon the inexorable shadows were to close

round that young and visionary life, which at all times

had played with its existence, nor ever fathomed the real

meaning of the phantasmagoria with which it surrounded

itself. But as a matter of fact, w^e do not love Shelley

the less for his old friend's somewhat pitiless indictment.

We cannot think of him indeed, with our knowledge of

all that was going to happen, without so pitiful a sense

of approaching fate, that our forgiveness of all his vagaries

is secured beforehand. And j-et it is difficult to blame

Southey, who was right also from his point of view ; and

sadly disappointed besides in the youth whom he had

loved and considered in the shortsightedness of man as

another self, whom he could understanl and help over liis

difficulties. This little episode of severe condemnation

comes like the visit of a gloomy seer, alarming in moment-
ary solemnity, yet soon got over, into the records of the

little Italian coterie, where all was wild and astray, yet

full of enjoyment and of the pleasurable yet sometimes

almost tragic inquietude of youthful life.

In 1821 Shelley went to Ravenna to Aisit Byron, and

induced him to join the little company of friends at Pisa
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One consequence of this renewed intercourse was an invi-

tation sent to Leigh Hunt, a poor man with a family of

children and a sick wife, who had been one of Shelley's

warmest friends in his early days in London, and to whom
he had already done innumerable kindnesses, to come to

Italy, for the purpose of joining Byron and himself in a

literary enterprise, the idea of which they had struck out

between them. It is difficult to disentangle the rights of

this story from the three or four versions of it which are

given by the different actors in the transaction. By one

we are told it was Byron's idea ; by another that the

suggestion .was first made by Shelley, with a view to

benefit Leigh Hunt ; by Leigh Hunt himself, that it was

to be a joint undertaking, Lord Byron being the originator

of the scheme : and by Byron, that he was himself drawn

(we think he does not hesitate to say inveigled) into it

by the brothers Hunt for their own profit. This is one of

the literary misunderstandings whicli are most unpleasant

to read of and least edifying to investigate. The plan

was to start a quarterly review or magazine, to be called

the Liberal, and published in London, though written in

Italy, and which was to afford a medium for the poems

and speculations and ideas of the poetical brotherhood

and their retainers. Shelley seems to have had but little

to do with the scheme, but it was he who invited with

eager kindness the friend whom he had already served so

often, and with M'hora and his family both Mary and he

were on the most intimate and cordial terms. The

Shelleys and their friends. Captain Williams and his wife,

with whom they formed almost one household, had gone

to the village of Larici, on the eastern Eiviera, for their

summer quarters, .when the Cockney poet and journalist

arrived, after a long and miserable voyage, at Leghorn,

Shelley and Williams had a short time before been made

happy by the acquisition of a pleasure boat, "a small
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schooner," which they called the Don Juan, and in which

they had sailed about those happy coasts like two school-

hoys, full of delight in their new toy, through May and

June, in the lovely Italian summer, rash and joyous, with

one sailor boy for their crew, and all the temerity of

ignorance. The two set out " in high spirits" in their

little cocklesliell, coasting along the most beautiful shore

in the world, to busy Leghorn, to meet the stranger

—

whom Shelley installed in his own house at Pisa, and

welcomed with enthusiastic kindness. After a few days'

delay to see his friends established, and renew the talks

and contidences of old, Shelley and liis companion set out

together in their boat, to return to their temporary home.

The description given by Captain Trelawney, one of the

members of this intimate society, of the evening on which

they set sail, reads almost like a bit out of one of the

many narratives of imaginary voyages wdiich Shelley

delighted m. Just so would lie have painted the fatal

evening on which Alastor or Laon, the heroes of his youth,

set out to meet an evident fate.

" It was almost dark, tliougli only half-past six," Trelawney says

;

" the sea was of the colour, and looked as sohd and smooth as a

sheet of lead, and covered with an oily scum. Gusts of wind swept

over without ruffling it, and big drops of rain fell on its siu-face,

rebounding as if they could not penetrate it. There was a commo-
tion in the air, made up of many threatening sounds coming upon

us from the sea. Fishing craft and coasting vessels, under bare

poles, rushed by us in shoals, running foul of the ships in the har-

bour. As yet the din and hubbub were that made by man : but

their shrill pipings were suddenly silenced by the crashing voice of

a thunder-squall that burst right over our heads. For some time

no other sounds were to be heard than the thunder, wind, and rain.

When the fury of the storm, which did not last for more than twenty

minutes, was in some degree cleared, I looked to seaward anxiously,

in the hope of descrying Shelley's boat
"

But the reader knows that in that blast Shelley's way-

ward, beautiful, and wealthy genius, not yet fvilly de-
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veloped, had taken flight, and was lost to all mortal

mediums of communication for evermore.

Strange stories are told of supernatural warnings and

intimations which had been made to him during that

early summer, of impending fate. He saw, or thought he

saw, the appearance of the little Allegra, who had died a

few weeks before in her Venetian convent, rise out of the

sea, and smiling, clap lier hands at the sight of him. He
had been called from his bed by a cloaked figure, which,

leading him into another room, threw back its hood and

disclosed his own features. On another occasion some of

his friends saw Shelley, to all appearance, walking near

them, when he was certainly in another place ; as Sir

Eobert Peel is said to have seen Byron in London streets,

when he was in Venice. Those curious indications of

instinctive faith in the supernatural seem strange in a

man who had so gloried in his unbelief—but to be sure it

was God, and especially the Christian God, whom he dis-

believed, and not the unseen. What is perhaps more

extraordinary is the constant disappearance in a boat of

all the creatures of his fancy. Generally it is a dream

river up which tlie}^ thread their course as they disappear

from mortal sight ; but whether it be death or translation,

this is always the medium. In his own case it was the

quickly excited, soon allayed tourmcnt of that soft Italian

sea, by which he made an instantaneous transition from

warm youth, and life, and poetry, and friendship, into the

unknown.

It is unnecessary to linger upon the oft-told tale of

the burning of the recovered bodies, when weeks after the

sea gave up its dead. It was said at first that those

funeral rites were exacted by the authorities, but this

does not seem to have been the case, and the high-flown

ultra-poetical spectacle was evidently the suggestion of

some one among the excited band of young men, distracted
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by the shock and horror of the sudden catastrophe, yet

not without a certain theatrical sense that their heathen

rites were the finest tribute that could be paid to the

poet. Leigh Hunt gives a painful picture of a scene

which was too much for the highly strained nerves of

spectators so sensitive and excitable. He relates how
Byron and himself fell into wild mirth as they drove

away, with that flame still scorching their eyes, and their

souls harrowed by the unprecedented sight ; they laughed

and shouted to the reproachful night in the wild half

madness of pain, trying to forget the horror of it. Thus,

by sea and by fire, what had been Shelley was scattered

to the elements, of which his eager tremulous nature,

his soul alit with wandering lights, his wild rebellious

spirit, his tender heart, and the poetry which embodied

every tone of natural music and every strange turn and

twist of spiritual caprice, might have been framed.

The connection between Lord Byron and Leigh Hunt
was short-lived, and in every way unhappy. In all the

letters of the former he makes it appear that his connec-

tion with Hunt and his periodical was not of his seeking,

an impression wliich seems to be quite contrary to the

facts of the case ; but it was a painful position for both

—the friend who united tliem being thus snatched from

between them a few days after the arrival of tlie poor and

harassed man of letters, whose faithful friend Shelley had

been for so long. The Liberal failed completely, notwitli-

standing the publication in it of Byron's Vision ofJudgment,

and other poems by his hand : and of all that Leigh

Hunt himself could do—and though an unthrifty m.an, he

was ne\'er unpo])ular as a writer. But Byron, too, was
now at the end of his poetical career. He had j)oured

forth his soul in various ways, and in many an unaccus-

tomed channel ; he had ranged over the whole gamut of

poetical utterance, from the dialogues of the loftiest angels
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to the rattle of mondain commentary, modern politics, and

scandal, and he had not in any found the satisfaction for

which his soul craved. He believed that his popularity

in England was forsaking him, and the universal voice of

criticism which had been raised against the immorality

of Don Jua.n had, even while it flattered, shaken deej^ly a

mind wliich, though rashly self-willed and venturesome,

never had any real confidence in itself. That the public

had sustained a shock in its fidelity to a poet who,

notwithstanding moral disapproval and all the social

persecution which he supposed he had been subjected to,

had secured above any other its steadfast allegiance, seems

to be proved by the fact that his Visio7i of Judgment, the

fierce satire with which he annihilated Southey, found no

publisher, and had to see the light in the Liberal, along

with the tedious translations from Pulci in wliich lie took

a perverse pleasure. All this quickened the discontent,

the restless desire for some new excitement—or nobler

determination to make a new beginning and do something

in the world of more actual effect than j )etry—which

was fermenting in his mind. " If I live tei years longer,

you will see that it is not over with me— I don't mean

in literature, for tliat is notliing—but you will see that

I shall do something, the times and fortune permitting,

that, like the cosmogony of the world, will puzzle the

philosophers of all nations," he writes. And it was now
that those proposals were made to him by the com-

mittee of Greek symj)athisers in London which decided

his fate.

Here seemed, indeed, the new opportunity he wanted.

Byron had little sympathy with those who were his im-

mediate social inferiors at any time. From the day when

a schoolboy at Harrow he protested against the flogging

of a comrade because he was a lord, till his latest breath,

a love of peerages and titles wliich goes the length of
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vulgarity, and which makes the great poet in certain

phases cruelly resemble the British snob, that revelation

of modern genius, had been strong in him. But this did

not interfere with a practical liking for " the people" as

represented by servants and dependants, and a theoretical

interest in the emancipation of oppressed countries, and

the restoration of freedom to such classic races as the

Italians and Greeks, both of which were -then under the

yoke of other powers. He had joined the Carbonari some

time before, and had gone through an interval of anxious

expectation, looking for a rising, and fully disposed to lend

his aid in every way to the hoped-for revolution. That

project had come to nothing ; but the time seemed to be

ripe for the deliverance of the Greeks, and every generous

impulse was in favour of that race, from which all our

traditions of art and poetry and wisdom have come.

Weary of all things, and disgusted with most, seeing, as

he thought, his very fame slip from him, with some real

enthusiasm for the cause and an eager desire for a new
opportunity of distinguishing himself, Byron threw him-

self into this romantic expedition. He went out like a

new crusader to conquer and set free the sacred lauds of

poetry and freedom. All that was in him, both good and

bad, was roused for this undertaking. It was a great,

noble, romantic enterprise, worthy of his rank, and trans-

ferring to another and, he thought, more splendid sphere

the superiority which his genius had achieved : and there

was at the same time a touch of melodrama in it which

pleased the other part of him, the weak-er part of the

author of the Corsair. It is needless to enter into the

sad tale. He went away in a kind of masquerade of

greatness on which approaching fate and genius throw to

us nowadaA's a dignifying solemnity, notwithstanding the

mock heroics that were- in it. But his constitution was

broken and his days numbered, and after a most distress-
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ing illness, mismanaged and miserable in every way, lie

died at Missolonglii in April 1824, about two years after

the scarcely more sad catastrophe which ended the life of

Shelley. His last words, inarticulate and not understood,

indirectly concerned the tragedy of his life ; the names

of his child, his wife, and sister, were made out by hia

distracted attendant, without anything more of the final

explanations or last messages which his spirit, confused

among the mists of death, intended to send to them. And
thus, in loneliness and troul)le and sorrow, this being so

wonderfully endowed, and who might have had so glorious

a career, passed away into the darkness. A more sad

conclusion could not have been imagined. On his thirty-

sixth birthday, which occurred less than three months

before, he had written some verses, not on his highest

level, but with something of the same sentimental-romantic

cast to which he had t-iven vent at the greatest crisis of

his life, anticipating for himself " a soldier's grave." But

even this was not granted to his ambition, and all that he

could do for Greece was to soothe in some desfree intestine

clamours and sacrifice a great deal of money. No outburst

of new power, no blaze of new fame, was permitted to the

tried spirit to make up for the failure of its life.

Thus ended the second group of the poets who were

the glory of the generation preceding our own, and who
formed with their elder brethren such an epoch of literary

greatness as has seldom crossed the severer path of history.

The young Keats, of whom we have yet to give an

account, and whose connection with this greater pair is

accidental more than real, had glided out of the world

before them, like a pale herald or pa^ to announce the

coining of the princes. The elder men who had preceded

them in the world of letters, and lent them, if not inspira-

tion, at least the genial suggestion which woke their

indiN'idual voices, outlived them long, seeing them rise
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and fall like meteors. We will not attempt to make any

further comparison between the two bands of poets ; they

were essentially different in genius, and bore up eacli a

separate side of that poetic crown which, next to the

Shakspearian, distinguishes this age as the greatest in the

history of our language. It is a favourite pursuit with

many students of history to trace the high tides of intel-

lectual energy to the immense stimulation of such a

political event, for instance, as the French Eevolution, and

much has been said of the effect of that extraordinary

crisis in human affairs upon the development of so great

a school of poetry in England. But we are unable our-

selves to see the connection, so far as the earlier group

is concerned. Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey, and the

lesser minds who were connected with them, felt, indeed,

the momentary influence which a great contemporary

event must inevitably exercise upon sensitive spirits ; but

their minds were cast in an entirely different mould, and

save that Wordsworth probably got from his Eevolution

experiences, the fine theory which runs through much of

his poetry, as to the uses of misery and suffering, and their

beneficial, if painful, agency on the world, it is impossible

to point to any effect which the convulsions of political

life had upon them. But Byron and Shelley were the

children of the Eevolution. The spirit of wild discontent

on one side and wilder visionary longing for a new system

and form of life on the other had got into their veins.

Obedience, discipKne, and order, and all the established

sanctities of home and family, of law and government,

were to them tyrannical prejudices of the past. Their

minds were restless all their life long with that fever

which they had sucked in at their birth, which so many
secondary circumstances account for, yet which may weU
be believed to have taken its origin from the wild ferment

in the air, the hot and fiery commotion, the blood and
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flames tliat reddened earth when those angels of divination,

confused yet receptive, first lighted upon it and took tlieir

earliest survey of its affairs through wondering childish

eyes. They did not know what they would be at, any

more than the populace did which found a vent for its

blind misery in spreading the like around it, and exacted

a wild vicarious atonement indiscriminately from the

innocent, for the wrongs done by the guilty. To both

these uneasy souls the conditions of Eevolution lasted all

their lives long : they never got out of that fatal atmo-

sphere. Wildly rejecting all guidance, without leader or

following to steady them upon their way, they had but

their own uncertain instincts, their own wild impulses, to

guide them ; and to glorify these impulses, and make of

them the only divine guides, was the object, so far as they

had an object, of much of their poetry and of the greater

part of their lives. Even what they loved became re-

pulsive to them when it was associated with the idea of

duty. The fantastic freedom of a classic Faun, to roam

where it would, to enjoy as it would, to dart away at

every impulse, was in Shelley's ethereal nature, only half

human and altogether irrespousiljle : though his intellect

tangled him in theories of political justice, in fantastic

schemes for the amelioration of the race, and his child's

heart of pity and tenderness made him incapable of deny-

ing kindness or help to any supplicant— save those who

had a lawful claim upon his service. Byron was of the

earth earthy—a totally different kind of being. He did

not stand upon the right of doing wrong, like his com-

panion sjurit ; he followed the law of his appetites and

senses, without any doubt on the point that it was bad to

do so, but a braggart's pleasure in the badness, as a proof

of his courage and power of rebellion against heaven itself,

which he was never unwilling to appease privately by

acknowledgment of his insubordination. His was in every
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way the lower side of the great rebellioii. He had all the

restless uneasiness, all the sense of a world out of joint, of

wrongs to be avenged, and bitter opposition to all authori-

ties and exactions of duty ; but he was a cynic where

Shelley was an entliusiast, and hoped nothing from the

race, to which, notwithstanding he too showed a con-

temptuous prodigal pity when any individual pang came

under his eyes.

Peace tc their troubled spirits ! The heart bleeds to

contemplate them, so young, so full of noble gifts, dropped

so early out of all operation of those experiences of life

which might have brought a higher development and per-

haps a nobler element of tranquillity and satisfaction into

their lives. We are far from believing in such waste of

genius as that their noble faculties are lost. By this

time, perhaps—who can tell ?—these changed and per-

fected voices, in fullest harmony and measure, are prepar-

ing for us the sonus to be sunw in heaven.

Percy Btsshe Shelley, bom 1792 ; died '-^22.
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Printed for private circulation, Queen Mab, 1813.
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Julian and Maddalo (published after his death), 1824.
The Witch of Atlas, posthumous.
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Other fragments to be found in the Essays, Letters,

etc., edited by Mrs. Shelley ; and in the Shelley

Memoiials, edited by Lady Shelley.
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CHAPTER VI.

JOHN KEATS.

The youngest of this young group, connected with Shelley

by natural links of congenial spirit and temperament, as

well as by some actual acquaintance and kindness, but

fiercely thrust aside and disowned by Byron, cannot be

dissociated from their larger and, young though they were,

maturer figures. The distance between twenty-four and

thirty is not very much in years, but it makes a marvellous

difference in development, and even to Shelley Keats was

not much more than a boy full of ambition and promise.

John Keats was born in 1795, and was consequently three

years younger than Shelley, and seven years younger than

Byron. He was not like them, born, as people say, " a

gentleman," but belonged to that middle class which, in

those days, kept itself much more closely within its own
boundaries, and did not invade the high places as now.

His family had much respectability and a little money,

but the parents both died early, leaving their children to

the care of strangers, and bequeathing a delicate constitu-

tion to two at least of their sons. One of his brothers

died at a still younger age than tlie poet, and he himself

seems to have been always a delicate youth, accustomed

to much care and anxiety about his health. " The publi-

cation of three small volumes of verse, some earnest

friendships, one profound passion, and a premature death,'
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are, as his kind and sympathetic biographer, Lord Hough-

ton, touchingly says, " the only incidents in his career."

His poems, though they have held their ground from tliat

time to this, are more preludes and overtures in poetry

than anything 'else, and he had little time to show what

manhood was in him, and had not that command of money

and leisure which enabled his contemporaries to emancipate

themselves from the ordinary bonds of life. Byron was

a ruined peer, and Shelley a rich man's prodigal son : but

even the poverty of wealth is better than the well-to-do-

ness of the humble, and confers a certain fine superiority

to fate. Keats was in no way superior to fate. His

friendship with Leigh Hunt brought him within the little

literary coterie of which that gentle journalist was the

head : and he had met Shelley in its little assemblies,

where poetry was the great subject, and the neophytes

babbled perpetually of green fields. The epithet of the

Cockney school bestowed upon this band by the sharp-

tongued critics, was not without reason, for Leigh Hunt's

enthusiasm for everything that was green and growing

has a tone of exaggeration in it which sounds like that

of a man whose garden was a flower-box in a window,

and his extravagances of furniHhing and decoration

—

though far enough, no doubt, from what a minor poet

wouhl think necessary now — afforded contemptuous

amusement to the stalwart writers of the Blackwood

school. No doubt this pale youth, with his angelic blue

eyes and long hair, flitted out and in of that lower circle

of society in London whicli we have attempted to indicate.

He attended Hazlitt's lectures on the poets, and wrote

long letters about tliem to his friends, several of whom
were poets like himself, as they all thought in those days,

—but not like Keats as it turned out :—and he had the

freedom of Haydon's studio, who was then a rising painter,

with, as everybody thought, all the world belbre him, to
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whom even Wordsworth, as well as the younger fry, ad-

dressed sonnets. The occupation of young Keats in those

days was that of a medical student, and he seems to have

gone manfully through the preliminary work of the pro-

fession to wliich he was destined, though it revolted him,

as may be easily imagined. To thrust a worshipper of

beauty such as he was, while still so young and always

so sensitive, into the dark revelatious of disease and the

horrors of anatomy, must liave been to subject him to an

ordeal almost unendurable : and all the advantage his

studies eventually gave him was the painful enlightenment

by which he could decide on his own case, and foresee

the' inevitable end of his first attack of illness. But

poetry and perpetual poetical communion with so many
who were like-minded sweetened his uncongenial toil.

Once, it is said, he met Coleridge while walking with

Leigh Hunt, no doubt in one of the suburban lanes

between Hampstead and Highgate. After a little cursory

talk, during which, probably, the modest stripling stood

silent, they parted : but a minute after, Keats, his en-

thusiasm bursting through his shyness, rushed back to beg

that he might shake hands with Coleridge. No doubt it

was a thin and hot and humid hand which was thrust

into that of the elder poet ; for he said, " There is death

in that hand," as the young enthusiast rushed away.

Keats, however, was not Cockney in his inspiration.

Though he was no scholar, his mind was Greek rather

than English. It is not wonderful that a highly edu-

cated youth, fed upon Greek poetry from his earliest dawn
of perception, should turn back upon the classic ages as

the true and only fountains of poetical loveliness and
truth. But Keats knew these glories only at secondhand,

and the fulness of understanding with which he jumped
at them looks almost like divination. His mind answered

to the far-off touch of the ancient divinities before he
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knew what they were. He has left in his sonnet on

Chapman's Homer an admirable description of the effect

produced upon him by his first introduction to the Greeks

and their divine fables—

•

" Oft of a wide expanse, had I been told,

That deep-brow'd Homer ruled as his demesne

:

Yet did I never breathe its pure serene,

Till I heard Chapman speak out loud and bold :

Then felt I like some Avatcher of the skies.

When a new planet swims into his ken
;

Or, like stout Cortez, when with eagle eyes,

He stared at the Pacific—and all his men
Look'd at each other with a wild surmise

—

Silent, upon a peak in Darien."

This great new sea of inexhaustible story and vision

which the young reader " shouted " with delight to dis-

cover was the very element of his soul. He flung him-

self into it with a comprehension and feeling wliich few

of its profoundest investigators ever attain. Had he

found his inspiration in his own century, in the atmo-

sphere which he and his contemporaries were breathing,

we, for our part, would have thought the choice wiser.

But such was not the bent of his genius. He turned

from the confusions of his own age, which he had neither

strength nor inclination to fathom, to the calm and dis-

tant land of shadows, where gods and goddesses came

down to men, where Endymion wooed Diana, and the

Sun-god was superseded on his tlirone—with the relief

at once of physical weakness and natural disposition.

He was not robust enough for pohtical strife, or to struggle

as his contemporaries were doing with noisy questions

about the Eegent's morals or manners, or the corruptions

of the State. It was so much easier and more delightful

to escape into the silvery brightness, the magical dreams

and dews of Olympus, even as reflected in dim mirrors of

English, and amid the commonplace surroundings of our
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latter days. From the first glimpse we have of him in

his letters, amid the weak boyish jokes and banter which

are not worth preserving or reading, tliere occur continual

references which show how early poetry had become his

chief object in life. Those whom life endows more

abundantly with other interests may play with their in-

spiration, feeling towards that divine gift as, according to

Byron, men do towards a scarcely stronger passion

—

" I\ran's love is of man's life a tMng apart,

'Tis woman's whole existence."

This was the case of Keats in respect to the heavenly

gift, which was all that redeemed his dim existence to

him. In poetry his was the woman's part—it occupied

all his thoughts. " I find I cannot exist without eternal

poetry," he says at a very early period ;
" I began with

a little, but habit has made me a leviathan. I had be-

come all in a tremble from not having written anything

of late; the sonnet overleaf did me good— I slept the

better last night for it." There is something hectic in

this eagerness, as if the fervid boy already divined how
little time he had in the world to exercise his gift.

He had made considerable progress in his medical

studies when, either the need of poetical expression be-

came so urgent or the encouragements of his friends led

him to believe that he had in his genius a means, not

only of delight but of feasible occupation. Early in 1817,

when he was twenty-two, he went to the Isle of Wight,

in order to " be alone and improve himself," as he says,

and evidently with the intention of testing his powers in

some greater effort than he had yet attempted : and here

Undymion was begun. His mind was fuU of the im-

portance, almost solemnity of this outset. " I have asked

myseK so often why I should be a poet more than otlier

men, seeing how great a thing it is, how great things are
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to be gained by it, what a thing to be in the mouth of

fame, that at last the idea has grown so monstrously be

yond my seeming power of attainment that the other day

I nearly consented with myself to drop into a Phaeton,"

he writes to Leigh Hunt in the midst of a trifling letter

full of the usual semi-poetical chatter of the coterie. But

he seems at the same time to have held himself aloof

from the perpetual discussions, criticisms, and laudations

with which such a society receives the productions of its

members, and retained his independence. " If poetry comes

not naturally as the leaves to a tree, it had better not come

at all," he says, and with the true spirit of an artist adds

u little later, " I am anxious to get Endymion printed, that

I may forget it and proceed." This is like anything rather

than the puling boy which he was once represented to be.

The story of Endymion does not require any description

here. The poet leads us through endless glades, through

enchanted ravines, by fountains and streams of fairy

beauty, with his love-lorn youth, who is devoured by an

overpowering passion for an immortal, far greater and

more beautiful than any earthly maiden. The charm of

the mystery, and the intoxication of a love almost too

gi-eat for mortal faculties, absorbs and abstracts altogether

the shepherd prince, who is not yet worthy to join his

lady in the skies, and who does not even know which of

the divinities it is who has raised him to this dizzy

elevation of visionary passion. The development of

romantic life which tlie poet has given to the pair of

lovers and their secret meetings is just such a filling out

of the old fable witli the new existence of modern genius,

as gives the legend a delicate human charm. It never

attains to the melody of Shelley's verse ; but remote as

the subject is from human experience, it is a little nearer

the solid ground than tlie adventures of Laon and Cythna:

for Keats never loses hold of his little silvery thread of
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narrative, and keeps all his descriptions and musings

within a certain relation to it. Endymion is not a great

poem. It is not perfect in its melody even, but full of

numberless little jars and breaks of poetical discord. The

oft-quoted line with which it begins, and which has be-

come a sort of copy-book commonplace by dint of usage,

is Leigh-Huntish, and a perfect emblem of the sentimental

half-sham half-slang used by the little poetical tribe who
decorated their parlours with green boughs and statuettes,

and considered themselves priests of beauty and nature.

"A thing of beauty is a joy for ever:" it is the very

sentiment of those little meetings where all was melody

and nonsense and poetical deHnition and ornament, and

where art was not, nor nature. But the poet goes far

beyond his keynote, and in the leisure of youth lingers

over lovely images, half complete, and glimpses of the

divine—not indeed of the spiritual kind, nor embodying

a noble moral, or any elevation of tlie human tow^ards a

sublimer sphere—but the divine of classical dreams and

visions in which personal bliss and the soft intoxication

of pleasure were all that was dreamed of as perfection.

The sweet and aimless song has no theories in it such as

Shelley was bound to interweave in his wildest wandering

visions. Keats, though he was so little apart from his

great contemporary in age, was no child of Eevolution.

He wanted nothing but to roam about the unimaginable

tangles of the dewy woods and meet his goddess, humour-

ing his humanity by long despondencies and privations of

her presence, till it flashed upon him in a moment, with

that sudden note of joy and sudden bursting of the dark-

ness into light which makes every darkness suggestive,

and every corner a hiding-place beyond which rapture

lurks, to the instinct of youth. It is this which makes

Keats the favourite of young readers. His song is the

song of youth and natural delight.
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This artless utterance had but a harsh welcome from

the world. The hot animosity which politics excited, and

the prejudice with which the little community of the

suburbs, in all its mingled criminality of sentiment and

sweetness, of Radicalism and impecuniosity, was regarded,

found vent upon the boyish production of a young man

who cared little about politics and had but a transitory

connection with the coterie. Why Wilson, in all his

genial bigness, should have foamed at the mouth over

Leigh Hunt it is wonderful to imagine, save that there is

a kind of soft pretension which irritates more than greater

sins : but the poor young poet, supposed to be a disciple

of his school, was still more savagely used by the censors

of literature on all sides. Blackwood, in a cruel mood,

advised him to go back to his gallipots, and sneered at the

starved apothecary after a brutal fashion of the time

which has happily disappeared from our usages now-a-

days. And no one treated him more contemptuously than

Byron, who could not find epithets nasty enough to vent

his disdain in, and who, when Jeffrey generously stepped

into the field to maintain the cause of the unfortunate

youth, declared with bitter spitefulness that he himself no

longer cared for the applause which he shared with such

a being. So far did all these assaults go, that it was the

common belief of the time that Mr. Gifford, in the

Quarterly {the poet of Anna), had killed Keats—a sup-

posed guilt which called forth the fierce and eloquent

denunciation of Shelley in the Adonais. But this was

not true, though no doubt the critic deserved what he got

for some other iniquity, if not for that. Tlie young poet

bore these attacks with manly and modest firmness. He
was " far more annoyed " by the cool indifference of

Wordsworth—who remarked only, " It is a pretty piece

of I'aganism," when the Hymn to Pan was read to him

—

than by the more public abuse with which he was assailed.

i
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" I begin to get a little acquainted with my own strength

and weakness," he says with dignity to some anxious

sympathisers :
" my own domestic criticism has given me

pain without comparison beyond what Blackwood or the

Qitarterly could inflict." And here is a vindication of his

youtliful work which it would be difficult to surpass in

candour or manliness. The reference is to a letter which

had been published in the Morning Chronicle in defence

of the young poet.

" J. S. is perfectly right in regard to the ' slip-shod Endyicion.'

Tliat it is so is no fault of mine. No ! though it may sound a little

paradoxical, it is as good as I had power to make it by myself.

Had I been nervous about it being a perfect piece, and with that

view asked advice, and trembled over every page, it would not have

been written ; for it is not in my nature to fumble. I will write

independently. I have written independently without mJijvient : I

may write independently and with judgment hereafter. The Genius

of poetry must work out its o'mi salvation in a man. It cannot be

matured by law and precept, but by sensation and watchfulness in

itself. That which is creative must create itself. In Endymion 1

leaped headlong into the sea, and thereby have become better

acquainted with the soundings, the quicksands, and the rocks, tlian if

I had stayed upon the green shore and piped a silly pipe, and taken

tea and comfortable advice."

Heats neither responded to his critics by savage retalia-

tion like Byron, nor broke a bloodvessel as he was reported

to have done, but continued on his way with a composure

and lofty meaning very remarkable in so young a man.
" I will assay to reach to as high a summit in poetry as

the nerve bestowed upon me will suffer," he says. " The

faint conceptions I have of poems to come bring the blood

frequently into my forehead. ... I feel assured I should

write from the mere yearning and fondness I have for the

beautiful, even if my night's labours should be burnt every

morning, and no eye ever shine upon them." "This is a

mere matter of the momeut," he writes a little later to his

brother in America ;
" I think I shall be among the
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English Poets after my death." Few men have stood

with firmer self-possession yet humility, to receive the

often maddening sharpness of those critical spears which

hurtled through the air with virulence so uncalled for.

Keats had a harder blow to sustain some time after in

the death of his brother, "poor Tom," the consumptive

youth over whom he had watched for long. The seeds

of- the same disease were evidently in himself before, but

it was in the spring, after Tom's death, that he returned

one evening to Hampstead, where he was living with a

friend, very ill and much agitated. He had driven there

on the outside of the stage-coach, and had caught cold.

" Getting into bed, he slightly coughed and said, ' That is

blood ; bring me the candle,' and after gazing on the

pillow, turning round with an expression of sudden and

solemn calm, said, ' I know the colour of that blood, it is

arterial blood ; I cannot be deceived in the colour. That

drop is my death-warrant. I shall die.'" A more touch-

ing scene could scarcely be imagined. He was twenty-

three, and the first fascinations of a most passionate love

had caught hold upon him. " If you would have me
recover," he said pathetically to the friend, Mr. Charles

Brown, with whom he was living, " flatter me with a hope

of happiness when I shall be well." The object of his

love lived in the next house, and in a collection of letters

to her, recently published,—a very pitiful but perhaps un-

necessary publication,—there is a series of touching little

notes, imploring her from his sick-bed, sometimes to come

to him, sometimes not to come, as the fluctuations of sick-

ness demanded. " I will wait patidlitly till to-morrow," he

says. " Send me the words ' Good-night,' to put under

my pillow." " I read your note in my bed last night, and

that might be the reason of my sleeping so much better.

Send me every evening a written Good-night." " If I

am to recover, the day of my recovery shall see me by
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your side, from which nothing shall separate me. If

well, you are the only medicine that can keep me well."

The fluctuatjf^ns of this bitter drama are heartrending.

After a while the poor sick lad began to feel himself a

clog upon the girl he loved, and was stunneil by the news

that she was about to leave home, and that they were to

be separated ; and though unable to conceive how he

shall snpi)ort such a blow, " I must be patient," he says

pathetically, " and in the meantime you must think of it

as little as possible." When this danger is abated, he

follows her in his imagination as she moves about. " You
will have a pleasant walk to-day. I shall see you pass.

I shall follow you with my eyes over the heath. Will you

come towards evening instead of before dinner ? Wlien

you are gone 'tis past. If you do not come till the even-

ing I have something to look forward to all day." Poetry

could not express more powerfully than these simple words

the longing of the sick heart for the object of its love.

Before this melancholy time, which was indeed the

beginning of sorrows, Keats had written the Fot of Basil,

TJie Eve of St. Agnes, Lamia, and several of the smaller

poems, which are to our thinking ihe noblest of all : and

the fragment of Hyperion, whicli is gen 'rally acknowledged

as his greatest ettbrt. The latter production has been tlie

subject of extravagant praise. Byron, the poor poet being

dead, describes this poem vaguely but grandiloquently as

seeming to be " actually inspired by the Titans, and as

sublime as ^schylus," and Shelley describes it as " surely

in the very higliest style of poetry." It is very different

from the easy grace and irregular sweetness of Endymion.

The subject of Hyperion is the dethroning of the ancient

gods, a grand and sombre theme, in which we might have

supposed a certain relation to the Prometheus of Shelley,

had not the production of the younger poet preceded that

of the elder. Tliere is somethinir of the same marble
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stateliness and grandeur in the first presentation of the

subjects of the poem. How great was the progress which

the poetic youth had made from the time of his pretty

sentimentalising about " the thing of beauty " will be seen

at once in the noble opening of this great fragment.

" Deep in the shady stillness of a vale

Far sunken from the heiilthy breath of morn,

Far from the fiery noon, and eve's one star,

Sat grey-haired Saturn, quiet as a stone,

Still as the silence round about his lair
;

Forest on i'orest hung about his head

Like cloud on cloud. No stir of air was there,

Not so much life as on a summer's day

Robs not one light seed fi'om the feather'd grass,

But where the dead leaf fell there did it rest.

A stream went voiceless by, still deaden'd more
By reason of his fallen divinity

Spreading a shade : the Naiad 'mid her reeds,

Press'd her cold finger closer to her lii:»s.

Along the margin-sand large foot-marks went,

No further than to where his feet had stray'd,

And slept there since. Upon the sodden ground

His old right hand lay nerveless, listless, dead,

Unscejjtred ; and his realmless eyes were closed
;

While his bow'd head seem'd listening to the Earth,

His ancient mother, for some counsel yet.

It seem'd no force could wake him fiom his place ;

But there came one, who with a kindred hand
Touch'd his wide shoulders, after bending low

With reverence though to one who knew it not.

She was a Goddess of the infant world
;

By her in stature the tall Amazon
Had stood a pigmy's height : she would have ta'eu

Achilles by the hair and bent his neck
;

Or with a finger stay'd Ixion's wheel.

Her face was large as that of Memphian SpLynT,
Pedestall'd haply in a palace-court,

Where sages look'd to Egypt for their lore.

But, oh ! how unlike marble was that face,
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How beautiful, if sorrow had not made
Sorrow more beautiful than beauty's seLL

There was a listening fear in her regard,

As if calamity had but begun,

As if the vanward clouds of evil days

Had spent their malice, and the sullen rear

Was with its stored thunder labouring up.

One hand she prcss'd upon that aching spot

Where beats the human heart, as if just there,

Though an immortal, she felt cruel pain :

The other upon Saturn's bended neck

She laid, and to the level of his ear

Leaning with parted lips, some words she spake

In solemn tenour and deep organ tone :

Some mourning words, which in our feeble tongue

Would come in these like accents ; ! how frail,

To that large utterance of the early gods !"

This is in a very different strain from the lanj^fuorous

melody of Eiidymion. To Keats himself it appeared too

like Milton. " I have given up Hyperion" he says

;

" there were too many Miltonic inversions in it." But we

do not think the reader now will think the similarity very

great. Fine as this is, however, the young warmth and

fanciful luxuriance of the earlier poem has perhaps a

stronger hold upon the general mind, which understands

a love-tale, even when the beloved maiden is a goddess,

better than the sentiment of Godhead dethroned.

It is not, however, even upon Hyperion that Keats's

best title to fame is founded, at least with the general

reader. The beauty of his lyrics is, above everything else,

the charm that endears him to the popular mind ; and we
might say once more, that if all his works, except those

preserved in Mr. Palgrave's delightful little volume, were

to die out of recollection, his Ode to a Nightingale, that to

Autumn, the loveliest embodiment of the " season of mists

and mellow fruitfulncss," that On a Greek Vase, which

contams so wonderful a description of the immortal life

of the past, arrested in a moment of fullest activity and pre-
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served for ever by art : would still secure his immortality.

These verses are above criticism, and cannot be read but

with a gentle rapture, that supreme satisfaction of ear and

mind which makes us linger and repeat and part unwillingly

with the liquid lines. " The admirable Ode to a Nightin-

gale'' says Lord Houghton, "was suggested by the continual

song of the bird that, in the spring of 1819, had built her

nest close to the house, and which often threw Keats

into a sort of trance of tranquil pleasure. One morn-

ing he took his chair from the breakfast-table, placed it

on the grass-plot under a plum-tree, and sat there for two

or three hours with some scraps of paper in his hands.

Shortly afterwards Mr. Brown saw him thrusting them

away as wastepaper behind some books, and had consider-

able difficulty in putting together and arranging the stanzas

of the ode." So true was it, that as he himself says, his

love of the beautiful would have made him write even

without the stimulus of publication. This was at the

moment when his heart M'as most full, and everything

within him at the highest tide of feeling. His young

brother was dead ; tlie sole passion of his life had begun

:

love and grief had touched the depths within him ; and

he himself, alas ! though he did not know it, had begun

to falter upon the edge of his premature grave.

It was in the end of 1818 that his brother died. In

the sumu)er following his letters to the lady whom he

loved so passionately began ; but it was not till early in

1820, after the fatal chili which has been described, that

these letters began to reflect the miserable certainty which

was creeping upon him, that his love was one of those

which could never have an earthly close. The Letters to

Fanny Brawn, which have been published very recently,

have all the makings of a tragic poem in them. " Health

is my expected heaven, and you are the Houri," he says,

when recovery seemed still possible. " My mind," he
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writes in another letter, " has been the most discontented

and restless one that ever was put into a body too small

for it. I never felt my mind repose upon anything with

complete and undistracted enjoyment—upon no person

but you. When you are in the room my thoughts never

fly out of the window
;
you always concentrate my entire

senses." When he improves a little, he tells her of liis im-

patience, wliich increases as he feels himself on the borders

of health, and that she has made him think more seriously

of his illness than it deserved : for " how horrid was the

chance of slipping into the ground instead of into your arms

—the difference is amazing, love !
" In one little note he

cries out with enthusiasm that he could build an altar to

her for staying at Hampstead to be near him
;
yet in the

next more soberly assures her that she is wrong in sup-

posing that he is displeased because she has gone to town

and not stayed at Hampstead after all. " God bless my
sweet love !" he adds—-"illness is a long lane; but I see

you at the end of it, and shall mend my pace as well as

possible." As summer advanced his health improved.

His last volume, containing Isabella, Lamia, and several

of the shorter poems, was published, and he began to think

of settled occupation. But ere long all his prospects were

darkened again ; the spitting of blood, which had been

his brother's chief symptom, returned, and the doctors

ordered him to a warmer climate for the winter. " They

talk of my going to Italy," he cries in despair to his

Fanny. " 'Tis certain I shall never recover if I am to be

so long separate from you ;" though in the same breath

he breaks out mto wild reproaches that she does not know
what it is to love :

" I have heard you say that it was not

mipleasant to wait a few years," he cries with passionate

wonder over such a sentiment. The letters that follow

grow more and more miserable in their passionate dissatis-

faction :

—
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" Every hour I am more and more concentrated in you," he says

;

" everything else tastes like chaff in my mouth ;" but he adds in

the same letter
—" For all this I am averse to seeing you ; I cannot

bear flashes of light and return into my gloom again, ... If my
health would bear it, I could write a poem, which I have in my
head, which would be a consolation for people in such a situation

as mine. I would show some one in love, as I am, with a person

living in such liberty as you do. Shakspeare always sums up
matters in a sovereign manner. Hamlet's heart was full of such

misery as mine is when he said to Ophelia, 'Go to a nunnery— go,

go !' Indeed, I should like to give up the matter at once ; I should

like to die. I am sickened at the brute world which you are

smiling with. . . . The world is too brutal for me ; I am glad

there is such a thing as the grave. I am sure I shall never have

any rest till I get there."

By this time the poor young poet had got jealous of

his dearest friends ; suspicions that Fanny's thoughts were

divided between himself and Brown, and wild imaginations

of the freedom with which she would move about and

enjoy herself, while he was suffering and far away, made

his soul sick. At last he seems to have started quite

suddenly, accompanied by the young painter Severn, who
risked his whole career by his determination to accompany

the ailing and miserable young man to Eome. " Keats

did not even give notice to Brown, " though at this

moment I should be without pence were it not for his

assistance." His jealous, wounded, hopeless heart took a

kind of consolation in bursting all bonds that linked him

to his former life. He plunged into the unknown, like

Byron's strong swimmer, who plunged into the sea to

forestal fate. They set out quite suddenly with some

show of cheerfulness on the part of the sufferer, though

the ink was scarcely dry of the letter in which he had

poured forth the burden of his misery. " Keats," Severn

wrote, " looks very happy ; for myself (in the delight of

his heroic friendship) I would not change with any one."

They sailed from London to Naples, one of those terrible
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lingering voyages wliich are now no longer a necessary

aggravation of the always dismal journey in search of

health. On shipboard the unhappy young poet wrote to

the friend whom he suspected—let us hope without cause

— of being his rival, yet whom he still believed in, and

could not forsake without a sense of wron^ :

—

o

" I wish to write on subjects that will not agitate me much.
There is one I must mention, aiid have done with it. Even if my
body would recover of itself, this Avould prevent it ; the very thing

which I want to live most for will be a great occasion of my death.

I cannot help it ; who can help it ? Were I in health it would
make me ill ; and how can I bear it in this state ? . . . I wish for

deith every day and night, to deliver me from these pains, and then

I wish death away, for death would destroy even those pains, which
are better than nothing. Land and sea, weakness and decline, are

great separators, but death is the great divorcer for ever. ... I

seldom think of my brother and sister in America ; the thought of

leaving Miss is, beyond everything, horrible— the sense of

darkness coming over me. I eternally see her figure eternally

vanishing. Some of the phrases she was in the habit of using in

Wentworth Place during my last nursing ring in my ears. Is there

another life ? Shall I awake and find all this a dream ? There
must be ; wc cannot be created for this sort of suffering."

Thus the pcor young fellow wrote, tormenting himself

by endless thought, seeing miserable visions, unable either

to reconcile himself with life and love, or to make up his

mind to their abandonment. Then in an interval of the

sickening storm within and without, when the winds and

the waves lulled a little, on some night when the sky was
blue, and his soul at wistful rest, no longer swept by
angry clouds—he for the last time lifted up his trembhng

voice between heaven and earth

—

" Bright star ! would I were steadfast as thou art,

Not in lone splendour hung aloft the night,

And watching, vdili eternal lids apart,

Like Nature's patient sleepless Eremite,

The moving waters at their priest-like jask

Of pure ablution, round earth's human shores ;
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Or gazing on the soft new-fallen mask

Of snow npon the mountains and the moors

;

No !—yet still steadfast, still unchangeable,

Pillow'd upon my fair love's ripen ng breast,

To feel for ever its soft fall and swell.

Awake for ever in a sweet unrest
;

Still, still to hear her tender-taken breath,

And so live ever— or else swoon to death."

Thus the troubled and anguished human creature,

driven by the winds and tossed, like the never-resting

water, he who had made so many songs in his little day

of all lovely things, has fixed for us for ever the calm

impartial shining of this star, last light of earth that

penetrated the growing darkness. One more terrible

letter came from Naples, as soon as the forlorn travellers

landed, always about her, and the misery of being parted

from her. " There is nothing in the world of sufficient

interest to divert me from her for a moment," he says

;

" Oh, that I could be buried near where she lives. I am
afraid to write to her, to receive a letter from her—to see

her handwriting would break my heart, even to hear of

her anyhow ; to see her name written would be more than

I can bear. . . . My dear Brown, for my sake, be her

advocate for ever. I cannot say a word about Naples. I

do not feel at all concerned in the thousand novelties

around rae. I am afraid to write to her. I should like

her to know that I do not forget her. Oh, Brown, I have

coals of fire in my breast. It surprises me that the

human heart is capable of containing and bearing so much

misery." He ends by imploring his friend, when he

writes, " If she is well and happy put a mark thus X." A
few weeks later another letter came from Eome, with an

attempt at cheerfulness and a kind of pathetic ghostly

banter. " If I recover, I will do all in my power to

correct the mistakes made during sickness, and if I should

not, all my faults will be forgiven." . . . Then he adds
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with the fleeting tearful smile of weakness, " I can scarcely

bid you good-bye, even in a letter. I always made an

awkward bow. God bless you.

—

John Keats."

Apparently these were the last words he ever wrote.

This was in November 1820, and he lingered painfully

till February 1821. At the very end of his days there

came a letter from the too much beloved, a mere glance

at which tore him to pieces ; it wiu put unread into his

coffin. And thus ended life and love torather, so far as

mortal eyes can see.

This wonderful passion, so hectic and feverish, so

devouring and unsatisfied, was the only human influence

that helped to kill the young poet. Love, and not Mr.

Gilford in the Quarterly. It was not even she that did

it, but the horror of being forced from her, and the want

of faith in her faitlifulness. But love is a more seendy

and a more dignified slayer than a critic,— if it were

possible to look thus lightly at a conclusion so full of

anguish. He directed that the words " Here lies one

whose name was writ in water," should be put on his

grave. But he was more right in the earlier youthful

confidence with which he pronounced that he should be

among the poets of England after he died, than in this

mournful sentence on himself. No poet who has done so

little bears a higher fame.

John Keats, born 1795 ; died 1821.

Published Poems, 1817.

Endymioii, 1818.

Hyperion, Isabella, t^tc, 1820.
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CHAPTER VII.

MOORE—MONK LEWIS THE SMITHS, ETC. PEACOCK-
THEODORE HOOK JOHN GALT.

We have done perhaps some injustice, if not to the

permanent position, at least to the contemporary fame of

Moore by giving him so small a place in tliis record.

Whether Byron and Shelley were perfectly sincere in

their expressions of admiration it would be difficult to

divine, for there is perhaps a certain exaggeration permis-

sible and natural in one poet's expressed opinion of another

poet who is his friend and admirer, especially when the

younger man and newer songster is referring to a -previ-

ously established reputation. " Lord Byron has read me
one or two letters of Moore to him, in which Moore

speaks with great kindness of me, and, of course, I cannot

but feel flattered by the approbation of a man my inferi-

ority to whom I am proud to acknowledge," says Shelley

;

and Byron throughout writes to his friend, the only one

of all his literary contemporaries for whom he owns any

warmth of affection, with perpetual expressions almost of

enthusiasm lor his poetical powers. These appear very

strange to us now when Moore's reputation has dropped

from the highest to a very subordinate place in literature,

and when all his confectionery compositions, his Eastern

tales,—and even the contemporary satires which were

effective in their day, have alike fallen into the limbo
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whence there is no redemption. His songs still retain,

and will always retain, a certain place in the popular

memory, but we dare not venture to say that this would

have been the case had they not been linked to the

beautiful national melodies with which he was so well

inspired as to connect them. He belongs to the number
of those writers who, like Dives in the parable, had their

good things while they were living : and, no doubt, with

his gay temper and gentle epicureanism, Moore himself

would have much preferred this to the meagre living and

posthumous praise of greater poets. Many of his melodies

are touching and tender, many of them full of sparkling

gaiety and life. There is scarcely any one who does not

know the first line, probably the first verse, of scores of

those facile and graceful compositions. It is scarcely

needful to recall them to the reader ; and though in this

age of classical music, the simplicity of the ballad has

fallen out of fashiou, yet the taste for it is too widespread

and too natural to be more than temporarily in abeyance.

Even now, in the height of a musical renaissance, there

are thousands of people who will be moved by one of

Moore's songs, sung with feeling and expression, against

the hundred connoisseurs who will tliink it beneath their

notice.

" She is far from the land where her young hero sleeps,

And lovers around her are sighing,

But wildly she turns from their gaze and weeps,

For her heart in his grave is Ipng.

" She sings the wild song of her dear native plains,

Every note wliich he loved awaking,

Ah ! little they tliink who delight in her strains,

That the heart of the minstrel is breaking.

" He had lived for his love, for his country he died.

They were all that to life had entwined him
;

Nor soon shall the tears of his country be dried,

Nor long shall his love stay behind him.
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" Oh ! make her a grave where the sunbeams rest,

"V^'llen they promise a glorious morrow,

Tiiey'll shine o'er her sleep, like a smile from the West^

From her own lov'd island of sorrow."

This is the perfection of verse for the poet's purpose

—to be sung, not read. Its meaning needs no second

thought, it is full of picturesque and tender suggestion,

yet never overbalances the air by too much poetry. A
pathetic story and a passionate national sentiment are

concentrated in it with exquisite grace and smoothness.

The Irish singer may ba excused if he feels that he has

done something for his country when he sings such a

refined epitome of its woe. But beyond this there is little

to say, and Moore had no revelation of his race to give,

to bring it near to the general heart. He had enough

nationality for this pathetic sentiment, and for a poetical

appreciation of the hopeless wrongheaded lieroism of those

poor young Irish rebels who flung themselves against the

strength of England like children against a locked and

bolted door. But he had nothing to tell of his country,

no insight into it or means of interpretation. Many have

been the wrongs of Ireland, and her disabilities in the

march of human progress ; but none greater than this, for

which Providence alone is responsible, that in the allot-

ment of genius she got, instead of Burns and Scott, only

Tom Moore and Miss Edgeworth, excellent artists both,

but with the thinnest burden of prophecy, the most limited

revelation. If Scotland had been endowed no better, it

might not, perhaps, have affected her manufactories (but

even for this we should not like to undertake to answer),

but it certainly would have modified her position most

strangely, and restricted her development. Burns made

the face of his country luminous, and carried the songs of

its peasantry, the loves of its cottages, into the sympathy

and friendship of the world. But Moore's communications
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were of a strictly drawing-room character, and Ireland

might have been lost in the mists of tlie South Seas for

anything he has to tell us of her inner heart and being.

St. James's and polite society were heaven to the sociable

little Dublin beau, who would not for the world have had

the ladies suppose that he knew anytbing of Paddy save

his jokes and lightheartedness, the conventional drapery

that has hid him for ages. Tlie great poet who is born

a peasant is little likely to do much for himself in the

present, or perhaps in any conditions of the world. lUit

how much he is able to do for his country ! Ireland,

however, as yet, has never bad the smallest promise of a

Burns.

It is evident, however, tbat Moore's faculty was thought

very highly of by his contemporaries. The terrible Jelfrey,

chief slaughterer of the innocents, against whom every

great writer of »the age had a grievance, descends from his

throne of darkness almost to plead for the aid of Moore

in the great review—a most remarkable testimony to his

powers. The sugary bubbles of Lalla Rookh brought him

in no less a sum than £3000, and his Irish Melodies

seem to have procured him, for many years, an income of

£500 a year. These are substantial proofs of popularity.

His Life of Byron will always remain the most trust-

worthy and genuine of the poet's records. Even in its

partiality it is never false, and we doubt if any one could

have held the balance more steadily, or discriminated with

sounder sense, the wonderful gifts of genius, and the dan-

gerous tendencies of character which made his friend and

hero so great and so miserable. His connection with

Byron altogether is one of his chief claims upon tlie

recollection of posterity. In the beginning of that con-

nection Moore certamly gave as much or more than he

leoeived of social distinction and semi-patronage, and all

that Byron did for him in later years was to involve him
Vol. 11—13
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in a painfiil debt and still more painful discussion. When
Moore visited Venice in 1819, Byron presented him with

an extraordinary mark of regard in the shape of his own
autobiography, a precious packet of manuscript, full of the

most intimate experiences of that stormy life about which

the world was so curious. Moore, no doubt, ake so maujf

other people, was in want of money, which perhaps, Byron

was expected to help him to— for 'here is repeated

reference to the fact that this precious packet, which

would have excited public curiosity to the utmost, was

excellent security, upon which Murray would not refuse

to make an important advance. With the condition that

it was not to be published till after his death, Byron

seems to have contemplated with satisfaction the publica-

tion of these memoirs and the commotion they would

produce, and afterwards added, on several occasions, to the

MS. in Moore's hands, or rather in the hands of Murray,

whither they had been transferred as security for £2000
advanced to Moore. When the poet died so prematurely

and with so little warning, this MS. naturally became the

object of many eager and anxious thoughts. Some con-

flict about the property and Moore's right of redeeming it

from the liands of the publisher we need not enter into.

As a matter of fact, Moore paid back the £2000, and

reluctantly, as may well be supposed, but honourably,

submitted the manuscript to the examination of a sort of

small committee, representing Byron's wife and sister, by

whom it was destroyed. Many regrets and some vitu-

perations have been spent upon this act. Lord John

Russell assures us that he read the MS., and that the

sacrifice of it was but a trifling loss to the world. In the

face of many admirers of Byron's letters and personal

revelations, it may seem a bold thing to say that we
should be little surprised if this were strictly true. To

ourselves it has always seemed that the letters and
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journals, so far as they have been published, were far too

hurried and superficial, too full of levity and the swing

and haste of the moment, to be at all worthy of so great

a poet : nor can we imagine tliat his reputation would be

increased by any further accumulation of such mateiial.

putting aside altogether the likeliliood that what he hnd

to reveal might have been little conducive to either public

or private advantage. Anyhow, it was Moore and not

the wealthier friends—the rich wife and relations—who

bore the expense of this holocaust, which is a wonderful

testimony to his high spirit and honourable feeling. On
the other hand, we may allow that his Life of Lord Byron

made up in some degree for his sacrifice. It brought a

substantial recompense in money, and added to his repu-

tation—and those results would, no doubt, have been in

a great measure prevented by the stronger interest of any

personal chronicle issued with the authority of Byron's

name.

Moore wrote a life of Sheridan in the earlier part of

his career, and also a memoir of Lord Edward Fitzgerald,

and executed a considerable amount of miscellancons

literary work. He lived to be an old man, dying so late

as 1852 ; and for the expiation of any literary sins he

may have perpetrated, left his own hajiless memory to

the care of Lord John Eussell, who, too busy in the affairs

of State to spend much time in the execution of such a

commission, shovelled up all the unfortunate poet's scraps

and notes into a sort of wastepaper- basket of eight

volumes, where they lie for the investigation of any

reader, who may think it worth his while to produce for

himself, out of these incoherent materials, some idea of

the lively intelligence and good-humoured genial character

of the author of Irish Melodies. These everyday jottings

and familiar communications are always kind, affectionate,

and cheerful, and give us the utmost satisfaction as to
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Moore's moral and domestic character: but they are

trivial, as the sweepings of any man's study would prob-

ably be. Had he dealt unkindly by Sheridan or BjT^on,

this treatment would have been poetic justice. But he

did not do so. His own work is always conscientious

and careful. The friendly and sensible little man did his

very best for his heroes, so that the cruelty with which

he has himself been treated is all the greater. It is a

lesson to poets to resist the allurements of social ambi-

tion, and rather to trust a brother hack in literature than

a statesman and a noble peer.

It is almost vain to attempt a reproduction of all the

lighter figures which embellished Society at this period,

and made literature fashionable. The larger shades of

Mackintosh, Brougham, and Hallam, who gave dignity to

the assemblies at Holland House, have been already

mentioned, and demand treatment more serious. But in

the general London world there is no appearance more

characteristic and amusing than that of the quaint little

magician, with his trifling countenance and his mask of

horror, Matthew Gregory Lewis, known to everybody in

his own time and ours as Monk Lewis, though in these

days not one reader in a thousand has any acquaintance

Vv'ith the romance which earned him that name. He was

the son of a rich man who held a lucrative post under

Government, and had abundant private means, and of

a pretty fantastic fine lady, fond of fine company, of

music and musicians, and all the curiously mixed and

heterogeneous society which fashion and the arts make
up between them. The boy was brought up in his

mother's drawing-room, giving his childish opinions with

quaint precocity upon every subject, from a classical sonata

to a lady's headdress, and keeping his mother's friends

in amusement. When he was still a schoolboy, quarrels

arose in his home, which resulted in a separation between
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his parents, and the pretty, proud, frivolous mother, left

her husband's house. Henceforward, the precocious boy

became her affectionate friend, protector, and champion,

dividing his schoolboy means with her, when lier thought-

less expenditure had exhausted her own, writing her long

tender letters about all that was going on, sympathising,

guiding, deferring to her opinion, confiding all his plans,

literary and otlierwise, to her. A more touching picture

could not be than that of this curious pair, in themselves

so imperfect, the faded, extravagant, foolish, but loving

mother, and her fat little undergraduate, so sensible, so

tender, so constant, so anxious to anticipate all her wants,

scarcely betraying the consciousness that these wants are

sometimes unreasonable, and while he pours out all his

heart to her, still remaining loyally just and faithful to

the father, whose liberality lie wiU not hear impugned.

At sixteen the youth had already written a farce which

he hoped Mrs. Jordan would think worthy of lier acting,

and two volumes of a novel, thougli neither of them seem

to have seen tlie light : and from that time his pen seems

never to have been laid down. His play of the East

Indian was actually accepted and acted when he was

very little older, the profits of it being intended as a

present for his mother, who managed this part of his

business for him, having apparently kept up her con-

nection with actors and the artist world ^enerallv.

" Should I not obtain a farthing from the East Indian'

he says, however, " I trust I have a much surer prospect

of making you a little present than depends upon the

humour of a gallery. The volume of poems of wliich I

spoke to you in my last letter are now completed, and by
July I trust I shall get them copied out fair and in a fit

manner to put them into the hands of a publishe?. I

have no doubt of selling it. . . . Whatever this work
produces, you may reckon upon every farthing of it as
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your own. If the East Indian succeeds, I shall set about

arranging Adelaide for representation. The opera of Felix

could easily be brought out upon the strength of my first

plgy. In short, I have a number of irons in the fire, and

I think some of them must answer my purpose." The

young man was nineteen when he set this catalogue of

productions upon paper, and cheerfully confident in his

powers. The Mo'iik was written when he was twenty.

It had been begun some time before and laid aside, but

when the young author read the Mysteries of l/dolpho,

wliich he considered " one of the most interesting books

that has ever been published," he resumed his interrupted

work, and in two weeks produced the " romance of be-

tween three and four hundred pages " upon which his

future fame was built. The Monk was published in 1795.

Mrs. Radcliffe's books had given the public a taste for

wonder and mysi:ery, and this had special piquancies of

its own to relresh the jaded appetite. It leaped into

immediate fame. " This singular composition," says a

contemporary critic, "which has neither originality, morals,

nor probability to recommend it, has excited and will

continue to excite the curiosity of the public, such is the

irresistible energy of genius !" Such, we may add once

more, are the inconceivable delusions of contemporaries
;

but Monk Lewis's genius was at least as much the laugh-

ing-stock of his generation, as an object of admiration to

them. By some good people the production, however,

was taken so seriously, that the Attorney-General of the

day was " instructed by one of the societies for the sup-

pression of vice, to move for an injunction to suppress

its sale." We should be disposed to say now that it is

hardly up to the mark of a " penny dreadful," even in

point of literary merit. The horrors are of the crudest

description, and there is neither character nor force of

writing to redeem them. Mrs. Eadclitfe is incomparably
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superior. There must Lave been something in the con-

trast between the fat little boyish person, blubber lips and

beady eyes, of the author, and the atrocities he lisped

forth so innocently, which tickled Society. It is scarcely

possible to couceive any more serious reason for his

fame.

A year after Tlie Monh came the Castle Spectre, a

drama of the same description, which once more was

received with great favour by the public, and was followed

by many other plays, one of them an extraordinary com-

position, which the author calls a monodrama, Tlie Captive,

in which the stage is held by one sole performer, re-

presenting a lady unjustly confined in a madhouse, whose

frantic appeal to her gaoler, and afterwards her long

soliloquy to herself and hearers, to prove that " I am not

mad, I am not mad," interrupted only by dumb show, the

attempt of a frantic madman to get into her cell, and

finally the arrival of her deliverers, when she has almost

raved herself into real madness—produced the most ex-

traordinary effect upon the audience. " Never did Covent

Garden present such a picture of agitation and dismay.

Ladies bathed in tears, others fainting, and some shriek-

ing with terror—while such of the audience as were able

to avoid demonstrations like these, sat aghast with pale

horror painted on their countenances." The temerity of

the young author of twenty-one who could venture on

such an innovation is as extraordinary as the effect pro-

duced, which no doubt was owing to the powers of the

actress, and the melodramatic force of the situation.

The family history of the Lewises was shortly after

disturbed by an incident which plunged them into un-

imaginable terror. The mother, separated from them, yet

not shut out from their kindness, and to whom Matthew
clung with so much devotion, took a step which threatened

to sever all the ties still left between them. She wrote
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a novel ! When this terrible fact was known, her son

with a panic almost beyond words, ruslied to pen and ink,

to implore her to suppress it. By every motive which

can move a woman, lie abjures her to make this sacrifice.

To be sure tliere were reasons why it might be doubly

painful to such a household to be brought under the

criticism of tlie time, to which personal gossip was de-

lightful ; but the horror with which her son contemplates

the mother's authorship is doubly anmsing at the present

moment, when to write novels has become so common an

accomplishment.

" I do most earnestly and urgently supplicate you, whatever

may be its merits, not to piiblish your novel," lie says. " I cannot

express to you in language sutKciently strong, how disagreeable and

painful my sensations would be were you to publish any work of

any kind, and thus hold yourself out as an object of newspaper

animadversion and impertinence. I am sure every such paragraph

would be like the stab of a dagger to my father's heart. It would

do a material injury to Sophia ; and although Maria has found an

asylum from the world's malevolence, her mother's turning novel

writer would, I am convinced, not (mly severely hiu't her feelings,

but raise the greatest prejudice against her in her husband's family.

As for myself, I really think I should go to the Continent immedi-

ately upon your taking such a step. ... Be assured the trade of

authoress is not an enviable one. In the last letter I had from

poor Mrs. K , she said that if she could but procure for her

children the common necessaries of life by hard labour, she would

prefer it to the odious task of writing." ,

This is a sermon which would greatly surprise an

intending novelist of the present moment. Mrs. Lewis

gave in to the terrible penalties thus set before her, and

sacrificed her work, which no doubt—as would probably

be the case with a great many competitors for fame—was

the best thing she could do. " I always consider a female

author as a sort of half-man," her severe counsellor goes

on to say. Poor lady, though he is so kind to her, he

does not si)are any little literary vanity of which she may
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Lave been possessed. " I never before heard of you being

accused of having written Tlie Monk. This goes more to

put me out of humour with the book than all the fury"

with which the critics had assailed it ; and he adds witl;

disdainful irony, " I am quite of your opinion when you

say that it would be better for you, as a woman, to write

dull sermons than The Monh, not nierely on the score of

delicacy, but because a dull icork uill p7^event its mUlior

being much talked of, a point, in my opinion, of all others

the most desirable for a woman to attain." To see tiiis

little cock-s])arrow of two-and-twenty thus laying down
the law is very comic. These were the days when I\Ir.

Collins in Miss Austen's novel declared that he was aware

no " elegant female" ever accepted a proposal at the iirst

asking, and when it was still popularly accepted as a rule

that it was no disgrace to a woman to be clever or

instructed, so long as she did not show it
—

" a tragedy not

intended for publication," even the severe "Monk" had no

objection to.

But though he objected to her authorship, Lewis was
very tender to his mother, and the story of their constant

intercourse, and the reversal of positions which is natural

when a precociously sensible, cool-headed, and affectionate

boy becomes the protector and guardian of a flighty parent,

is pretty, aud amusing, and touching in a breath. He
was a foolish little fellow upon the outside, frothy and

fictitious in his work, which was always more laughable

than impressive; but in his domestic relations, and, later,

in the larger duties which cost him his life, he was a

little hero.

In 1801, out of the midst of all the finest society in

London, and travelling with the Duke of Argyle in his

landau, as he describes to his mother, he came to Scotland,

and encountered in Edinburgh young Walter S('ott, a

Stretch advocate, on his promotion, newly married and
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happy, but as yet undistinguished, fond of old ballads, and

trying his skill in translations from the German. Scott

told Allan Cunningham, years after, that he had never

been so elated as when " the Monk" asked him to dinner

at his hoteh The odd little Englishman, with his round

projecting eyes and boyish person, "the least man I ever

saw," was that wonderful thing, a successful and famous

author, and his notice was something to be proud of.

Lewis was eager to get contributions for the Tales of

Wonder which he was then collecting, and of which he

informed his new acquaintance " a ghost or a witch was

a sine qua non ;" and they seem to have formed at once

a cordial acquaintance, with something in it—save the

mark !—of patronage and genial condescension on the part

of the visitor. Lewis would seem to have carried his

kindness so far as to set on foot negotiations for the

publication of Scott's translation of Goetz von Berlichingen.

What was more remarkable was the correspondence which

passed between " the Great Unknown," as he may well

be called in such a conjunction, and his Uterary patron,

whom he describes as " a martinet in rhymes and num-

bers." The idea of Monk Lewis schooling Scott in style

and versification is highly comic ; and the lectures were
" severe enough, but useful eventually," the amiable giant

says. Scott's " first serious attempts in verse" were thus

brought to light. The Eve of St. John, Glenflnlas, and

several other of his early poems, were published in I-ewis's

collection. But by this time the temporary fame of The

Monk had begun to fail, and, nobody knowing the mightier

figure which was thus conjoined with this, the Tales of

Wonder created no particular impression upon the mind of

the publi3. This collection contained the famous ballad

of Alonzo the Brave, which, as the majority of readers

nowadays have, we fear, entirely forgotten, was written

as a serious and awe-inspiring poem, and not as a burlesque
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Lewis had been living in great comfort during three

years of literary activity, with a pretty cottage at Barnes

full of all sorts of dainty nicknacks, in which he received

the fashionable world, and even entertained, if not angels,

princesses—and chambers in the Albany, luxuries such

as few men of letters had any chance of. But in 1812

his father died, and he became at once a rich man. Many
deliglitful stories are told of his kindness and beneficence.

The little man with his round eyes went about like

Haroun Al Raschid, seeing miseries which nobody else

saw, and enjoying, no doubt, the excitement of sending an

anonymous bank-note with all the suddenness and un-

fettered liberality of a gift from heaven. There is one

instance of the kind showing his readiness both in wit and

charity, which we may permit ourselves to telL He was

passing through a country town in which was a company

of strolling playere, whom he went to see. A young

actress of the company, hearing who he was, took the

"somewhat audacious step of calUng upon him at his inn

and begging something from him, " any trifle" unpublished,

to give eclat to her approaching benefit. Lewis promised

her a little piece called the Hiwloo Bride, for which she

was to come next day ; but, on looking through his papers,

found that he had not got it. Not knowing what to do,

he went out for a stroll to think over the dilemma in

which he found himself, and was forced to take shelter

from a shower in a little shop, through the door of which

he heard a conversation going on in an adjoining room.

He recognised the voice of his petitioner, and listened.

The actress was telling her mother what she had done,

and it appeared from the conversation that she was the

support of the old lady, wdio on her part, though gratified

by the result, feared that the giii might have exposed

herself to remark by her boldness. Lewis w^ent back to

his inn, and put up a fifty pound note in a letter, in
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which he informed liis visitor that the Hindoo Bride was

not to be found. " I have had," he said, " an opportunity

of witnessing your very admirable performance of a far

superior character in a style true to nature, and wliicli

reflects upon you the highest credit. I allude to a most

interesting scene in which you lately sustained the

character of ' The Daughter !
' Brides of all denominations

but too often find their empire delusive, but the character

you have chosen will improve upon every representation."

He left the town the same night, avoiding all thanks and

explanations.

No one could be better qualified to understand and

appreciate tlie filial virtues. One of his pleasures on

coming into his fortune was to establish his mother in a

pretty house, decorated to the last inch of its space, not

perhaps in what we should consider as good taste now-

adays ; but different opinions prevail in different periods

as to tliat indefinable quality. In the little entrance-hall

of this " white cottage," opposite the door, there was a

cupboard, made by " some matter-of-fact person," one of

those admirable conveniences which it is now the fashion

to admire. But the new inhabitant had a soul above

cupboards. She turned it into a bower of painted roses

and honeysuckles, encircling " a magnificent mirror,"

beneath which "was represented a low white gate, half open,

disclosing a winding path and shady perspective of wood

and water." Tliis was what was thought the finest of

decoration in the beginning of the century. Lewis and his

mother would have painted the panels of the cupboard door

with bristling perpendicular daisies or lilies had they done

their decorations now.

Part of the property left to Lewis by his father con-

sisted of estates in Jamaica, and the kind and conscien-

tious little man had always determined to make himself

acquainted with this portion of his possessions, which at
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that time meant so much more than it does now. He
went to Jamaica accordingly in 1816, and his account of

his arrival and residence there, and of the tumultuous

simple joy of the negroes whom he could not bear to hear

calling themselves his slaves, is a far more interesting and

worthy recollection than his bleeding nuns and mysterious

monks. On his return he visited Italy and Switzerland,

and it was on this occasion that we find him with the

poets on the Lake of Geneva. Of that meeting, as the

reader will recollect, one remarkable literary token re-

mains in Mrs. Slielley's Frankenstein, called into existence

by his suggestion, in the wet summer days they spent

together. There is another relic of the occasion, which

has an interest of its own of a different kind. It is a

codicil to Lewis's will, framed in the interest of the

slaves who had gained his heart. Convinced that they

could not be fitly protected unless under the eye of

" their proprietor," he resolves to secure their safety " to

the very utmost of that power which the law allows me,"

leaving upon his heirs the obligation of spending three

months in Jamaica every third year, of preserving intact

all the privileges and regulations which he had given and

made for the advantage of the negroes : and forbidding

the sale of slaves. All this is laid down in the most

stringent and solemn words, with du-ections that the suc-

cession shall pass over every one who refuses to fulfil

these conditions, and " solemnly branding with tlie names

of robbers and usurpers of property not belonging to

them" any who may endeavour to set aside the will, or to

avoid the performance of its obligations. Tliis docujnent

is signed, as witnesses, by Byron and Shelley both; and

it is a memorial of their meeting which is of the very

highest interest. Lewis went back to Jamaica a very

short time after, and left the island to return home in

May 1818 ; but he died on the passage, a sacrifice to his
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own humanity and sense of duty. Thus nobly ended the

life of the butterfly of society—a bad poet and indifferent

romancer, but kind and honest and tiue, a good son and

master, resolute to do his duty by all dependent on him.

He might have written better verses without being worthy

of so much praise.

Another pair of writers to whom society owed a great

deal of amusement were brouglit to the knowledge of the

world by a contemporary incident, which would not at

first sight have seemed a likely one to produce so much

fun and frolic. Di'ury Lane Theatre, which had been,

like most theatres, burnt down, was completed and about

to be reopened in October 1812. The directors thought

that an ode from some of the many poets of the time

would be an appropriate feature in the ceremonial of the

opening, and they were so far before their age as to

bethink themselves of the fine expedient of putting up

the privilege of writing this address to public competition.

It is not likely that any of the poets whose names have

survived to this time would avail themselves of such an

invitation, and consequently, among the huge number of

addresses received, not one was found good enough for

the purpose. The situation struck the lively vrits of two

mirth-loving young men, great in fugitive verses both, but

with little idea of serious authorship—James and Horace

Smith, the sons of a wealthy solicitor, himself of literary

tastes and some reputation. Some one suggested the

publication of a supposed selection from the condemned

poems, and the brothers caught at the idea with glee.

There was but six weeks to prepare the volume ; but this

did not discourage them, and they hastily divided between

them the authors whose peculiarities they thought most

fit for the purpose. The result was a little book which,

written at first as a mere jeu d'esprit, has held its ground

for the last half century, and is perhaps more generally
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known now Mian many of the great ])oets, whom, with a

keenness and lightness of touch which was never dulled

by ill nature, it held up to the genial laughter of the

lookers-on. The writers give an amusing account, in

tlieir preface to an edition published in 1835 — more

than twenty years aftei— of the difficulty they found in

getting their joke into print after having hurried through

its composition. The caution of the publishers had

nearly spoilt their fun and ours. " 'What have you

already written ?' was his first question, an interrogatory

to which we had been subjected in almost every instance ;"

they tell us in their description of this difficulty. The

young authors had no answer to give, and in consequence

of this the Rejected Addresses were themselves over and

over again rejected. But at last one more discriminating

than the rest was found—as tl^t wise man generally is

found—to take the risk ; and the success was so rapid

and decided that the authors themselves were unfeignedly

astonished. The idea tickled the public ; and the imita-

tions were very good, better sometimes than the models

they copied. Scott was even more delighted than was

the general reader with the parody of his own style. " I

certainly must have written this myself," said that fine-

tempered man. Lord Byron wrote to Mr. Murray with

unusual benignity—" Tell him I forgive him, were he

twenty times our satirist." And Mr. W. Spencer, a name
well-nigh unknown to our days, but not considered then

so much below the level of Scott and Byron, declared

that the audacious versifier was the man of all others

he wished to see. There was consequently no drawback

upon the pleasure of the amusing little performance,

which in all its airy malice pleased everybody. It it

impossible to refuse a laugh to the imitations of Words-

worth, Coleridge, and Southey, or not to admire the

admirable dexterity with which the peculiarities of Scots
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and Crabbe were caught. As was inevitable, the collec-

tion includes several parodies of poets whose style has

long ceased to be known to any one : but that is not the

satirist's fault.

Those light-hearted wits did little afterwards to justify

the sudden and wide reputation they had thus acquired.

The younger, Horace, strayed into prose writing, and was

the author of at least one novel, BraviUctye House, which

acquired a good deal of reputation ; but James, though

he wrote a great many verses in the same jocular vein,

never progressed again beyond mediocrity. It was not

indeed, his intention to seek the public ear again.

" James," says his brother, " implicitly adhered to his

favourite position, that when once a man has made a

good hit he should rest upon it, and leave off a winner.

. . . Having won the^prize which seemed to him the

only worthy object of contention—a welcome reception

wherever he went, and a distinguished position in society

—he wanted all motive for further and more serious

exertion." He wrote at a later period several dramatic

sketches for Charles Mathews, for which he was paid

£1000. "A thousand pounds for tomfoolery," Jie says

himself with admiring wonder, adding what Mathews had

said, " You are the only man in London who can write

wliat I want—good nonsense." Sometimes, however, the

nonsense James Smith wrote was not over good, for

writing nonsense is a very fatiguing operation. But he

was always genial and kind :
" his good sayings were

heightened by his cordial good-nature, by the beaming

smile and the twinkling eye." And he was always fond

of society, and above all of the society of persons of

distinction. He loved a lord, like most Englishmen, and

still more he loved a lady. When Keats met the two

witty brothers at dinner, they did not harmonise with his

youthful gravity. "They only served to convince me
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how superior humour is to wit," he says tartly. " These

men say things which make one start without making one

feel : they are all alike, their manners are alike, they all

know fashionables, they have all a mannerism in their

very eating and drinking, in their mere handling a

decanter. They talked of Kean and his low comitany,

' Woidd I were with that company instead of yours,' I

said to myself" But Keats was jaundiced, and probably

did not from his cold heights of poverty and deprivation

understand the well-off and peaceful people down on the

sunny level of wealth and comfort. And youth is slow

to understand wit. James Smith was one of those genial

and amiable old bachelors who are always so popular in

society. We know most of him, because Horace outlived

him and affixed a brief biographical sketch to his

Memoirs. Otherwise the merits of their great work seem

to have been pretty equally divided between them.

James contributed a large share of the best of the com-

positions ; but Horace was the author of the Tale of

Drury Larie, hy W. S., whicb is perhaps the first of all.

The brothers were fond of the brilliant little coterie

established by Lady Blessiugton at Kensington, not very far

from the supreme arbiters of taste and fashion at Holland

House. Lady Blessington herself was a fashionable novelist

of some pretensions, and so was Lady Caroline Lamb,

another of the beauties of the period, whose novel Glen-

arvon, au extinct performance, attracted a little attention

then, the hero of the piece being supposed to be Byron,

who had disastrously crossed the poor lady's life in the

period of his brief glory in London. Lady Blessington

also contributed something to the Byron literature, mani-

fold as it was. But these light and passing butterflies of

literature, ephemera of a moment, can scarcely be reckoned

as belonging at all to its history. Their names cling to

those of the greater persons to whom some chance associ-
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ation attached them, but that is all that can be said.

Lady Morgan is a name of somewhat greater importance,

and her Wild Irish Girl has some right to the honours of

a national story. But she too and most of her works

have vanished from the permanent acquaintance of the

country, as so many others have done who were notable

enough in their time. Speucer, Luttrel, Sotheby, Lord

Thurlow, and many another, where shall we find any

record of them now ?

Of a very different order was the writer who, though

appearing little in fashionable society, is connected so

closely with one of the last group of poets that his place

must fall somewhere near Shelley's in the records of

literature, Thomas Love Peacock, one of the friends to

whom Shelley did the kindest service at a moment when

he was in no superfluity of wealth himself, became ac-

quainted with the poet in 1812, when he was living in

"Wales with his young wife Harriet, shortly after their

marriage. Peacock was some seven years older than

Shelley, a young man whose education had been irregular,

and (as usual) without the University brand, but who was

an accomplished scholar, of a keen intellect, and much
eccentric satirical power. How a man with so clear an

eye for the follies of his neighbours should have formed

so warm a friendship with the enthusiast boy, so wayward

and visionary, it is difficult to make Dut ; but he did so,

and continued so much the trusted friend of the poet that

he was named the executor of his will, though they had

not seen each other for some years before Shelley's death.

He has left us a record of that much-vexed and discussed

period of Shelley's life, the time of his separation from

Harriet and elopeinent with Mary, and all the events that

flowed from these acts, into which it is not necessary

now to enter, save to say that it is perhaps the most un-

impassioned and impartial account, doing justice to the
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unfortunate Harriet, though without any breach of liia

friendship with Shelley. Peacock's reputation, however,

rests upon the curious series of novels, if novels they can

be called, Headlong Hall, Nightmare Ahhey, Crotchet Castle,

etc., which he has left behind him, books which are scarcely

stories, though there is an artificial and whimsical thread

of narrative to link their often brilliant conversations and

discussions together. These, we were about to say, are

unique in literature ; but they have served as a model in

our own day to otlier productions of a similar character,

not so incisive and terse, and far from being so amusing.

But Peacock was for many years alone in the curious vein

of satire which he discovered. His method is somewhat

artificial ; and we can imagine the dismay of the ordinary

novel-reader who should suddenly find himself confronted

by the caustic fun and amusing dialogue of Headlong

Hall or Nightmare Ahhey when in search of an innocent

romance. Perliaps it requires the zest of a consciousness,

that were we not somewhat superior ourselves, we should

not enjoy them, which has disposed such as have come
under his spell to regard Peacock with something like

enthusiasm. His first book, Headlong Hall, published in

1816, introduces us to a curious company, in which each

individual is the representative of a theory, and shapes

his talk accordingly—one being a " perfectibilian," another

a " dcteriorationist," and another a " statu-quo-ite,"— very

rude symbols indeed of what can scarcely be called t\ pes

of character so much as abstract figures representing each

an opinion which each feels to be triumphantly proved

right by CA^ery new change of circumstances. Among
these oddities, Dr. Gaster plays the moderating part indi-

cated by his name, and carries a savoury odour of good

cheer through all the sharp reimrtees and bold assertions

of the antagonists ; while Squire Headlong—who, when
it is suggested to him that it is his duty to marry and
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continue his noble race, cries out with cheerful readiness,

" Egad ! that is very true ; I'll marry directly"— furnishes

a most amusiug figure. This kind of satire is very easy

and impersonal, and leaves the vv^ithers entirely unwrung

of society in its usual forms ; and it is absolutely artificial,

and like nothing that ever was seen among mortals. But

the fun is very skilful, sometimes dazzling, and always

eccentric and amusing. Nightmare Abbey is still more

wildly unlike anytliing that ever was in heaven or earth

;

but here we have what is intended for a sketch of Shelley

in the hero of the jjiece, Scythrop Glowry by name, the

only son of the master of Nightmare Abbey, and of a race

given up to gloom. Gloom, however, is not the character-

istic of the heir, but rather a confused energy and rest-

lessness of mind and imagination, often very amusingly

described, though we caunot but think it mast have been

a considerable test of Shelley's friendship for the vnriter to

accept it as a joke. Here is an introductory sketch:

—

" Scythrop pioceeded to meditate upon the practicability of re-

viving a CO 11 federation of regenerators. To get a clear view of hia

own ideas, and to feel the pulse of the wisdom and genius of the

age, he wrote and published a treatise, in which his meanings were

carefully wi'apped up in the monk's hood of transcendental tech-

nology, but filled up with hints of matter deep and dangerous, which

he thought would set the wliole nation in a ferment ; and he awaited

the result in awful expectation, as a miner who has fired a train

awaits the explosion of a rock. However, he listened and heard

nothing, for the explosion, if any ensued, was not sr.ificiently loud

to shake a single leaf of the ivy on the towers of Nightmare Abbey
;

and some months afterwards he received a lelter rom his bookseller,

informing him that only seven copies had been sold, and concluding

with a polite request for the balance. Scythrop did not despair*.

'Seven copies,' he thought, 'have been sold. Seven is a mystical

number, and the omen is good ; let me find the seven purchasers of

my seven copies aiul they shall be the seven golden candk sticks with

which I will illuminate the world.'"

The vagaries of this visionary youth, and how he
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compels his father's consent to liis engagement with an

ineligible young lady, by appearing before him with a

skull in his hand, supposedly tilled with some fatal liquid,

"which he vows he will drink if his petition is refused
;

but when the consent is given, and the father, rushing in,

disturbs an agitated interview by a sudden " Bless you, my
children !" and suggests the naming of the wedding-day,

responds with an embarrassed " Iieally, sir, you are so

precipitate"— is most whimsically and cleverly told ; and

so is his final embarrassment between the conflicting

claims of two ladies, with both of whom he is in love :

—

" He could not dissemble to himself that he was in love at the

same time with two damsels of miiids and habits as remote as the

antipodes. The scale of predilection always inclined to the fair

one who happened to be present ; but the absent was never

effectually outweighed, though the degrees of exaltation and depres-

sion varied according to accidental variation in the outward and
visibly signs of the inward and spiritual graces of his respective

charmers. Passing and repassing several times a day from the

company of the one to that of the other, he was like a shuttlecock

between two battledores, changing its direction as rapidly as the

oscillations of a pendulum, receiving many a hard knock on the

cork of a sensitive heart, and flying from point to point on the

feathers of a suiJer-sublimated head. This was an awful state of

things. He had now as much mystery about him as any romantic

transcendentalist or transcendental romancer could desire. He had
his esoterical and his exoterical love. He could not endure the

thought of losing either of them, bat he trembled wdien he imagined
the possibility that some fatal discovery might deprive him of both.

The old proverb about two strings to a bow gave him some gleams
of comfort ; but that concerning two stools occurred to him more
frequently, and covered his forehead with a cold perspiration."

This is a bold picture to make of a friend, and one

who, at the moment, was standing in a much more
tragic position of the same kind between his Harriet and
his Mary. But it throws a curious light upon the

character of Shelley, in which there certainly was—
notwithstanding his great genius—something elvish and
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faun-like, with starts of sudden boldness and timidity

like a wild creature.

Character however, is not Peacock's forte— his per-

sonages are all abstract, and harp upon their one string

with wonderful cleverness often, but with the monotony

which is inseparable from the literary puppet. In his

two later works there is a difference in this respect. Dr.

Folliot, in Crotchet Castle, carried out and continued in

Dr. Opimian in G^^yll Grange, h a well-defined personage:

the old-fashioned acute man of the world, in the shape

of a squire-parson, a scholar, and a gentleman, with a

caustic wit, and a great taste for and comprehension of

the good things of this life—disliking all innovations and

novelties, and very ready to meet any antagonist in the

warfare of words, a conflict m wliicli, however antiquated

his opinions may be, his wit and readiness of resource

are as like as not to have the best of it. The author

himself would seem to have resembled in mauy things

this favourite character. His mixture of fine under-

standing and prejudice, of brilliant dialectic skill and

pugnacious wrongheadedness is as remarkable as his

power. These were days in which men were not

ashamed to give their prejudices full scope, and to char-

acterise their enemies with unscrupulous vigour. And
Peacock had all the hostilities of his literary sect—with

a furious contemjDt for the critics, especially Jeffrey and

his brotherhood, and a hatred still deeper for the excellent

Southey, wlio— one scarcely can tell how—seems to

have been singled out as the recipient of all the vials of

their wrath.

Of the many verses with which these eccentric stories

are studded, we must quote a portion of one, which is to

be found in the Misfortunes of Elphin, a "Welsh romance

of vague chronology, of the times of Arthur, which is

told with admirable humour and mock gravity. The
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first lines of this War Song of the Diiids Vaivr will be

found, if they chance to strike the reader's ear and fancy,

to be one of those utterances of genius which prove

applicable to all the circumstances of life.

" The mountain sheep are sweeter,

But the valley sheep are fatter ;

We therefore deemed it meeter

To carry off the latter.

We made an expedition,

We met a host and quelled it,

We found a strong position,

And killed the men who held it.

" On Dyfed's richest valley.

Where herds of kine were browsing,

We made a mighty sally,

To furnish our carousing.

Fierce warriors rushed to meet us,

We met them and o'erthrew them
;

They struggled hard to beat us,

But we conquered them and slew them.

** As we drove our prize at leisure,

The king marched forth to catch us

;

His rage surpassed all measure,

But his people could not match us.

He fled to his hall pillars.

And ere our force we led off,

Some sacked his house and cellars,

While others cut his head off.

" Wf brought away from battle.

And much their land bemoaned them.

Two thousand head of cattle,

And the head of him that owned them,

Ednyfed, King of Dyfed,

His head was borne before us
;

His -wine and beasts supplied our feasts,

And his overthrow our chorus."

lu this ironic banter and reductio ad absurdum Peacock

has DD superior. His books themselves will probably
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seem tedious to the hasty reader, but even he "will find

in them innumerable suggestions which subsequent

writers have made capital of. His wine and beasts

have helped us to many feasts since his day.

Peacock held for many years an important post in

the India House, in which he svicceeded James Mill.

And when he retired, he was succeeded by that stern

philosopher's son, John Stuart Mill, whose fame is still

fresh among us. These were all much greater men than

Charles Laml), the beloved Elia, who scribbled so many
years away at a humbler desk under the same roof.

Another name which stood high among contem-

poraries, and occupied, in the opinion of many men, a

position entirely different from that which would be

allowed to him now, was Theodore Hook, a novelist of

much temporary reputation, a successful journalist, and

what was perhaps of more importance to his reputation

than either, a wit and epigrammatist of the highest

acceptance in his day.

" That the autlior of Sayings and Doings stands in jeopardy of

passing away rapidly from the memory of man, cannot indeed for

a moment be believed," writes his biographer. " So long as taste

for the higher works of fiction endures, Maxwell, Gilbert Gurney,

etc., must ever take high jjlace and precedence on our shelves
;

and we have no more doubt that a century hence the spectre of

Jlartlia the Gipsy will haunt the imaginations of our great-grand-

children, while endeavouring to trace out, in the area of some
gigantic Grand Junction Eailway Station, the site of what once

was Bloomsbury Square, than that the narrator of the tale himself

would have readily given his last half-crowai to any red-cloaked

old lady who might have happened to solicit alms after nightfall

in that neighbourhood. His literary fame is safe."

Alas ! Bloomsbury Square still remains in unblemished

respectability, but who knows anything of 3Iartlia the

Gijjsy ? It was no earlier than 1848 that these words

were written, not much more than thirty years ago ; but
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the literary fame whicli the writer flattered himself was

so " safe " has disappeared like last year's snow. Hook
mace his appearance in the world, at a very early age, aa

the author of some farces of the lightest description.

" Gods ! o'er those boards shall Folly rear her liead

Where Garrick trod, and Siddnns lives to tread ?

On those shall Farce display BufFoon'ry's mask,

And Hook conceal his heroes in a cask ?

"

says Byron, sparing nobody in his English Bards. Hook
had been at Harrow with the noble poet. He lived, as

his biographer delights to think, to pay back this satiric

line tenfold in the criticisms of the John Bull. But in

the meantime his youth was in itself a farce in innumer-

able scenes,, full of frolic and mischief, and every wild

device by which a young madcap could keep himself and

his friends in laugliter. His jokes sometimes had issues

which were more disagreeable than ridiculous, but he

never cared very much for that, and they were innocent

enough so long as he was merely a dare-devil boy,

balancing on the edge of society, and playing innumerable

pranks, in which there was perhaps some serious intention

of getting himself into notice as well as the pleasure of

the folly itself. In 1812, when he was twenty-four, he

got an appointment to a responsiljle post at the Mauritius,

which, but that there was a good income involved, nuist

have evidently been as unsuitable for liim as any appoint-

ment ever was. But the days of patronage were not then

over, and the young scapegrace gaily undertook the office,

in which, as a matter of course, from sheer carelessness

and incapacity to understand business or anything else

that was serious, he fell into great trouble before long.

It was natural enough that he who could not managje his

own small financial concerns, should soon be proved un-

able to manage those of a colony, and the failure was so

great that he was sent home in half-a-dozen years as a

Vo^. II.—14
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prisoner, under military escort. This alarming action on

the part of the authorities came to little when he got back

to Loudon, except a burden of indebtedness which weighed

him down for years ; but which he managed to shake off

somehow or other, though it reappeared like a spectre in

his life from time to time. He came back in 1819, raid

a year after had so far recovered his spirits and freedom

that we find him in the full excitement of a new news-

paper, the John Bull, of which he was partly the originator,

and which he conducted at first in mysterious hiding, but

afterwards openly for many years. John Bull did not

originate in a very lofty inspiration. These were the days

when Caroline of Brunswick, the shabbiest and least

reputable of injured queens, was fighting her poor cause

against her still less reputable husband, with a great ex-

penditure of feeling and sympathy on the part of the

people, fouuded rather on horror of him, than any real

love for her. The John Bull was begun for the purpose

of maintaining the cause of the King, by very unsavoury

methods, against this unfortunate Princess, who stood in

royal George's way ; and Hook was in no way superior to

this degrading office. When any lady ventured to show

herself at the shabby little court where Caroline held such

state as was possible, she instantly became a mark for the

arrows of this band of shabby assassins. Where all is so

pitiful. King and Queen, defenders and assailants, it is

hard to know how to characterise this odious mission.

AW that scurrility and scandal could do was aimed at

every individual who entered the doors of Brandenburgh

House, so that when at length the unhappy Queen died,

and got free of her troubles, the John Bull, a full-grown

London newspaper, tottered in its career and felt its

occupation gone. It is not a very noble beginning, neither

was the nature noble of the man who thus rushed into the

lists in such a cause. But it is difficult for us now to
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enter into the fierce and coarse polemics of this conflict,

which does not enlist our sympathies on either side—for

the Queen was as unattraLtive a victim as the King was

an unelevated oppressor. Hook's novels are not of much

higher class than his journalism. Tiiey abound in cari-

cature, not even the caricature of invention, but that of

actual portraiture, all his broadest sketches being easily

identified by those who knew him, and by society in

general. They were clever enough to be largely read at

the time, but nothmg can be more entirely dead than

these galvanically vivacious productions are now, nor is

there enough even of contemporary life in them to make

it worth while to recall them to the reader.

Theodore Hook was distinguished among his contem-

poraries, still more than by his novels or his journalism,

by the curious gift of improvisation which he possessed,

and by a taste for the broad farce of mystification, prac-

tical jokes played upon all sorts of people, which it needed

a dauntless impudence as well as a great deal of ready wit

and unbounded cleverness to carry out. Thus he would

go and force his way into a dinner party in a liouse where

he was absolutely unacquainted, by the cleverest subter-

fuges, making himself, as soon as he had got a footing, so

amusing and delightful to his host and the party, that the

impertinence was more than condoned. All this was very

amusing in the doing, and somewhat amusing in the tell-

ing, though it soon palls upon the reader; but it is not a

very elevated or satisfactory mode of amusement, and few

lives could be less dignified or worthy than that of this

poor man of letters, this Yorick of infinite fancy and frolic,

whose existence was good to nobody, not even to himself.

Never was there more festivity and apparent enjoyment,

more fun and noise and frivolity, but seldom an existence

so barren, with so little to show for the gifts which nature

had lavished, and which were but so many more means of
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failure to the unfortunate upon whom tLey fell. He died

in 1841 at the age of fifty-three, pitifully pursued by

debts and embarrassments to the very edge of the grave.

It has been somewhat difficult to find a place for ono

of the most characteristic of Scotch novelists—John Gait.

A'Vith the literary circles in Edinburgh he had not the

remotest connection, nor, if we except the moment in

which this odd and vulgar Scot, pushing his devious way
about the world, crossed the path of Byron, had he any

literary associates at all. The early part of his life was

spent in what is vaguely called " business," and in

processes of self- culture such as go on among young

clerks and working-men of a superior order, and which,

though admirable in themselves, rarely qualify the groping

student who has thus to stumble along the paths of

knowledge without guidance, to instruct the^ world. Gait

was not successful in his early attempts in his office in

Greenock, nor does he seem to have been more so in

Londou, whither he removed early in the century, when

a young man of five oi six and twenty. His account of

himself in his Autohiograpliy is by no means clear, but

gives us a confused picture of commercial embarrassments,

meetings of creditors, and other unpleasant accompani-

ments of failure, amid which his own attitude of cleverness

and self-confidence is always pleasing to the narrator. A
self-opinionated Scotsman of the vulgar type, shrewd yet

reckless, self-admiring, knowing notliing better than his

own little world of the Mechanics' Institute, or local

liljrary committee (for perhaps it was too early as yet for

]\Iechauics' Institutes)—how such a man could have been

admitted to the ranks of literature at all would puzzle

extremely the reader who, without knowing anything

more of Gait, should stumble upon this dull record of

himself. When trade failed, however, he took to book-
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making, and, travelling for the purpose it would seem

—

as he might have travelled for the purpose of getting

orders in drysaltery, a more likely occupation—met Byron

in the East on several occasions by the chances of the

road, and formed an acquaintance upon which, at a later

period, he presumed to write a life of the poet. This was

some time about 1810, when the first cantos of Chi'Ae

Harold were being written. Afterwards Gait went to

Canada as agent of a company, and there worked for a

number of years, colonising and founding townships, and

encouraging emigration, but always thwarted and disap-

proved of by the authorities at home. It was on his

return from this undertaking, unsuccessful as before, when
he was about forty and considerably worn by knocking

about tlie world, that he fell, by chance as it would seem,

upon the vein of rich metal in his disorderly intellectual

possessions.

Up to this time, with a mind little cultivated but full

of self-consequence, and an obtuse Scottish incai)acity to

perceive the things which he could not do, he had written

besides his travels, only dramatic productions, which

Scott, notwithstanding his constant kindness, characterises

as " the worst tragedies that ever were seen." But at

last it seems to have occurred to the always active-minded

adventurer to turn his eyes back to the life with which

his youth had been familiar—the homely coteries of his

native country, the village groups among which he had

been born. By what extraordinary magic it was that the

man who, writing his own life in precisely the same
localities and among the same classes, produces nothing

that is not vulgar, wearisome, and commonplace, should

the moment he got into the realm of fiction find means
to put before us the quaintest group of characters, all

real, lifelike, and original, racy of the soil and true to

nature, bat not vulgar at all—is the most extraordinary
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literary miracle : but so it was. The Ayrshire Legatees,

the Annals of the Parish, The Entail, and even Sir Andrew

Wylie, though the humour of the last is broader and the

atmosphere less pure, are in their way wonderful repre-

sentations of the national life in out-of-the-way corner.^

of Scotland, impossible to be omitted in the literary

annals of the country. Gait was not, like Scott, a master

of his art ; he had none of the genial breadth of observa-

tion, the noble comprehension of humanity, which belong

to great minds. But what he did know he knew minutely

and by heart. His was the simple realism with which

imagination has scarcely anything to do ; not a record of

life read by lights of higher perception and insight, but

of facts scarcely modified at all save by the machinery of

story-telling. His Mrs. Pringle could, no doubt, have

been identified to the very ribbons on her cap : and all

the little individualities, so minutely set forth, of every

simple but guileful actor on the little scene, belong to the

very certainty of primitive life, in no way elevated or

idealised, true, yet with a lower kind of truth than that

with which the imagination has to do. This sort of

portrait-painting, in which there is little harm, perhaps,

when the subjects are found in Scotch villages, is in most

cases a dangerous craft, and a very poor expedient to

replace art. Fortunately it neutralises its own mischievous

tendencies by being very rarely successfuL But in Gait's

best work the imitation of nature is so close, and the life

so thoroughly penetrated and known, that the picture

almost reaches the higher level of real art.

As was to be expected, the author himself conceived

his best efforts to be of a kind more ambitious. His is

no fiery spirit intolerant of criticism, and he is willing to

accept as much praise as any one will bestow on the

simplicities of his Ayrshire stories ; but he is still a little

wounded that Ringan Gilhaize, the story of a martyr-
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covenanter, of which he says with an inj iired tone, " My
memory does not furnish me with the knowledge of a

novel of the same kind," should not have gained the

appreciation which he feels sure it deserved, and that the

Majolo, a book in which he had endeavoured to make his

hero " feel precisely what Buonaparte is reported to have

felt," should have been " absolutely neglected" by the

public. On the other hand, his " amiable friend the Earl

of Blessington" paid him " perhaps the most pleasing

compliment" he ever received, by remarking upon the

character of Lord Sandford in Sir Andrew Wylie, that " it

must be very natural, for in the same circumstances he

would have acted in a similar manner," without seeming

to have " the least idea that he was himself tlie model

of the character." This was the principle of his work

throughout. But the simple wonderment of his group of

country folk with their sudden accession of fortune, amid

the sights of London—the current of their thoughts, all

moulded in the narrowness of the parish, the gleams of

mother wit, sometimes ludicrous, sometimes wise, the

background of honest goodness never too good, and the

unfailing store of " pawky " humour and sense— are in

their way as good as anything can be. The miracle is,

as we have said, that the very same people are intolerable

bores and vulgar nuisances in the real story of his life,

whom here in fiction he makes the most amusing com-

panions. Nothing more flat and vulgar than the auto-

biography, nothing more genuine, humorous, and original

than the stories. In this way Gait is a greater wonder

than Scott himself.

We will not even attempt to put upon record the number
of trashy publications to which Gait's name is attached.

Tra"vels, biographies, tragedies, books without number
rattled from a pen so commonplace save in one direction,

that it is inconceivable why they were published at all;
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but among all this dioss the one clear streamlet, like

a burn in his own homely, tuneful country side, the

district wliich brought Burns into the world as well as

this strangely-gifted humourist, goes on with a cheerful

tinkle ever worthy the attention of the passer-by, and

ever pleasant, fertilising, adorning. A man who has done

so much ap, this has the best of claims upon liis country

to have all the rest forgotten.

We have omitted to notice among the writers of Scot-

land a name which, however, like Gait's, is but little con-

nected locally with Scotland, though no more genuine

Scot could bo, either in his works or sentiments, than

Allan Cunningham, " honest Allan," one of those men,

peasant-born and but barely educated, who, by dint of

something which we must call genius, though not great

enough to reach an exalted rank, have made their way
out of the fields and workshops into the world of litera-

ture. Nothiug but that spark of a divinity uncontrollable

and subject to no laws, which, like the winds, goes

" where it listeth," could account for the appearance here

and there of such a simple and stalwart figure, in regions

so different from those which brought him forth. Allan

Cunningham was all the more remarkable that he not

only brought out of a gardener's cottage enough of the

faculty of Song to find him a place in the poetic records

of his country, but also out of the stonemason's yard some
perception of art which made him capable of becoming

the trusty assistant and head workman of a great sculptor.

His connection with Chantrey is still more remarkable

than liis connection with literature, for art exacts a harder

apprenticeship than lias ever been required for author-

ship. Perhaps it was the faithfulness of the man, and

steady devonon, that made him capable for this post,

rather than an)' insight into art. He was the author of

Beveral songs which are not unworthy of a place in the
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language of Burns, and a great deal of liard - working

composition, Lives of Painters, and other respectable pro-

ductions, a History of Literature Biographical and Critical,

with some novels which will not bear much criticism.

" Honest Allan," says Sir Walter Scott of him, " a leal

and true Scotchman of the old cast. A man of genius

besides, who only requires tlie tact of knowing when and

where to stop, to attain the universal praise which ought

to follow it." The sight of such a man in the haunts of

authors and artists in London, with his shepherd's plaid

over his shoulder, his rustic breeding, and flavour of the

soil, is one of the most remarkable in all the circle of

strange sights. He had much intercourse with Sir Walter,

and with many others of the best men of the day, and

was adopted fully into that world so foreign to his race.

His songs are the chief things that remain of him. This

most simple, but by no means most easy branch of poetical

composition has always been a special gift of Scotland,

where, at the same time, many voices kindred to " honest

Allan's—those of Lady Nairne, whose fame, like that of

Lady Anne Lindsay, depends on one song, of Motherwell,

and Tannahill, and several other congenial spirits—were

then flourishing. It is with an apology for previous

omission that we mention them here. And on the same
argument, we may add the name of another Scot of other

pretensions, William Tennant, a man of education and

literary skill who was not so fortunate as Allan, but lived

and died a poor schoolmaster, without ever issuing out of

his little native sphere. A long poem in the measure of

Whistlecraft and Don Juan, but preceding both, the suliject

of which is Anster Fair and the heroine Maggie Lauder,

could scarcely be carried into fame or the general know-
ledge except by the greatest gifts of genius. And these

Tennant certainly did not possess. But his verse has

much of the freedom and flow of the greater productions
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in whicli the same medium was adopted, and has power

enough to make the chance reader regret that it had not

a little more—enough at least to raise such a skilled

manufacture to something more than merely local fame.

Where Tennant got the measure we are not infoimed.

That he should have drawn it direct from Pulci and the

Italians seems unlikely ; but it is at least remarkable

that a form of poetry which was afterwards to become so

famous should have first stolen into English in tliis humble

and unnoticed way.

Thomas Moore, born 1779; died 1852.

Published Translation of Anacreon in 1800.

Little's Poems, 1801.

Odes and Epistles, 180G.

Lalla Rookh, 1817.

Thn Fudge Family in Pnxis, 1818.

Rliymes for the Road, 1819.

Loves of the Angels, 1823.

Fables for the Holy Alliance, 1823.

The Epicurean, 1839.

Matthew Gregory Lewis, born 1775; died 1818.

Published The Monk, 1796.

The Castle Spectre, etc., many Dramatic Works and

Operas at different times betwixt 1797 and 1812.

Tales of Wonder, 1801.

Bravo of Venice, 1804.

Feudal Tyrants.

Tales of Terror.

Romantic Tales.

James Smith, born 1775; died 1839.

Published Rejected Addresses, 1812.

„ „ 22d edition, 1851.

Comic Miscellanies contributed to various periodicals,

reprinted after his death.
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Horace Smith, bom 1779 ; died 1849.

Published Brambletye House, 1826.

Tor Hill.

Zillah.

Adam Brown, etc.

Thomas Love Peacock, born 1785; died lizlG.

Published Headlong Hall, 1816.

Melincourt, 1817.

Nightmare Abbey, 1818.

Rhododaphne.

Maid Marian, 1822.

Misfortunes of Elphin, 1829.

Crotchet Castle, 1831.

Gryll Grange, 1860.

Theodore EdwafxD Hook, born 1788 : died 1841.

Published A number of Farces and Operettas between

1805 and 1821.

Sayings and Doings (first series), 1824.

„ „ (second series), 1825.

„ „ (third series), 1828.

Reminiscences of Michael Kelly, 1S26.

Maxwell, 1830.

Life of Sir David Baird, 1832.

The Parson's Daughter, 1833.

Jack Brag, 1837.

Bii'ths, Deatlis, and Marriages, 1839.

Love and Pride, 1833.

Gilbert Gurney, 1835.

Gurney Married, 1839.

He continued to publish Novels and Magaziitd

Articles to the end of his life.

John Galt, born 1779 ; died 1839.

Published The Ayrshire Legatees, 18l'0.

Annals of the Parish, 1821.

Sir Andrew Wylie, 182a.

The Provost, 1822.
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Published The Entail, 1823.

The Steamboat.

Ringan Gilhaize.

The Spaewife.

Lawrie Todd.

The Owner, 1824.

Bogle Corbet, 1831.

And many others.

Allan Cunxingham, born 1784 ; died 1843.

Published Several Songs in Cromek's Remaina of NitLsdale and

Galloway Song, 1810.

Sir Marmaduke Maxwell, 1822,

Paul Jones.

Lives of Painters.

History of Literature.

WniLiAM Tennant, born 178.'S died 184B.

Published Anster Fair, 1818-
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CHAPTER YIII.

MAKIA EDGEWORTH JANE AUSTEN SUSAN FERPJER.

There is a curious symbolism in the names which stand

at the head of this page—three women representing with

great fitness the three countries that form Great Britain,

all writing the same language, and embodying to a great

extent the same ideal, yet revealing each the characteristics

of her race in a manner as amusing as it is instructive.

Miss Ferrier, the youngest of the group, was somewhat

cast into shade by the apparition, close beside her, of the

greatest of novelists, yet, nevertheless, kept her place and

reputation notwithstanding Sir Walter. The others held

undisturbed possession of the field, and were each supreme

on her own ground. Novel-writing—though we are apt

to say that it never attained such general extension as

now—has always been a popular art, and perhaps at no

period since literature began to have a history, did it ever

happen that the story-teller was absent from the beadroU.

But there had been a lull afler Eicliardson and Fielding,

ard their successor Smollett. The two latter, we presume,

uiaking every allowance for the change of manners, never

could have been considered suitable for domestic reading

:

and the gradual development of an ever-increasing aucU-

ence brought necessities with it which probably had some

occult power in quickening the feminine imagination, and

calling into being that pure-minded and delicate art which
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was found to the amazement of all beholders to be capable

of delighting and amusing the public without in/'ringing

the finest standard of morals. Eichardson had meant well

—he had supposed and everybody had said that Pamela

M'as the support of virtue, an example for womankind.

But neither Fieldino; nor Smollett was solicitous about

virtue. They were " robust" masters of the art of fiction,

with no sort of affectation about them ; their books were not

meant for the women—and probably at that period women
were not very much considered in the audience to which

writers in general addressed themselves. But a change

had evidently come about in this respect at the end of

last century. Whether it was Rousseau and the Freuch

Eevolution who did it, or whether it was the waking up

in divers places of such genius among women as creates

its own audience and works its own revolution, it is diffi-

cult to tell. Mary Wollstonecraft, who was the most

likely to be influenced by these foreign powers, wrote bad

stories in the old style, and probably ]\Iaria Edgeworth

and Jane Austen knew very little of liousseau. It is as

liard to decide how they were produced as it is to trace

any other awakening of a new thing in poetry or art.

'fliey were as much a new source of life and meaning as

were the poets their contemporaries, and arose—because

it was in them—mysteriously out of the gentle darkness,

each a particular star.

It is curious to note the difference between their con-

temporary Mrs. Inchl)ald and these ladies of the new light.

The Strange Story, with its graceful talent and individu-

ality, belongs to tlie eighteenth century altogether. It

deals with no definable development of human nature, and

has in it no real study of life. It is a surprise to us to

realise that Pride and Prejudice was actually written

earlier than that curious romance, though it did not till

some time after see the liuht. Mrs. Inchbald is of the
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past, and her production is almost archaic ; but Jane

Austen belongs to humanity in all periods, and Miss Edge-

worth is even more clearly natural and practical. The

life of average human nature swept by no violence of

passions, disturbed by no volcanic events, came suddenly

uppermost in the works of these women as it had never

done before. Miss Austen in particular, the gTeatest and

most enduring of the three, found enough in the quiet

tenor of life which fell under her own eyes to interest the

world. Without ever stepping out from the sh^ltf^r of

home, or calling to her help a single incident that might

not have happened next door, she held the reader, if not

breathless, yet in that pleased and happy suspension of

personal cares and alisorption of amused interest, which is

the very triumph of fiction. She had not even a new country

to reveal like Miss Edgeworth, or a quaint and obscure

region of odd manners and customs like Miss Eerrier.

She had nothing to say that England did not know, and

no exhibition of highly-wrought feeling, or extraordinary

story to tell. The effect she produced was entirely novel,

without any warrant or reason, except the ineffable and

never-to-be-defiued reason of genius which made it possible

to turn all those commonplace events into things more

interesting than passion. It would be difficult to find

anything nearer witchcraft and magic. Why we should

be so much amused and delighted by matters of such

ordinary p'lrport, and why a tiresome old woman or

crotchety old man, whom, in real life, we would avoid,

should become in print an exquisite diversion, is one of

the most unaccountable of literary phenomena. But so

it is. And as we mark the growth and rise of the new
flood of noble poetry at the meeting-point of the two

centuries, we should be nefflio-ent of one of the first diities

of a historian if we did not note likewise the sudden

development of pin^ely feminine genius at the same great
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era. Female writers have never been wanting. In the

dimmest ages there has always been one here and there

adding a mild, often a feeble, soprano to the deeper tenor

of the concert. How it is that these have never risen to

the higher notes and led the strain, as the feminine voice

does in music, we need not inquire. "Women are very

heavily weighted for any race, but it can scarcely be that

circumstances account for an inferiority so continual. But

the opening of an entirely feminine strain of the highest

character and importance—a branch of art worthy and

noble, and in no way inferior, yet quite characteristically

feminine, nmst, we think, be dated here in the works of

these three ladies. Women's books before had either been

echoes of those of men, or weakly womanish, addressed to

" the fair " like so many productions of the eighteenth

century. The three sister novelists who came to light in

the beginning of the nineteenth, were, in their own way,

as remarkable and individual as Scott or Fielding, and

opened up for women after them a new and characteristic

path in literature.

Miss Edgeworth was the first to appear in the field,

and she had the advantage of an altogetlier new and un-

trodden ground. She was born in 1767, the eldest child

of the gay young philosopher referred to by Miss Anna
Seward, the husband of the beautiful Honora Sneyd, and

of various other charming women, but whose chief dis-

tinction is that he was the father of his daughter. Maria

M'as the child of his first marriage—a marriage contracted

before he was twenty, and soon ended. Three wives and

three families followed, and the house at Edgeworthstown

was a very full one ; but Mr. Edgeworth and his eldest

daughter seem to have been each other's most tender and

faithful friends through all the many incidents of his life.

He was a man full of whims and crotchets and boundless

self-confidence, fond of writing, and occupying himself
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busily in systems of education and benevolent conspiracies

of all kinds for the public good. Byron, when he met the

great novelist and her fatlier in London, gave vent to a

witty saying which characterises them very cleverly. She

looked, he thought, the simplest of ordinary little women,

as if she could scarcely write her own name, while he, on

the contrary, looked as if nothing else was. worth writing

—an admirable description. One or two somewhat labo-

rious treatises, on Practical Education, on Ii'ish Bulls—are

said to be the joint production of father and daughter, and

Miss Edgeworth herself has left it on record that she had

recourse to her father's ready wit and invention in all her

difficulties. " I am sure," she says, " that I should never

have written or finished anything without his support."

Many of her books are introduced by a little address from

him full of genial self-complacency, as of a man who felt

himself the author not only of the books but of the mind

that produced them, and consequently deserving of double

credit. " My daughter," he says with an evident roll of

satisfaction in his voice, " asks me for a preface to the

following volumes : from a pardonable weakness she calls

upon me for parental protection : but in fact the public

judges of every work not from the sex, but from the merit

of the author." The crow of the cock, stepping gallantly

out in front of his womankind, has been not unfrequently

reproduced by proud yet semi-apologetic relatives intro-

ducing the works of female authors to the world.

Maria Edgeworth was a half-grown girl, at the moment

when observation is most vivid, when she was taken from

England, where she had been born, and up to her

thirteenth year educated, to her home in Ireland ; and no

doubt the contrast struck her with wonderful keenness

and force. It is a scene she is fond of repeating. Lord

Glenthorn in Ennui and the young Lord Colambre in the

Absentee, are both led through the amusing experiences
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of an arrival, from all the prejudices and decorums of

England iuto the very heart of the reckless, thriftless,

contented, witty, scheming, and faithful population of the

unknown country ; from which they hoth have derived

their means without any knowledge of either the land ot

the people. No doubt her own recollections gave force

and animation to the picture. It was not, however,

through the means of a youthful hero and captivating

Irish heroine—personages whose charms literature has

always been ready to acknowledge—that Miss Edgeworth

first opened up this unexplored and novel region to the

public. Her first work had no enlivening of youthful

love, no cheerful hopes of amelioration to recommend and

soften the picture. Castle Rackrent, which was her first

publication (in 1801), and which is one of the most

powerful and impressive of her books, is devoted to the

miserable story of improvidence, recklessness, and folly,

by which so many families have been ruined, and which

is linked with so much that is attractive in the way of

generosity and hospitality and open-handedness, that the

hardest critic is mollified unawares, and the sympathetic

populace, which is no adept in moral criticism, admires

with enthusiasm while he lasts, and pities, when he has

fallen, the culprit who is emphatically nobody's enemy

but his own.

The story is told by an Irish retainer, faithful to his

master to the very death, and though heartbroken when
ruin comes, as proud of the lavish prodigality and benefi-

cence of the house, and even of its wild waste and pro-

fusion, as if these had been the chief claims of " the

family " to honour. It was a bold proceeding upon the

part of a young author to stake her fortune upon a book

in which there was ne'ther love nor marriage, nor any of

the well-worn romantic expedients for holding the reader's

attention. It is the story of the ruin of a family, gradu-
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ally worked out as it descends from generation to genera-

tion with a power which is at once amusing and tragical.

There are incidents in the story which it is to be hoped

were not common even in the worst state of Ireland, such

as that of the imprisonment in her own house of Sir Kit's

wife, but this powerful picture has been generally accepted

as a true rendering of the miserable existence and downfall

of many a house. The " family " is one of high descent

and pretensions, with a very good estate in possession, and

the Mat of a much finer one which had been theirs, and

which still gives them a right to think themselves the

first people in the district. It is free of the usual incon-

venience of a large number of sons and daughters, for the

prevailing recklessness of the race, and its constant need

of money, leads one representative after another into a

loveless or repugnant marriage, and not an heir is born so

long as we follow its history in the ungenial house. From
first to last an endless and aimless prodigality is the rule,

with the one exception of the second baronet to whom we
are introduced. Sir Murtagh, wlio represents the reverse

sin of avarice, and who with his wife is continually grind-

ing and crushing the people, exacting every kind of gift

and profit from them. This pair are remorselessly drawn.
" This for certain," says Old Thady, the hanger-on M^ho

tells the tale, " the new man did not take at all after the

old gentleman : the cellars were never filled after his

death, and no open house, or anything as it used to be

,

the tenants even were sent away without their wliisky.

I was ashamed myself, and did not know what to say

for the honour of the family, but I made the best of a bad

case, and laid it all at my lady's door, for I did not like

her anyhow, nor anybody else. ... I always suspected

she had Scotch blood in her veins." Sir Murtagh and his

lady manage their estate in a manner which affords an

excellent contrast to the dissipation of the others, and
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throws also a curious light upon the habits of the period

The description reads something like the exactions of a

grand seigneur in France before the Republic. The table

at the castle was kept provided with " duty fowls, duty

turkies, and duty geese ... for what with fear of driving

for the rent, or Sir Murtagh's lawsuits, they (the tenants)

were kept in such order, they never thought of coming

near the hall without a present of souxething or other."

" As for their young pigs, we had them, and the best bacon and

liam they could make up, with all young chickens in spring ; bat

they were a set of poor wretches, and we had nothing but naisfor-

tunes with them, always breaking and running away. This, Sir

IVIurtagh and my Lady said, was all their former landlord, Sir

Patrick's fault, who let 'em all get the half-year's rent into arrear.

There was something in that, to be sure. But Sir Murtagh was as

much the contrary way ; for let alone making English tenants of

them, every soul, he was always driving and driving, and pounding

and pounding, and canting and canting, and replevying and replevy-

ing, and he made a good living of trespassing cattle ; there was

always some tenant's pig, or horse, or cow, or calf, or goose trespass-

ing, which was so great a gain to Sir Murtagh that he did not like

to hear me talk of repairing fences. Then his heriots and duty

work brought him in something, his turl was cut, his potatoes set

and dug, his hay brought home, and, in short, all the work about

his house done for nothing ; for in all our leases there were strict

clauses heavy with penalties, which Sir Murtagh knew well how to

enforce ; so many days' duty work of man and horse from every

tenant he was to have and had every year ; and when a man vexed

him, why, the finest day he could pitch on, when the cratur was

getting in his own harvest, or thatching his cabin, Sir Murtagh

made it a principle to call upon him and his horse ; so he taught

'em all, as he said, to know the law of landlord and tenant."

This was in the happy days when Ireland had a parlia-

ment of her own, and home rule was unbroken : and

under a landlord native to the soil, a descendant of the

old kings, one of the same race and same creed as the

unhappy dependants whose blood he sucked. But with

all these exactions and robberies the landlord did not
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thrive. " He used to boast that he had a lawsuit for

every letter in the alphabet," and out of forty-nine suits

" he uever lost one, but seventeen," which was his way of

throwing away his substance. Sir Murtagh died of passion

in a quarrel with his wife " about an abatement," and his

younger brother reigned in his stead. " A fine life we

should have led," says Thady, " had he staid among us—
God bless him ! He valued a guinea as little as any

man ; money to him was no more than dirt, and his

gentleman and groom, and all belonging to him, the

same." Sir Kit, however, found Castle Eackrent dull, and
" went off in a whirlwind to town," leaving everything to

his agent, and keeping up a continual demand for money.

" He had the spirit of a prince, and lived away, to the

honour of his country, abroad, which I was proud to hear

of." The state of things under the rule of the agent, and

the constant drafts for money of the owner, are described

as follows :

—

" He ferreted the tenants out of their lives ; not a week with-

out a call tor money, drafts upon drafts from Sir Kit ; but I laid

it all to the fault of the agent ; for, says I, what can Sir Kit do

with so much cash, and he a single man 1 But still it went.

Rents must be paid up to the day, and afore ; no allowance for

improving tenants, no consideration for those who had built upon

their farms : no sooner was a lease out, but the land was adver-

tised to the highest bidder, all the old tenants turned out, when
they spent their substance in the hope and trust of a renewal from

the landlord. All was now set at the highest penny to a parcel of

poor wretches, who meant to run away, and did so, after taking

two crops out of the ground."

Amid all this Miss Edgeworth gives scarcely any

indication of disturbance among the peasants, or secret

societies, or any attempt at agitation. To be sure, there

was an insurrection breeding, the unfortunate attempt of

'98, during the period embraced by her story, of wliich

she gives some small incidental account in another work,
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representing the country folk, however, as but little and

very superficially agitated, and the tremendous burdens

upon them in respect to their occupation of the land as

wholly inoperative in the matter. Whether she is a

competent authority or not on this point we cannot tell

;

but she was an eye-witness, and knew what she was

•talking about.

Sir Kit got out of his difficulties by marrying an ugly

Jewess, whom he shut up in her room for some years,

because she refused to give up her jewels to him ; till he

was finally shot in a duel, to the great grief of the whole

country side. " He was never cured of his gaming

tricks ; but that was the only fault he had, God bless

him," says the pious Thady. He was succeeded by Sir

Conolly (or Condy for short), vvlio was " the most univer-

sally beloved man I had ever seen or heard of," and

whose story of wild waste at once of money and affections

and life is so complete, and the gleams of honourable

feeling that flash out of the wretchedness of his bankrupt

condition, so affecting—that the reader is touched by the

pitiful tale, and notwitlistanding his whisky punch, the

smell of wMch revolts his unloved wife, and the madness

of his hopeless career altogether, regards with a pang the

miserable end of the spendthrift, who falls a victim at last

to whisky and misery in a wretched little house, whither

he has retired, after making over his castle to Jason

O'Quirk, the too-quickwitted son of old Thady, who has

grown upon his master's misfortunes, as wicked attorneys

do everywhere. The reckless poor gentleman, who fore-

stalls his inheritance, by advances, before he has got it,

and begins a great deal worse than nothing: who is

swept into a marriage he has no desire to make, and

which is decided at last by the toss of a halfpenny : and

who will not be troubled about his expenses or about

anything else m the world, but floats on helpless to
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destruction, and dies at last of a drunken bet, is con-

temptible enough from every moral point of view ; but

the love and admiration and sorrow of the faithful old

retainer, who tells the tale— the remnants of a higher

nature in the victim—and the utter misery and tragic

sweep of fate with which he is carried away, have a

heart-rending effect.

" There was none but my sliister and myself left near him of

all the friends he had. The fever came and went and lasted five

days ; and the sixth he was sensible and said to me, knowing me
very well, ' I'm in burning pain all withinside of me, Thady.' I

could not speak, but my shister asked him would he have this

thing or t'other to do him good ? ' No,' says he ' nothing will

do me good now ;' and he gave a terrible screech with the torture

he was in—then again a minute's ease—'Brought to this by drink,'

says he. * Where are all the friends ?—Where's Judy ?—Gone,

hey ? Ay, Sir Condy has been a fool all his days,' said he ; and

this was the last word he spoke, and died. He had but a poor

funeral after alL"

The young author who began her career by a tragedy

so homely yet so profound as this must have been as

courageous as she was able. It was a revelation of the

deepest of national disabilities, a type of character so way-

ward yet so winning, so hopelessly facile, so obstinate and

immovable, so generous and so selfish, that the moralist

could but stand by in despair and feel the impotence of

all exertion. In her other Irish stories which followed,

Miss Edgeworth took advantage of a more attractive plot,

and of the more ordinary motif of romance—the perennial

love-story. In Ennui we have a number of pictures more

cheerful but equally characteristic, the humours of the

peasant being more entertaining, and even in his worst

development of thriftless insouciance never so hopeless

as the follies of his master ; while in the Absentee we are

permitted to hope for a remedy of all evils, and rapid

substitution of a heaven upon earth for the wretchedness
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of the agent's remorseless sway, by so easy an expedient

as the return of the absentee family. The novelty of the

circumstances set before us in these studies, and the dis-

similarity of many points in the Irish character to the

experiences of the English reader, never hinder our

recognition of the life and nature which make the whole

world kin. The shiftless careless cotter, sitting content

with the squalor of his lot, and embarrassed only by the

botheration of all attempts to better it : full of gratitude,

affection, and faithfulness to all natural ties : far happier

in the dash and daring of a hairbreadth escape than in

national security and good order ; touched with instan-

taneous impulses for good or evil, ready in understanding

and still more ready in wit—who has for all this time

been our favourite type of the Irish peasant, is chiefly

Miss Edgeworth's creation ; and nobody before her had

revealed the fine gentleman, gallant, handsome, and

manly, but as indolent of mind as the cotter, and letting

everything go with still more fatal facility, whose pitiful

consciousness of something better in hiui is never extin-

guished even by the low vices and degraded company to

which he falls, but never does anything more for him

than gild the ruin of his hopes and prospects. Nor has

tliis exponent of national character faded to see the

stealthy treachery which is the reverse side of the in-

stinctive, spaniel- like, uncritical devotion of the race,

or the bitter avarice and grasping acquisitiveness which

varies the profusion and prodigality of the spendthrift.

What Miss Edgeworth failed in was the gift of throwing

a romantic and elevating interest over her country as Sir

Walter did for his. She interests and excites the reader,

but sets before him no picture which he longs to see, no

society which he would like to join. There are no Iiis-

torical associations to attract him, and little but the

painful problems of social misery to solve. Though she
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writes with genuine love for her country, she communi-

cates no enthusiasm for it. • To be sure, enthusiasm had

little or no existence in her own perfectly well-balanced

and over-educated souL

The Tales in which Miss Edgeworth took upon her

to expound the world of fashion are less successful than

her national sketches, but many of them are well worth

reading ; and if it is diflicult to believe in the grossness

of the dandy as shown in some of her sketches of a period

so recent as the beginning of this century, the sprightly

graces of her heroines, and the admirable good sense

which they display in all the entanglements of their re-

spective stories, are always agreeable. Her Tales for

Children and Parent's Assistant enjoyed an enormous

popularity, which has not lasted, we fear. Probably the

virtues of the model young persons whom she holds up

to the admiration of the youthful world are too matter-of-

fact to please a young imagination. Our sympathy per-

versely goes astray from Ben, who buys a comfortable

greatcoat, to Harry, who chooses a gi'een and white

archery uniform instead ; and we are less angry with

Iiosamond for admiring the purple jar in the chemist's

window than with her mother for permitting the child to

buy it. Good sense and practical education are admir-

able things, but they may be carried too far. It was the

lot, however, of Maria Edgeworth to be trained in one of

those somewhat appalling family seminaries of all the

virtues, where nothing escapes the system of education,

and everything is made subservient to the moral discip-

line of the house. It is scarcely fair, however, to assert

—as is so often done—that her imagination is deficient,

that slie has no enthusiasm, nor anything more elevated

in her than the dominion of plain sense, and the honesty

which is the best policy. We have already indicated the

tragedy of Castle Rackrent, where she has succeeded,

Vol.. II.— 15
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amid details of petty and even vulgar vice, in giving

such touches both of pity and terror as raise the miser-

able drama to poetic rank. She never again strikes quite

so liigh a note, but the picture of King Corney in

Ormond is as striking and full of pathos as that of Sir

Condy. Perhaps her admirable papa, who cut and carved

her manuscripts at his will, declaring that to write w?i»

her part, and to amend and criticise liis, may have sub-

dued her tragic vein.

But nothing can be more pleasant than the picture she

has left us of the close communion and partnership which

existed so long between her father and herself Some-

times it was he who invented the stories, and she who
wrote them down—as was the case in respect to her tale

of Patronage, it must be allowed one of the least success-

ful of her productions, and the most open to the charge of

flatness and matter-of-fact treatment. But ordinarily it

was she who brought her skeleton tale to her father, to

be by him considered and weighed in the critical balance.

She lived at home in all the freedom and cheerfulness of

the large and full household ; seeing wife succeed wife in

the government of the mansion, and family after family

fill up the many rooms. The younger daughters, children

of Mrs. Honora or Mrs. Elizabeth, were married or died

in their bloom ; but Maria still lived peacefully on, her

father's companion and counsellor, growing quietly into

maturity, till, no doubt, in her gentle and ripe maiden-

hood, she became the elder of the two, a sort of indulgent

senior to that ever energetic, ever active personage who was

capable of so many loves, and renewed his youth periodi-

cally in a new marriage. They must have got to be some-

thing like brother and sister as she grew old and he young,

marrying at fifty-four a lady who was younger than Maria.

But nothing seems to have impaired their tender union,

or the warm and cheerful placidity of the family life.
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Her books were receiv.ed with great iavonr, and her

reputation at once reached the higliest place. " Without

being so presumptuous as to hope to emulate the rich

humour, pathetic tenderness, and admirable tact which

pervade the works of my accomplished friend," said Sir

Walter Scott in the preface to the Waverley Novels—
when, after so long a period of concealment, he at last

revealed himself publicly to the world which had guessed

his secret so long—"I felt that something might be at-

tempted for my own country of the same kind with that

which Miss Edgeworth so fortunately achieved for Ireland

—something which might introduce the natives to those

of the sister kingdom in a more favourable light than

they had been placed hitlierto ;" and he describes " the

extended and well-merited fame of JMiss Edgeworth, whose

Irish characters have gone so far to* make the English

familiar with the character of their gay and kindhearted

neighbours, that she may truly be said to have done more
towards completing the Union than perhaps aU the

legislative enactments by which it has been followed up,"

as one of the inducements which led him to complete and

publish Waverley. The sincere compliment of imitation

could not have been paid in a nobler way ; and one of

the prettiest episodes in the too-hospitable life at Abbots-

ford is the visit of Miss Edgeworth to her great contem-

porary.

"The next month—August 1823—was one of the happiest in

Scott's life," -WTites Lockhart. '• Never did I see a brighter day at

Abbotsford than that on which Miss Edgeworth first arrived there.

. . . The weather was beautiful, ami the edifice, and its appur-
tenances, were all but complete ; and day after day, so long as she

could remain, her host had always some new pLm of gaiety. One
day there was fishing on the Cauldshields l;0ch and a dinner on
the heathy Ijank. Another, the whole party feasted by Thomas ihe

Rhymer's waterfall in the Glen—and the stone on which Maria
tliat day sat was ever afterwards called Edgeworth's Stone. A third
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day we had to go further afield, lie must needs show .her, not

Newark alone, but all the upper scenery of the Yarrow, wliere ' fair

hangs the apple frae the lock ; ' and the baskets were unpacked

about sunset, beside tlie ruined chapel overlooking St. Mary's Loch :

and he had scrambled to gather bluebells and heath-flowers, with

wliich all the young ladies musi; twine their haii',—and they sang,

ami he recited, until it was time to go home beneath the softest of

liarvest moons. Thus a fortriight was passed—and the vision closed
;

for Miss Edgeworth never saw Abbotsford again."

Whil(3 Maria Edgeworth was growing into maturity

in her Irish home, frightened by the rcbelliou, but never

losing her faith in her countrymen, a younger girl in an

English rectory in Hampshire, with nothing about her

beyond the calmest everyday circumstances, began, quite

unprovoked by outward stimulation, to exercise a gift

still finer and more subtle than that of her Irish con-

temporary. Jane Austen, who was born in 1775, was

eight years younger than Miss Edgewortli. She was a

shy and quiet girl, with the keenest insight and gently

cynical penetration, hidden under a pretty humour and

softly trenchant banter. The way in which she tenderly

laughs at, and turns outside in, the young nej^hew to

whom she addresses some pretty letters, published in the

little anecdotical memoir not long since given to the.

world, betrays her use in private life of the keen and

exquisite derision which is one of her favourite weapons

in her art. She was only about twenty in her sheltered

and happy life at home in the end of the old century,

when she wrote what might have been the outcome of

the profoundest prolonged observation and study of man-

kind—what is, we think, the most perfect of all her

works

—

Pride and Prejudice. It must have been in her

father's parish, in' the easy intercourse of village or rural

life, that she saw, probably without knowing she saw,

so many varieties of human nature. No feasible induce-

ment was before her to bring this strange endowment to
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life ; no hothouse training in morahties and the creed of

universal instructiveness ; no restless literary papa to set

her an example ; no unknown society or manners to

reveal An excellent ordinary strain of honest gentle-

folks, peaceahly tedious and undistinguished, and anxious

to n.ake it apparent that their Jane knew nothing ot

literary people, and was quite out of any possibility of

association with such a ragged regiment, was tlie family

that give her birth. She w^rote—no one can tell why
—out of native instinct, preferring that way of amusing

herself to fiiie needlework,— telling stories, as Burns

rhymed, " for fun," with no ulterior views. She was

pretty, sprightly, well taken care of— a model English

girl, simple, and saucy, and fair. It is almost impossible

to imagine that she who traced all the vicissitudes of

long and faithful love in the delicate and womanly sou]

of Anne Elliot can have been entirely without such

experiences in her own person ; but if so, her life showa

no trace of the hidden episode, and all is plain and un-

exciting and matter-of-fact in the little record. Her
success in her lifetime is said to have been small, and

her own eagerness about the reception of her books

scarcely rises above the little girlish excitement of a

successful mystification, as when Pride and Prejudice is

read aloud to a serene rural auditor, without any hint

of the authorship, and Miss Jane exults in the interest

aroused. The girlishness of her own estimate through-

out is as amusing as any of her characters. " Fanny's

praise is very gratifying," she writes. " Her liking

Darcy aud Elizabeth is enough ; she might hate all tlie

others if she would." How Miss Austen would have

delighted to draw with delicate malicious touches the

pretty young authoress, careful of the effect to be pro-

duced by her lovers, and quite unconscious of the superi-

ority of " the others," the wonderful Pennet family, the
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ever-to-be-remembered Mr, Collins, and all the infinite

humours of that little world ! At the same time there

is this warrant for that innocent bit of sentimental pre-

ference, that Miss Austen's lovers, at least in this book,

have a character and individuality much superior to most

of the jeunes premiers we meet in fiction. Darcy is not

a mere walking gentleman or Elizabeth a featureless

angel ; but it brings us very near to the young woman
who, in her girlish innocence, must have been little more

than the handmaiden and secretary of her own genius,

to find her pretty Elizabeth, the high-spirited bright girl

in whom, no doubt, her own young ideal was expressed,

so near to her heart. " I must confess," she says, " that

I think her as delightful a creature as ever appeared in

print, and how I shall be able to tolerate those who do

not like her at least, I do not know."

These lines were written when the book was pub-

lished, when Miss Austen had reached the maturity of

thirty ; but the work itself was written before she was

twenty-one, and no doubt had been frequently lingered

over during those eventfid ten years of life in which the

story of youth and romance is generally lived through

one way or other. Sense and Sensibility followed immedi-

ately, then Nortlimigcr Abhey. We doubt much whether

three such works, so full of natural insight, and what, for

want of a better title, we ca'l knowledge of human
nature, were ever produced at so early an age by any

other writer, male or female, since the world began.

Jane Austen, the rector of Steventon's daughter, could

not have any knowledge of the world. She must, no

doubt, have paid at least one visit to " the Bath," and

seen with lively bright youthful eyes John Thorpe driv-

ing about in his high gig, and sat through a wistful even-

ing by the side of some good-humoured chaperon, who

wished, like Mrs. Allen, that they knew somebody j but
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this little experience probably was the extent of outdoor

knowledge possessed by the country girl. And who can

tell by what witchery it was that she divined the rest ?

" She had no separate study to retire to/' says her

biographer, " and most of her work must have been done

in the general sitting-room, subject to all kinds of casual

interruptions." Thus it was a very different scene from

that of the Irish mansion, fuU of children and systems of

education, where everybody was being trained from morn-

ing till night, and where Maria Edgeworth carried the

skeleton of her tales to her father to be approved of, or

handed the MS. over to him to be pruned and cut down
—in which this young Englishwoman let loose her youth-

ful genius. In the Eectory parlour, where Mrs. Austen

and Cassandra sat at their needlework, and all the little

parties of the neighbourhood would be discussed, and

the girls' new bonnets settled upon, Jane, at her " little

mahogany writing-desk," at one side of the table, was in

the full tide of all the little nothings that make up the

gentle tenor of daily life in the country. No doubt, she

was the first to see, glancing up in the middle of a sen-

tence, Miss Bates coming up the little avenue with her

budget of village news—and would stop and play with

her pen, and make her little caustic remark, with glee in

her eyes, as the good woman ran on with a hundred

breaks and lapses : or pause and come back out of the

midst of the Bennets to join in the discussion soon repro-

duced in her manuscript, as to whether the horses could

be spared to take the ladies into the little town, with a

full sense of the seriousness of the question. Can any
one doubt that Jane had to run away from her desk and

leave the half-written page to be fluttered by the sweet-

smelling air blowing in from the garden, to do a dozen

little errands, tliat her sister might not ,be disturbed in

the middle of her fine buttonholes, or at the crisis of a
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piece of fancy -^vo^k ? The girl might have taken to

worsted work instead, and probably there would not liave

been much difference in the two pursuits, so far as any-

body knew ; but by and by it would begin to be under-

stood tliat it was amusing to hear what Jane had been

writing, and how far Darcy and Elizabeth had got in

their affairs. Slie would do a little dressmaking by in-

tervals, and work a bag for a present, with a pretty

housewife full of silks and needles in it, and a little copy

of verses in the pocket, so neatly written out that it was

a pleasure to see. No doubt the rector's wife was vexed

at first that the child should be so idle, scribbling instead

of doing her needlework— but always so ready to look

up from her writing and nod her pretty curls, and set

them laughing with those little merry speeches of hers,

and her sweet little laugh at everybody, who could find

fault with her ? Probably when it came to be ascer-

tained that a book was the issue of all these harmless

scribblings, Ihi?,' after the first movement of incredulity,

would be the bsst joke of all. It seems very likely that

a feeling on the part of her parents that publishing a

book would be something of a stigma on- their young

daughter, kept Pride and Prejudice in manuscript for ten

years. It is not so stated, but in tliese days publishing

a book was a doubtful advantage to a rector's daughter,

and miglit have been looked upon in the ;?ounty society

with no favourable eye.

The character of these books is too well known to re-

quire description. Of Miss Edgeworth, whose fame in

her life was greater, we feel at liberty to indicate several

special points in her stories ; but who needs to be told

about the Bennets in tliat wonderful, dingy, old-fashioned

country house, with the father in his library, slipshod

but caustic, conj;emptuous of his silly girls and their still

more silly mother : and Mrs. Lennet, so ready to espouse
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the cause of tlie silliest, too opaque to understand her

husband's jeers, but not to feel the grievance of them

:

and stolid Mary, always ready to oblige the company

with another song ; and Mr. Collins, who thinks it in-

cumbent upon him, as heir of entail, to marry one of the

Miss Bennets, and who understands so well that no ele-

gant female can be expected to say yes at once ? The

whole little landscape rises before us— the country town

where the officers are so constant an object of interest,

the girls' delight in watching them from their aunt's

window, the muddy country roads, the little entertain-

ments, the new people wbo laugh at the rustics, and all

the flutter and chatter and speculation about young Mr.

Bingley and Miss Jane. Miss Bingley and her sister are

a trifle vulgar,—the only approach in the book to that

danger,—and probably reflect some town intruders, whom
the rector's daughter had noted with keen enjoyment in

their condescending notice of her friends and herself.

Everytliing is told with the most delightful impartiality

and good humour, but with a pleasuie in the exhibition

of all these follies, which is not perhaps so amiable as

the young writer was. Except in Elizabeth, and her

favourite sister Jane, the too-sweet and pliable heroine,

no ideal figure finds a place in this young woman's work.

She takes her fun out of the father and mother without a

scrap of hesitation, and laughs at everybody all round,

even her hero, who deserves it, though he comes at the

end so nobly out of his troubles. One wonders whether

there was anywhere about, near Steventon, a Lady

Catherine, M^ho permitted the parson to make up her

card-table, and insulted him and all his belongings. We
are dri\^en back to search for the real originals, who prob-

ably never existed, of these characters, out of sheer in-

ability to conceive how the country girl of twenty could

have found such varieties of human mind and temper in
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her own young imagination. Sense and Sensibility is

perhaps not so difficult. The gushing girl is never far to

seek, and though it is almost impossible to imagine any-

thing so utterly rash, and unpractical, and deluded as

Marianne and her mother, yet tliere is much less that is

wonderful in the production of such a tale of sentimental

complications in the parlour of Steventon Eectory than

in the brilliant and varied picture of character and Kfe

which preceded it.

Northangcr Abbey is once more on the higher level.

Such a picture of delightful youth, simplicity, absurdity,

and natural sweetness, it is scarcely possible to parallel

Catherine Morland, with all her enthusiasm and her

mistakes, her modest tenderness and right feeling, and the

fine instinct which runs through her simplicity, is the

most captivating picture of a very young girl which fiction,

perhaps, has ever furnished. Her biographer informs us

that when Miss Austen was very young she amused her-

self with writing burlesques, " ridiculing the improbable

events and exaggerated sentiments which she had met

with in sundry silly romances." It is to be hoped that

he did not rank the Mysteries of Udolpho among these

silly romances ; for certainly it is with no ungenial

criticism that the young author describes the effect upon

her Catherine's ingenuous mind of the mysterious situa-

tions and thrilling incidents in the books she loves. It

is, on a small scale, like the raid of Cervantes upon the

books of chivalry which were so dear to him, and which

tlie simple reader believes, and the heavy critic assures

him, that great romancer wrote Don Quixote to overthrow.

Miss Austen makes her laughing assault upon Mrs.

Eadcliffe with all the affectionate banter of which she

was mistress— the genial fun and tender ridicule of a

mind wliich in its day had wondered and worshipped

like Catherine. And she makes that innocent creature
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ridiculous, but how lovable all through !—letting us laugh

at her indeed, but tenderly, as we do at tlie follies of our

favourite child. All her guileless thoughts are open

before us—her half-childish love, her unconscious candour

her simplicity and transparent truth. The gentle fun ls

of the most exquisite description, fine and keen, yet as

soft as the touch of a dove. The machinery of the story

is -wonderfully bad, and General Tylney an incredible

monster ; but all the scenes in Bath—the vulgar Thorpes,

the good-humoured Mrs. Allen—are clear and vivid as

the daylight, and Catherine herself throughout always the

most delightful little gentlewoman, never wrong in instinct

and feeling, notwithstanding all her amusing foolishness.

These three works were the productions of Jane

Austen's youth. Out of timidity or fastidiousness, or the

reluctance of her family to identify her with anything

so equivocal as authorship, they were not published for

nearly ten years, the first appearing in 1811. Whether
they passed through her hands again during this interval

there is no information. The wonderful polish and finish

of the work would make any amount of revision seem

possible ; but we think it very doubtful that there was

much revision. It does not accord with what we know
of the circumstances that she should have been turning

over, refining and re-retining, all in the family parlour

with the common life around her at every point and on

every side. Indeed, it would seem that the first manu-
script was cautiously offered to a pubbsher so early as

1797, but was declined ; and still w^orse, that Northanger

Ahbey was sold to a bookseller in Bath for £10 :
" But it

found so little favour in his eyes that he chose to abide

by his first loss rather than risk expense by publishing

such a work ! " and kept our beloved Catherine in a

drawer till the author, having achieved her first modest

success, bought the manuscript back again. Probably it
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was these discouragements after all wliicli kept the books

in her hands for so many years.

After a long panse, however— during which she was

more in the ww'ld, living in Bath and Southampton, and

presumably occupied with positive existence more than

with imagination—the publication of her first work, and

her settlement once more in the country, seem to have

re-aw^akened the dormant faculty; and between 1811

and 1816 she wrote Mansfield Park, the longest, and, we
think, least valuable of her books, and the far more ad-

mirable Emyna and Persuasion, both masterpieces. Emma,
perhaps, is the work upon which most suffrages would

meet as the most perfect of all her performances. It is

-again the story of a girl, full of mistakes and foolishness,

but of a girl very different from Catherine Morlaud. That

delightful little maiden was very young, very simple, at

the age when life is all one sweet wonder and surprise to

the novice ; but Emma is more mature and her own
mistress, used to a certain supremacy, and to know her

own importance and feel herself a power in her little

world. Perhaps the author has scarcely the same sym-

pathy for her that she had for her younger heroine, for

some of Emma's mistakes are sharply punished, and her

own movements of self-reproach and self-conviction are

very keen ; but then her errors are of a graver kind alto-

gether, and involve the comfort of others, as only the

actions of an important personage wdth some responsi-

bility on her shoulders could do. But Emma's wilful

womanhood, and her busy schemes and plans for the

settlement of other people's fortunes, are scarcely les?

attractive than the infantine freshness of Catherine : and

the group round her are drawn—we would say with

greater perfection of experience and knowledge of thfc

world, did we not remember that Pride and Prejudice, the

first of the series, was as wealthy and varied in character.
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But, at least, if Emma is little advanced in power of con-

ception from that wonderful work, there are traces of a

maturing mind in the softened medium through which the

author contemplates her dramatis 'personaz. In her earlier

work, excepting and not always excepting her pair of

lovers, she has an impartial and amiable contempt for all,

and laughs at every one of them with a soft cynicism

which sees in the world chiefly an asseml)lage of delight-

fully absurd persons, who lay themselves out to ridicule,

turn where you will and from every point of view. Even
Darcy himself, though he imposes upon her by his

grandeur and heroic qualities, is not always safe from

her dart of keen and smiling derision, and nobody but

Elizabeth, who occupies in the book something of her own
position, escapes her amused perception of universal

weakness. But by the time she reaches the length of

Emma, those eyes full of insight have acquired a deeper

view. Amusement is no longer the chief inspiration of

her observant vision. She laughs still, but it is in

another key. Mrs. Bennet was vulgar and heartless,

despicable as well as ridiculous ; but Miss Bates, though

we laugh at her, excites none of the feelings of repulsion

which move us for almost all Elizabeth Bennet's family,

except Jane. The broken stream of talk, the jumbled
ideas, and everlasting repetitions of the village busybody,

touch us with an aft'ectionate amusement. We are never

so angry with Emma as when, in her irritation after one

of her failures, she is unkind to Miss Bates This good
woman is managed with such skill and te: derness that

she cannot be too diffuse and wandering, too confused

and tedious, for the kindness we have for her. Her
author laughs too, but softly, with a glimmer of moisture

in those keen eyes which liad no sympathy to spare for

the Bennets ; and in all Mr. Woodhouse's maunderings
there is the same touch of humorous charity. They ar?
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respectable to her in their weakness, as their predecessors

were not. It is no longer saucy youth, remorseless,

amused with everything, picking up every human creature

about on the point of its dazzling spear for the ridicule

of the world—but a sweeter, chastened faculty, not less

capable of penetrating and divining, but finding some-

thing more to divine and penetrate than is dreamt of in

the philosophy of twenty. With such a deepening and

ripening of moral perception, what might we not have

had if this wonderful observer of the human comedy had

lived to the full extent of mortal life? But this is a

vain question, and we may console ourselves with the

belief that the supply of living energy in us is pro-

portioned to the time we have to use it in.

Persuasion stands by itself among the busy chapters of

common existence in which so many of the humours of

life are exhibited to us, as a story with one sustained and

serious interest of a graver kind. To be sure there are

abundance of amusing characters and sketches, but Anne

Elliot herself, pensive and overcast with the shadow of

disappointment and wistful uncertainty, fixes our regard

from beijinning to end with a sentimental interest which

is not to be found in any other of Miss Austen's works.

Nothing can be further from a love-lorn damsel than the

serious and charming young woman whose vicissitudes of

feeling we follow with so much sympathy ; but this is the

only exclusively love-story in the series, far more dis-

tinctive as such than the duel between Darcy and Elizabeth,

and intellectual trial of strength which ends in the mutual

subjugation of these two favourite figures. Anne is intro-

duced to us in her dignified and sweet seriousness, always

very courageous and cheerful, and in full command of her-

self, but paled out of her first bloom, and with a little

tremor of anticipation and wistful wonder whether all is

over, continually about her in the very air. And to ug
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too is traiislerred that sense of suppressed anxiety and

mute fear and hope. We follow her about always with

our ears alive to every sound, amused in passing by the

other people's eccentricities, but most occupied with her

and with what is going to happen to her. Miss Austen

is not a sentimentalist—love in her books takes no more

than its proper place in life. Never from her lips would

that artiticial creed
"
'Tis woman's whole existence" have

come. One can fancy the glow of lambent laughter with

which she would have demonstrated the foohshuess of any

such melodramatic dogma. But her little cycle of clearest

life-philosophy would not have been complete had she not

once given its full importance to this most momentous of

human sentiments. Nobody knew better that Anne
Elliot would have lived and made herself a worthy life

anyhow, even if Captain Weutworth had not been faithful

;

but there would have been a shadow upon that life—the

sky would have been overcast, a cloud would have hung
between her and the sun : and as step by step we get to

see that her lover is faithful, the world cheers and lis^htens

for us, and we recognise the divinity of happiness. It is

the least amusing of Miss Austen's books, but perhaps the

most interesting, with its one motif distinct and fine, the

thread that runs through all.

These works had no dazzling or instant success—but

they made their way quietly into the esteem of the public.

Oddly enough, of all people in the world, the Prince

Eegent admired tliese purest of domestic romances, and

there is a semi-ludicrous episode narrated in Miss Austen's

biography concerning a certain secretary of the Prince,

who sliowed her over Carlton House, and intimated to her

that if she wished to dedicate her forthcoming book to his

TDyal master, the permission to do so would be graciously

accorded to her. Poor Miss Austen ! it was an embar-

rassing honour, and we may easily imagine that the last
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patron she would have chosen was precisely this royal

admirer. But there were others more worth such a

woman's while, who gave her the tribute that was her due.

" Kead again, and for the third time at least. Miss Austen's

very finely written novel of Pride and Prejudice" says Sir

Walter, always generously open to every excellence. " That

young lady had a talent for describing the involvements

and feelings and characters of ordinary life, which is to

me the most wonderful I ever met with. The Big Bow-

wow strain I can do myself like any now going ; but the

exquisite touch which renders ordinary commonplace

things and characters interesting from the truth of the

description and the sentiment is denied to me. What a

pity such a gifted creature died so early
!

"

She died in 1817 at the age of forty-two—a life long

enough, but for the mysterious blank of ten years in it,

to have accomplished much more. But what she has left

us is perhaps more perfect workmanship in all than the

work of any of her contemporaries. The change of man-

ners is great since her day, though it is not so very far

off. When we think of the comparatively small incomes

with which she endows her rich men, and all that they

seem able to do with their money, the difference makes

us sigh : but in other points of view there are perhaps

im[)rovements to be recorded. Miss Austen, like every

other writer of fiction, is fond of the picturesque position

of a country clergyman, with which, indeed, she must

have been thoroughly acquainted ; but nowhere in High

or Low or Broad Church could we find now-a-days the

very secular persons who do duty in lier pages under that

character. That was the time when to obtrude rehgion

upon your neighbours, or indeed any subject of the kind,

save in the pulpit, was the worst of bad taste, and you

were supposed to keep your views strictly to yourself on

this matter though no other. And it cannot be said that
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clerical or lay, there is much strain after the ideal in the

minds of her various personages. They are gt3nerally very

well satisfied with the good things that f\ill to their share,

and do not waste their time in any foolish endeavours

after the better. The deep vexation of Fanny Price over

the vulgarity and shahhiness of her father's house, and her

longing after the superior grace and beauty of ]\IansHeld

Park, where she was brought up as a dependant and very

hardly treated, are ahnost servile, and give an unpleasant

if very likely true impression of the way in which even a

fine spirit may be beguiled by external advantages. Miss

Austen herself thinks this very natural, and thoroiiijhly

justifies Fanny : but it is not an elevated point of view.

Actual existence, however, as she sketches it, and all the

amusing and delightful human creatures whom she intro-

duces, in the warmth of natural life and humour, are more

worth than the finest sentiments or the most skilful

machinery : and in these points Miss Austen has no

superior, and very few that can be called her peers.

The third representative woman fitly embodying her

country by the side of the Irish and the English was

Susan Ferrier, a little younger, and a much less volumi-

nous writer : that is to say—for the epithet is as inappli-

cable to Miss Austen as to Miss Ferrier—where her English

contemporary produced six books, she wrote but three,

a trifle to Miss Edgeworth, who far exceeded both put

together. Needless to say that in our own days none of

these really great writers could be so much as named, if

quantity were the chief distinction, beside a score of little

names which have deluged their age. Marriage and The

Inheritance, in^^eed, are almost the sole pillars of j\liss

Ferrier's fame, for her last work, though it has occasional

gleams of fine humour, and the group in the chief's house

is as good as the best of her productions, is not of great
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quality as a whole. It is not generally supposed that

mirth is characteristic of Scotland, but certainly there is

more laughter to be got out of Miss Ferrier's three books

than out of the voluminous series produced by Miss Edge-

worth. It is on this ground tliat she is strong : her heroes

and heroines are a little too excellent for flesh and blood,

while her foolish and fashionable ladies, the butterflies of

London society, whom she is fond of introducing to spread

confusion and dismay into a primitive Highland society,

are almost too foolish, artificial, and heartless for belief.

But she has no sooner brought in one of these fine ladies

into the house, be it the limited dwelling-place of a small

laird, or the castle of a Highland chieftain, than her eye

glows with fun, and all the absurdities of the position

flash out before us in a light of genial humour, satirical

yet kind. Lady Juliana lias made a love-match in the

most alisolutc and silliest ignorance of what she is doing,

and her handsome soldier carries his bride to the tall gray

house among the moors, which he has not himself seen

since his childhood, and of which he thinks as a boy

thinks of his home—and straightway there opens before

us the homely unlovely house, full of fussy homely people,

an old laird fresh from his fields, a host of anxious maiden

aunts all eager to be of service—Miss Jacky, who is

superior and sensible ; Miss Nicky, who is the house-

keeper; Miss Grizzy, the tender-hearted one, who is all

kindness through and through. Their little formalisms,

their alarm and surprise at the beautiful creature whom
all their simple efforts cannot satisfy, their prejudices and

simple conviction of the greatness of their castle and their

race, all become visible in clearest vivid portraiture, each

individual, but all in perfect harmony. Nobody, not Sir

Walter himself, has given us a picture of the commonplace

of Scottish gentry, the homely family life, the eccentiicities

of the old, and basliful rusticity of the young, to match
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these curioKs revelations. Miss Terrier wrote of what she

knew. Miss Grizzy was as familiar a figure to her,

evidently, as Miss Bates was to her English contemporary.

And she does not spare ns a detail of the shabbiness, the

absence of everything beautiful, the bare and sordid aspect

of life in homes out of which gallant soldiers were issuing

every day, and in which, what we are accustomed to think

of as the most desirable of all classes, the country gentry,

were trained. The delicate satirist brings in her Lady

Juliana to give the whole force of the picture by contrast.

Not that the fashionable young lady, so terribly astray in

such a house, is made to secure any of our sympathies,

but her horror and astonishment throw a fuller light on

the whole scene, and bring out all the grotesque features

which familiar eyes apprehend dimly. Though we dislike

the senseless little intruder, we cannot help seeing through

her eyes, when she drops unprepared and incapable of

understanding it, into this characteristic group. Her
horror at the dreary house, rising gradually into hysterical

dismay, as she reaches the prim, unused drawing-room,

with its newly lighted fire, and meets the troop of grotesque

women who rush to receive her with a babel of unfamiliar

voices, strange accents, and language only half compre-

hensible, is required to bring out the humour of the scene,

in which, however, the beautifnl young heroine is much
more odious than the perplexed and fussy old maidens, so

anxious to be kind, and so bewildered by the reception

given to their advances. This is a scene in which Miss

Perrier is even more trenchant than Miss Austen. She

does not spare one eccentricity, or throw one ray of ficti-

tious illumination upon the narrow minds and contracted

unlovely living of the Scotch gentry whom she loved. In

the house of the Bennets there were at least Elizabeth

and Jane, with their pretty manners and cultivated minds

to do credit to the family : but the Scottish nov ^list is
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merciless. She makes no effort to harmonise her modern

yet old-fashioned household with the tradition of Highland

grace and breeding that ought to hang about an ancient

race. Young and old alike are rustical, narrow, and

coarse, if not in mind at least in externals. There is

neither delicacy nor fine perception among them, nor any

prettiness either of manner or person. The girls, indeed,

are less interesting than their old aunts. Yet having done

this with remorseless truth, it soon becomes apparent to

us that there' is a secret tenderness beneath, which is not

in the touch, fine as a diamond-point, of the English

writer. The Bennet ladies care nothing for any one, not

even for each other, but Miss Jacky, Miss Nicky, and Miss

Grizzy, with all their uncouthness, are overflovsdng with

the milk of human kindness. Miss Grizzy, in particular,

goes to the reader's heart. Perhaps it is because she is

less wise than her sisters. Her bounty and liberality

—

with so little as she has to give !— are infinite. When
she pays her famous visit to the charitable lady who is a

collector of pebbles, her impulse to bestow the brooch

which is Nicky's and not her own, and the alarmed struggle

in her mind as to whether she has any right to be generous

at Nicky's expense, and casuistical self-persuasion that

Nicky would certainly do the same were she there—is

such a sketch as only that mocking love which we call

humour, could give. Miss Bates, who is a kind of English

Miss Grizzy, had no leisure for any such self-discussion,

neither would a similar impulse of generosity have

occurred to her. She is perfectly honest and self-sufficing,

but her custom is to receive and not to give ; while the

instinct of Highland generosity—the impulse of a ruling

race— is strong, in the ungainly bosom of the Scotch

spinster. Miss Bates is far more tenderly drawn than the

vulgar group of Pride and Prejudice, with its unredeemed

pettiness and selfishness ; but even that, how much below
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in sympathy this picture, so heartfelt, so foolish, so un-

couth, so tender and true ! Miss Edgeworth has a kind

of partisan kindness for her Irish peasants, of whom she

is the advocate, liolding a kindly brief, ready to explain

away their imperfections ; but Miss Ferrier loves her un-

couth old heroine, and takes her to pieces with an affec-

tionate and caressing hand.

The bourgeois group in the Inheritance is less attractive

though not less amusing. Probably Miss Ferrier, in the

instinctive prejudice of class, was more ready to see un-

mitigated vulgarity in the rich people who had sprung

from a common stock than in the poor and uncultured

gentry ; but Uncle Adam, the cynical old bachelor, who

lives the life of a retired shopkeeper in a little roadside

villa of the meanest description, though he possesses a

colossal fortune and a fine house close by, is again an

instance of lier tenderer skill ; for though he talks like a

peasant and lives like a retired cockney, there is the finest

fund of poetry and romance in the old man's nature. He
saves pennies in his little house, but he thinks the money

dross when liis niece wants it, and gives her a cheque for

five hundred pounds as he would have given her a handful

of gooseberries ; and his adoration of the memory of the

love of his youth is worthy of a poet. But it is Miss

Pratt whom the reader will most readily associate with

the name of the Inheritance—Miss Pratt, who is a larger

and more confident Miss Bates, though without that lady's

delightful incoherence, an endless commentator upon life,

unmalicious and impartial, recording everything great and

small, gathering up all the straws of social intercourse,

and dauntlessly regardless of its prejudices. Here the

author is as impartial as her creation, yielding to no senti-

ment, leaving us with the mere fact of this active, busy

never-resting intelligence, ceaselessly occupied with othei

people's concerns, and shrewdly shooting at their motives
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—with great success in the case of the less worthy person-

ages of the drama, if with complete failure when the finer

and more ideal natures come in her way. Miss Pratt'3

superiority to all the commo.i weaknesses is as nobly dis-

played in her indifference to the stupid grandeur of the

noble peer who tortures everybody else, but whose authority

she sets at naught with bustling unconsciousness, as in

her famous drive in the return hearse, which she takes

advantage of in the failure of any other conveyance, with

the true readiness of social genius. Nor does she stand

upon her blood and breeding, when there is news to be

picked up—and there is something to be picked up every-

where by so bold an observer. Whether she appears at

the castle, sweeping away Lord Eossville with the torrent

of her gossip, or amid the Blacks, finding out everything,

universally affable and curious, there is no failure in her,

she is perfectly sustained, yet quite natural from beginning

to end.

Although the third of these novels is in itself less suc-

-cessful than its predecessors, there is perhaps nothing in

eitlier of them so perfect as the sketch of the chiefs house-

hold in Destiny and its permanent members. Glenroy him-

self, the despotic, unreasoning, overbearing chief, trained to

consider himself the greatest man in the district, and exact-

ing a superstitious observance of all his will and ways
;

with his gentleman-in-waiting, Benbowie, the taciturn and

self-contained, whose mute presence is as indispensable as

tliat of a piece of furniture, but not much more remark-

able ; and the delightful, simple, beaming countenance

of Mrs. Macauley, the humble cousin and housekeeper,

whose perpetual good humour and satisfaction with all

around her diffuse warmth throughout the picture— make

a perfect group. Here we are on a very different level

from that of the humble Castle of Glenfern. All the

luxuries of the plains are under the noble roof, and along
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with them that fading glory so infinitely pathetic in some

aspects, so cruelly ridiculous in others, which is all that

is left of an antiquated and outworn supremacy of race.

The chieftain's unquestioning sense of his own greatness

is like that of a monarch : while, like the faithful courtiers

of an exiled king, the Highland gentleman and matron

Kiceive as something beyond question the commands, the

Laid words, the exacting requirements of their head.

Some one has said that while Sir Walter depicted the last

chapter of real power and greatness, the tragic and splen-

did ending of the reign of Highland chiefs and devotion

of clans, it M'as Miss Ferrier's part to show the more

melanclioly downfall, the contempt of the modern world

for what had become a mere romantic fiction, and breaking

up of all reality in the obsolete position itself. There is

some truth in the criticism as applied to Destiny. It is

the reverse of that more dignified conclusion which made
an end of the' race of Vich Ian Vohr. The rest of the

book is at once too good and too bad for nature. Kever

were such ii-reproachable instructive good people ; never

such reckless, frivolous, despicable bad ones. The colours

of tlie sentimental portif)n of the story are far too crude

and unmodified. But Glenroy, Benbowie, and Mrs. Mac-
auley are admirable. Here was an insight in which even

Sir Walter himself yields the palm to the " sister shadow"
of M'hom he spoke so kindly. His genius went back

uj)on ages more picturesque. Miss Ferrier contented her-

self with what lay under her 0"\vn eye.

This gentle but powerful satirist was born in 1782,
llie daughter of a lawyer in Edinburgh. Her father, one

of the caste of " Writers to the Signet," so largely recruited

from among the poorer gentry of Scotland, and one of the

most characteristic in Scotch society, was the agent of the

Duke of Argyll, and spent much of his time at Inveraray,

where his daughter no doubt saw among the Endish
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visitors some types of her Lady Juliana, whom she never

afterwards forgot. The details of her life, prefixed to Mr.

Bentley's re-issue of her novels, afford us a little informa-

tion with which the world was not acquainted. Her first

efforts seem to have been inspired and encouraged by one

of her companions in the noble household. Miss Clavering,

•a niece of the duke, in concert with whom, it was origin-

ally intended, her first book was to have been written;

but this arrangement, fortunately, was soon thrown aside.

It is said that the story of Mrs. Douglas in Marriage was

from the pen of this young lady ; if so, our gratitude for

her withdrawal is all the deeper. It would seem by the

letters now published that Miss Ferrier took advantage of

the many original figures still existing in the society of

the North as models for her pictures, and that a knowledge

of the originals quickened the delight with which con-

temporaries received Miss Grizzy and Miss Jacky. When
youth was over, she lived a perfectly retired life, in close

attendance upon her aged father, devoting herself entirely

to him ; and it has been said that the seriousness of the

religious views which she adopted in after life made her

look with regret upon the novels of her youth as frivolous

productions, unworthy her religious profession. This is,

however, merely a tradition, and her appearance in the

memoir of Sir Walter Scott, towards its melancholy close,

is in no respect puritanical, but in every way sweet and

satisfactory. She was admitted to his most private circle

to help and support his daughters at the terrible moment

when sickness had bowed down his noble soul and clouded

his perfect temper. She was privileged to share with

Anne and Sophia Scott the anxious hours of tendance,

when, sick at heart to see the gathering gloom, they sat

about him and heard him babble on through a hundred

half-forgotten stories, painfully losing the thread of them

and conscious that he had lost it. In these cases. Lock-
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hart tells us, her kind help was of unspeakable consolation.

" Unthinking friends sometimes gave him the catchwond

abruptly. I noticed the delicacy of Miss Ferrier on such

occasions. Her sight was bad, and she took care not to

use her glasses when he was speaking, and she affected

also to be troubled with deafness, and would say :
' Well,

I am getting as dull as a post ; I have not heard a word

since you said so and so,' being sure to mention a circum-

stance behind that at which he had really halted. He
then took up the thread with his habitual smile of

courtesy, as if forgetting his case entirely in the considera-

tion of the lady's infirmity." He had given to her first

work the warmest meed of cordial praise, as was his wont,

and had cultivated her friendship always. She repaid him
now in tender helpfulness, with such gentle good offices

;

and this is almost all that there is to tell of Susan Ferrier.

The distinguished philosopher Professor Ferrier of St.

Andrews, still so tenderly remembered by all who knew
him, was her nephew : an interesting fact for those who
believe in the oblique communication, rather than direct

descent, of literary genius.

There have been more brilliant novelists, more potent

writers, than these three ladies. None of them come up

to the level of George Sand or George Eliot, in sentiment

or philosophy ; but they were of more importance in their

generation than either George Eliot or George Sand, and
laid open the workmgs of the common life as no one else"

had done in the three countries which they represent so

well. In this point of view Miss Edgeworth, though the

least attractive, is perhaps the most important of the

three, as being the first to make known what manner of

country Ireland was. But the others, if less vital in

point of matter, were more vivid and living in their

power of portraiture and representation of life, not in its

extraordinary accidents, but in the most common phases

Vol. II.—16
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of every day. Miss Austen, who confined herself entu-ely

to these, seeking no foreign aid of highly wrought story

or dramatic incident, was the most perfect artist of the

three, and has kept her place beyond all competitors.

Yet there are points in which Miss Terrier is almost

superior to Miss Austen, having a touch more tender and

•a deeper poetic insight. There is no more interesting

group in all the literary combinations of their age.

There was, however, no genial link between them, no tie

of association. It would not seem that they even knew
each other. Jane Austen was lost in the mediocrity of

that featureless English life in which the good people,

with a proper pride, hold tliemselves aloof from all the

doubtful classes. Her biographer' is proud to repeat that

she had no literary connections or acquaintances. A
Marchioness of Something invited her on one occasion to

meet some distinguished persons of that craft ; but Miss

Austen firmly declined the honour, which was at the

same time a derogation, and held fast to the dignity, far

superior to personal distinction, of that nameless gentle-

womanhood in which is the quintessence of pride. The

others were not so exclusive. Miss Edgeworth had a

great name in her day, and was received with honour

and admiration everywhere ; and Miss Terrier was famed,

at least in Edinburgh—no insignificant distinction. Both

of these latter names are connected with the genial glory

of Scott, who gave them his friendship and generous

applause. He could not do what they did, he says, with

the pleasure of an entirely noble and simple mind,

delighting in excellence wherever he found it.

We have already pointed out how curiously arrUri

and of an earlier age was the Simple Story of Mrs. Inch-

bald, though it was a popular and much read book, and

actually produced at the same time with Miss Austen's

earliest aud perhaps greatest work : the one all of the old
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world, conventional, artificial, with a pretty air, if not of

the Dresden shepherdess, at least of the imitations of

Chelsea and Bow ; the other real, living, of this day and

all time, notwithstanding the old-fashioned dress of its

heroes and heroines. They were contemporaries, yet the

antiquated art of the eighteenth century made its bow, or

rather its curtsey, with Miss Milner ; and the new reign

of fiction came in, in individual womanhood, with Eliza-

beth Bennet. Miss Edgeworth had no predecessor in her

special mission, but, so far as one phase of hei' work went,

followed in the traces of an eccentric educationalist, and

formed the transition link between those quaint little

gentlemen, Sandford and Merton, Master Tommy the

spoilt child, and Harry the son of the soil, and the all-

instructive Mr. Barlow—and the nineteenth century

schoolboy, who has played so large a place in the world

since then. Miss Ferrier, too, had a predecessor, though

she produced little, whose essay in fiction is in a some-

what similar vein. The Cottagers of Gleiiburnie, published

in 1808 by EUzabeth Hamilton, is full of insight into

Scottish character, and humorous treatment of its cha-

racteristic shortcomings ; but it is perhaps too distinctly

a story written with a purpose, and that a very homely

our, to take a high place in art.

Maria Edgeworth, bom 1767 ; died 1849.

Published Castle Rackrent, 1801.

Ennui.

Vivian.

The Absentee.

Belinda.

Leonora.

Patronage.

Hanington.

Ornioud,
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Published Helen.

With many lesser tales, collected as Mora]

Tides, Tales of Fashionable Life, etc. A
collected edition was published iu 1832,
and again in 1848.

Rosamond, 1822.

Henry and Lucy.

The Parent's Assistant.

Jane Austen, bom 1775 ; died 1817.

Published Sense and Sensibility, 1811.

Pride and Prejudice, 1813.

Mansfield Park, 1814.

Emma, 1816.

Northanger Abbey, Kgjg
Persuasion,

j

EVHAK Feruier, born 1782 ; died 1854.

Published Marriage, 1818.

The Inheritance, 1824.

Destiny, 1831.
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CHAPTER IX.

LITERATURE IN IRELAND.

There is unfortunately but little necessity to appcrtion a

separate chapter to the literature of Ireland. We have

already remarked upon the singular absence of literary

production, and of genius at all worthy to be called

national, which we find at a period so rich in literary

power, in the unfortunate island, which, to the great mis-

fortune both of her neighbours and herself, is so closely

connected with Great Britain. What a happy solution

would it be of many problems could engineering science,

which has done so much, find means to move that uneasy

Erin out into the wide Atlantic, far enough off from us

to give her full scope for independence and self-develop-

ment ! They move houses and churches in America, why
not an island ? Such a divorce would be hailed, we
should imagine, with delight on both sides—and would

afford a full opportunity for the putting forth of national

effort, up to this time sadly wasted in mternal agitations,

and affording us no means of estimating the national

genius. Great social unhappiness and political restraint

do not, however, seem to furnish a sufficient reason for

the absence of worthy utterance, especially in a race so

generally j)ervaded by the lighter gifts, at least, of wit

and fancy ; and we can scarcely accept the Catholic disa-

bilities and the wrongs of Ireland as enouuh to account
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for her silence in the world. ISTo country could be more

bound in chains of iron, in political repression and cor-

rui)tion, than was Scotland in the end of last century.

It is true that there was no dominant race holding the

mastery, and that in religion the people had their own
way; but they had no political power, nor freedom of

self-government, and the nation was under the heel of an

almost irresponsible minister, and an entirely dominant

party. Yet Bums rose out of the homely fields when

political freedom had no existence— and the vivacious

army of the Critics at an after period burst forth from

the very prison-house and coldest shade of social oppres-

sion. In Ireland a few songs and speeches, a little

fiction, but even that not of the hight-st order, is all tiiat

we find to distinguish an age wliich, in both the other

countries of the Union, was nothing less than a new

birth. Miss Edgeworth and Thomas Moore, both of whom
have already been individually treated, are the only names

which we can pick out to take their place in the lists of

those which are really of national importance ; and the

latter we feel can only be admitted on sufferance to any

such classification. He is a poor creature to stand

against Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, and Shelley—or

even against Burns and Scott, who represent the smaller

of the partners in the Union ; but, such as he is, he is

the best that Ireland has done.

It is true tliat Sheridan, then just waning, had been

in his day one of the most brilliant figures in society,

and in the ligliter sphere of literary composition ; but in

a national point of view there was no meaning in him,

any more than there was any promise of a new literary

era in the fine comedies which are his only real standing

ground in literature, and which belonged entirely, in spirit

and scenery and sentiment, to the eighteenth century.

It is scarcely possible indeed, even though Sheridan's bril-
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liant wit aud disorderly ways were a sort of impersonation

of the conventional character of the Irishman, to record

him as Irish at all, save by birth. He was educated at

Harrow, aud was nominally a member of one of th-e Inns

of Court. The society, of which he was so remarkable a

figure, was iu London, not Dublin, His romance of early

love was enacted in Bath. His great triumphs as an

orator were in the British Parliament, and not even

upon subjects in any way connected with Ireland. The

younger but much less important orator and playwriter,

Richard Lalor Shell, was a better representative of his

country. But his plays are of little or no importance,

and he was absorbed in his mature days by parliamentary

life, in which he never made so brilliant a figure as Sheridan.

This, indeed, is the sphere in which the Irishmen have

showed best, and it is a pity that we cannot find justification

enough iu his political pamphlets to take in the grandi-

ose, if never entirely grand, figure of Daniel O'Connell,

the great Liberator, the leader of his people, one of the

best and most satisfactory embodiments of his race. The

very limited niche which is all we could give him in

literary history would atford no fit pedestal for a personage

so important in the history of his country. Who can

doubt that he had his faults ? That shatle of unreality

.which belongs to a character so expansive, so eager for

popular approbation, born to please as well as born to

sway, and the inextinguishable twinkle in the eye of a

man who was never quite unconscious of his own art^
the " blarney " supposed to be native to his race, the too-

per.suasive eloquence, the touch of humbug in his utmost

sincerity—sadly detract from his greatness. But when
all is said that can be said, there are few manly critics or

generous lookers-on who would not compound for still

more impefections could Ireland and we have back the

Liberator with all his native bigness and laige and crenial
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life. The contrast between O'Connell, born under circum-

stances which would have indeed excused any degree of

national rancour and bitterness, yet so full, even in hottest

figlit, of the happy Immour, the instinctive friendliness, and

easy sentiment, which were once supposed habitual to his

race, and the bitter theorists and revolutionaries produced

.by a later generation and in an age entirely awakened to,

and eagerly trying to remedy, everything like injustice to

Ireland, is extraordinary. Surely, in the meantime, that

happy humour and engaging eloquence, the wit, the fancy,

the diffusion of a kind of genial genius over the face of the

country, which we once cordially believed in, as character-

istic of Ireland, must have died away. Perhaps, indeed,

O'Connell, among his otlier influences, possessed the power

of making us take for granted the fine faculties of his

countrymen, and thus was not only the glory but the

g'orifier of his race.

To descend, however, from this great representative of

the nation, who stands, like one of her unique towers, in

the midst of her, with no fit competitor near him, and

whom, unfortunately, we have little pretence for introduc-

ing, we are obliged to descend into the ordinary straip of

literature, making a great step downward from Slieridan

, to his namesake James Sheridan Knowles, a playwright

of considerable pretensions and some skiQ, though little

genius, wliose plays had an enormous popularity, some of

them still, in a certain degree, holding the stage. The

tragedy of Virginius and the picturesque Hunchhack are

still among those which managers occasionally resort to,

to give a prick of new sensation to jaded playgoers. There

was some link of relationship, whence the name, between

the more famous Sheridan and Knowles, who, however,

was of a humbler strain of life—tlie son of a schoolmaster,

and for some time exercising the same profession.

" Knowles is a delightful fellow, and a man of true
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genius," Wilson says of him in the Nodes, in respect to a

series of lectures upon Dramatic Poetry wliich he delivered

in various places both in England and Scotland. His life

underwent a curious change in his later years, when the

successful dramatist turned his Lack upon his art, such

as it was, abjured the wickedness of the theatre, and began

with all the violence natural to an Irish Protestant, trained

in the keen polemics which close neighbourhood to any

hostile system invariably cultivates, to assault Popery and

the Church of Eome. He ended his life as a Baptist

Minister, bitterly regretting, it is said, the time and labour

which he had bestowed on the stage and the world.

A Very fair and gentle representative of poetry, Mary
Tighe, the daughter of a clergyman, the wife of an Irish

M.P., is another of the rare instances of literary production

in Ireland. She was the author of a poem called Psyche,

an extremely sweet and melodious rendering of the classi-

cal legend, the exterual form of which, in a slim and

sumptuous quarto, with creamy pages as thick as velvet

enshrining in big margins a limpid stream of elaborate

verse, gives a very just idea of its merit. It is one of

those essays in art which at any time it would be cruel

to judge rigorously,. all the more as it is the composition

of a gentle creature who died young and knew nothing

of the world—which, with a humane sense of the claims

of weakness, generally does receive such gentle efforts

tenderly. This lady lived during all her short life in Ire-

land, an invalid for a great part of it, sometimes receiving

the gay and brilliant Sydney Owenson, the Wild Irish Girl,

in her sick-chamber, but not capable of much society, if

indeed there had been any of the literary kind to resort to.

But we find little that is worthy the name in the lively

Dublin world, whicii we see in Lady Morgan's recoUec-

tious, where she herself stood almost alone as the repre-

sentative of the lighter arts of literature. The common
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reproach to Scotsmen that the first step of their progress

is always to leave their native country, which was ludi-

crously untrue in the age we have been discussing, how-

ever much it may have been justified before or after,

was strongly in force in Ireland, whence every aspiring

soul in the ways of literature, except Miss Edgewoith,

fled with the utmost speed, Moore giving the first example,

to the centre of fame in London. The records we have

of society in Dublin are few. Moore and Lady Morgan
show us little but a jovial provincialism illustrated by
sundry little local reputations never heard of elsewhere,

wliile the curious and incoherent work in which Mr.

Madden gives us the history of Irish Periodical literature

presents little more than a chaotic record of dead quarrels,

libels, and vituperations, as violent as it is uninstructive.

Before the Union Dublin booksellers pirated English

publications as Americans do now. Perhaps this crime

against literature has something to do with the stunting

of the race in literary development.

The name of Maturin has almost died altogether from

the recollection of the reader, and it is with difficulty

that the student can find any of the many works which

he poured forth, and which, indeed, ^re little worth the

trouble of looking for. His high-flowm productions and

romantic tlieatrical figure might, liowever, have thrown

at least an amusing tragi-comic light upon his surround-

ings had any record of tliem been attainable. He was

a clergyman of the Established Chiirch, and lived in

Dublin, " the humble unknown curate of St. Peter's,"

until the great good fortune happened to liim of having

his tragedy of Bertram; or, The Castle of St. Aldohrand

produced at Drury Lane ; where, by the influence of

Lord Byron, it was played in the year 1816, bringing

him a great deal of momentary reputation, and a sub-

stantial profit of a thousand pounds— five hundred oi
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wliich is popularly said to have come from Lord Byron

to console the unfortunate dramatist for a fierce review.

But this does not seem a very likely story, foi neither

then, nor at any other period, were Byron's p(»unds so

plentiful as to have permitted such a munificence

;

though he says himself that he sent applause " and some-

thing more substantial " to the Irish poet. Bertram is a

play of the most wildly Satanic character, dealing with

crimes of primitive magnitude, with terrific storms and

equally terrific bloodshed, to appal the terrified reader.

It is difficult to imagine how it could have been put

upon the stage at all. The author's intention was to

introduce the highest diabolical agency. " He had our

old friend Satan," says Sir Walter (by whom he was

introduced to Byron), " brought on the stage bodily. I

believe I have exorcised the foul fiend—for thoush in

reading he was a most terrible fellow, I feared for his

reception in public." At the same time, Scott, with his

usual kindness, describes the play as possessing merits

which are " marked, deep, and striking," though he con-

fesses that its faults are " of a nature obnoxious to ridi-

cule." Byron, however, and the public approved this

preposterous tragedy: and Coleridge did it the extra-

ordinary honour of devoting a whole chapter in the

Biographia Litcraria to its slaughter and dissection.

The next drama of Maturin made, however, an end of

his fictitious reputation. Byron describes it as "as

heavy a nightmare as was ever bestrode by indigestion,"

" Maturin's Bedlam," and other equally imcomplimentary

titles. One of the stage directions he quotes is as follows :

" Staggers among the bodies ;" and it is not a bad indica-

tion of the style of the whole.

Afte", and indeed before, these dramatic performances,

Maturin wrote many novels. He had begun at a very

early age with The Fatal Bevcnge ; or, Tlie Family of
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Montorio, a work bearing some relation to the Monk of

Lewis, one of a numerous school of tragical romances

such as used to be found in the old circulating libraries

now an institution of the past, and which had a certain

reputation. This was followed in after years by a

number of others, of which Melmoth is perhaps the best

known. He was at the same time a popular preacher,

and collected, we are told, crowds to hear him, " neither

rain nor storm " keeping his admirers back. Personally

he was " something of a coxcomb," with long flowing

black hair, and a poet's eyes full of fine frenzy. A
somewliat ludicrous description of his habits is given in

Scott's Life. " Hartstonge told us that Maturii. used to

compose with a wafer pasted on his forehead, which was

the signal that if any of his family entered the sanctum,

they must not speak to him;" a curious tale to be told

to Scott, whom everybody interrupted. " He was never

bred in a writer's cJicmmer" said the great novelist. But

Scott was very kind to the theatrical Irisliman, and sent

him money and good advice and help of every kind.

There was, however, one other poet in the island

whose reputation is of a nobler and more lasting kind

:

Charles Wolfe, who has made an impression not easily

to be effaced, upon the memory of the world, by one

poem, the famous and affecting Lines on the Burial of Sir

John Afoore, which rank among the most remarkable

instances on record of real poetical life, in distinction

from the hundred fictitious and (Ephemeral lives which

flutter and die, and leave no trace behind. How many

volumes, nay libraries, have droi)ped easily into oblivion,

while these half dozen stanzas have lived and lasted

!

No finer or more picturesque piece of verse exists in our

record. It is just so much rhetorical as to give us a

pleasant sense of being able to identify the region from

whence it springs—with a thrill of personal emotion in
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it, as if of an individual voice, proud yet sad in tuneful

exultation, wliich sounds like a national accent : and yet

even here the nationality is doubtful. Wolfe was nothing

more than a young curate of the Irish Church, by liis

very position pronounced to be no Irishman, but one of

the dominating Saxons who have no right to national

lionours at all. And it is most curious to see how
entirely it is this class, and not the native race, which

we are all ready to acknowledge as so full of genius,

which has produced the little there is to distinguish

Ireland in literature. Miss Edgeworth, too, belonged to

it, and had no claim to be a Celt. Wolfe discharged his

humble duties, such as they were, we are told, with

devotion, and died at thirty, having done no more. It

would seem that he had received only one inspiration,

but that a noble and a true one.

The same, so far as nationality is concerned, must be

said of George Croly, another nominal Irishman, who was

educated at Trinity College, Dublin, and naturally goes

to the credit of that countrv, though he too belonoed to

the Anglo-Irish Church, and spent the most important

part of his life as a clergyman in London. His works

are numberless ; from sermons to novels, from political

pamphlets to romantic poems. The book by which he is

best known is the singular romance of Salathiel, embody-

ing one of the legends of the Wandering Jew, and show-

ing occasionally considerable power. This book made a

distinct impression upon the mind of the time, and holds

a fantastic place, if not on the same level as VafJuk, at

least in a similar fanciful region ; but it has not, like

Vathek, kept the reputation which in its day it obtained.

A better-known and more characteristic figaie is that

of William Maginn, one of the most brilliant of the band
of magazine writers to whom Blackwood first aflbrded a

medium—younger than the great critics of the reviews,
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more dasliing but less serious, who in one way never

reached the level of Jeffrey, but in another surpassed and

excelled him. Maginn was born in Cork, and was a

schoolmaster there for some part of his early existence.

.At twenty -six he began to contribute to Blackwood's

Magazi7ic, which, liad then (1819) been for about two

years in existence, and was in full tide of tliat reckless

youth which permitted itself every literary liberty, and

to which, indeed— notwithstanding the fires of resent-

ment it lit everywhere, to the anguish of the victims

and amusement of the public—almost every liberty was

allowed. Maginn was, if anything, less scrupulous than the

original coterie of Edinburgh, the compilers of the Chaldee

Mamiscript : and he had not only an excellent style, bul

an easy and powerful command of classical subjects, than

which nothing is more effective and telling in periodical

literature. A bit of brilliant translation, an adaptation

from Homer, a scrap of Horace, lightly turned into contem-

porary use, is everything to the light gallop of a slashing

article, and confers on the writer a position which the

world immediately appreciates, and the less learned envy.

Everybody will remember Captain Shandon, in Pendennis,

peppering his sentences with learned extracts from old

Burton. Maginn, unfortunately, had many features like

those of Shandon, and like him lived a distracted life

from luxury to misery, through prisons and disreputable

hidings, and every vicissitude that poverty and levity and

bad habits and an unstable mind produce. He was still

young and full of hope, " with genius, wit, learning, life's

trophies to win," as Lockhart says of him, when he went

to London in 1823—abandoning any security of anchor-

age that he might have had at home. But his career in

town was not prosperous. He was employed on various

papers, and in 1830 became one of the chief writers in

Frascrs Magazine, which then came into being, and which
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moulded itself perhaps too much on the model of the

already famous and firmly established Blackwood, of which

it was the first rival. Maginn attempted in this new under-

taking the part which Christopher North played in the old
;

but, great as was the popularity of the Nodes, a second effort

of the same kind was a literary mistake, and the attempt

showed an absence of originating power, and was probably

a cause of permanent damage to the new magazine, wdiich

ought, in order to secure the success of its predecessor, to

have struck a new vein. And the brilliant Irishman had

not the continuance in him of Wilson. He spent him-

self like a fortune, and died before he was fifty, poor,

suffering, and solitary. Sir Robert Peel, the one Minister

of State in recent times whose heart was always open to

the distresses of men of letters, and to whom it seemed a

duty of the State to care for her servants in this depart-

ment, was appealed to on behalf of Maginn ; but too late.

Lockhart's epitaph, with its jingle upon one rhyme, has a

levity in it which, though probably very harmonious with

the relations between them, and with the poor author's

reckless and haphazard ways, must, we should think, have

jarred even upon tlie ear of a man about town when given

forth over a grave ; but the description is worth quoting:

—

" He turned author ere yet there was beard on his chin
;

And whoever was out, or whoever was in,

For you Tories his fine Irish brains he would spin

—

Who received prose and rhyme with a promising grin

—

' Go ahead, you queer fisli, and more power to your fin!'

But to save from starvation stirred never a pin.

Light for long was his heart, though his breeches were thin ;

But at last he was beat
—

"

Poor Maginn ! It was his own fault, as it has been

the fault of so many, that their lives are squandered and

their faculties lost ; but that does not make the loss

less pitiful, rather more.
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Francis Mahony—or, as he called himself, O'Mahony,

better known as Father Prout—was a kindred spirit,

with the same mixture of fun, learning, and fluency which

distinguished Maginn. The fact that he was a priest,

.with something of an academical aspect even at his wildest,

lent a certain piquancy to the strange Bohemian with his

tine and delicate countenance, and the touch of sentiment

which mellowed his mirth. He is called by somebody
" an Irish potato seasoned with Attic salt," and the com-

parison lias a certain appropriateness. He, too, was one

of that roving band of literary irregulars, hanging on

about the Press, generally finding their highest latitude in

a monthly magazine, with always some scrap of literature

in hand, but more enjoyment of the floating atmosphere

of literary life than of the work—of whom there were so

many, differing greatly from the earlier development of

the Cockney school and the bourgeois group of writers

whom we have already endeavoured to put before the

reader, and indeed overlapping altogether the boundaries ol

time to which we have been obliged to keep. But therf;

are so few Irishmen to whom we can give a place in this

record, that chronology yields to the desire to make the

best we can of our subject. Neither Father Prout, how-

ever, nor Sir Morgan O'Doherty, which was the little

literary disguise under which Maginn presented himself

to the world, were of a character or kind to do much

honour to their native country; nor was their work

illustrative of its character, or apt, like Scott's, to make

it known to the world. Tliey wrote upon all other sub-

jects with the wit of their nation and the ready command

of words which "belong to the race ; but they did not

illustrate or open up the life of Ireland, or aim at any

patriotic end. They were English writers of Irish birth,

and that was all. We may quote, however, one snatch

of characteristic verse, which has something in it of the
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visionary home-sickness and tender longing of an exile.

To have heard Mahony sing this, an old man, leaning his

fine old head, like a carving in ivory, against the mantel-

shelf, in a cracked and thready voice which had once been

fine, is a pathetic memory. Between the melodious com-

monplace of Moore's melodies and the wild and im] lassioned

ravings of the Shan Van Voght, this more temperate type

of Irish verse, with its characteristic broken melody, its

touch of mockery, its soul of tender if not profound

remembrance, is wholesome and grateful, though it has

no pretension to be great :—

•

THE SHAXDOX BELLS.

" Witli deep affection

And recollection

I often think on

Tliose Shandon bells ;

Whose sounds so wild would,

In the days of childhood,

Fling round my cradle

Their magic spells.

On thee I ponder

Where'er I wander,

And thus grow fonder,

Sweet Cork, of thee
;

With thy hells of Shandon
That sound so grand on

The jjleasant waters

Of the river Lee.

" I've heard hells tolling

Old Adrian's Mole in,

Their thunder rolling

From the Vatican,

And cymbals glorious

Swinging uproarious

In the gorgeous turrets

Of Notre Dame ;
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But thy sounds were sweeter

Than the dome of Peter

Flings on the Tiber,

Pealing solemnly

Oh the bells of Shandon
Sound far more grand on

The pleasant waters

Of the river Lee I

" There's a bell in Moscow
;

While on tower and kiosk, O,

In Saint Sophia,

The Turkman gets

;

And loud in air

Calls ever to prayer,

From the tapering summit
Of tall minareta.

Such empty phantom

I freely grant 'em
;

But thex'e is an anthem
More dear to me

—

'Tis the bells of Shandon
That sound so grand on

The pleasant waters

Of the river Lee."

Lady Morgan has a right to an honourable place

among this small baud of Irish writers. She was born

Sydney Oweuson, the daughter of a popular actor, and

her youthful life was passed among scenes characteristi-

cally Irish, the ups and downs of the theatre—a life

made up of perpetual variations between luxury and

penury, and that shifty life of expedients which quickens

the wits, and out of which perhaps its victims, whose

sufferings we lament so much, get a degree of excitement,

pleasurable as well as painful, which makes them much
less miserable than we imagine. When she grew up and

it became necessary for her to provide for herself, the lively

and brilliant girl took up at first, as a helpless woman has

to do, the life of a governess, in which she continued with
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varying fortunes, until she discovered that she possessed

a gift by wliich a living was much more easily made.

The Wild Irish Girl was, in its way, a surprise and

revelation to the world, not the less amusing in that there

was a good deal of absurdity mingled with its gushing

sentiment and melodramatic situations : and that the

authoress was not disinclined to pose as Glorvina, and to

receiv . the homage of society as the original of that child

of nature. After some years of a literary career, success-

ful enough yet never without drawbacks, she became

attached, vaguely, as companion or friend, to the house-

hold of the Marquis of Abercorn, among several other

genteel dependants, one of whom was Dr. Morgan, 'who

had the charge of the liealth of the house. The glimpse

we have in her letters and biography of the queer little

court there, surrounding the great people, is curious and

not very pleasant. Her patrons made up a match between

their two proU(j6s—not without difficulty, for though the

doctor fell in love heartily, the lady-in-waiting was fanciful

and fastidious, and had to be brought to the point at last

almost by stratagem. The bridegroom was turned into

Sir Charles by the intervention of the Lord- Lieutenant,

and Lady Morgan acquired a title and was launched into

the world, very thankful to be free of her patrons, and to

regain her independence. After a temporary residence in

Dublin the pair staled in London, where Lady Morgan
enjoyed and sought society, and got through a good deal

of literary production. She wrote a book upon France

and another on Italy, the result of journeys through both

countries. Lord Byron praised the latter performance,

and declared it to be true and just. But other critics

were not so kind. The Quarterly, in particular, made
her an object of attack in a way which was beneath the

dignity of a great periodical, describing her style, with

some truth but much uncalled-for virulence, as " slipshod
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Irish." A writer of Lady Morgan's calibre might count

it promotion indeed, to be taken so much notice of by a

great organ of opinion now. It miglit have been expected

that the autobiography and letters of a lively observer,

however flippant and egotistical, would have thrown some

light upon the Irish life of the period and society in

Dublin. But we do not find, so far as Lady Morgan can

tell us, that even so much of literary society as one of

the coteries of the English country towns, of which we

have encountered so many, existed in the Irish capital.

There is, however, a delightful and cordial sketch of

this capital in the account of Sir Walter Scott's visit to

Dublin in 1825, which gives us a much higher opinion of

its capabilities. The distinguished persons who crowded

to see him were not distinguished in literature : but the

genial enthusiasm of the people for the great Scotsman is

pleasant to hear of. The " demonstrations of respect

which awaited him wherever he moved at the hands of

the less elevated orders of the Dublin poyjulation," aston-

ished the party. " If his carriage was recognised at the

door of any public establishment, the street was sure to

be crowded before he came out again," says Lockhart.

" When he entered a street, the word was passed down

both sides like lightning, and the shopkeepers and their

wives stood bowing and curtseying all the way down
;

while the mob and boys huzzaed as at the chariot wheels

of a conqueror." So great was the emotion that an

excellent bailie of Glasgow, something akin no doubt to

Nicol Jarvie, shook his head and declared that " yon was

ower like worshipping the creature," as he looked on.

There was, at this same period, in existence a learned

colony in Trinity College, which has worked more labori-

ously and diligently than almost any contemporary

scholars at the work of collecting and editing the ancxent

records of Irish history, and thus made very important
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contributions to the knowledge of the world. But these

labours are performed with a disinterestedness of which,

in si)ite of ourselves, we take advantage ; for it is not for

the unlearned to attempt to estimate the value of these

researches, and the names of their workers in this rich

and important field, though thurouglily well known and

honoured in their own sphere, are almost unknown to the

general pul)lic.

When the first quarter of the century, to which we

have confined our record, was just over, a younger band

of novelists had begun to appear on Irish soil. The

names of John Banim, Gerald Gridin, William Carleton,

and Thomas Crofton Croker cannot, any of them, be

placed in the first rank— but their works were more

national, more worthy of being considered as elucivlations

of the hfe of their country and the character of thi ir race

than those of any previous writers, with the exception of

Miss Edgeworth. There is a sort of arbitrary connection

between the repeal of the Catliolic disabilities isJid the

appearance of this little outburst of literary energy ; but

we feel very doubtful whether we should be justified in

attempting to establish any reasonable link of association

between the two. Gerald Griffin is perhaps the most

noticeable of this band. He began in extreme youth,

like so many others of his countrymen, by dramatic

writing, and when he went to England to try his fortune

like the rest, an unknown and unbefriended youth of

twenty, in 1823—placed his hopes upon the tragedy of

Gisippus which he carried with him, and which he fondly

hoped was to open to him at once tlie glories and rewards

of a literary career. But his play was rejected on all

hands ; and when at length it fell into those of Macready

and attained a great name on the stage, the author had

already passed beyond all knowledge of his triumph. The

struggle of the imfortunate youth without friends or means
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in London was a very hard and bitter one ; but lie lived

througli it, and his novels, especially The Cullejians, estab-

lished his repntation. This book is perhaps now more

widely known by the popular play of the Colleen Bawn,

which was founded npon it, than by its own attractions.

But the story is the least satisfactory part of it, and the

sketches of life and character to be met with in the book

are infinitely more worth the reader's while than the

melodramatic fate of Eily O'Connor, and the despair and

misery of her lover. Not even Miss Edgeworth's account

of the successive squires of Castle Radcrent sets forth the

wild groups of Irish gentry with so trenchant a touch as

that with which Griftin represents his Cregans and Creaghs

in their noisy carouses : and his peasants of all descrip-

tions are full of humour and life—more individual and

displaying a more intimate knowledge than those of Miss

Edgeworth. Whether it is that the country has grown

duller and ruder since then we are unable to judge, but

certainly the atmosphere in these novels is of a more

genial kind than anything we hear of now. The country

folks simple and gay, w^ith their characteristic songs, their

friendly greetings, their light hearts and ready wit, though

not without the gloom of a tragedy here and there, and

as ready to lend their lively faculties to the work of

baffling justice as to any other exercise, are certainly

devoid of the bitterness and sense of injury which seem

so universal now. We naturally look in a work written

before the repeal of the Catholic disabilities for some deep

rankling of injured feeling, but the reader will find no

trace of it in The Collegians. Griltin was a pious Catholic,

and ended his life in a religious brotherhood ; his sym-

pathies were entirely with his race : but the picture he

puts before us Ijears little trace either of a persecuted faith

or an oppressed nationality. The tragic elements of his

story are drav/n, as they might have been in a tale of the
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Scottish Highlands, from the exaggerated and unscrupu-

lous devotion of a faithful servant to what in his warped

and gloomy mind he thinks the interests of his master
;

and while we have a fine example of the astute and

triumphant policy of a couple of the rudest peasants in

baffling the united powers of magistrate and counsellors,

it is in behalf of no political criminal, nor is any feud

between landlord and tenant so much as hinted at. A
good deal of this is no doubt due to tlie mind and

tendencies of the writer and his pure and gentle genius

—

but something too must belong to the atmosphere of the

time. We have already spoken of the great and wonder-

ful difference between the Arch-Agitator O'Connell, he

who was in reality the nursling of wrong, brought up

under the shadow of a galling Protestant ascendency, and

with every excuse for national rancour, and the bitter

politicians of the present day. The novelist affords us a

kindred example. He shows us no gloom upon the skies,

no burning at the heart of his country. As we walk with

him along the mountain paths every one we meet has a

cheerful greeting, a genial jest, a song upon his lips—the

country is gay, brighter than our fat English levels, the

long-winded peasant-stories are full of a humorous con-

templation both of earth and heaven. It is hard to

realise that tlie easy lightheartedness which we meet with

everywhere is the atmosphere of a country which not very

long before had been rent by armed rebellion, and still

more recently convulsed by a political struggle in which

every element of national bitterness might have been

expected to manifest itself. . We have few materials for

determining what is the poet's, the romancer's account of

the country now—but if the daily records be trustworthy

the picture would be a very different one in our own day.

The following scene, though somewhat long for quotation,

affords so bright a panorama of the country as Griffin saw
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it, and is so little known, that we may venture to insert

it here. The story which is being told by Lowry, and in

which a delightfully Irish ghost does his best to make
the fortune of the clever Dan who is its hero, goes on for

several pages, and is too lengthy for insertion :

—

'* At this moment a number of smart young fellows, dressed out

in new felt hats, clean shoes and stockings, with ribbons flying at

the knees, passed them on the road. They touched their hats

resjjectfully to Mr. Daly, while they recognised his attendant with

a nod, a smile, and a familiar ' Is that the way, Lowiy V
" 'The very way, then, lads,' said LowTy, casting a longing look

after them. ' Goin' to Garryowen they are now, divartin' for the

night,' he added in a half envioiis tone, after which he threw the

skirt of his coat from the left to the right arm, looked down at his

feet, struck the ground with the end of his stick, and trotted on,

singing—

" ' I'm noted for dancin' a jig in good order,

A min'et I'd march, an' I'd foot a good reel

;

In a country dance I'd still be the leading partner,

I ne'er faultered yet from a crack on the heel.

" 'My heart is wid ye, boys, this night. But I was tellin' you,

Master Kyrle, about Dan Dawley's luck ! Listen, hether.'

" He dried his face, which was glistening with moisture, and

flushed with exercise, in his frieze coat, and commenced his story.

" "Tis not in Castle Chute the family lived always, sir, only in

ould Mr. Chute's time, he built it, an' left the Fort above, an' I'll

tell you for what raison. The ould man of all, that had the Fort

before him, used to be showing himself there at night, himself an'

his wife, an' his two daughters, an' a son, an' there were the strangest

noises ever you hear, going on above stairs. The master had six or

seven sarvints, one after another, stopping up to watch him, but

there isn't one of 'em but was killed by the spirit. Well, he was

forced to quit at last on tlie 'count of it, an' it is then he built Castle

Chute—the new part of it, where Miss Anne an' the ould lady lives

now. Well an' good, if he did, he was standin' one mornin' oppozit

his own gate on the road side, out, an' the sun shining, an' the birds

singing for themselves in the bushes, when who should he see only

Dun Dawley, an' he a little gaffer the same time, sereuadin' down

the road for the bare life. " Where to now, lad ?" says Mr. Chute

(he was a mighty pleasant man). "Looking for a master, then,"

says Dan Dawley. " Why, then, never go past this gate for him,"
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says Mr. CLiite, "if you'll do what I bid you," says he. "What's
that, sir ?" says the boy. So lie up an' told him the whole story

about the Fort, an' how soniethin' used to be showin' itself there,

constant, in the dead hour o' the night ;
" an' have you the courage,"

says he, " to sit up a night, an' watch it ?" " TMiat would I get by
it?" says Dan, looking him up in the face. ''I'll give you twenty

guineas in the morning', an' a table, an' a chair, an' a pint o'

whisky, an' a fire, an' a candle, an' your dinner before you go," says

Mr. Chute. " Never say it again," says the gorsoon, " 'tis high

wages for one night's work, an' I never yet done," says he, "any-
thing that would make me in dread o' the living or the dead, or

afraid to trust myself into the liands o' the Almighty." " Very
well, away with you," says the gentleman, "an' I'll have your life

if you tell me a word of a lie in the mornin'," says he. " I will

not, sir," says the boy, " for what?" Well, he went there, an' he
drew the table a-near the fire for himself, an' got his candle, an'

began readin' his book. 'Tis the lonesomest place you ever seen.

Well, that was well an' good, till he heard the greatest racket that

ever was going on above stairs, as if all the slates on the roof were
fallin'. "I'm in dread," says Dan, "that these people will do me
some bad hurt," says he, an' hardly he said the word, when the

doore opened, and in they all walked, the ould gentleman with a

great big wig on him, an' the wife, an' the two daughters, an' the

son. Well, they all put elbows upon themselves, an' stood lookin'

at him out in the middle o' the floore. He said nothin' an' they

said nothin', an' at last, when they were tired o' lookin' they went
out an' walked the whole house, an' went up stairs again. The
gentleman came in the mornin' early. " Good morrow, good boy,"

says he. "Good morrow, sir!" says the boy. "I had a dale o'

fine company here, last night," says he, "ladies an' gentlemen."
" It's a lie you're tellin' me," says Mr. Chute. " 'Tis not a word ot

a lie, sir," says Dan ;
" there was an ould gentleman with a big wig,

an' an ould lady, an' two young ones, an' a young gentleman," says

he. " True for you," says Mr. Chute, puttin' a hand in his pocket,

and reachin' him twenty guineas. "Will you stay there another
night ?" says he. " I will, sir,'- says Dan. Well, he went walkin'

about the fields for himself, and when night comes '

" ' You may pass over the adventures of the second night, Lowry,'

said Kyrle, ' for I suspect that nothing was effected until the third.*
"

' Why, then, you just guessed it, sir. Well, the third night he
said to himself, "Escape how I can," says he, "I'll speak to that

ould man with the wig, that does be puttin' an elbow on himself

an' lookin' at me ! " Well, the ould man an' all of 'em came an'

stood oppozit him with elbows on 'em as before. Dan got frightened,

Vol. II.— 17
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seeing 'ero stop so long in the one place, an' the ould man lookin' so

•wicked (he was after killin' six or seven, in the same Fort), an' he

went down on his two knees, an' he put his hands together, an', says

he '

At this point tlie animated but long-winded story

breaks off, and the novelist presents us with another

sketch of rural life, which is as bright as it is simple

—

full of local colour and natural truth

—

" A familiar incident of Irish pastoral life occasioned an inter-

ruption in this part of the legend. Two blooming country girls,

their hair confined with a simple black ribbon, their cotton gowns
pinned up in front, so as to disclose the greater portion of the blue

stuff petticoat underneath, and their countenances bright with health

and laughter, ran out from a cottage door, and intercepted the pro-

gress of the travellers. The prettier of the two skipped across the

road, holding between her fingers a worsted thread, while the other

retained between her hands the large ball from which it had been

unwound. Kyrle paused, too well acquainted with the country

customs to break through the slender imi)e(limint.
"

' Pay yoiir fooling^ now, Master Kyrle Daly, before you go

farther,' said one.
"

' Don't overlook the wheel, sir,' added the girl who remained

next the door.

"'Kyrle searched his pocket for a shilling, while Lowry, with a

half-smiling, half-censuring face, murmured—

-

"'Why, then, heaven send ye sense, as it is it ye want this

moinin'.'

"'And you manners, Mr. Looby. Single your freedom, and

double your distance, I beg o' you. Sure your purse, if you have

one, is safe in your pocket. Long life an' a good wife to you.

Master Kyrle, an' I wisht I had a l)etter hould than this o' you.

I wisht you were in looze, an' that I had the finding of you this

mornin'.'

'"So saying, while she smiled merrily on Kyrle, and darting a

scornful glance at Lowry Looby, she returned to her woollen wheel,

singing, as she twirled it round

—

•** I want no lectures from a learned master.

He may bestow 'em on his silly train

—

I'd sooner walk through my blooming garden,

An' hear the whistle of my jolly swain.'
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*' To which Lowry, who received the lines, as they were probably

intended, in a satirical sense, replied, as he trotted forwards, in the

same strain

—

"'Those dressy an' smnoth-faced young maidens,

Who now looks at present so gay,

Has borrowed some words o' good English,

An' knows not one half « hat they say.

No female is fit to be married,

Nor fancied by no man at all.

But those who can sport a drab mantle,

An' likewise a cassimere shawl.'"

"' Boop-whishk ! Why, then, she's a clean made little girl for

all, isn't she, Master Kyrle ? But I was tellin' you—where's this I

was?'"

We should have liked to add the powerful and dreadful

scene in which the dymg musings of the poor huntsman

Daltou are interrupted by the drunken shouts and laughter

of a riotous party in the dining-room, from wliich there

comes a message to the poor sufferer " to give them one

fox-hunting screech before you go." The last shout in

which his life goes, in the midst of the tumultuous chorus

of the half-drunk gentlemen, and the heartless jests and

laughter with which they hear that all is over, furnish a

stern picture of a life far less attractive and sympathetic

than that of the homelier peasant-folk. We add one of

the songs which are scattered through the book, and which

is full of the sweet tunefulness of the Iiish melodies,,

with a vein of far higher feeling, and the purest natural

sentiment :

—

" Gillia ma chree,

Sit do\^Ti by me.

We now are joined, and ne'er shall sever

This hearth's our own,

Our hearts are one,

And peace is ours for ever !

When I was poor,

Your father's door

Was closed against your constant lover.
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*' With care and pain,

I tried in vain

My fortunes to recover.

I said, ' To other lands I'll roaru,

Where fate may smile on me, love !

'

I said, 'Farewell, my own old home !'

And I said, ' Farewell to thee, love 1*

Sing Gdli ma chree, etc.

" I might have said,

' My mountain maid,

Oome live with me, your own true lover $

I know a sjjot,

A silent cot.

Your friends can ne'er discover.

Where gentiy flows the waveless tide.

By one small garden only
;

Where the heron waves his wings so ^vide,

And the linnet sings so lonely.'

Sing GilU ma diree, etc

" I might have said,

' My mountain maid,

A r>tUer's right was never giv"D

True hearts to curse,

With tyrant force,

That have been blessed in heaven.*

But, then, I said, ' In after years.

When thoughts of home shall find her,

My love may mourn, with secret tears,

Her friends thus left behind her.'

Sing Gilli via chree, etc.

«
' Oh no,' I said,

* My own dear maid,

For me, though all forlorn, for ever,

That heart of thine

Shall ne'er repine

O'er slighted duty—never !

From home and thee though wandering faf

A dreary fate be mine, love
;

' I'd rather live in endless war

Than buy my peace with thine, love.*

Sing Gilli ma chree, etc.
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" Far, far away,

By night and day,

I toiled to win a golden treasure

And golden gaina

Repaid my pains

In fair and shining measure.

I sought again my native land
;

Thy father welcomed me, love ;

I poured my gold into his hand.

And my guerdon found in thee, love.

Sing Gilli via chrce,

Sit down by me.

We now are joined, and ne'er shall sever ;

This hearth's our own,

Our hearts are one,

And peace is ours for ever."
*

Griffin died in 1840, in the exercise of his humble

duties as a member of the Christian Brotherhood at Cork.

His publications were all a little after the period within

which we have confined ourselves. Banim, his friend and

contemporary, began liis work about the same period.

Carleton was still farther on in time. We give these

names, and the above record of the most remarkable among

them, by way of making up in some degree the vacancy

in which Ireland unfortunately stands at this period. T.

C. Grattan, another name of the period, was also a novelist

of respectable reputation : but his scenes were not laid in

Ireland, nor can he be called a national writer.

We may add that the one only, and not perhaps very

dignified, public acknowledgment which the professors of

hterature ever receive in England was bestowed in a

manner which we may call lavish on most of the members

of this Irish school of fiction. Lady ]\Iorgan, Banim, and

Carleton were all recipients of pensions on the Civil List,

so that any advantage to be derived from that national

compliment was fully accorded to the country, which

nevertheless has in this way contributed so little to the

common stock.
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James Sheridan Knowles, born 1784 ; died 1862.

Virginius was his first play, produced in England at Covent

Garden, 1820.

Dramatic Works, collected 1843.

Mart Tighe, born 1773 ; died 1810.

Publislied Psyche, 1805.

Charles Robert Matdrin, born 1782 ; died 1824.

Published The Fatal Revenge ; or. The Family of Montorio, 1804.

The Wild Irish Boy, 1808.

The Milesian Chief, 1811.

Bertram ; or. The Castle of Aldobrand, 1816.

Manuel, 1817,

Women ; or. Pour et Contra, 1818.

Sermons, 1819.

Fredocyno—a tragedy, 1819.

Melmoth the Wanderer—a novel, 1820.

The Universe—a poem, 1821.

Six Sermons on Popery, 1824.

The Albigenses—a romance, 1824.

Charles Wolfe, born 1791 ; died 1823.

Poetical Remains, 1825.

William Maginn, born 1794 ; died 1842.

Contributions to Blackwood's Mcujazine, beginning 1818.

,,
Fraser's Mwidz'tve „ 1830.

And many other contributions to periodical literature.

Francis Mahony, born 1805 ; died 1865.

Published Facts and Figures from Italy.

Reliques of Father Prout, 1836.

Many contributions to Fraser and other magazines and newspapers
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Lady Morgan, born. 1783 ; died 1859,

Published St. Clair, 1804.

Novice of St. Dominick, 1805.

Wild Irish Girl, 1806.

Patriotic Sketches in Ireland, 1807.

Tlie Lay of an Irish Harp and Irish Melodies, 1807.

Ida of Athens, 1809.

The Missionary, an Indian Tale, 1811.

O'Donell, 1812.

Florence MacCarthy, 1816.

France (in conjunction with her husband\ 1817.

Italy, 1821.

Life of Salvator Rosa, 1823.

Absenteeism, 1825.

The O'Briens and O'Flahertys, 1827.

Woman and Her Master, 1840.

With several lesser works.

Gerald Griffin, born 1803 ; died 1840.

Published Holland-tide ; or, Munster Popular Tales, 1828.

The Collegians, 1828.

And severa' other works and tales at lattr tatea.
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CHAPTER X.

THE HISTORIANS AKD PHILOSOPHERS : HENRY HALLAM, JOSEPH

LINGAED JEREMY BENTHAM, JAMES MACKINTOSH,

JAMES MILL.

History and Philosophy have always had a certain

alliance. It is little possible to investigate the problems

of one science without some tendency towards the solutions

of the other. The great and many- coloured panorama of

existence, with all those vicissitudes that seem so capri-

cious, those successions that are so inevitable, leading the

mind from generation to generation in order to catch a

thread of meaning or answer a question, has but little

effect upon the spectator if it does not lead him to seek

some acquaintance with the constitution of human nature,

the origin from which all its laws and its irregularities

come. The great historians of the past have in most

cases recognised the affinity of the two subjects, and the

advantage of securing a larger and more comprehensive

view of facts and events, by due recognition of their moral

and intellectual relations. In the age which we have been

discussing it is difficult to know under wdiich heading to

classify some of the most important names, since no one

will deny to Hallam the title of a philosophical historian

;

and of Mackintosh and Mill, it is difficult to say which

sphere claims them most. We will place in this record

the more formal students of history first, without taking
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from the others who were historians as well as philosophers

their just imyortance in this lofty field.

The art of history is one which, like all other arts, has

greatly changed in its conditions in modem times. On
the face of things it would seem that the nearer a historian

was to the events which he records, the more accurate and

complete his information was likely to be ; but it requires

little thought to perceive how much that is temporary

and evanescent is involved in every contemporary narra-

tive, and liow many deluding lights of indiNidual opinion

and general gossip flasli about the scene, from which it is

the pro\TJice of the historian to choose those points of

real illumination which may be reckoned on. Were the

means of judging for ourselves in this very department of

literature which has occupied us through these volumes

taken from us, and our minds left at the mercy of the

critics and historians of the period, what a curiously

changed aspect woukl the history of literature in the

beginning of the nineteenth- century bear ! The monarchs

of the age would be dethroned to give place to petty

satraps, of whom uow-a-days we scarcely know the names
;

and even if the injustice perpetrated were less in degree,

tlie most curious confusion of levels would remain to mar

the conclusions of posterity. As it is, we are nothing

but witnesses transmitting each our share of evidence to

be judged by those who come after, in whose hands a

continually accumulating mass of testimony is being col-

lected. It is impossible to doubt that this has its evils

too, and that the existence of tlie partisan-historian, he

who proves his points at his will by a careful selection of

so much of the evidence as suits him, is the creation of

that all -examining, anxiously-weighing modern science

which receives every witness with doubt, cross-examines

and throws cold water upon him, and to which the easy

conclusions of the past are old-fashioned and contemptible.
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The close and persistent search to which we are now
accustomed iu all sorts of dusty archives and out-cf-the-

way corners was scarcely thought of in the easy days of

Hume, when genius and insight were believed in more

than dusty papers, letters, reports, and account-books, such

as now tell so largely in history. The comfortable

independence of his methods has ceased to be possible.

German historians, witli their gift of elaboration and the

enormous patience which is so strong a characteristic of

their minds and work, have made a revolution in the

science. Tlie result in England has not been that of

producing impartiality ; but it has enlarged and enriched

our records with many individual studies, more graphic,

perhaps, than a more colourless medium could have

supplied. In no time could the least genial critic venture

to assert that English historians have either falsified or

withheld evidence, or consciously given themselves to the

attempt to make the worse appear the better cause. But

a man may carry out his own tendencies in his work,

and prove to himself the superior excellence of his own
opinions from all the lessons of the past, without infring-

ing truth or doing intentional injustice. Even without

any subservience to opinion, impartiality and a perfectly

even-handed justice are impaired on all hands by indi-

vidual incapacities. Nature will have her word in the

most severely balanced of minds, and even the finest

intelligence finds points here and there on which all the

teachings of the age are powerless to enlighten it. Thus

the calm and judicial Hallam, the most important historian

of this period, speaks of Francis of Assisi, one of the most

interesting and touching figures of the old world, as " a

harmless enthusiast scarcely of sane mind," all unconscious

how much he impoverishes history and narrows the sphere

of human interest by this failure to comprehend one side,

and that a most striking one, of life and action. This is
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not SO much want of impartiality as want of perception

—a natural disability. Thus to the best some portion of

the records of time must always remain obscure. We are

not sure whether the cause of historical truth is not better

served by those who set forth honestly the claims of their

own side, wdthout intentional injustice to the other, but

also without any attempt to disguise the way in which

their own sympathies go—than by those who laboriously

endeavour to hold the balance w^ith a steadiness which

does not belong to mortal nerves.. The tendency has

perhaps increased in our own times to an undesirable

extent ; and jMacaulay's Whiggery, and Fronde's antagon-

ism to everything ecclesiastical, are in some cases almost

rabid. But when Sir James Mackintosh led the way
to the glorification of Eevolution principles, the political

tendency was rather for good than evil ; and nobody

grudges to the Roman Catholics now-a-days that tliey have

a historian so honourable, so conscientious, and generally

accurate as Lingard, to say the best that can be said for

them. Amid the multitude of voices on the other side of

the question, the individuality of the champion who
though conscientiously anxious nothing to extenuate, nor

set down aught in malice, has yet his eyes open to every

good, and his mind to every explanation, on one side of

the question, is sometimes a positive advantage.

Mitford's History of Greece, which, beginning in 1784,

continued to be published during our period, scarcely

belongs to it, being a work of the former school of his-

torical WTiting, and superseded altogether by more recent

studies. It was the first history of Greece in English,

and a scholarly and gentlemanly performance altogether,

though without those lights of more exact science and

deeper research which have since become available. The
same may be said of other classical histories of less

importance. Such books as these, when superseded by
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better information, fall naturally into the catalogue of

" hooks which are no books," in which Lamb profanely

includds the works of Hume and Gibbon. It is probable

that this whimsical philosopher would have added to his

list the large and important productions of Hallam, as

well as those of his predecessors, as belonging to the class

of works which are read for profit rather than for pleasure

And in so far as their adaptation to be treated in a popu-

lar history of literature goes, Lamb's humorous classification

is not without justice. "What is to be said about a great

historian like Hallam by a modest writer claiming no

authority on his imperial themes ? Criticism of the style

which has admirably served its purpose would be in-

appropriate, and criticism of his subjects would involve

the reader in a disquisition upon the greater part of the

history of the modern world. It is another matter with

the poets, the essayists, and the writers of fiction more

familiar to our bosoms than those great teachers, who sit

like the sages above our comments, throned in the calm

of an authoritative chair, the judges of a tribunal at which

the nations themselves come to be judged. Pew in our

country have attained this place so completely as Hallam.

Gibbon's strong antichristian bias, his attacks, both in-

sidious and direct, upon the religion of Christendom have

made him vulnerable, and opened the way to his assailants;

but at the same time, his brilliancy and energy of style

give him an immediate influence upon his readers which

the measured calm and self-controlled sobriety of Hallam

do not possess. It is scarcely possible that a Constitu-

tioual History should be entertaining reading. It is, in

Lamb's sense, no reading at all, but work demanding all

the faculties, and the most complete strain of attention.

The picturesque is rejected altogether by this severe art,

and all the lesser devices with which writers of a ligliter

strain think no shame to attract the attention of their
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readers, are entirely banished. But the value of the

M'orks in question is rather enhanced than lessened by

this studied absence of the graces. Tlieir learning, their

judgment, their importance as standards of opinion, their

solidity as a foundation of future researches, is all the

more indisputable that no glamour is ever thrown into

the eyes of the reader, and no supreme sympathy witli

the historian's view ever allowed to bias his judgment.

There is little in these works to tempt the roving eye of

the devourer of literature who reads for simple pleasure,

but their style is such as to put no obstacles in the way
of those who read for information and improvement. It

is throughout good, clear, and lucid, with an occasional

rise into something like eloquence. It is, however, very

difficult to discuss in detail works of such a kind ; and

we cannot do better than to adopt the principle which

Mr. Hallam himself sets forth as his own guide in a

similar case.

" Some departments of literature," he writes in tlie Preface to his

Literary History, " are passed over, or partially touched. Among
the former are books relating to particular arts, as agriculture or

painting ; or to subjects of merely local interest, as those of English

law. Among the latter is the great and extensive portion of every

library, the historical. Unless when history has been written with

peculiar beauty of language or philosophical spirit, I have generally

omitted all mention of it. In our researches after ti'uth of fact,

the number of books that possess some value is exceedingly great,

and would occupy a disproportionate space in such a general view

of literature as the present."

Hallam was the son of a dignitary of the Church, the

Dean of Bristol, and he li^'ed all his life in the atmosphere

of letters and classical lore. His first step in literature

was made in the Edinburgh Review, a few years after its

first appearance ; but his politics were not of that com-

plexion, though this literary tie, and his friendship with

many eminent members of the Liberal party, gave a false
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impression on this point, and laid him open to the assaults

of the Quarterly Review, the natural enemy not only of its

rival the Edinburgh, but of everything that could be sup-

posed to belong to the opposite party, according to the

fashion of the time. Miss Martineau, in one of the brilliant

little sketches of her contemporaries which slie contributed

to the newspapers of the day, affords us some information as

to the personal aspect of the great historian, in which we
can more fully trust to her, than in her discriminations of

character and purpose.

" The i-eatler of his weighty (not heavy) works," she says, " im-

pressed with the judicial character of the style both of thought and

expression, imagined him a solemn pale student, and might almost

expect to see him in a judge's wig ; whereas the stranger would find

in him the most rapid talker in the company, quick in his move-

ments, genial in his feelings, earnest in narrative, rather full of

dissent from what everybody said, innocently surprised when he

found himself agreeing with anybody, and pretty sure to blurt out

something before the day was done, but never giving offence, because

his talk was always the fresh growth of the topic, and, it may be

added, his manners were those of a thorough-bred gentleman."

" Hallam with his mouth full of cabbage and contradiction,"

Sydney Smith said of him when describing a dinner party.

This lively, talkative, argumentative person does not fit

at all into the serious image presented to us in the his-

tories, so Q-rave, so careful, so full of larcje reading and sober

judgment. The same authority tells us, as an instance ot

the manner in which literature leavened all his thoughts,

that the political enthusiasm about Spain which rose in

England at the time of the heroic resistance made by that

country to Napoleon, turned the mind of the historian to

the study of Spanish literature, the natural result in liis

mind of a new interest.

The incidents which have given interest to Hallam's life

liave, howbver, little to do with books or learning, and be-

lon'j; to the closest of domestic sentiments. He had a son in
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whom allthat afatlier'swishes could desire seemed embodied

—a young man whom all his contemporaries unite in

describing as of the highest promise, and who, indeed, is

spoken of with a not unnatural inflation and exaggeration

of style by those who loved him, as of one who had

scarcely his equal among men. It was ill-advised, we
think, and shows how uncritical love can be, that Arthur

Hallam's remains should ever have been exposed to the

judgment of critics less enthusiastic : for there is little

in them to justify the lofty estimate of his powers formed

by all his friends. But, at all events, his fate has been a

rare one. Not long after this young man had completed,

amid universal plaudits and approbation, his academical

career, and when he was entering upon life in all the hope

of highly-cultured youth, sliaring all his father's tastes and

pleasures, and affording him that satisfaction in his child,

grown a man and a dearest friend, in addition to the

natural tie, which is of all human pleasures perhaps the

most perfect—he went abroad with his father upon a

journey of pleasure. " At a German town he was slightly

unwell with a cold, and Mr. Hallam went out alone for

his afternoon walk, leaving Arthur on the sofa. Finding

him asleep on his return, he took a book and read for an

hour ; and then he became impressed by the extreme still-

ness of the sleeper. The sleeper was cold, and must have

been dead almost from the moment when he had last

spoken." This was the calamity which produced the

wonderful poem of In Memoriam. It places the great

historian, the calm and profound scholar, the man whose

lofty impersonal work was one of the glories of the time,

in the very heart of pity and tender sympathy : for that

must be a cold heart indeed which can hear of such a

catastrophe unmoved. A similar affliction occurred twice

again in the melancholy yet steadfast and courageous life

of the great writer. His wife and his eldest dauohter
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both died in the same way. His second son, about the

same age, was also taken from him. His calm life of

letters, undisturbed by any pangs of poverty or agitations

of ordinary trouble, full of wealth and proiperity and

success, was thus made into a continual tragedy. Many
men have held their own in the face of vexing anxieties

and disappointments of all kinds, unable to get any satis-

faction for their soul out of a hard and bitter existence.

But this man had everything that life could bestow, easy

success, and all the graces and sweetnesses of life—yet

death with them, taking all he loved from him, a strange

and terrible example of the vanity of human things. He
went on courageously with his life and his work in spite

of aU.

The History of the Middle Ages and the Constitutional

History of England were produced in the early part of his

life. The former is perhaps his greatest work, and it ia

impossible not to admire tlie large and noble investigation

of universal life into which the writer enters, perceiving

in every change of living its after development, and tracing

from step to step the bursting of successive husks, the

opening out of new channels, the gradual rise and growth

of the forces with which we are now familiar in their far

distant origin, so much unlike, yet so closely connected

with the present issues—and at the same time the dyiugs-

off, the failures, the improductive attempts of the past.

The Constitutional History was the natural successor of

the earlier work carrying out the narrative of the develop-

ment of law and government in England from the pre-

latory sketch which is to be found in the eighth cliapter

of the Middle Ages. No one will seek in tliese volumes

for the picturesque scenes, the breatliless excitement of

tlie latest fashion in history, that which, according to

Macaulay's propliecy, would be " more in request at all

the libraries than the last novel ;" but the reader will find

1
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in them something more consonant with the old ideal of

historic teaching, the guidance of the closest investigation,

the lights of boundless research, the decisions of a calm

and steady judgment. The History of Literature in the

Ibih, 16th, and 11 th Centuries was the occupation of a

later period, of the much-tried and tragic years of which

we have already told the melancholy story. Perhaps the

idea of so huge a piece of work came to his mind as a

kind of consolation amid all the surging returns of grief
;

but it would be vain to claim for this elabomte book tlie

same rank or importance as belong to his other produc-

tions. These remain as standards of national instruction.

They were of course subjected to the usual amount of

criticism at the time of their publication : were considered

on one side dangerous, as " dealing with deductions rather

than details," and on the other as "strikingly practical;"

by Southey as " the production of a decided partisan ; " by
Macaulay as distinguished by a "calm, steady impartiality."

But now that contemporary voices are silenced, they

remain standards of historical knowledge indispensable to

all students, and setting forth the growth and development

of the English constitution and laws on one hand, and of

the gradual emergence of modern systems of law and

government out of the ruins of the old world on the other :

as has been done by no other hand.

And whatever critics might say of him in that brief

contemporary scuffle through which every new work has

to win its way to fame, the verdict of the world in

Hallam's case was never doubtful. His books are not for

the careless reader : but their authority and weight are

undoubted, and all that honour and high appreciation

coid.d do was his, to make his existence more possible for

him. And notwithstanding his many bereavements, and

the quenching out for him of all the happier lights of life,

he lived to be an old man, and never abandoned society
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and its delights. There is a passage in liis criticism upon

Milton, wliich throws a touching light upon the chief con-

solation of his lonely life. He has been reminding the

reader that all the classic suggestions, and even imitations

to be found in Milton's poems, must have come from

recollection.

" Then the remembrance of early reading came on his dark and
lonely path like the moon emerging from the clouds. Then it was

that the Muse was truly his—not only as she poured her native in-

spiration into his mind, but as the daughter of Memory coming with

fragments of ancient melodies, the voice of Euripides and Homer
and Tasso, sounds that he had loved in youth, and treasured up for

the solace of his age. They who, though not enduring the penalty

of Milton, have known what it is—when afar from books, in soli-

tude, or in travelling, or in the intervals of worldly care—to feed

upon poetical recollections, to murmur over the beautiful lines whose

cadence has long delighted tlieir ear, to recall the sentiments and

images which retain, by association, the charms that early years once

gave them, they will feel the inestimable value of committing to

memory, in the prime of its power, what it easily receives and
indelibly retains. I know not, indeed, whether an education that

deals much with poetry, such as is still usual in England, has any
more solid argument among many in its favour, than that it lays

the foundation of intellectual pleasures at the other extreme of

life."

When we read this we can scarcely fail to think of

the old man, alone in those long yet so swiftly passing

years, that compose the end of life, largely suiTOunded by

friends, and distractions, and all the lively coming and

going of society, in which he himself was as lively and

busy a figure as any— yet like every old man when
strength began to fail him, and all that were his very own
had gone from him, inevitably alone for many a lingering

hour. A natural sympathy identifies the writer himself

with his sul)ject, and we cannot but feel that he too, with-

drawn by age and bereavement into some such hermitage

as that which liis blindness made tc Milton, must have

consoled himself in liis solitude witli " the beautiful linea
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whose cadence had long delighted his ears," walking softly

back as through long silent libraries, through his studies

and collections of the past. The thought has in it a fine

and dignified repose, a melancholy quiet, which indeed

cannot but be sad, but which is better and more seemly

than much that is supposed to be happiness.

We are brought back to the recollection of what
we have called, without any disrespectful meaning, the

Partisan-Historians, by the next name we encounter, that

of the Catholic writer whose heart, no doubt, had burned

within him to see the calmness of assumption with which

Protestant England—then in one of her most Protestant

moods—satisfied herself as to the atrocious tendencies of

Popery, its monopoly of persecution and bloodshed ; and

though she became rabid with terror at the very name,

yet plumed herself on the scornful certainty that the

Eoman Catholic Church was a thing of the past. It is

strange, indeed, that the members of such an ever-living

and dauntless priesthood, with organisations so powerful

and servants so devoted, should have let the other side

so long have their way imdisturbed. The subdued forces

and patient waiting of the entire Catholic community for

so long a stretch of time, its consent to be vanquished, and
endurance of suffering and scorn, is a very remarkable

feature of these times, and shows the stunning effect of

its final downfall and disappointment, when the day of

the Stuarts came to an end, more emphatically than any-

thing else could do : as well as the never-dying hope and
certainty of eventual triumph which has always been its

ijispiration. It is accordingly with a sense of pleasure

that we hear the first voice rise from this humiliated com-
munity, humiliated in England almost beyond example.

How it was possible that they could have endured so

long all the Tests and insulting disabilities under which
they lay, and tho.t, at least in England, so little of the
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bitterness of a grievance should have showed itself in

their minds, is very remarkable in the records of religious

endurance. John Lingard was one of the Catholic priests

of the old school, trained at Douay in all the lore and

traditions of a class wliich is universally acknowledged to

have been more refined and cultivated, more liberal and

less polemical, than that with which we have more

recently made acquaintance. When the troubles of the

Eevolution arose in France, and the college was broken

up, Lingard came back, with most of its members, to

England. In tliese days there was little liope in Eome
of any reconquest of this country to the old faith ; and

however Catholic disabilities might rankle in the bosoms

of those who had to sacrifice their rights as citizens to

their faith, there had not as yet begun to arise among

them either the indignation which prompts to action, or

the hope of doing any good by it. It is curious, indeed,

to find so little evidence anywhere, either in England or

Ireland, of the bitterness which political and social dis-

abilities ought, it would seem, to have produced. It was,

as we have said, a time when Protestantism was rampant

in England. There was no High Church party ; or if it

existed in tradition, its habits were fox-hunting, and its

religion, according to Scotch nomenclature, " moderate."

All that was living and active was evangelical ; so-called

Eitual was at the lowest ebb ; Popery a feeble and hope-

less piece of antiquity. And when the learned and

laborious priest in liis Lancashire village began upon his

history of England, nothing could have appeared more

unlikely to any spectator or critic than that there should

come a time when a large section of the Church of Eng-

land herself should be pleased to contemplate history from

the same point of view. Lingard held the humble position

of what was in reality a dissenting minister, in the village

of Hornby, l?ir away from the great world, humbly paid
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and lodged, though there would be, no doubt, among his

congregation some great personage or other attached to

the Catholic faith to give him a link of connection with

the greater world. Here he remained all his life, un-

moved by the honours which w^ere, if he chose, within his

reach, and here died, having resisted all efforts to raise his

rank or magnify his position. It is said, even, that the

Pope offered a cardinal's hat to the humble rural priest

who was doing a work so important to tlie Church ; but

this wonderful honour, never, probably, before offered

directly to a person so humble, did not tempt him. He
is said to have returned the excellent answer and excuse

for his refusal, that " it would quite put a stop to the

progress of my history." The Papal See has seldom been

so observant of Immble merit.

His first work was upon the Antiquities of the Anglo-

Saxon Church, and was received with a violent and

alarmed No-Popery article from the pen of Southey in

the Quarterly, though with some faint praises from other

quarters. The History of England was published when
the author had reached the full maturity of life after

years of preparation and laborious research. How far

that research extended to original documents was doubted

at the time, and it would be impossible to attempt to

decide the question now ; but the work, on the whole,

outlived all the assaults made upon it, and has always

been treated respectfully in the world of letters. At a

time when the easier and more graphic style of literary

composition had scarcely been allowed to force its M-ay

into the solemn methods of the historic muse, Lingard

used a natural and graceful diction, which is still readable

after Froude and Macaulay. He was one of the first

adventurers in the new epoch, pricking over thi jDlain on

his own account, instead of marching square and solid

like a battalion with the force of a Hume or a Gibbon
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undisturbed by other competitors in the field. Though

he lived out of the world, he was no mere bookworm ; but

when he was assailed, could defend himself with all the

vigour of a practised fighter. The Edinhurgh Eevieio, in

the person of Allen, the medical adviser and prime

minister of Holland House, fell upon him with all its

ponderous force ; but the poor priest, out of his little

parsonage, held his own gallantly, neither crying out, like

so many victims, nor flinching from the shock of arms.

Not to touch upon the most difficult crisis of all, the age

of Henry VIII. and Elizabeth, it would be vain to say

that his treatment, for instance, of such a figure as that

of Wycliffe is generous or even fair. The reader cannot

fail to see that all the consequences, so unforeseen, of

Wycliffe's early protest against the corruptions of the

Church have got into the eyes of the historian and given

a grudge to all he says. But if he imputes to the Eeformer

a certain dissimulation in the explanation of his own

words, he attributes to him no unworthy motive, nor any

political object beyond those which his champions would

gladly allow—the furtherance of liberty, the abolition of

local bondage, and the relief of the commonalty from

taxes beyond their power of paying. The manner of the

treatment is ungracious—the historian disliking the hero :

but not so much as Gibbon disliked Christianity, to tarke

an example prior to the Eoman Catholic historian, or as

Mr. Froude disliked Mary Stuart, to take a later instance.

The student wiU take these partialities for \^ hat they are

worth ; the common reader, in all likelihood, will be little

affected by them. It is a necessity of all judicial pro-

cesses to hear both sides of the question, and the pre-

ponderance of testimony was so much on the other side

that this honest and dignified partisan is of advantage to

the decision.

And it makes an agreeable addition to the literary
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records of the time to see this obscure priest, with his

little flock about him, saying his mass in his village

chfipel : retiring among his books, interrupted, perhaps,

in the middle of a chapter to carry salvation to some

sickbed : putting away the cardinal's hat, with perhaps

a touch of fine impatience, as an interruption to " the

progress of my history :" and, alter his long life, dying

as he had lived, among the same village community, the

director of their simple souls, before anybody had dreamed

that a hierarchy could be re-established, and Cardinal

Archbishops flourish again in England. There is no

telling whether, perhaps, the village j^riest's Catholic

history may not have had some share in bringing that

new development about.

The works of Dr. Thomas M'Crie may claim a place

on a similar line with those of Lingard—higher, in so

far that his impartiality is less severely tested ; not so

high in national importance, since the general mind never

condemned Knox and the Scotch Eeformers as it had

condemned the Eoman Catholic cliampions. But it must

not be forgotten that the tendency of history and opinion

had been to the Royal side in Scotland, and that where

Mary Stuart was the favourite heroine, John Knox was

scarcely like to have his full rights as the great patriot

and wise statesman he proved himself to be. And no

more deadly wound could have been aimed at the

national prejudices and prepossessions than Sir Walter,

the pride of Scotsmen, had aimed at the heroes of the

Covenant. We may flatter ourselves that it was easier

to show the noble love of freedom and dauntless spirit of

these rustic martyrs than to vindicate Mary Tudor and

her supporters ; but at least there was in it a kindred

inspiration, though so different an aim.

We require to go a long way back into the old century
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to pick up the philosopher whose works and thoughts

made a new beginning and a separate theory in mental

and political science, as distinctly as Wordsworth made a

new beginning in poetry. Jeremy Beutham was twenty-

two, and had just made the first step in his career by tlie

publication of his Frafiment on Government, when Words-

worth, the eldest of all the poetic race, was born ; but he

lasted out the first quarter of this century in eccentric

vigour, and his system is as much identified with the

age we have been discussing as the poetry itself, which

distinguishes it among all ages. Bentham, like every ori-

ginator, has something in him of that absence of natural

lineage which distinguished the old priestly patriarch on

the Chaldean plains. He is " without father and without

mother " in his rank as a philosopher. His system,

according to his own account of it, seems to have sprung

from his perception of the necessity of a link of general

principle to bring together the subjects and studies which

interested him most. It is the custom of philosophy in

the present day to ignore all possibility of that creation

of something out of nothing which once was thought the

prerogative of genius, and to trace every new Jine of

speculation, every new development of thought, every in-

spiration even of poetry, to influence and training. This

idea had not been thought of in Bentham's time ; and

though he was not of an imaginative mind or apt to

reject the agency of secondary means, yet his claims as

an inventor are as distinct as if it had been a piece of

macliiuery he had put together, and not a scheme of

philosophy. His dormant intelligence was fired by a

suggestion found in one of Priestley's letters, he tells us;

but his system was not Priestley's, nor developed out of

anytliing that came from that sectarian thinker. The

contact between the two minds was momentary ; the

touch was like that of fire to tinder, or rather like the
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firing of the train by an accidental spark ; and all that

followed arose from the application of an original mind
to difficulties, which many, no doubt, had felt without

attempting to solve them before. Bentham's system

has had the greatest influence upon the world since his

time. It is sufficiently important to be considered a new
departure in the world of thought ; and, as such, it has

received the allegiance of as devoted a band of disciples

as ever surrounded any master in science or morals. The
prophet was one of the oddest that ever moved humanity,

a strange little being full of quips and cranks : in mind
a sort of thinking machine, working up every kind of

harsh material, and rolling out schemes, codes, and legis-

lative suggestions by the mile, with an inexhaustible

fertility ; in liabits a recluse, though surrounded by an

endless flow of society, and incapable of existing, it would

seem, without a little court of dependants and admirers

;

in all studies but his own destitute of so much as the

capacity to understand— like one of those abnormal

beings, the sport of science in the present day, of whom
accident or misadventure has annulled one side of the

brain, and who are incapable of exercising any but one

set of faculties. It is true that our impression of him is

chiefly derived from the descriptions of his old age, with

its shrill gaiety and eldritch atflectionateness ; his laugh,

which is something between a cricket's chirp and the

eachinnation of a pantaloon ; his babble of superannuated

fondness for the naughty or good boys (according as they

pleased him), who bore names so provocative of kindness

and fondliujj as those of Henry Brougham and Daniel

O'Connell, both of whom were supposed to sit on the

knee, and to be fed with pap by the spoon of the cack-

ling old patriarch. It is difficult, with tlie ])icture of this

chuckling and chirping grandfather in his chair, amid all

the oddities of his philosophical workshop, with his band
Vol. ir.—18
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of adorers i bout him, all distinguished by titles of jocular

abuse or drivelling fondness, and all, so far as appears,

responding with never a snarl to his requirements, to

remember that Jeremy Bentham was not always an old

man, and that the fashion of him was different in his

youth. But there was nobody in his youth to give us

any record of the dry and industrious student whose

curiously keen faculties, knocking up against the walls of

tradition and legal fiction on one side, and burrowing at

the roots of law and metaphysics on the other, could

not rest till they had offered substitutes for all the anti-

quated wisdom of the ages, and replaced every time-

honoured expedient with a novelty. His own recollec-

tions of the past, carefully collected by Dr. Bowring from

the conversations which, under the tender title of Bo, and

amid much petting and fondness, he held with his master

—are rather gossip about other and chiefly unknown

personages, than revelations of himself From these,

however, we gather that he began his consciousness of

life as a frightened little boy, cultivated into the propor-

tions of an infant prodigy by a vain father, who was

proud of his babyisli proficiencies, and pounced upon

every sign of faculty, even in the way of dancing and

drawing, both pursuits odious to the child, with an eager-

ness which drove young Jeremy into childish secretive-

ness, and shut his heart (if he had one) against his too

admiring parent. He was educated at Westminster

School and Queen's College, Oxford, where he was

entered, a dwarfish weak-kneed boy, at twelve and a

quarter, carrying with him a high reputation and the

nickname of the little philosopher. He took his degree

at sixteen, and was hurried through his terms at Lin-

coln's Inn with all possible celerity. But it would seem

that the father's love or vanity was, at first, grievously

disappointed when the results of this rapid training were
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looked for. We are able to fish out from a mass of

irrelevant matter the following account of the first step

he made in life. It occurs in a statement of his horror

and dismay at finding that his father had betrayed the

secret of his authorship of the work in question, his com-

plaint on wdiicli subject occupies far more space than the;

novel little bit of self-disclosure which follows.

" For some time before the publication of the ' Fragment,' I had

been regarded in the light of a lost child ; despair had succeeded to

the fond hopes which something of prematurity in my progress had

inspired. On my being called to the bar I found a case or two at

nurse for me. My first thought was how to put them to death, and

the endeavours were not, I believe, altogether without success.

Not long after, a case was brought to me for my opinion. I ran-

sacked all the codes. My opinion was right according to the codes
;

but it was wrong according to a manuscript unseen by me, and in-

accessilile to me—a manuscript containing the report, I know not

of what opinion, said to liave been delivered before I was born, and

locked up, as usual, for the purpose of being kept back or produced

according as occasion served. . . . My optics were to such a degree

disturbed, that to my eyes the imi3erfections of this phantom rule

of action seemed only errors calling for an easy remedy. I had

not learned how far they served as sources of wealth, power, and

factitious dignity. I had contracted—oh, horrible !—that unnatural

and at that time almost unexampled appetite, the love of inno-

vation. . . .

" The reader cannot have gone through the first sentence in the

' Fragment,' without having seen the passion that gave rise to it

—

the passion for improvement—1 mean in these shapes in particular

in which the lot of mankind is meliorated by it, a passion which

has been rekindled by recent incidents, and is not likely to be ex-

tinguished bat with life ; a passion lor improvement in every line,

but more particularly in the most important of all lines—the line

of government. At an age a few months l)efore or after seven years,

the first embers of it were kindled by Telemachus. By an early

pamphlet of Priestley's, the date of which has fled from my recol-

lection, light was added to the warmth. In the phrase ' the great-

est happiness of the greatest number,' I then saw delineated, for the

first time, a plain as well as a true standard for whatever is right

or wrong, useful, useless, or mischievous in human crnduct, whether

in the field of morals or politics. It was, I think, in my twenty-
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eecond year tliat I saw in it tlie foundation of wliat seemed to me
the only correct instruction or encyclopredical arrangement—a map
or chart of the Held of thought and action. It is the sanwj map
Avhich stands in the work entitled ' Chrestomatliifi.' I felt the

t<ensation of Archimedes when I committed the first rough and

imperfect <mtline to one side of a half-slieet of paper, which, not

entirely useless, served, I hope, to kindle a more substantial flame.

" No sooner had my farthing candle been taken out of the busliel

than I looked for the descent of torches to it from the highest

regions ; my imagination presented to my view torches descending

in crowds to borrow its tire. Of disposition, in the midst of

such excellence with which, as all pens and all voices concurred in

assuring me I was so abundantly encompassed, I could not suspect

any deficiency ; for clearing away the imperfections which still re-

mained in government, all that was wanting was a lew of those

lights which, I could not tell how, had happened to take my mind
for their first visiting i)]ace.

"

The astonishnieiit with which he discovered that this

was not the case, that nobody wished to be enh'ghtened

by him with those new li;4hts which were to banish all

darkness, ^ijradually worked further discoveries in Ben-

tham's mind. But, in the meantime, his position out-

wardly was not a comfortable one. His father, though

deriving some satisfaction from the publication of the

Fragment, which, being brought out anonymously, was

attributed to various great personages until his vanity

betrayed the secret and stopped the sale—was dis-

appointed and angry, " always out of spirits for my want

of success." " Mine was truly a miserable life," Bentham

says. " I had been taken notice of by the gieat when a

little boy at Westminster School ; for I was an object of

praise from the earliest time of which I have any recol-

lection. ^Viat (11 led me with ambition. But I met with

all sorts of rebukes and disappointments till I was asked

to Bowood."

It was the appearance of the Fragment which pro-

cured him the notice of Lord Shtdburne, afterwards Lord

Lansdowne, and this invitation to Bowood which was so
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great a crisis in the life of the thrifty, industrious, self-

occupied, young philosopher. He got rid of his fatlier's

constant visits and importunities al)Out his work, which

galled him greatly, for the elder Beutham (not unnatu-

rally, some people will think) made frequent investigations

as to how the Policy of I'u7iishment or the Observations

on the Hard Lahour Bill were going on ; and it restored

him to that notice of the great for which, philosopher as

he was, he seems to have pined. The letters from this

place form a curious record of the gossip of the time, and

of the place which a man of inferior position, however

distinguished, inevitably takes in a great house ; and the

flatteries and complacencies, the growing conviction that

heaven and earth hold nothing so important as this noble

family, the pride with which every new privilege is noted,

furnish a strange commentary upon the philosopher's higher

pretensions and impartial survey of mankind in general.

What could the delights of science and learning give that

was equal to admittance into Lady Shelbarne's dressing-

room, and all the talks and pleasantries and music that

went on there, the ladies so austere and dignified, very

prudes to other people, all sweetness and complaisance to

him ? Here, it appears, to give the scene its last seduc-

tion, Bentham found the only, and entirely hopeless, love

of his life. The Miss F of his letters is a very

easily deciphered hieroglyphic. She was inexorable,

it would appear, and still inexorable when after sixteen

years' separation they met again, and it became apparent

that Bentham had not got over his passion. His bio-

grapher informs us that to the very end of his life '' I

have often heard him speak of that lady with tears in

his eyes." One can scarcely help feeling that the hope-

lessness of the love must have been one of its attrac-

tions ; for to imagine old Jeremy Beutham with his little

train of followers, the queer little antiquated celibate, aa
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grotesque as anything that ever came out of the fancy of

Dickens, in tlie position of a married man, the companion

of a fair and fastidious lady, is beyond the power of

mortal imagination.

His friendsliip with Bowood and all its sirens lasted

some four or five years ; and wliether it was brought to

an end at last by tlie presumption of a proposal on the

part of the tame philosopher, wliose very privilege of

entrie to my lady's dressing-room no doubt signified that

he was perfectly safe as an inmate, and not sentimentally

dangerous to the most susceptible imagination, cannot be

told—but it seems very possible that it may be so. He
went to Eussia afterwards with my lord's blessing and

strennous recommendations, and with a fine aim in the

way of carrying with him every kind of possible ameliora-

tion and improvement for Russia, " under the auspices of

Prince Potemkin, in whose service his brother was then

engaged." The improvements came to little, so far as

Ptussia was concerned ; but Bentham, with the aid of his

brother, there worked out a wondeiful scheme called

Panopticon, which for several years after his return was
foremost in his thonghts. It was a design for a model
prison of very peculiar construction, partly the invention

of General, afterwards Sir Samuel Bentham—who had a

great deal of genius in tliis way, and was also the inven-

tor of a new kind of vessel called the vermicular, which
Bentham was sanguine would work an entire change in

navigation. The Panopticon was to be an immense cir-

cular building, witli a great well in the middle, from
which the gaolers were to superintend the whole range

of convicts in the cells, where each was to work alone,

one side of the cell being entirely open towards the

centre, fully lighted night and day, and exposed to the

continual inspection of tlie watchers in the middle.

"Minute details of the watching and regulations outside,
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and of the manner of employing the prisoners within,

were added to the scheme. And some of the details are

curious enough. From the calculations given, it is clear

that Bentham intended to feed his criminals chiefly or

entirely upon potatoes. In point of clothing he con-

sidered stockings unnecessary unless on Sundays ; shirts

are also rejected as unnecessary, and the shoes were to

be of wood, not leather. The most extraordinary feature

in the plan was the system of continual inspection,—the

unhappy prisoners being understood to be under the eye

of their guardians constantly, sleeping and waking,

—

but the other details were likewise novel and startling,

and the principle of providing for and maintaining the

prisoners by contract, instead of by the indiscriminate

use of the public money through public functionaries,

was, to the mind of Bentham, a still more important one.

The curious fact is that he all but carried his scheme,

and was actually entrusted, by an Act of Parliament,

with a thousand convicts to test it, when the king him-

self, whom Bentham had offended, stepped in and arrested

the proceedings by giving his veto against the scheme.

So far had matters gone that Bentham obtained from a

subsequent Parliament the immense sum of £23,000 as

compensation for the losses he had undergone in connec-

tion with it. Bentham himself had undertaken to be the

contractor, the chief gaoler living among his prisonful.

The importance of this plan could not be further proved

than by the great sum thus granted as compensation.

Notwithstanding that the existing system of prison

management has been largely iniluenced by Bentham's

suggestions, the fundamental idea strikes us as very

extraordinary now, as well as many of the minor details

—such as his hope to make the chapel, which was to be

also in the centre of the building, on Sunday " a sort of

place of public entertainment suitable to the day, like
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tliat afiforded by the Magdalen and the Asylum," a place

where people could come to stare, like Asmodeus, at all

the unhappy wretches whose life, in every detail, was

gone through under an inspector's eye.

It must not be forgotten, however, that Howard had

but lately opened the whole question of prison manage-

ment, and given his heroic life to the cleansing and refor-

mation of the dismal dens in which criminals were left

to rot and die in body, and to corrupt each other mutually

in mind. The light and air and publicity which were

thus to be poured upon the place where felons bore their

punishment was part of his system, and he had regarded

the latter particular as a special safeguard against the evils

of the old regime. Whether, however, Howard contem-

plated carrying publicity to such a pitch as to keep his

unfortunate clients, night and day, under the inspection

of their keepers, we are not informed. Bentham repeatedly

asserted that but for George III. he should have had the

management of all the convicts of England, and after them,

of all the paupers, in his hands.

But this strange scheme came to nothing, as so many
other benevolent enterprises of the kind have done. That

it should have been so near success seems to us the most

wonderful feature in it. It appears to have been one of

the chief interests in Bentham's life for a great number of

years. The plan was originated in 1788, propounded to

Government in 1792, and only finally settled in 1811
by the payment above mentioned. Wilberforce speaks

of Bentham's strong feeling on the subject and profound

disappointment at its failure—a disappointment which

certainly was of a generous kind ; for the life he had pro-

posed to himself as chief gaoler of a huge prison, living

in his central chamber, in the midst of the most hardened

and debased of criminals, is as unlike the scheme of exist-

ence which could have proved satisfactory to a philo-
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soplier, as can be conceived. But he was very tenacious

and slow to relinquish any plan he had formed.

Bentham's attempts at the consolidation of the laws

and formation of a penal code, were as unsuccessful, in a

practical point of view, as his Panopticon. He neglected

no opportunity of pressing his services upon every newly-

formed or revolutionised nationality, from France—by
which in the palmy days of the National Assembly he had

been adopted as a citizen along with half-a-dozen other

Englishmen—Eussia (of which he had great hopes), and

America—to such smaller sections of the world as Venez-

uela, to which he had a great mind to emigrate under

tlie protection of Miranda, for the purpose of making it

into a Utopia of political economy and philosophical legis-

lation. But in the latter as in the former cases diffi-

culties intervened, and the ever ready code, which he

was continually retouching and perfecting, was ' nowhere

adopted, At the very end of his life he wrote to one of

his foreign correspondents, "I am alive though turned

of eighty-two ; still in good health and spirits, codifying

like any dragon. Thus with a chirrup of obstinate fidelity

as dauntless as any trumpet note, the old man stuck to

his lifelong occupation, undaunted by the fact that all the

world had refused his help in this particular. What he

did succeed in was in sowing principles, suggestions, know-

ledge, broadcast among the classes of which legislation is

th§' natural trade, perhaps as effectual a way of influencing

the world as if he had been allowed to codify like a

dragon, potentially as well as in his closet. Bentham

was not one of the writers who have to wait long and

wearily for recognition. His first Fragment gained him,

as has been said, the happiest influence of his life, the

friendship of Lord Lansdowne ; and his reputation as

an authority upon questions of law and political philo-

sophy seems to have taken root from that period, and to
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have remained unquestioned even by those who agreed the

least M'ith his views. He was not much over forty when

the French Assembly conferred the honour of Frcncli

citizenship upon liim, " considering," as the patent sets

forth with characteristic grandiloquence, " that at the

moment when a National Convention is about to fix

tlie destinies of France, and probably those of the human
race, it belongs to a generous and free people to welcome

all intellicjenee, and to orant the ri^ht of access to this

great work of reason to men rendered worthy of it by

their sentiments, their writings, and their valour !" What
magnificent sentiments were these ! and what an oppor-

tunity for Bentham, had he been able to take advantage

of it! All that came to him from his offers of enligliten-

ment to France was, however, the appointment of a com-

mittee of the Convention to report upon his Panopticon

scheme, which never came to anything. But that his

name and fame had travelled far is very apparent.

It is curious, however, to note in his case the benefits

of patronage, as conferred by this short episode of Bowood.

It made hiin acquainted with people whose acquaintance

was in itself a kind of fame. It gave him his great

disciple and expositor Dumont, a Frenchman who had

been tutor to Lord Lansdowne's sons, and who, when once

made acquainted with the philosopher, attached, like him-

self, to that noble house, made himself, for a great part

of his life, the interpreter and high priest of Bentham,

merging his own powers in those of his master, and com-

municating to France, with curious self-devotion, a better

and more readable version of Bentham's principles than

Bentham himself was able to give to his own country.

Dumont was the most serviceable of the many retainers

whom Bentham attached to himself; but he had other

disciples to whom his service was as that of a feudal

superior. Notwithstanding the weird and uncanny aspect
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of the old man, as he is revealed to us by Dr. Bowling,

in his shrill levity and clieerfulness, there must have been

attractive qualities in him. It is evident that he had an

instinct like that of the Ancient ]\Iariner, for the men
who were born to hear and understand him, and great

readiness in adopting into his affections every new nota-

bility whom he approved of. Mill, the sternest of thinkers,

was for a considerable time his henchman and attendant

;

and he received an amount of service and devotion, which

few of the greatest of mankind have gained from their

fellow-creatures. It may be that his own entire detach-

ment from family and natural ties bad something to do

with it, besides his power of helping in his turn, young

men who gave up their time and independence to him

;

but it requires more than this to induce men of education

and ability to undertake even the personal service of their

philosophical master, as his young disciples who hved in

liis house, always two of them on duty, seem to have done

—at least it is a return to mediaeval fashions of disciple-

ship with which we are little acquainted in the nineteenth

century.

The reader will find some account of Bentham's system

of philosophy farther on. It invoh'es, directly in one

group with him, the gentle and noble figure of James Alack-

iutosh who assailed it, and the stern and harsh one of

James Mill, who, with equal vigour and unmannerliness,

made himself its champion. They were botli Scotsmen,

and Bentham did not like Scotsmen. But they were as

unlike as it is possible to conceive. Before, however,

passing on to these antagonists yet fellow-workmen, we
must add a word or two to this record of their master.

There is no notable person of his generation who is more

open to ridicule. His excessive activity made him thrust

into every difficult situation with an absence of that per-

ception of absurdity which saves many men from open
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folly. Perhaps there was a touch of chivalry, a remnant

of the romantic courage which prompted a kniglit to offer

himself as the champion of his country, as well as a

wonderful amount of vanity and misapprehension of mag-

nitudes in the philosopher's mind, when he proposed to

Wilberforce (like Idniself a French citizen by patent of the

National Assembly as one of the heroes of humanity) that

they two should go to France as ambassadors to re-establish

friendly relations between the two countries. The claims

which he puts forth for himself in proof of his eligibility

to this office are— 1st, The order by the Assembly to

print the Panopticon plan ; 2d, An invitation from Talley-

rand to go to Paris with tlie idea of setting up a Panopti-

con; 3d, The "flaming eulogiums of some extracts from my
papers on the judicial establishment," printed in periodi-

cals directed by Mirabeau and by Brissot; with other

exquisite reasons. Wilberforce quashed the scheme in a

very brief note. " There is much in what you urge, and

I will turn it in my mind ; but I doubt if anything can

be made of it"— but Lord St. Helens, to whom it was

also referred, took the trouble to enter into an elaborate

explanation of the impossibilities of the plan. This was

probably a mere bubble of the combative and active mind

of the philosopher, but it has a very gi-otesque aspect

among the many restless offers and schemes of his life.

The prodigious letter, or rather pamphlet, in the form of

a letter (sixty-one pages) which we find in another place

addressed to Lord Lansdowne, and taking his patron to

task for not putting him into Parliament as Bentham
understood him to have promised to do, is another proof

that some impulses of ambition, apart from his science

and liis schemes of public improvement, legislative and

otherwise, occasionally crossed his mind. The following

statement, however, of the relative position and import-

ance of his own and the philosoiihical systems which
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preceded his, reaches a mucli higher point, and may be

reckoned as the very sublimation of self-applause.

"What Bacon did was to proclaim Fiat experimentum ; but liis

own knowledge of natural philosophy was ignorance.

" What Locke did was to destroy the notion of innate ideas ;

"What Newton did was to throw light on one branch of science.

" But I have planted the tree of Utility—I have planted it deep

and spread it wide."

Of his opinions on literature in general not much is

to be said, " Wliat I read of Socrates is insipid," he

says. " I could find in him nothing that distiuguislied

him from other people, except his manner of putting

questions." Coming down to an age more near our own,

he informs us, " I never read poetry w^ith enjoyment. I

read Milton as a duty. Hud i bras for the story and the

fun ;" so that, presumably, as poetry, Lycidas and Hudi-

bras ranked on about the same level in the philosopher's

mind. And his mention of Milton at all was, perhaps,

suggested by the fact that it was Milton's house in which

he was living, a fact which had induced the old Jeremy,

Bentham's father, to buy a portrait of the poet, and put

up an inscription in the garden to his memory. When
discoursing of his contemporaries, Bentham. speaks of the

" servile poet and novelist Walter Scott," and the " ultra-

servile sack-guzzler Southey." " I shall laugh heartily to

see your figure in the neighbourhood of those reptiles

Scott and Southey," replies his correspondent the mild-

mouthed and modest Parr. Thus the philosophers com-

muned together. On the other hand, we must add a few

words of a more genial kind, an old man's summing up

of his philosophy, which exhibits him in a very different

light. It was written for a lady, who wished for his

autograph a few months before his death.

" The way to be comfortable is to make others comfortable.

" The way to make others comfortable is to appear to love them.
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** The way to appear to love them is to love them in reality.

^^ Prohatur ah expcrientid i^cr Jeremy Bentham, Queen's Square

Place, Westminster. Born 15th February anno 1748 ; written

24th October 1831."

This little matter-of-fact periphrasis of the great

Christian rule puts the Dhilosopher in a happier light.

But the queer figure of the old man shuffling about his

garden, his white hair streaming from under a straw

hat, legs and arms muffled up in shapeless woollen : oi

"vibrating" round the platform upon which his table and

chairs and bookcase were placed, indoors, his teapot

" Dick" singing over the lamp, his confidential friend in

waiting, attended by two young secretaries
—

" reprobates"

in the quaint language of the house—makes one of the

strangest of domestic pictures. It is far more like a

picture out of Dickens than a scene of actual life. While

the guests were still present the queer little old man was

undressed, by one of the disciples, his nightcap tied on, his

old eyes bathed—his old voice running on all the time in

a perpetual shrill chatter of elaborate jokes and chirrup-

ings. Never was a stranger comic -tragic figure, yet

nothing solemn in it, more like an ape of genius chatter-

ing and tricksy, than one of the great minds that inspire

an age. But such he was, in his strange all -laborious

way.

The name of James Mackintosh is one which possesses

more of that personal attraction in which, curiously enough,

the figures of the past vary as much as do those of out

personal acquaintances, than either of the historians and

phibsophei's already noted. He was one of the men never

so successful as they seem to have a right to be, who
awaken great expectations, and now and then attain gieat

though evanescent triumphs, but by some failure of fortune,

or absence of faculty, never rise to the height which appears

their due, or get any consolidation of this fluctuating and
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never fully accomplislied fame. He was the sou of a

Highland laird, and himself the heir of a little northern

property, with which, however, he soon parted by that

almost inevitable process of getting rid of what they have,

which young men born to a small fortune so generally go

through. He was full of faculty and genius from his

earliest years— the fact that it must be Jamie Mackintosh

being at once recognised in the countryside, when a learned

stranger told the story of his encounter, on a country

road, with a remarkable boy. He was a " spontaneous

child," some old observer said of him, and there could not

be a more attractive description. And he was a dreamer

as well. " I used to fancy myself Emperor of Constanti-

nople," he says. " I distributed offices and pro\dnces

among my schoolfellows, I loaded my favourites with

dignity and power, and I often made the objects of my
dislike feel the weight of my imperial resentment. I

carried on the series of political events in solitude ;"

—

and he adds that this habit continued with him all his

life, not in the more common way of imagining success

and triunqihs for himself in his proper pursuits, but in

weavings of imagination as far removed from reality as

the crown of Coustantinople was from the schoolroom at

Fortrose. " I have no doubt," he adds, " that many a man
surrounded by piles of folios, and apparently engaged in

the most profound researches, is in reality often employed

in distributing the offices and provinces of the empire of

Constantinople." But this dreamer was no inactive boy.

The spontaneous life in him poured forth in all channels.

When he was but thirteen he got up a debating society in

his school, and h.arangued the Inverness-shire lads " till

his soprano voice failed." " One day he was Fox, anothei

Burke, or some leading member of the Opposition; and
when no one ventured to reply to his arguments, he

would change sides for the moment, personate North, and
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endeavour to combat what he conceived the strongest parts

of liis own speech. I was greatly surprised and dehghted

with his eloquence in his cliaracter of Fox against some

supposed or real measure of the prime minister." Thus

the little actor conned his mimic part, little thinking how
soon he was to find a place among those he imitated.

At fifteen Mackintosh went to Aberdeen to college,

and there fell into a course of reading which helped to

direct many of his after efforts. Warburton's Divine

Legation, he thinks, perhaps " tainted my mind with a

fondness for the twilight of historical hypothesis ; but

certainly inspired me with that passion for investigating

the history of opinions, which has influenced my reading

through life." Here he met Eobert Hall, the future great

preacher, and the two ardent boys, both golden-mouthed

and full of dawning eloquence, living together in the same

bare half-furnished house, walking together on the sands,

in the roar of these northern seas w^hich half drowned

their eager young voices, discussed and reasoned of every

subject on earth and heaven. The young Englishman

was orthodox in the straitest sense of the word, the young

Scot, who at fourteen had been " the boldest heretic in the

oounty," a daring speculator and questioner : and the

subjects upon which they differed were much more numer-

ous than tliose on which they agreed. During one

winter they met at five o'clock every morning in the cold

and dark "to read Greek"— a third youth, no doubt one

of those devoted and admiring retainers who are always to

be found on the path of the youug heroes of the univer-

sities, getting up to make coffee for them : and this early

meeting: the t\vo youthful faces over their books, most

likely by the light of one poor candle, the friendly minis-

trant coaxing his fire into brightness, the fumes of the

boyish cookery— and, no doubt, the little interval of jest

that would come into the midst of Plato or Herodotus, as
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the three youths warmed themselves with the smoking

coffee, furnishes us with a pleasant scene. The future

statesman and the future preacher struggled and wrangled

and were never still, loving and confuting each other with

all the warmth of fervid youth. To Hall, ]\Iackintosh

always appeared to have " an intellect more analogous to

that of Bacon than any person of modern times;" while

to Mackintosh, a somewhat careless youth, with a warm
love of pleasure and no very straitened creed, " the trans-

parency of his friend's conduct and the purity of his

principles " inspired a respect which he describes as awe.

Altogether there could not have been a more interesting

conjunction.

Mackintosh left college at nineteen, having taken his

degree— a course more rational surely than the long

extended preliminary training of the present time : and

though he would have preferred the bar or to be a book-

seller (an idea which filled his advisers with consternation),

he became neither, but began his studies for the medical

profession. It was in this capacity that he went to Lon-

don, a lively young man of twenty-three, more distinguished

in all the debating societies than in the schools, although

there, too, his comprehensive genius held its own. It was
not, however, as a physician but as a speaker, in the fer-

ment of the political societies which were universal at the

time, that Mackintosh made his first success in London.

It is clear that nothing attracted him so much as that art

of oratory wdiich, in his then circumstances, he could

practise only as a relaxation. This kind of relaxation,

however, combined with others less legitimate, swallowed

up altogether the life of the young man, who, though a

Scotsman, was as prodigal, lavish, and incautious as most

of the young Scotsmen whom we have previously en-

countered in these volumes have been. At the moment
when he was thus afloat in London, with no settled pro.'*-
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pects, his little Highland estate, newly come into his hand

on the death of his father, already beginning to melt away

in his careless keeping, Mackintosh took a step which to

most wise people would seem tlie most imprudent of all,

but which immediately re])laced him in the way of salva-

tion. He married ami returned to the hopes and possi-

bilities of more practical life. It was not very long after

this event that he won his spurs in literature, suddenly

leaping into the midst of the fray and striking upon the

shield of no neophyte like himself, but of the most dis-

tinguished of warriors, the great Burke, the most eloquent

and potent champion against whom young assailant ever

tried his powers— as if a young Lovaine with maiden

arms had defied Lancelot himself. The occasion was that

centre of all the excitement and commotion of the time,

—

the French Revolution : against whicli Burke had arisen at

once to denounce with half- prophetic force, and at the

cost both of friendships and traditions, its dangerous tend-

encies. So strong was the feeling, and so many were the

sympatliisers in favour of the new outburst of freedom

and popular rights, that answers came forth on all sides

to this attack. Among these was the well-known Eights

of Man by Thomas Paine. Neither the great Burke nor

his violent adversary belongs to our period : but when
James Mackintosh, young, unsettled, and not knowing

what to do with himself, full of the ardent hopes and

strong political feeling of his generation, seeing in the

great events on the other side of the Channel the self-

emancipation of a heroic nation and the beginning of a

new era of freedom and life, came forth before the world

with his Vindicice Gallicm, his apology and justification of

1x3 R evolution, which as yet had not dipped its garments

in blood, he was as true an embodiment as could have

been found of the new age, full of hope and warm idealism

and that certainty of being able to better the world, and
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turn evil into good, which is one of the finest character-

istics of noble youth.

The Vinclicice was an eloquent and glowing defenc(3 of

the French nation and its leaders, and of the spirit, as yet

all undeveloped and apparently containing in it the germ

of every heroic quality, of the new revolution. Its argu-

ments are not without suspicion of sophism and special

pleading, but its generous inspiration and hot and eager

championship, made up of the natural English desire to

see fair play, and the warm enthusiasm for liberty of the

young England of the moment, are very potent and

attractive. The impression made by it was great. The

first edition was published in April 1791, and by August

of the same year the third had been called for. It was

from the obscurity of a cottage at Little Ealing, where the

young medical man, who certainly had not been success-

ful, nor perhaps had much tried to be successful, in that

profession, had retired for economy and quiet, and very

likely with the intention of weaning himself from the

temptations of town— that this generous plea for France

and freedom, and the hopes of a new world, came forth.

His young wife, no doubt with many an anxiety in her

mind, not only for the bread of the children who began

to gather about the rash pair, but for the vindication to

the world of those powers which had as yet been little

more than wasted upon political societies and fruitless

debates— sat by him silent as a mouse, not permitted

even the resource of that endless needlework which a

young mother, in those days, had more completely upon

her hands than now, scarcely turning the pages of her

book lest she should disturb him as he worked. One can

scarcely help feeling that her presence meant a certain

moral compulsion and guardianship to keep him to his

work, which, it is allowed, he needed in those days.

But this was an end of the obscurity and unsuccess of
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the young Scotsman. His book was received with ap-

plause everywhere. Fox, who had separated himself from

his brother-in-arras in consequence of the Reflections, to

which it was an answer, and Burke liimself, who was

magnanimous enough to appreciate the writer's admiration

and respect even through tlie fervour of his attack, both

praised his performance ; and young Mackintosh stepped at

once out of his obscurity into the acquaintance of the

world. Perhaps it was the new vigour given by success

which prompted him more definitely to abandon the pro-

fession of medicine, for which it is evident he never felt

any enthusiasm, and to adopt that of the law, which was

much more congenial to his mind. He was called to the

bar in 1795, and by that time had fully entered upon the

craft of literature as well. The nature of the man is well

exemplified in the fact that within four or five years after

the production of the Vmdicice Gallicce, his frank and rea-

sonable soul, unfettered by those artificial bonds of consist-

ency which a young man is so often afraid to break, had

owned the rashness of his own plea, and abandoned the

uncompromising defence of France, which, possible in

1791, was no longer possible after the Terror. His reviews

of Burke's subsequent publications on the same subject,

brought him to the personal knowledge of the great writer

and statesman, to whom he made haste to express his pro-

found regard and veneration. " From the earliest moment
of reflection your writings have been my chief study and

delight," he says. " For a time, indeed, seduced by the

love of what I thought liberty, I ventured to oppose,

without ever ceasing to venerate, that writer who had

nourished my understanding with the most wholesome

principles of political wisdom. . . . Since that time a

melancholy experience has undeceived me on many sub-

jects in which I was then the dupe of my own enthusiasm.

I cannot say (and you would despise me if I dissembled)
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that I can even now assent to all your opinions on the

present politics of Europe. But I can with truth affirm

that I subscribe to your general principles." This is

deeply interesting as atlording us an example, very rare

in the literoture of the time, of the effect produced upon

candia and generous minds by the downfall into blood and

outrage of the first fair hopes of the Eevolution. But

Mackintosh carried a peculiarly sensitive mental thermo-

meter, and was always ready to admit those modifications

of opinion which life, whether we admit them or not, is

sure to bring.

He had not long been called to the bar when he appeared

before the world in a series of Lectures on the Law of

Nature and Nations, delivered, after some demur on the

part of the benchers, in the Great Hall of Lincoln's fnn,

of which he was a member. It is not to be wondered at

that a serious and conservative body should have hesitated

before permitting the defender of revolution and of that

nation which, for at least one terrible moment, had abro-

gated law altogether, to discourse upon such a subject

under its sanction and authority. But the result justified

the confidence which, not without trembling, they had put

in him ; and his lectures were received with large approval

and admiration. His setting forth of the two great insti-

tutions of property and marriage as the foundation of

relative duties afforded a contrast which men who had

lately risen from the first exciting perusal of the Political

Jiisti:t of Godwin would feel in its fullest extent ; and his

definition of Liljcrty must have solaced many troubled

imaginations, blown up and down by the wild philosophies

and still wilder events of the age. " Men are more free,"

he wrote, "under any government, even the most imper-

fect, than they would be if it were possible for them to

exist without any government at all. They are more

secure from wrong, more undisturbed in the exercise of
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their natural powers, and tlierefore more free, even in the

most obvious and gi'ossest sense of the word, than if they

were altogether unprotected against injury from each

other." But this was a wonderful departure from the

ideas and hopes of the dawning of Freedom. His disgust

with the further developments of contemporary history

has all the warmth of disappointment in its strong ex-

pression.

" There is notliing in puT)lic matters to speak of," he writes in

1800, when the Consulate had just been established, "except the

last extraordinary revolution in France, which has rooted up every

princi])le of democracy in that country, and banished the people

from all concern in the government, not for a season, as former

usiu-pers pretended, but for ever, if this accursed revolution is

destined to be permanent. ... It is my intention, in this winter's

lectures, to profess publicly and iniequivocally that I abhor, abjure,

and for ever renounce the French Revolution with all its sanguinary

history, its abominable principles, and for ever execrable leaders.

I hojie I shall be able to wipe off the disgrace of having once been

betrayed into an approbation of that conspiracy against God and
man, the greatest scourge of the world, and the chief stain upon
human annals. But I feel," he adds, "that I am transported by
my subject to the borders of rant."

The wanntli of this revulsion, however, again troubled

liini wlun, looking back from a distance and from com-

parative tranquillity upon all the agitations of this period,

he confides to a friend the final form of his matured ideas,

" As a poetical philosopher," he says, " I will not say tliat

I now e itirely aj)prove the very shades and tones of poli-

tical doctrine wliich distinguished these lectures. I can

easily see that I rebounded from my original opinions too

far towards the opposite extreme ; I was carried too far

by anxiety to atone for my foinier errors." These changes

of a sensitive soul, disturbed out of all the traditions of

well-ljalanced thouglit by the extraordinary events hap-

pening around liim, are more interesting and instructive

to the distant spectator than all the dogmas of consistency
;
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though at the same time we cannot but admit that such

candour has its dangers too, and that the position of a

man always conscious that there is mach to be said on

the other side, has an element of insecurity in it. There

were people, of course, who said that James Mackintosh's

recantation was brought about b}^ interested motives ; it

is one of our greatest advantages in the present day that

such imputations are rare, and that writers of honourable

feeling are slow to suggest a dishonourable motive. The

variations of his sensitive mind, as he was thus driven

from one side to the other, take an altogether ditferent

aspect when we read how they appeared to Bentham look-

ing on with cynical, yet not unkind spectatorship :

—

"When I saw you," says the elder philosopher, "enlisted in the

defence of a castle of straw, which I had turned my back upon as

fit for nothing but the fire, I beheld with regret what appeared to

me a waste of talents so unprofitably employed. When I heard of

you being occupied in teaching the anatomy and pliysiology of two
chimeras, the same sensation was again repeated. A ci-owd of ad-

miring auditors of all ranks—and wliat was it they wished or ex-

pected ? Each of them some addition to the stock of sopliisms which
most of them had been able to mount by his o^vn genius, or pick up
by his own industry, in readiness to be employed in the service of

right or wrong, whichever happened to be the first to present the

retaining fee."

After the lectures, which had attracted a great deal of

attention. Mackintosh made his way into the more usual

honours of his profession. He tells his wife in a letter,

of a great speech he had made, which he felt to be full

of commonplaces, but which filled " the whole county of

Norfolk," assembled at Norwich, with rapture. " Half

the court was drowned in tears," and the attorneys, deeply

impressed, rushed round him with briefs. Some time

after he made a still greater and more important appear-

ance in London, where he defended a c'ertain M. Peltier,

an emigH, and the editor of a furious little paper called
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tlie Amlngu, in which the First Consul had been fiercely

attacked. The great Erskine wrote to compliment the com-

paratively unknown young barrister upon liis "most power-

ful and eloquent speech;" and the counselfor the prosecution

began his own address with the expression of a fear that

" after the attention of the jury had been so long riveted

to one of the most splendid displays of eloquence he ever

had occasion to hear," his speech would have but little

chance. Immediately after, while the firmament was still

ringing with these ])laudits, Mackintosh accepted an

appointment as Eecorder of Bombay, wliich seems to have

been a rather rash and unwary proceeding—a sort of

sacrifice of the birds in the bush to the one in hand, which

poverty and impatience combined, so often force a man
into. It would have been natural to expect that such

brilliant appearances would have instantly increased his

profits at the bar, and opened a career to Mm in his pro-

fession at home ; but, whatever his motives were, the

decision was made, and in 1804, with the usual knight-

hood which distinguishes a judge, but not without mis-

giving, he banished himself from the scene of all his

triumphs to the never congenial sphere of India. " I am
waiting," he says, in his last letter written from England,
" in hourly expectation of the ship wdiich is to convey me
far from those scenes of civilisation and literature in which

I once, in the fond ambition of youth, dreamt that I might

perhaps liave acted a considerable part. Experience has

refused my ambition . . . and reason informs me that

there is no country in which I may not discharge a part

of the debt which I owe to mankind. I do not, however,

affect to leave jny country without pain." So engaging

is Mackintosh's character, and so easy seems the impulse

tliat might have turned him to a better and more glorious

path, that vain as is the reflection, it is scarcely possible

for the reader not to feel a pang of regret at his rash
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abandonment of the field, and a pained and impatient

sense of what might have been had he not taken so fatal

a step. He was in Iildia seven years, which was so much

time lost in respect to his career, a period full of possibili-

ties never to be recovered. He seems to have felt, through

all his time of banishment, a sense of the mistake he had

made, and there is a kind of sigh in the following note,

made on his voyage home, which is more toucliing than

many louder lamentations :

—

" It has happened by the merest accident that the Trial of

Peltier is among the books in the cabin. But when I recollect the

way in which you saw me oj^posed to Percival on the 21st of

February 1803 (the day of the trial), and when I compare his

present situation, whether at the head of an administration or an

opposition, with mine, scanty as is my stock of fortune, health, or

spirits, in a cabin nine feet square on the Indian Ocean, I think it

enough that I am free from the soui-ness of disappointment, and I

need not conceal from my other self that I feel some surprise."

It was little wonder that he should feel surprise at

such a contrast. To be a statesman at the head of

imperial affairs instead of a superannuated Indian judge,

many men would have accepted the sad and sudden end

which put so startling a conclusion to the happier rival's

career. Mackintosh came back with a pension of £1200
a year, broken health, and a general separation from all

the ways of advancement. A faint possibility, however,

that something worthy of his powers might yet open upon

him, existed at first. He was offered by Percival, im-

mediately on his arrival in England, a seat in Parliament

(the words read curiously nowadays), with a prospect of

further promotion afterwards. But he declined to come

into the House as a Government nominee on account of

his opinion on the Catholic Disabilities. Percival's mur-

der occurred at the very moment when his reply to this

offer was written, and none of the political leaders who

followed took any trouble about Mackintosh. He found

Vol. II.—19
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an independent seat in the House of Commons some time

after ; and at a later period was made a privy councillor.

But this empty honour and the privilege of having right

honourable to his name was all he ever came to. Vague

intentions of service and much general admiration and

well-wishing attended him, beside the appreciation of

society for one of the most brilliant and entertaining of

its members ; but this was all. In 1818 he became

Professor of Law and Politics in the Indian college at

Haileybury. After his brilliant beginning, and the place

which he always occupied in public life, it is strange to

see the fine pleader, the experienced politician, the admired

conversationalist, a name continually recurring in all the

highest records of the national life, drop into such an

appointment at last as would not have been too much for

him to expect when he started from Edinburgh thirty-

five years before, in all the brilliant faculty and hope of

youth.

We cannot pass over without notice the friendship

which existed between Mackintosh and Madame de Stael,

and which associated him constantly for a time with that

remarkable woman, whose appearance wherever she went

alarmed and excited the men of letters of her day in the

most curious way, with a whimsical mixture of panic and

dislike. Mackintosh, it is evident, felt nothing of this

amusing terror : and the lady proved her discrimination

by a warm preference for his society. " She treats me,"

he says, " as the person she most delights to honour. I

am generally ordered witli her to dinner, as one orders

beans with bacon." She, on her part, made no secret of

her regard :
" C'est ir^s ennuyeux de diner sans vous, et la

socUU ne va pas quand vous n'Stes pas la" she writes, and

even in Paris finds no one equal to him. It is evident,

however, that Madame de Stael had fathomed his character

as well as she appreciated it. We find her writing to
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Lady Mackintosh of a favourite plan she had, which was

to induce Sir James to settle, like Gibbon, on the Lake of

Geneva to finish his history. " Que penscz-vous de ce

projet ?" she says. " Sir James est uu pen incertain de

sa nature, et je ne crois point a son histoire si vous n'etes

pas le pouvoir executif de cette enterprise." When we

read this we cannot but remember the young wife who

sat by Mackintosh's side, not venturing to turn the leaf

lest she should disturb him while he wrote his Vindicioi

Gallicce. It was a second Lady j\Iackintosh to wliom the

brilliant Frenchwoman wrote, and she, though evidently

a most congenial and faithful companion, does not seem to

have had the strength or patience to be thus the " pouvoir

executif."

Between the early blaze of eloquence and enthusiasm

which dazzled the world in the Vindicicc Gallicce, and the

later works which retain a more permanent place in the

literature of the country, there is a long, and w^e can scarcely

help thinking, a painful interval. The Dissertation on

Ethical FMlosofhy was not completed till 1830, two years

before his death. His history, of wdiich he had begun to

compose stray pages during his voyage from India in

1812, changed in form and scope, and, shorn of much of

its intended importance, did not begin to appear till the

same year. And his most important historical work, that

in which his whole powers were put forth, and where he

had full opportunity for the development of the philosophy

of history, his favourite study, was one which he did not

live to complete, and which, so much as was completed of

it, was given to the world after his death, without the

revision or correction which he would certainly have given,

and by hands altogether destitute of his skill and genius.

The Revolution of 1688, which was the beginning of a

new era in the national life, iiad thus occupied in turn

two of the greatest minds among English politicians and
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statesmen at the very end of their career, a curious and

touching coincidence. The subject, wliich had dropped

from Fox's dying fingers, fell also from those of the suc-

cessor whom Fox applauded in his youth, and who, after

the struggles and disappointments of a lifetime, took up

the half-executed task, only to leave it in his turn a noble

fragment, a preparation for greater things. It is hardly

possible to think of this but as the tilling up of that

measure of disappointment, of unfulfilmeut, which was

the lot of James Mackintosh. Had he been able to

accomplish this, a certain compensation for wasted life

and fruitless hopes might have been his ; he would have

done what it had been the amlitiou of the noblest of his

party to do, and set forth with all the force of a philo-

sophical inquirer those principles which had changed the

face of England and established a new rule, the rule of

modern civilisation and reason,' through many drawbacks

and the absence of all poetic grace, ov<er all the romantic

traditions, sentiments, and attractions of the old. It

would have been, one might have thought, a way of

making up for so mauy things which had failed in his

life and to his hopes. But it was not so. This last and

greatest work came imperfect, with burial wreaths about

it, maimed and incomplete, to the world : and thus the

last word of unaccomplished hope, of a success never so

great as it should have been, of efforts balked and labours

unfulfilled, was said.

For the sake of the succession and inheritance which

followed, we may quote what Macaulay says of his great

predecessor.

*' We have no hesitation in pronouncing (in the Edinburgh

Review, July 18:55) this fragment decidedly the best history now
extant of the reign of James II. It contains much new and curious

iiifV)rinritiou, of which excellent use has been made. . . . We expected

to fiul, aud We have found, many just delineations of chai-acter
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and many digressions full of interest, such as the account of the

order of Jesuits, and of the state of prison discipline in England a

hundred and fifty years ago. We expected to find, and we have

found, many reflections breathing the spirit of a calm and benignant

philosophy. But we did not, Ave own, expect to find that Sir James
could tell a story as well as Voltaire or Hume. . . . The most

superficial reader must be chai'med, we think, by the liveliness of

the niurative. But no peison who is not acquainted with that vast

mass of intractable materials of which the valuable and interesting

part has been extracted and condensed, can fully ajipreciate the skill

of the writer. Here, and throughout the work, we find many harsh

and careless expressions, which the author would probably have

removed if he had lived to complete his work. But, in spite of

these blemishes, we must say that we should find it difficult to point

out in any modern history any passage of equal length, and, at the

same time, of equal merit. We find in it the diligence, the accuracy,

and the judgment of Hallam, united to the vivacity and colouring

of Southey. A history of England written throughout in this

manner would be the most fascinating book in the language. //.

icould be more in request at tlie circulating libraries than the last

7iovel."

As the utterance of the writer who, taking up
Mackintosh's subject, exactly fulfilled the proi)hecy of

the last sentence, tliere is an amusing appropriateness in

the quotation. Macaulay, though he belongs to a younger

generation, with which at present we have nothing to

do, was in this, as in some other respects, the reverse of

all that has been said of Mackintosh, a man born to

success as the latter was to disa])pointment.

We began by remarking upon the curious personal

attraction which even through the medium of a somewhat

dull biography, one figure out of the past, among many
who touch us not at all save intellectually and historically,

will exercise upon the reader. In this way a tender

radiance glows about the name of a man who was not one

of those magicians who have a natural spell over our

hearts, who was no poet but a philosopher, lawyer, and

politician, and who has been set before us by no skilful

hand, such as that of those biographers who have made a
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distinct revelation of their subject, from great Plato to

little Bozzy, Mackintosh had not even this advantage.

He shows forth dimly tlirougli the opaque medium of his

memoirs, or in the merest momentary gleam in the recol-

lections of his contemporaries, but never without the

attraction—perhaps of that same quality, first of all,

which the keen-sighted old Scotswoman noted, who culled

him a "spontaneous child." He is always natural, un-

affected, answering to the influences of his time, without

-parti jyris or thought of his consistency, or of himself at

all. We may add from the same critic whom we have

already quoted, a few lines full of feeling and affectionate

regard, written after ]\lackintosh's death.

" All tlie lines of that venerable coiintenance are before ns, all

the little peculiar cadences of that voice from which scholars and

statesmen loved to receive the lessons of a serene and benevolent

wisdom, are in our ears. ... In his most familiar talk there was

no wildness, no inconsistency, no dreaming nonsense, no exaggera-

tion for the sake of momentary effect. His mind was a vast maga-

zine admirably arranged ; everything Avas there. ... It would

have been strange indeed if you had asked for anything that was to

be foimd in that immense storehouse. The article which you

required was not only there ; it was ready. ... He w^as singularly

mild, calm, and impartial in his judgments of men and of parties."

James Mill was of the same country as Mackintosh

— a jSTorthern Scot, though not of Celtic race. This

latter circumstance may partly account for the difference

between them, which was as great as if half a world had

lain between their places of birth. To come suddenly

out of the genial presence of the one into the gloomy

companionship of the other involves a greater shock of

difference than could we pass in a moment from Italy to

Iceland. Mill was one of the sternest and most rigid

/epresentatives of that northern race which, notwith-

standing the very different qualities of the names wduch

make it illustrious, has so continued to retain its con-
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ventional character for harshness and coldness that we

are almost forced to believe there must be some truth in

the imputation. There would be so if the Devil's advo-

cate could produce many such men as James Mill to

counterbalance Scott and JMackintosh as specimens of the

character of their countrymen. He was the son of a

bumble family in the district of Angus ; and, as many

other promising lads have done, attracted the attention of

those about him by his early abilities, and was sent to

college to be trained for the ministry of the Scotch Church

—the one outlet in which rustic genius was sure of

finding an opening. The peculiarity in his case was,

that it was not his own family who pinched and scraped

to procure him an education, as so many have done, but

that he owed his training to a gentleman of the neigh-

bourhood, Sir John Stuart, who di\dned his powers.

When his education was completed, he found himself

unable " to believe the doctrines of that or any other

church," his son informs us ; and though " licensed as a

preacher," this grim and formidable intellectual agent

never in any way carried out the purpose of his education.

After a few years whicli he spent in the work of a tutor,

he boldly launched himself upon London. In one of

Bentham's rambling recollections, he describes himself as

having " taken up ]\Iill when he was in great distress,

and on the point of migrating to Caen " (of all places in

the world ). He is said by the same authority to have

had an annuity from the nobleman to whom he had been

tutor. For some years after their first meeting, his con-

nection with Beutham was very close. " He and his

family lived with me a half of every year from 1808 to

1817," the philosopher says. They were in the habit of

accompanying Bentham to his summer residence, what-

ever it might be—to Pord Abbey especially, a beautiful

old house which he rented for a number of years, where
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the younger man came with " his wife and family and a

servant," a large addition to the hachelor household. It

was no small proof of the natural amiability of old

Jeremy, by tliis time between sixty and seventy, that he

should have tolerated the presence of a brood of youngsters,

even wlien one of tliem was the wonderful boy, after-

wards fully revealed to the world which had previously

known only tlie outside of him, in the autobiograpliy of

John Stuart Mill. IMany other advantages evidently

came to the family from the friendship of Bentham.
" I brought him and his family hither from Pentonville,"

the old philosopher goes on ; "I put them into Milton's

house (afterwards his own dwelling-place), where his

family were all at ease. Afterwards I gave him the lease

of the house he holds, and put it in repair for him."

This house was next door to his own in Queen's Square

Place, and thus Mill was established under his master's

wing. John Stuart Mill, very likely unaware of the

great obligations of his father to his benefactor, or seeing

them from a different point of view, yet adds, in his

curious account of his own extraordinary education, his

sense that his sojourn at Ford Abbey as a boy was " an

important circumstance" in it. " The middle-age archi-

tecture, the baronial hall, and the spacious and lofty rooms

of this fine old place, so unlike the mean and cramped

externals of English middle-class life, gave the sentiment

of a larger and freer existence, and were to me a sort

of poetic cultivation," he says. The account of the inter-

course as reported on both sides is very characteristic.

Bentham's is given with a kind of careless liberality, a

good-natured half contempt for the circumstances of the

j)oor man, to whom he evidently felt he had been a kind

of providence. But the son of that poor man has no idea

of any such relationsliip. " I do not know how soon

after my father's arrival in England they became ac-
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quainted," John Stuart Mill says witli dignity ;
" but my

father wrs the earliest Englishman of any great mark

who thoroughly understood, and in the main adopted,

Bentham's general views of ethics, government, and law."

A cynic would smile at the difference between the point

of view of the conscious benefactor and that of the family

he served ; a contrast of feeling so common, almost in-

variable, so long as such relations last, with perhaps a

little too much claimed on the one side, and too little

given on the other.

Notwithstanding these potential services and kind-

nesses, however, Bentham was under no delusion as to

the amiability of his disciple and companion. " He will

never willingly enter into discourse with me," he says.

" When he difiers, he is silent. He is a character ; he

expects to subdue everybody by his domineering tone,

to convince everybody by his positiveness. His manner

of speaking is oppressive and overbearing ; he comes

to me as if he wore a mask on his face." And there

were occasional breaches between them, as is apparent

from a strange letter written by ]\Iill to Bentham in Ford

Abbey, when they were living under the same roof, pro-

posing that they should separate at the end of the summer,

in consequence of some real or supposed coldness on

Bentham's part, but that this separation should be effected

without a word said, either between themselves or to

others— a characteristic way of conducting a quarrel.

Durinc: tlie time of this close intercourse " he was writing

his British India, while I was writing all manner of

things," Bentham adds. The History of India was Mill's

first work, and the foundation of his fortunes. It was the

first important work on the sul)ject, and was of the most

bold and trenchant character, entering fundamentally

into the history of Eastern society and civilisation, and

discussing freely, not only the means by which the East
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India Compauy could justly regulate so great an empire,

but also the failures and mistakes it had made. " His

interests," says Bentham again, " he deems to be closely

connected with mine, as he has a prospect of introducing

a better system of judicial procedure in British India."

That his sou should describe the book, in the fulness of

years and judgment, as " one of the most instructive

histories ever written," is perhaps natural in any case
;

but it is still, notwithstanding so many new lights, a

standard work, and one which no student of the affairs of

that wonderful country could pass by. There could be

no better testimony to the sense and judgment of the

directors of the East India Company than the fact that

the daring critic and historian, who had not certainly

aimed at pleasing them in any way, received very shortly

after the publication of this book an appointment in their

service of the most responsible description, as one of the

" Assistants of the Examiners of Indian Correspondence,

—officers whose duty it was to prepare drafts of de-

spatches for India, for consideration by the Directors."

Thus uncompromising honesty and courage received their

reward in a way by which rewards are but seldom attained.

After this Mill's career was prosperous, and his future

assured. He had leisure for a considerable deal of mis-

cellaneous literary work on the Edinburgh, and afterwards,

when that was established under Bentham's auspices, on

the Westminster Review, and replied in a hot and vigorous

" Fragment on Mackintosh," to the strictures made upon

Bentham's utilitarian system in Sir James Mackintosh's

Dissertation. His History of India and Analysis of the

Human Mind are his chief works, and would have been

about all we should have known of James Mill but that

he jjroduced—a thing more rare than any history—one

of the strangest compounds of human qualities and para-

doxes \\hich the world has known, a son, John Stuart
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Mill, already quoted, faithfully named after his ancient

patrou, and the object of the most astounding training to

which any unfortunate soul was ever subjected. The

character of the man shines through the beginning of his

son's autobiography as a light through a lantern. The

picture thus afforded to us of a wondering half-scared

child, whose keen uncommon intellect was able to respond

like a machine to the guiding touch, with little sense of

what was being accomplished in it—and of the father,

alarminfT serious, almost awful, a strange demi-<Tod, un-

relenting, but not unkind, enduring with a kind of stern

patience the boy's appeals and mistakes, and bearing him

up with the compulsion of a strong will and untiring

soul into regions far beyond the commerce of a child, is

very curious and interesting. AVith the same indomit-

able perseverance and patience which were necessary

to enable him in ten years' time, besides the constant

necessities of pot-boiling for a large family, to write the

History of India, this extraordinary Scotsman set himself

to re-create a human soul, and did it triumphantly, making

of a susceptible and sensitive nature, full of attractive

weakness, credulity, and sentiment, an infant freethinker,

a baby philosopher, a scholar in petticoats—a man, when
he grew up, who knew almost everything except him-

self, and whose rigidity of second nature, the art and

influence of his father, never ceased to jar against, yet

never overcame, the docility and softness of the first. In

the strange household thus revealed to us, there is no

shadow of any woman, no sound of domestic chat, no

genial companionship of brothers and sisters, but only a

prolonged encounter of two wits, the one teaching, the

other listening and obeying; the man without ruth or

thought for the flesh and blood he is straining, tlie other

with innocent child's eyes fixed upon that prominent

figure, ready to follow till he dies. The only thing it
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reminds iis of is the painful training of a young acrobat,

where the child obeying a lifted finger goes sheer on to

risk any fall or mutilation, or death itself, nothing being

worse to its scared i'aculties tlian the beating or vitupera-

tion which a mistake would occasion. Mill did not either

wliip or vituperate so far as appears, but his son, we can

see even in the record, has his eye nervously, constantly,

upon him from beginning to end : and a more extra-

ordinary exhibition of the mental force which one nature

can exercise upon another never was.

There are few things more curious than the revelation

of such a mind and story, and it is a testimony to what

we may call the universal imagination, the rudely sym-

bolic faculty by which human nature classifies character,

that this perfectly sincere and honest individual, in mind

so much above the common level, in character so unusual,

is the very embodiment of what we call the conventional,

tlie popularly invented and received type—at once of a

philosophical tyrant, a severe father, and a Scotsman.

His tyranny was entirely well meant, his severity adapted

to wluit he considered the loftiest ends, and liis nationality

swamped by convictions very different from those which

belong generally to his race. Yet had it been given to

any imaginative writer on a commonplace level to invent

an intellectual Scot, it would liave been a vulgarer Mill

whom he would infallibly have set before the world. In

his son's record, James Mill attains, as is not unnatural,

an importance not elsewhere given to him, and, indeed,

figures as almost more the inventor of Benthamism than

Bentham himself. He was, at all events, one of the

strongest and most able upholders and exponents of the

Utilitarian philosophy. The master and the disciple

diverged in later days from each other, in sympathy at

least. Mill became independent of Bentham's help, and

naturally his time was no longer his own when he entered
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the India House and finally attained that independenco

:

and other disciples arose wlio, perhaps, did not please the

stern and exacting temper of one who felt himself the

chief expositor of the veiled prophet; but the master

never ceased to interest himself in the schemes of the

disciple, nor the disciple to explain and reiterate the

dosmas of the master. Bentham would seem to have

shared even, to some extent, in what we have called the

greatest production of Mill, the creation of the mmd of

his son. The following letter, written evidently in the

view of some generous arrangement on the part of Ben-

tham to promote the boy's interests in case of his father's

death, has something touching in it. It was written

before Mill had begun to see land, wdiile he was yet in

the midst of his dithculties, living with Bentham half the

year and struggling through the remainder as he could.

The child in question—strange little subject of so many
philosophical experiments—was but six years old.

" I am not going to die, notwithstanding your zeal to come in

for a legacy. However, if I were to die any time before this poor

boy is a man, one of the things that would pinch me most sorely

would be, the being obliged to leave his mind unmade to the degree

of excellence of which I hope to make it. But another thing is

that the only prospect which would lessen the pain would be leav-

ing him in your hands. I therefore take your offer quite seriously

, . . and then we may perhaps leave him a successor worthy of

both of lis."

Many a parent has entertained similar hopes, and has

been woefully disappointed. Mill was one of those happy

enough to see all his hopes carried out. The result has

been a spectacle to all the world, regarded by few with ap-

proval, by all with astonishment ; but from his own point

of view there can be no doubt tliat the philosopher-father

secured a success far sweeter and more complete in this

particular, than by his works either of philoso]ihy or history,

a success not made in pen and ink but in ilcsh and blood.
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The names of Malthus and Kicardo liave a right to a

place in anj record of philosophy, though scarcely in

literature. They are little more entitled to be called

writers than those who avail themselves of the arts of

design, for the purpose of making mathematical diagrams,

are to be known as artists. Literature is with them

simply a vehicle for the conveyance of their theories to

the world. Malthus was a well-born Englishman of the

class of country gentry, and was educated at Cambridge,

where he became a Fellow of Jesus College. He was a

clergyman and held a cure in the Church for some time,

but ended as a professor at Haileybury, where Mackintosh

found him, and found in him a congenial soul when he

accepted a similar appointment there. It is difficult to

understand what caused the violent prejudice and obloquy

with which his book upon pjopulation was received. A
sort of madness seems to have affected his generation on

this subject, as if it had been immoral to discountenance

imprudent marriages, or to recommend to his countrymen

the thought of ascertaining their own capacity to support

a family before venturing upon the cares of one. Such

sentiments are universally applauded in private, and why
the public statement of them should have been attended

by odium it is impossible to divine. Whether his calcu-

lations were altogether trustworthy is, of course, a totally

different question. The works of Eicardo were entirely

on Political Economy, works of the greatest importance

in that science, but scarcely coming within our range as

literature at all.

The Utilitarian Theory.*

The history of philosophy, in this age, is prominently

that of one system only. Apart from the echoes of the

1 By C. F. Oliphant.
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Scotch stihool, in wliicli Dugald Stewart, by his lectures,

attracted listeners from far and near, its principal interest

centres in one theory and, to a great extent, in one man.

Stewart, in all probability tlie greatest philosopher of the

age, did not, in spite of his ability, attain to the important

position that w^as yielded, without opposition, to Jeremy

Bentliam. This man, contradicting everybody, arrogating

to himself a higher place in the pliilosophical world than

Aristotle or Bacon, attracted the attention of his time not

more by the startling originality of his doctrines than by

the imperious self-assertion, with whicli he laid them

down. Even so strong a mind as James MiU's came

entirely under the mysterious subjugation, which seems

to have been one of the chief powers of Bentham's intel-

lect, and he treats the assaults made upon his master by

Sir J. Mackintosh much in the same tone in which an

earnest theologian would comment upon the published

opinions of an avowed atheist upon matters of religion.

The political controversies of the time are chiefly con-

cerned with Bentham's new system ; it forms the basis

upon which Malthus built up his nuicli discussed theories

on population, and it is not too much to say that the

history of the philosophy of the age is the history of

Bentham and of utility. It is as the champion, or rather

the inventor, of the utilitarian theory that Bentham claims

for liimself the highest place in the history of philosophy;

it is in the same character that Mackintosh devotes all

his powers to his annihilation, and it is again" on the

same ground that ]\Iill takes up liis defence against

Mackintosh. The theory of utility is the only original

philosophy of the period ; the really more important school

of the Scotch professors belongs properly to an earlier date,

a^rid Dugald Stewart, conspicuous as he was as an expon-

ent and historian of philosophy, shone little as an original

tlieorist, the doctrines which he laid before his delighted
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classes being those which had been introduced by his

master and predecessor in the chair which he occupied,

Reid. Teaching no new truths, he was still unrivalled

as an expositor of doctrines already set forward, and

Mackintosh goes so far as to say of him that " without

derogation from his writings, it might be said that his

disciples were among his best works." But, even granting

Stewart's supremacy as a teacher, as a theorist Bentliam

is undoubtedly the centre round which the philosophical

activity of the period before us gTOiips itself. The cir-

cumstances of the time were all in favour of the success

of a new school : a state of affairs familiar enough to the

ancients, but never satisfactorily treated, or even really

appreciated by modern philosophers up to this time,

now called for a return, more or less complete, to the

tenets of the ancient masters. Tlie imjjossibility of

distinctly separating from each other the principles of

moral and political science was one of the truths most

apparent to tlie ancient philosophers. It was their favour-

ite theory that there could be little difference between

the principles upon which an individual ought to order

his own life, and those upon which a legislator ought to

order the affairs of the state or nation subject to him.

Hence the two researches could be carried on side by

side, and when we had once found out the highest rule of

living, we might be fairly certain that we possessed also

the guide to perfect legislation. But at the time when

Bentliam arose this principle had fallen into comparative

neglect, and though for some time past the problems of

legislative science had been brought prominently before

the eyes of all thinking men by the events of a troubled

period of history, and had been solved in ways more or

less concordant with the generally received maxims of

political philosophy, yet such problems still remained as

isolated difficulties overcome by exceptional means, with-
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out there being any clear perception of a general principle,

applicable in every case, and showing the way out of all

difficulties. Adam Smith, who preceded Beutham in the

field of Political Economy, had confined his attention

almost entirely to the sphere of that science, devoting

himself to the practical difficulties connected with national

wealth, but making no attempt to arrive at a general

principle of political philosopliy as a whole, legislative as

well as economic. It was this general principle that

Jeremy Bentham attempted to produce, and to find it he

had to go back to the old connection between moral and

political science. But though the idea with which he begins

is an old one, he makes it bis own at once by beginning,

as it were, at the other end of the system. To Aristotle

Ethics were a part of Politics, because a man could only

be properly considered as a member of a community, and

his happiness was a consequence of the happiness of the

community to which he belonged. To Bentham, on the

contrary, the individual is the chief consideration ; to him
" the community is a fictitious hody, composed of the

individual persons who are considered as constituting as

it were its memhcrs. The interest of the community then

is what ?—the sum of the interests of the several mem-
bers who compose it." In short, to the ancient philo-

sopher the individual was nothing more than a member
of the community; to the modem the community was

nothing more than an assembly of individuals.

It was in this conception of the community and of its

true interests that Bentham found the theory which made
him so conspicuous a figure in his own age, and has raised

him to such prominence in the general history of philo-

sophy. If the community is to be considered as nothing

more than a mass of individuals, then naturally the happi-

ness of the greatest number of those individuals must

occur to every one as the obvious synonym for the happi-
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ness of the communiiy, and the uUimate end to which all

the actions of its meml^ers should tend. And with still

stronger force it is apparent that if all moral actions

should proceed from a desire to promote the happiness of

the greatest number, legislation, which places the interests

of the community in the first rank, should always be

governed by the same principles of utility, and that no

laws are good which do not tend directly or indirectly to

produce the same effect. As an example we may instance

the laws on usury which have been universal in all

countries, by way of limiting the power of the rich lender

over the poor borrower, and preventing what had been

found to be one of the cruellest of individual wrongs.

Bentham entirely disapproves of these laws, on the ground

that every artificial means of controlling the operations of

money and trammelling its circulation, is against the

interests of the mass, always benefited by that circulation,

however individuals may suffer. In this, as in every

similar question, individual interests are to give way and

individual wrongs to be accepted as a necessity, unpleasant

indeed, but not sufficiently important to arrest the career

of " Utility," the greatest happiness of the greatest num-

ber. Here, as in most of the purely theoretical parts of

his system, it is difficult to deny that, as a principle of

legislation, this sounds eminently reasonable.

In questions of moral science, however, his theory is

open to opposition on one or two of those principal and

ever open points of esoteric philosophy, the examination

of which hardly comes within our present scope. It will

be enough to state briefly that l\eutham strongly espouses

one side in the great controversy as to whether our actions

are inspired by our reason or by something else ; or, in

the usual terms, whether the ultimate motive of moral

action is something within ourselves or something external

to ourselves. The theory of morals which he wishes to
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establish fixes the ultimate motive as something which he

calls pleasure, which determines our actions from without,

while our reason only plays the ancillary part of elaborat-

ing the steps by which this end may be attained, without

being any real authority upon the question of the desir-

ability of its being attained. The two motives for moral

actions laid down by this particular theory are the ideas

of pleasures and pains ; that is, the ultimate motive of

action is the realisation of a pleasure or the avoidance

of a pain. " Take away pleasures and paiiis" says Mr.

Bentham, " and not only hajipincss, but justice and dutT/.

and obligation and virtue', all which have been elaborately

held up to view as independent of them, are so many
empty sounds." A little later on, to prevent all doubt

as to the thorough exclusion of reason in constituting

these ends our motives for action, we liave the further

explanntion, " It is no otherwise than through the imagi-

nation that any pleasure or any pain is ca])able of operat-

ing in the character of a motive." (In both the passages

quoted, the italics are Bentham's.) This theory, which

makes the motive an idea conceived by the imagination

to which the reason guides our actions, has been called

the Determinist theory, as determining our acts from

without, and to this Bentham appears clearly to have

given his adherence.

The word pleasure, too, brings Bentham again into the

region of ethical controversy. Like all moral philosophers

from Plato and Aristotle downwards, our modern theorist

gets entangled in tlie attempt to make "pleasure" a chief

point in his system, of morality. His vague and specula-

tive idea of pleasure, to be conceived apparently in the

abstract, entirely apart from any conditions, can convey

very little practicr.l idea to the mind. It is a phantom

as impossible to grasp as the most indefinite of the Pla-

tonic ideals.
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In political philosophy the points which he thinks of

essential importance, are, to a gieit extent, identical with

those subsequently demanded by the Charter. Universal

£ affrage he regards as indispensable, witli the concomitant

points of secret voting, annual parliaments, and the pay-

ment of members of the House of Commons. So far,

these are the mere commonplaces of political philosophy
;

plans bronght forward from time to time by theorists, and

likely to be so brought forward again and again, until

either they are accorded, or a decisive proof is given that

their attainment is hopeless. But, save in one particular,

these principles have not as yet gained favour in this

country, notwithstanding the gradual enlargement of the

franchise to an ever wider and farther-reaching sphere
;

the ballot, the sole particular in which his plan has been

realised, is still on its trial, and does not seem to have

carried out the hopes founded on it.

The real objection to Bentham's political philosophy

is its universality ; the theory of utility is essentially one

which, if true anywhere, must be true everywhere, a

characteristic useful, and even necessary to a sound theory

of morals, but an important if not a fatal objection to a

theory of political government. Every great problem

that has yet arisen in this sphere has tended still further

to enforce the truth that no universal theory of govern-

ment can be laid down which will not have, in all its

practical workings, to be modified according to the differ-

ent customs and circumstances of dillerent nations. These

special circumstances may affect a theory in so many ways,

as to the ease with which it can be introduced, the prac-

tical utility of its introduction, and the difficulties in the

way of its execution, whether from already existing adverse

prejudices, or a general want of respect for its provisions,

as to make it impossible for any man to lay down an

absolute rule for the government of a nation with anything
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like the ceitainty which may be claimed for a similarly

universal rule for the regulation of individual characters

or actions.

Bentham's first published work, entitled A Fragment

on Government, was nominally an examination of a passage

in Blackstone's Commentaries, but the germs of all his

subsequent theories are to be found in it. In this he

first announces liis zeal " for improvement in those shapes

in which the lot of mankind is meliorated by it," and

declares liis indebtedness to a pamphlet of Priestley's,

then recently published, for the phrase which had struck

his mind so much, " the greatest happiness of the greatest

number," the sentence which he afterwards made his

motto. His subsequent publications include many pam-

phlets on the special political questions of the day,

including the celebrated Defence of Usury, but the principal

works by which his distinctive theory is illustrated are the

Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Politics, and

the Discourses on Civil and Penal Legislation, published

respectively in 1789 and in 1802.

Sir James Mackintosh has gained the name, enviable

or unenviable, of the man who should have been the most

important figure of the time, just as Bentham has the

reputation of hcing the central figure. James ]\Iill is

perhaps the only philosophical M-riter who has failed, pur-

posely perhaps as a disciple of Bentham, to acknowledge

his pre-eminent merit. As a historian of the philosophy

of the period immediately preceding his own, and that of

which he formed a part, he has gained by his Dissertation

on the Progress of Ethical Philosophy a reputation second

to none. His general qualifications as a historian of

philosophy may be well illustrated by the opinion of

Sydney Smith, who says that " he had looked into every

moral and metaphysical question from Plato to Paley."

And it is less as an orin-inal theorist in either morals OT
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metaphysics than as a critic that he claims our attention.

His own theory of tlie motive of moral action he derives

to a great extent from the philosophers who preceded

him ; in fact he says himself that Dr. Butler's three first

sermons are the real source of all his moral philosophy.

The importance of the moral sentiments is the chief

ground upon which he works, though his sympathy with

Hartley's principles of association makes him develop them

into the ultimate motive power which he calls conscience.

The point ahout him, however, that we have most to

regard at jDresent is that he was one of the few men of

his time who emphatically declined to accept Bentham's

estimate of his own importance in the sphere of philo-

sophy, and declared to the world which he had enslaved

that his theories were based upon unsound foundations,

expounded in unintelligible terms, and capable of no sort

of practical application. The phraseology in which Ben-

tham has chosen to set his theories before the world must

have struck everyone who has even dipped into his WTit-

ings. Not only does his wish to take in strict order all

the notions contingent upon the idea which he may chance

to be enunciating lead him into the confusion of endless

parenthetical sentences, but his dissatisfaction with the

usual phrases of moral philosophy then familiar to the

popular mind tends to make his utterances difficult of

compreliensiou. To take one instance among many, there

is probably no phrase more familiar to everybody than

that we do a thing because we ought to do it : to this

mode of expression Bentham has an insuperable objection,

and suggests that whenever the word " ought" is used we
should retort "why?" The answer to this last question

would, of course, from his point of view, be because it

tends to the general happiness, but it is difficult to think

that this sort of phraseology can be as intelligible, and

consequently as useful in practical crises as that which is
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more familiar to us. Mackintosli's vehement objections

to Bentham's tlieories are chiefly founded upon one great

charge, well enough known to all who have gone at all

seriously into the abstruse discussions of the different

modern theorists in the realms of moral philosophy. He
accuses Bentham of having made the inexcusable mistake

of confounding the Theory of Actions with the Theory of

Sentinunts, or, in other words, of making no distinction

between the mental process which precedes and originates

moral actions, and the standard or criterion by reference

to which we approve or condemn such actions. There is

no doubt that in most of the systems of moral philosophy

with which we are acquainted these two points are invari-

ably kept distinct and separate ; in fact, there is perhaps

no principle, save tliat of Utility as understood by Bentham,

which could combine the two in tlie way that he does.

But it seems to be a mistake to charge Bentham with

making a blunder in this. The exjilanation which sug-

gests itself is that Mackintosh did not perceive that this

confusion of two distinct ideas was not the blunder that

he considers it, but was intentional on the part of Bentham,

and that the theory originally designed to bring under one

head the problems of moral and political philosophy, was

equally framed with a view to simplify the difiiculties of

the former by bringing to one main test those of both its

branches, and making the origin of our moral actions itself

the criterion by which our approbation of them is to be

regulated. Sir James's objections, in short, may fairly be

deemed arguments, aud to our mind most cogent argu-

ments, against Bentham's system ; but we cannot for a

moment conceive that Bentham made the confusion

alluded to otherwise than purposely. It is from its effect,

intended or accomplished as it may be, in unifying or

bringing under one head a vast number of different ques-

tion 5 that the principle of Utility derives its chief import-
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ance. Tliat its tendency to increase the general happiness

is an element, and a considerable element, in the goodness

of an action, no one could venture to deny, but Sir James

Mackintosh, with the bulk of modern philosophers, while

acknowledging this, yet made the distinction that, while

the idea is inseparable from our notion of moral approba-

tion, it is entirely and easily to be distinguished from the

sources of our moral action. To Mackintosh the supreme

sanction, which with him comes to the same thing as the

ultimate general motive of our actions, is the authority

and influence of conscience, which he separates from

reason. The chief opposition that he seems to fear is that

of the school who term all appetites and all affections the

result of " self-love," and, taking this term as his text, he

proves that self-love can be, and probably is, absent from

the state of mind from which benevolent actions emanate,

and that even the appetites which might fairly be deemed

selfish may be entirely independent of the supposed

supremacy of " self-love." Mackintosh's theory is really

more akin to the old, and even then exploded, theory of

sympathy than to any other system before him, but his

adoption of the ultimate sanction of conscience keeps us

still in the difficult position of having nothing tangible,

nothing about the meaning of which all men are agreed,

to go by. The indefiniteness (practically) of his own
system is not much less than that of the ideas against

which he is striving.

So strenuous an opponent of Bentham's theories could

not but find a severe antagonist in James Mill. Himself

a moral philosopher of no mean eminence, he can scarcely

find any heavier charge against Mackintosh than that

he condemned and even scoffed at Bentham. His first

remark upon the connection sufficiently illustrates the

tone of his subsequent observations :
" Sir James has made

the most perfect exhibition of himself in the article on
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Mr. Bentham." He goes on, in the same spirit, to remark

that Mackintosh's language proves him " to have been a

man who, in speaking of others, to serve a purpose, little

minded whether he was speaking correctly or incorrectly."

Not even the most ardent admirer of Beutham's theories

could call this a fair way of commencing a review of any

criticism of any philosophical system. Mill's remarks on

Mackintosh are throughout rather unfair, but the Frag-

ment 'cannot be fairly estimated unless we attempt, which

is not our task at present, a thorough review of the works

cf the man whom it condemns. Why Mr. Mill should

aave chosen for refutation the statements that Bentham

and his followers " braved vulgar prejudices," and that in

their phraseology and otherwise they " sought distinction

by singularity," it is difiicult to guess, unless it means,

that, as a horse-dealer is always most eloquent in praise of

the worst points of the animal which he is selling, so Mill

lends his support to Bentham against the accusations

which he knows to be truest.

James Mill's chief work is the Analysis of the Human
Mind, in which he does his best to make an enlargement

and illustration of Bentham's theories into an original

work. His first step is the division of our states of con-

sciousness into seiisations, i.e. the class of feeling "which

exists when the object of sense is present," and ideas, i.e.

" that wliich exists after the object of sense has ceased to

be present." After careful analj^sis of these two heads,

and a dissertation upon language and nomenclature, in

which we find most probably the source of the stress laid

by his son upon the importance of thoroughly appreciating

the exact signification of words in the study of Logic, ]\till

proceeds to condemn the ideas previously held about con-

sciousness and conception, which had been called " powers

of the mind," an expression which, after the perusal of all

Mill's arguments, still appears more expressive than the

Vol. II.—20
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phrase of " states of the mind " which he wishes to sub-

stitute for it. The only point in which Mill goes a little

beyond his master is in his extended use of the principle

of association ; like Bentham, he separates sensations into

pleasurable and painful sensations, but the theory of the

association wliich forms many individual ideas, first into

one complex idea, and subsequently into a generality, goes

rather further than Bentham chose to venture. But this

generality it is hard to realise, for " when an idea becomes

to a certain degree complex, from the multiplicity of ideas

it comprehends, it is of necessity indistinct." General

ideas, such as, for instance, the idea of " man," which Mill

himself selects, are, according to his theory, only to be

acquired by the association, or, so far as we can gather,

the agglomeration of individual ideas, and even then must

be to a certain extent vague and indefinite.

Besides the Analysis of the Human Mind, and the

Fragment on Macldntosh, which, though we have treated

it first, was the last of Mill's philosophical works, he

published nothing in philosophical literature worthy of

notice except the Elements of Political Economy, which

is no more than Bentham without his cumbrous phrase-

ology.

The mention of Political Economy in this age, brings

before us the name of a much-abused man, Mr. Malthus.

In the one branch of tlie science to which he devoted

himself, he may be said almost to have created a new
school, and Malthus on Population will be quoted as an

authority, whether with favour or disfavour, so long as

this particular branch of Political Economy continues to

occupy the minds of theorists. On general points, though

a great deal of his attention is devoted to details, the

subject of his work may be described as the ratio of the

population of a country to the food which the land can

produce for their support. It must be remembered that
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Maltlius wrote in an age of Protection, and that the pre-

vailing idea of the time was that the population of a

country was to be fed by the produce of that country;

and, things being as they were, it was a somewhat alarm-

ing revelation when he proved that, whereas the popula-

tion tended to increase in a geometrical ratio as 1, 2, 4,

8, etc., the food-producing capabilities of the land could

only be made to increase in an arithmetical ratio, as 1,2,

3, 4, etc. This being so, the writer's attention was

naturally directed to the possible checks on the increase

of the population, and it is for this that his name has

been held up by pseudo- philanthropists to the abuse of

the easily -led portion of mankind, as a man devoid of

sympathy towards the poorer classes, a cold-blooded statis-

tician with an utter disregard of the feelings of the people

about whom he writes. As well might a doctor, who
prescribes unpleasant medicines, be called hard-hearted

;

all that Malthus does is to point out the fact that an evil

exists, and that there are remedies, some always present

and always working, and some which, in contradiction of

those wliich do exist and sliould not, should exist, and

might exist, but as a rule, do not. Some of the checks

to population may perhaps be taken as being between

these two extremes, such as utter destitution, compulsory

military service, the prevalence of epidemic disease or any

similar cause ; but apart from such more or less exceptional

'

checks, Malthus divides his remedies into these two

classes—firstly, preventive, meaning such as are instituted

by tlie action of reason and prudence, such as the

avoidance of marriage without the prospect of being able

to sustain a family ; and secondly, positive, by which he

implies such cliecks as rise unavoidably from the laws of

nature, and which he classes as misery, under which head

comes the utter destitution mentioned above, with the

addition of severe labour, unwholesome occupations, bad
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nursing, or undue exposure to the weather. All forms

of vice too are positive checks, but these are of the kind

which have to be taken into consideration only because

they exist, and the continuance of which the most ardent

opponent of the excessive increase of population cannot

wish. If, upon these principles, Malthus is to be criti-

cised in such terms as everyone must have heard used

about him, it is difficult to know what social system can

be so framed as to escape censure.

Malthus published one essay upon the Principles of

Population before he gave to tlie world the work upon

which his reputation is founded. Among many treatises

upon the different points of Political Economy raised in

his time, an Liquiry into the Nature and Progress of Rent,

and the Principles hy which it is Regulated, published in

1815, is perhaps the most important.

Henry Hallam, born 1798 ; died 1859.

Published View of the State of Europe during the ^liddle Ages,

1818.

Constitutional History of England, 1827.

Introduction to the Literature of Europe in the 15th,

16tli, and 17th Centuries, 1837-39.

John Lingard, born 1771 ; died 1851

Published Catholic Loyalty Vindicated, 1805.

Anti(|uities of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 1809.

History of England from the first Roman Invasion

to the Accession of William and Mary, 1819-1830.

And many polemical pamphlets.

Thomas M'Crie, born 1772 ; died 1835.

Published Life of John Knox, 1812.

Life of Andrew Melville, 1819.

Suppression of tlie Pveformation in Spain, 1829.
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Jeremy Bextham, bom 1747 ; died 1832.

Published A Fragment on Government, 1770.

View of the Hard Labour Bill, 1778.

Principles of Morals and Legislation, 1780.

Defence of Usury, 1787.

A Plea for the Constitution, 1803.

Scotch Reform Considered, 1808.

Elements of the Art of Packing, 1810.

With many other works on political and economical science.

His chief works wire reproduced iu French by Dumout
Traites de Legislation Civile et Penale, 1802.

Theorie des Peines et des Recompences, 1802.

Sir James Mackintosh, bom 17C5 ; died 1832.

Published VmJicice GaUicce, 1791.

Introductory Discourse to Lectures on Law, 1799.

Dissertation on Ethical Philosophy, 1831.

(in E)ic]fclopcedia Bntannica) separately, 1836.

History of England, 1830-31.

Fragment on Causes of Revolution of 1688, 1834.

Life of Sir Thomas More.

James Mill, born 1773 ; died 1836.

Published History of India, 1818.

Elements of Political Economy, 1821.

Analysis of the Human Mind, 1829.

Fragment on Mackintosh, 1835.

With many lesser works on political subjects, and contributiona

to reviews and other periodicals.

Rev. Thomas Robert Malthus, born 1766 ; died 1834.

Published An Essiiy on the Principle of Population, 1798.

„ „ enlarged in 2d edition, 1803.

An Inquiry into the Nature and Progress of Rent;

1815.

Princii^les of Political Economy, 1820.

With smaller works on Political Questions, the Com Laws,

Poor Laws, etc.
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CHAPTER XI.

THEOLOGIANS.

It is hardly possible to reckon so important a name as

that of Paley as belonging to the period within which we
are limited'. It is true that his- last publicatiou, and one

of his most important, came before the world only in

1802, but neither in his life nor his work was there any

variety from the moderate religiousness and scientific

dignified apologetics of the eighteenth century, to which

he belonged. His first publication on Moral Philosophy

appeared to some of Bentliam's friends to be likely to

"take the wind out of the sails" of the Utilitarian system,

and alarmed them momentarily, eliciting from the phil-

osopher himself a half cry of panic. But this alarm

seems to have been without foundation. Paley's works,

whether judiciously or not we need not pause to inquire,

are still text-books at the universities, but the scepticism

against which he sets his forces in array was not of the

kind to which we are now accustomed, which takes much
of the force from his defence. They are still however

eminently readable in a merely literary point of view, and

extracts might be made, in which the reader would find

much happiness of expression and force of illustration,

witliout any of the disadvantages of antiquated polemics.

Dr. Watson, the Bishop of Llandaff, who lived for some

time, almost a neighbour of the poets, on the edge of the
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Lake country, and in his day tot defended Christianity,

without perhaps any very warm enthusiasm for it, requires

mention at least. Godwin dedicated to him a volume of

the sermons which he had preached in the earlier part

of his career, w'hich was, perhaps, but a doubtful com-

pliment to his orthodoxy. Dr. Horsley Bishop of St.

Asaph, Dr. Beilby Porteous Bishop of London, and Dr.

Marsh Bishop of Peterborough, can scarcely be said to exist

save to students of the most dusty shelves in theological

libraries. Dr. Hartwell Home, the author of the Introduc-

tion to the. Study of the Scriptures, is better known and holds

a more living place : but even he still lingered in the eigh-

teenth century, and cannot be called a man of his time.

It is not, however, in detached names or treatises that

we find the special religious interest of the age, but in the

predominating Evangelical party then in full zenith of its

power in England, first in all great and good works, and

attaching to itself not only the most devout but the most

benevolent and philanthropic spirits of the age. The

men who with the hard labour of twenty years won from

England the abolition of slavery—a step which cost so

much m actual expenditure, and by which the nation

ventured nobly upon a great sacrifice and effort for ab-

stract right with doubtful results— belonged, without

exception, to this straitest of religious communities.

These men can scarcely be said to belong to the history

of literature, but they all dabbled in composition more or

less, pouring forth pamphlets, speeches, pleas of every

kind, masses of evidence, and appeals full of the eloquence

at least of sincerity, and glowing earnestness and zeal.

Among these guides and leaders, however, were some

whos3 gift of speech was indisputable, and who have left

behind them volumes of sermons and essays and church

histories which have supplied reading for thousands of

devout persons, and have been considered by their readers
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as something almost divine—as far superior to the less

sacred array of boolcs, as heaven is to earth : for the finest

poetry, the highest philosophy, is not read by half so

extended an audience, or regarded with half the admira-

tion which a popular book of sermons will call forth. To

a great mass of our countrymen, even now, such produc-

tions embody all that is known of literature.

Still more was this the case in the beginning of the

century, when books were neither so cheap nor so plen-

tiful as now ; and when the Evangelicals were at the

height of their power. We doubt much whether any

extended religious movement can ever exist, especially

among the millions, which is not strongly leavened with

those views which are identified with the Low Church

party. The claims of Church and priesthood do not

touch the heart of the populace, and we doubt greatly

whether all the splendour of a restored ritual would ever

have the same effect upon the English crowd as the

homely excitement of a prayer-meeting, or the emotional

preaching of one who acknowledges himself to have been

the greatest of sinners. In the time of which we treat,

the zeal of Evangelical religiousness was penetrating

among the wealthy, as it had already become supreme in

the lower classes. It was the time when the " Clapham

Sect" was at its hei';;ht, when Simeon at Cambridge was

proselytising with all his might, and sending forth, in all

the warmth of a propaganda, the young men whom he

converted ; when Isaac Milner, Dean of Carlisle, a large

and jovial figure full of genial force and breadth of life,

recommended the self-denying doctrines of modern Puri-

tanism by the warmth of his honhommie and enjoyment

of that existence which he fervently believed to be a

perpetual struggle against the world and sin ; when Wil-

berforce wrote his Practical View, and prayed and fought,

and talked and jested, with the same mixture of oppressive
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doctrine and gay spirits ; when brilliant parties ended

with exposition and prayer, and society itself was almost

persuaded in the midst of corruption and license to be

converted too. Eeligious life has rarely gone through a

more remarkable phase. It was to break up after a

lime, and give way to the germ of reawakening Catholi-

cism and the attractions of tradition in the Clmrch of

England : and in a less important, yet scarcely less

interesting way to find an outlet, bursting its husks, and

pressing into a higher air of enthusiasm, in the movement
of new zeal and high-toned spiritual life, which has been

connected with the name of Edward Irving. But, in the

meantime, the Evangelical party was supreme, doing all

the good that was being done, aiming at every benevolent

enterprise and effort of salvation that came within its

reach, seekmg freedom for men's bodies and for their

souls, and believing that it had found a way by prayer

and preaching, and the glow of social piety, to reconcile

the Church and the world.

The incongruous point which has always cast a certain

air of unreality upon a society so truly pious and full of

good deeds and great effort, is the contrast between the

ascetic side of Christianity—the self-denial wliich was the

chief of virtues, the injunctions to come out of the world

and be separate, the denunciation of worldly pleasures

and gaieties which were its dogmatic utterance—and the

extremely prosperous, luxurious, and enjoyable life of the

leaders of this religious party. When such doctrines are

preached by apostles who go out scripless and shoeless, with

tlieir lives in their hands : when they are put fortli by
ascetics worn with toil and fasting, by men whose self-

abnegation is evident, whose life has no solace but God's

service, of whom we can even feel, with a high sense of

fitness, that they have served God for naugiit and depart to

tlieir recompense in another world, having had none in this
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—there is nothing that jars upon our feeling of harmony

and appropriateness. But when tlie same sentiments are

preached by the happy and wealthy, men with all the

enjoyments of life about them, sitting at luxurious tables,

surrounded by happy families, successful in everything,

moving in a circle of admiration and love and praise, yet

biddiug us all the time to come out of Babylon, to love

not the world, to regard life as a struggle and tliis earth

as a vale of tears, there is at the best an inappropriateness

in the preaching, which, certain as we are of tlie sincerity

of the preachers, perplexes the sympathetic and brings a

laugh from the cynic. The picture of* the Clapham Sect

living in those luxurious villas, with everything that

wealth could command, in a pleasant commotion of con-

genial society, hushed and sanctified by the prayer-meeting,

but still full of amusing talk, of delicate flattery, of the

very atmosphere of pleasure, is as bright as any picture

of society could be, but it does not harmonise well with

the tenets of world-renunciation and self-denial. There

is no reason why they should not have been happy and

enjoyed themselves,—neither was there any reason why
Henry Martyu, the devoted missionary, should not have

had twelve hundred a year from the Indian government.

Nothing can take away from the certainty of his real

devotion, his almost martyrdom, " yet the ideal would be

better without" that comfortable income, as Sir James
Stephen says. And so we feel that the ideal of a Church

militant, of a band who in the world are to have tribula-

tion, and who were eager in claiming for themselves all

the characteristics of those who were desired in their

utter humiliation and poverty to take no thought for the

morrow, would have been better had they been less rich,

less happily off, less safe from all the assaults of fate.

This, however, though it explains the secret sentiment,

not strong enough to be called suspicion, with which this
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party has always been regarded, the imagination being

mstinctively displeased by their luxurious wellbeing, is at

the best a fanciful objection. And it is better to indicate

who they were and what their connection with literature,

than to discuss the curious intricacies of nature which

make it possible to combme the precepts of asceticism

w^itli all the comforts of life, and yet be perfectly sincere

both in the profession of the one and the enjoyment of

the other. Of William Wilberforce, and of his work and

character, everybody knows something. He was the most

remarkable and distinguished of the four indefatigable

champions whose untiring exertions procured the abolition

of slavery—which is fame enough for a man. For twenty

years, in season and out of season, he urged upon the

country and upon Parliament the horrors of slavery, the

shame and sin to a free and Christian people of holding

slaves. It has happened on several occasions since then,

and notably in our own day, that England has done a

thing which cost her a great deal both in purse and

feeling, and of the advantage of which nobody was

quite convmced, because it "was right. The abolition of

slavery w^as one of these. It ruined one of our wealthiest

dependencies, it took a great deal of money out of

the national pocket, it has not turned out all that -hope

suggested it might ; but, nevertheless, it is a thing which

it is impossible to regret, as it was a thing impossible to

refuse : and to Wilberforce and his associates, Thomas

Clarkson, Zachary Macaulay, and Gren^dlle Sharp, belongs

the immortal credit of having convinced and persuaded

tlie national mind that it w^as impossible. Before he had

entered upon this warfare, however, when a young man
just leaving college, gay, witty, wealthy, with all the

world before him, and no disinclination towards its pleasures,

Wilberforce had become a member of the party with which

aU his life was henceforward associated. The religious
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teachings which had guided his childhood had been thrown

off in the freedom and turmoil of youth, but lie was still

a young man at the opening of his career when these

severe and absorbing doctrines became the deliberate

choice of his excellent intellect and fervent heart. The

•piety of his early home had been inspired by AVhitfield,

and the wave of religious revival of which he was one of

the chief agents ; but the fervent religious feeling of

Wilberforce was of a different type from that which went

out into the highways and hedgerows to compel the poor

and neglected to come in. His was not the fashion of

mind which naturally seeks the brotherhood of the poor,

or yearus over the ignorant masses. There was another

work to be done in England, a work which should sup-

plement and complete the work of Whitfield and Wesley.

It had been the common people who had heard them

gladly, as their prototypes in Judea heard a greater than

they. But the other half of the world—the educated,

the well-off, the people to whom no missionary or evan-

gelist got access, whom the wandering preacher at the

street corner moved only to contempt or resentment, by

what means were they to be reached ?

Wilberforce's sympathies were all among this higher

class. He was as fond of society as he had been before

his conversion. An active member of Parliament, a man
in full intercourse with the world, and amid all the excite-

ments of public life, street- preacliing or personal effort

among the niiners or the cotton-spinners would have been

entirely out of his way ; but he could speak to the people

about him with at once a warm brotherly sympathy and

the authority of one who had made religion his chief

object, without relinquishing anything that was really

good in life. His ardent mind was full of the desire to

do something, to say his say for the sacred cause which

he had espoused with all his faculties ; and it was this
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desire and not any literary impulse which produced the

Practical View, which is his only connection with litera-

ture, and the sole permanent utterance of his life. It

had been " for several years the earnest wish of tlie writer

of the following pages to address his countrymen on the

imj3ortant subject of religion," he says in his preface

to his book. The form it took was that of a contrast

between the prevailing " Eeligious System of Professed

Christians in the Higher and Middle Classes in this

country," and " Eeal Christianity ;" and the persons he

addressed were men such as those whom St. Paul ad-

dressed on Mars' Hill, but whom few preachers were bold

enough to summon to the bar, with the same unhesi-

tating plainness with which they arraigned their humbler

neighbours. AVilberforce did not appeal to infidels or

unbelievers. He made no assault upon scepticism. His

object was to show the respectable and intelligent how far

their calm and easy ignoring of religion, even while pro-

fessing it, was unlike the spirit of Christianity. There is

no special charm of style to redeem his treatise from the

respectful oblivion into which—after a popularity greater

in degree than that which almost any other kind of literary

production enjoys in its day—religious books are apt to

fall. And nothing can be more unlike the \vorks which

have gained something of a similar influence in our own
time. It is to be feared that to Wilberforce that broad

and conciliatory treatment w^hich translates the time-worn

language of Christianity i)ito the phraseology of its philo-

sophical opponents, by way of betraying these latter

tenderly into something like faith, or approval at least

—

would have appeared flat blasphemy. He would have

had no understanding of the process which turns the love

of Christ into the Enthusiasm of Humanity. The society

which he addressed was not one which required such

methods. It was as much Christian as orthodoxy re-
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quired, and could be made to demonstrate its zeal for

religion " by mentioning the name of some acknowledged

heretic." What made the heart of the good man burn witliin

him was to see how completely it could ignore the creed

it held, and how the trutlis, that were to him vital, had

got mossed over and practically obliterated by spiritual

apathy and the calm of habit. The insidious idea that it

did not much matter what a man believed, so long as he

did believe sincerely, and lived a life in accordance with

his principles, was to him a poison terrible to contemplate.

" With such transcendent means of knowing the way which

leads to life, what p)lea can we have to urge in our defence

if we remain willingly and obstinately ignorant ?" he asks.

No doubt as to the certainty of the means of acquiring

that knowledge had entered his mind, nor was it necessary

to take into consideration such doubts in his audience.

That they suffered the light to grow dim, or preferred to

enjoy a distant glimmer from its general illumination,

rather than to rejoice in the particular glory of a radiance

which pervaded and revealed every corner of the soul,

was his complaint. It is the universal complaint of the

preacher in all generations, even in the very bosom of the

Clmrch itself; but it is not on religious indifference only,

or neglect of the " transcendent means of knowing," that

a religious writer of the importance of Wilberforce would

be likely to address society now.

He had, however, the fullest hearing in his own day.

The public, to whom his book was addressed, received and

read it with devotion. In six months almost as many
editions were called for, and 7500 copies sold; and from

the time of its publication in the end of last century

—

1797—until quite recent days, it has gone on in periodical

reproduction, commending itself still, it is to be supposed,

to devout souls, though no longer perhaps to the higher

classes, the educated part of the community, to whom it
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was at first addressed. Almost all the other publications

of Wilberforce were on questions connected with slavery,

and therefore of temporary application ; so that his con-

nection with literature is solely through this book. If it

is not, perhaps one of those proverbial books which no

gentleman's library can be without, there is yet scarcely a

household collection of any permanence in which a copy

will not be found.

Wilberforce himself is one of the most attractive and

delightful figures of his time, commending his religious

views even more powerfully by the personal charm of a

character so genial, buoyant, and sweet, than by his writ-

ings. When the Abolition Bill was passed in 1807, and

Sir- Samuel Eomilly, in his speech in Parliament, referred

to the individual member who, after the exertions of

twenty years, thus saw his long labours crowned with

success, " the whole house, surprised into forgetfulness of

its usual habits, burst forth into acclamations of applause,"

a tribute of approbation " such as was rarely ever before

given," says Bishop Porteous, " to any man sitting in his

place in either house of Parliament."

Dean Miluer, who is said to have been the active

instrument of Wilberforce's entrance into the Evangelical

party, and who was himself one of its leaders, is chiefly

known as part author of the History of the Church, wliich

his brother Joseph Milner originated and partially executed,

a book superseded now and of little authority, which Sir

James Stephen shoots a fatal bolt at, by informing us that

though it has "been extolled as containing the most

comprehensive and authentic account of the Eeformation

in Germany and of the character of the great German

reformer," neither of the authors " ever had seen, or would

have been able to read, one line of the many volumes

written by Luther in his mother tongue, and even yet

untranslated into any other," a statement which throws a
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curious liglit upon the shortcomings of historical investi-

gation at that time. It is unnecessary to discuss a book

belonging in reality to an earlier period, before the science

of history had become what it now is, and while German

was still a barbarous language unrevealed to the world,

without even the little taper of the Norwich critic and

philosopher William Taylor, much less the poetic torch

of Coleridge, to throw light upon it. Dean Milner was,

however, a personage so notable, as to demand a regard

wherever he passes. There is something in him of Samuel

Johnson, but in a far more genial interpretation ; and

something of Dr. Whewell, but without his science, a large

and influential personality, which is independent of any-

tliing actually done or even said by the possessor of it.

Laden with honours and successes, always popular, always

prosperous, a courted and flattered member of the best

society wherever he went, it is extremely difficult to realise

that he too was at the head of the party vulgarly called the

Saints, the preachers of world-renunciation and self-deniaL

The combination is one of the most curious in history.

Another leader of this party whose position demands

observation was Charles Simeon, whose life and work was

at Cambridge, and whose influence upon the young men

who in so many successive generations passed through liis

sphere was as great as that which in an after period

attended the work of Newman in Oxford—as great, but

of a kind as different as could well be conceived. That

he should have numbered among the youths whom he led

into tlie evangelist's office the name of Henry Martyn is

almost distinction enough for an apostolic teacher, but his

work of this kind was greater and more pervasive than

that of any other of the modern fathers of the Church-

Not only did he draw the youth of the University into

his fold, and mould with his own hands, so to speak,

the young clergy who made the Evangelical party so
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important, and, for a time, secured to the Low Church

the chief influence in religion and religious life—but he

prepared for his disciples a system of instruction and

suggestion, which, if human nature were capable of such

bondage, would have kept them within the very print ot

his footsteps for generations : and after his death employed

his fortune in the purchase of benefices, in oider to secure

the appointment of men according to his own heart. It

would be, however, ungenerous to use these words, did

they imply any intention of self-glorification in Simeon's

mind. It was the service and love of Christ which he

inculcated, not any discipleship of his own. " His whole

life was but one long labour of love," says Stephen.

" Slowly, painfully, but with im faltering hopes, he toiled

through more than fifty successive years in the same
narrow chamber, and among the same humble congre-

gation, requited by no emolument, stimulated by no

animating occurrences, and unrewarded, until the near

approach of old age, by the gratitude or cordial respect of

the society amidst which he lived." It is not necessary

to enter here, where he has so very slight a standing

ground, into the strange levities of manner, of which Sir

James Stephen gives a graphic description, and which

hindered the progress of a man whose influence at last

became so powerful : for nothing could be slighter than

the connection of Simeon witii literature, or, at the same
time, more quaint and out of the way. His first publi-

cation was a treatise on the composition of sermons, and

his works— one of the most strange contributions ever

made to literature— consist of a series of collections of

skeleton sermons, intended for the benefit and guidance

of his converts and disciples, amounting in all, we are told,

to 2536 discourses! They are described as "peculiarly

adapted to assist the studies of the young clergy in their

preparations for the pulpit," and, no doubt, were intended
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to keep in the strait way of orthodoxy so many intelli-

gences which might have strayed to one side or the other.

It was Simeon's habit, in his own preaching, to avail

himself of this little piece of machinery, which he en-

larged from his private meditation, or the impressions^

made upon his mind at the moment of delivery. It is

natural that a teacher should think the system which

suits himself good for his pupils, but there must have

been great rigidity, as well as simplicity, in the mind

which thus furnished leading strings for an entire genera-

tion. It is a vulgar test of excellence, but yet a most

curious sign of the times, that Simeon received for this

curious collection of intellectual anatomical studies the

great sum of £5000, which he forthwith distributed among

missionary societies. His own patrimony sufficed to pur-

chase the advowsons of fifty parishes, by which, we presume,

the Simeon trustees endeavour still to keep a germ of the

old Evangelical party, so long since driven from the fore-

ground of the national life, within the bosom of the Church.

It was not, however, in the Church of England that

the literature of the pulpit attained its highest develop-

ment. We have to turn to a small sect, the most rigid

of the many Nonconformist subdivisions of the faith, to

find the really great preacher whose name ranks with the

highest in England, and almost on a level with the great

preachers of France. The noble energy and eloquence of

Robert Hall seem neither to have suffered from the pre-

mature development of an infant prodigy nor the too early

success of youth, tlirough both of which stages he passed.

He was of the strictest sect of the Pharisees, a Baptist,

and a devout one, neither breaking the bonds of his

communion, nor in any way imfaithful to its limitations

—yet full of the natural frankness and liberality of

a great mind. He was one of the men whose per-

sonality makes a distinct mark upon their age, and
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touches the most diverse intelligences with a sense of

fervid sincerity, truth, and genius. His praise comes to

us from all quarters, from the most unlikely voices. Not

only his co-religionists, or tlie kindred party in the

Cliurch, or the sympathetic critics in Scotland who judged

English dissent at all times witli less prejudice than their

contemporaries elsewhere, but even from the midst of

those to whom a Dissenter was as poison, the same testi-

mony breaks forth. Dr. Parr, in his Spital Sermon, the

Quarterly Revieio, Lord Brougham, who ranks him near

Massillou, Lord Lytton in his novels—who adjures

his reader to " send for Eobert Hall ! It is the life of

a man that is good to mankind itself to contemplate,"

—

all men are of one mind where he is concerned. It is

scarcely possible, however, to set him in the history of

literature in a place at all proportioned to that which he

occupied in his generation. The sermons which live, save

in the humble habitual reading of those classes of the

community who read sermons for duty and not with any

critical perception— are very few : and Robert Hall's

style is of a more formal description—in print—than that

of the orators who have outlived their day. But the

appreciation of those who heard and knew him was so

thorough and enthusiastic, that its warmth still lingers

with a genial glow about his name. The fire and fervour

of him give a certain radiance of life to his narrow com-

munity and rigid creed. He was uncompromising in his

condemnation of all that he thought irreligious, or contrary

to the teachings of Christianity. There is a curious little

encounter of arms between him and the well-known Crabb

Eobinson, in the early years of that friendly commentator

on literature— against whom Hall had ojiposed all his

influence, in consequence of the youth's adoption of the

principles of Godwin's Political Justice. But the frank-

ness of the young tree-thinker, who wrote to him pro-
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testing against such treatment, called forth a reply, so

" prompt and respectful," that injury was forgotten in

admiration. He v/as not to he heguiled by the dazzling

of a great literary reputation from instant hostility to

everything that savoured of unbelief ; but yet he venttired

to write and speak boldly in favour of freedom of the

press, and was, so long as that was possible, a champion

of France in her great struggle, and a strenuous opponent

of the " impious war " in which England had joined agamst

that representative of freedom.

Hall was partially brought up at the University of

Aberdeen, and while he was there lived on terms of the

closest brotherhood, as has been already told, with James

Mackintosh. They were entirely unlike each other, but

never ceased to be warm friends. Hall, like his brother-

in-arms, modified, if he did not change, his sentiments, as

most of the early sympathisers with the French were

compelled to do. He was always liberal, with the some-

what polemical tendency of his class, launching against

Pitt the fiercest diatribes ; although when necessity came

he did his best to reanimate national feeling, and in milder

times his wail for the national calamity of the death of the

Princess Cliarlotte was almost lyrical. Part of his life

was spent at Cambridge, where the preaching of the

eminent Nonconformist stirred even the classical calm of

the University, though we cannot call to mind in what

way, or if at all, Simeon and he, both holding similar

views, and labouring with the same end, came in contact

with each other. His great exertions, however, in a

sphere so important, disturbed the balance of his intelle^^-t,

and the great preacher twice had an attack of insanity,

which it is evident came less from any predisposition

that way, than from the strain of exciting oratory which

moved himself as nnich as his hearers, and the restless

and continued work which accompanied it. He was all
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his life suLject to attacks of excruciating pain, against

which he struggled with the noblest fortitude, refusing

any exemption from th-^ claims of life on account of these

tortures, aud rising in a moment, on the cessation of the

pain, which had made him roll on the ground in agony,

into instant resumption of his work, or of the conversation

in which he had been interrupted : altogether a man of

noble mettle, and the most dauntless heroic nature.

It was in Scotland, liowever, that the highest example

of the religious writer and orator, the Christian philosopher

and statesman (for such in his way was Chalmers, in

addition to his other gifts), was to be found. A genera-

tion later than the Low Church leaders, and the great

Dissenter, Thomas Chalmers, was born when they were

beginning the work of their lives, at a time when Scotland

was as apathetic in the matter of religion as England, with

a touch of ruder scepticism and joviality, but, notwith-

standing her invariable theological tendencies, no greater

earnestness or devotion—nay, rather less than more, for

she had not been stirred by such an outburst of spiritual

life as that which Whitfield and Wesley had called forth.

The New Light, the attempts at evangelical revival, at

which Burns had jeered, though backed by a profound but

silent sympathy in the inner h.eart of the nation, had been

laughed down so far as that was possible, and, surrounded

by many unlovely circumstances, such as those of the

Uliy Fair, had repelled the more highly educated classes

still more than the popular piety had done in England;

while at the same time the humorous faculty of the nation

had seized upon its own aspect of indifference, and with

the double meaning which the popular intellect loves, had

fixed the epithet of Moderate upon the easy-going and too

tolerant Church, with a satirical mingling of ridicule and

approval. Chalmers began life in the contented com-

posure of this " Moderate" iJeligion, holding a mathematical
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lectureship along with his cure of souls, with more interest

in the former than the latter. But in the quiet of his

north-country parish other thoughts soon arose ; and, as

he himself describes, other magnitudes became apparent

to him, the depths and problems of human life, the great-

ness of eternity. This new impulse soon made itself

known, and the changed voice in which the minister of

Kilmeny addressed his humble flock reached to the

larger Scotland, which even then was ever open to the

mental stimulant of preaching. He was soon (in 1815,

being then thirty-six) called from his country parish to

Glasgow, whither he went in all the vigour of manhood
and force of his genius. Here the pulpit of St. John's

soon became a centre of influence, and the great com-

mercial community about him had to stop its multifarious

wheels and arrest its endless activity to listen to the roll-

ing sentences of a somewhat laboured but always fe'rvent

eloquence, full of high thoughts and moral elevation, and

instinct with that incommunicable magic of true oratory

against which nothing but the obtuse can stand unmoved
—and big Glasgow, noisy and self-importaut, has never

been obtuse. It was here that Chalmers's most remarkable

productions were brought forth—the Astronomical Dis-

courses and those called Commercial, addressed to the men
in trade who were his spiritual charge— with many more.

The first of these series is perhaps the one most adapted

at this distance to show the reader what mannei^f
preacher he was. There is an oratorical fulness and

repetition of phrases in them which is sometimes weari-

some to the eye in reading, but which no doubt increased

the effect in utterance as they rolled forth impetuous and

strong, rising from the moderation of the beginning to a

climax of fine indignation or moving tenderness. He
"buried his adversaries under the fragments of heaving

mountains," Jeffrey said. But as he reasons of the gran-
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deur and greatness of nature, all founded on the endless

variity of Divine invention, pervaded by endless Divine

care and forethought ; or turns to confound the sceptic,

"who scoffed, amid a world so vast as that of the staiTy

syst'im, at the human conceit which supposed mankind to

be the first object of God's care, by directing him to a

drop of water in a microscope, the infinitely small beside

the infinitely great ; or discourses npon Newton and the

modesty of tnie science (which, perhaps, had he lived to

our day, in which science is regnant, he might have been

less certain of), there is throughout a largeness of concep-

tion, a breadth and elevation of thought in the preacher's

views, which is worthy of his subject. The reader cannot

but feel that the heavy clouds that hang over that great

damp smoky town must have lifted, the atmosphere cleared,

the horizon widened out, as the multitude sat and listened.

A large magnanimity and greatness, as of a bigger world,

is in the strain ; and when he points out the gi'eat conflict

of spiritual forces that had arisen in the immense unknown
universe over the inhabitants of this globe, and suggests

the interest of myriads of beings more great than we in

the problems which it is for us to work out, and reminds

his hearers that all our history is but a chapter in the

measureless eternity of God, no more in His divine life

than a passing incident in ours—we can well conceive

how the elevation of lofty thonght which transported the

preacher should have moved the most commonplace of his

hearers as if it had been a great dramatic poem full of

-contrast and event which poured forth over their heads,

intoned in all the broad vowels and emphatic gutturals of

their native speech. It is more easy to make this world

contract into a sort of universal parish meeting according

to the ordinary treatment of it in the pulpit; but that

was not Chalmers's way.

He had, besides, another kind of work to which he
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addressed himself with equal enthusiasm—an essay at

legislation, or rather local statesmanship, which was of the

most interesting description. In the old Scotch system of

parish organisation the weekly offertory, the "plate" at

the door of every church, was the appointed provision for

the poor. To Chalmers it seemed that legalised public

relief was destruction to all those traditions of independ-

ence to which it was the pride of a Scotsman to cling, and

that this old-world provision ought to be sufficient, in the

hands of brotherly charity, to supply all wants. Accord-

ingly, the all -potent minister made a bargain with the

authorities of the town, by which the entire control of his

parish was left in his hands, all aid of poor-law or public

charity set aside, and a densely populated district, with

as many inhabitants as a principality, made over to him

as to an independent ruler. A high-handed visionary, tlie

most practical man in Scotland, Chalmers carried out his

intention witli complete success. " His project for pro-

viding for the support of the poor," says a political econo-

mist, " was futile and visionary, inconsistent with principle,

experience, and common sense." But it was perfectly

successful so long as he was at the head of affairs, and

triumphautly demonstrated the power of loving-kindness

and Christian charity to provide for even the miseries of

a great town when properly watched over and organised,

and with a man of genius to guide and regulate all— the

gi'and defect, of course, in such a system being that the

man of genius, the inspiring heart and intellect, cannot be

found whenever he is wanted, like a poor-law surveyor.

But there could not have been a more interesting experi-

ment.

This Glasgow church was also the scene of another

kind of experiment. Another great preacher, of powers

as remarkable, and imagination more great than that of

Chalmers, a soul of the prophet type, full of undiscovered
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faculty, paused there ou his way to his sphere of revelation,

the ground of his triumph and martyrdom, and was not

found out by the absorbed and preoccupied crowd, who
were incapable perhaps of seeing more than one at a time

of the great servants wlio laboured for them. Edward

Irving, a still more 'rare and splendid phenomenon than

Chalmers, passed a year or two as his assistant and sub-

ordinate before he went to London. With the exception

of Kobert Hall, these two were the greatest preachers of

their day. Irving had scarcely taken his place in London,

where he went in 1822, when the world found him out,

and in his obscure chapel he became almost the most

noted of all the notabilities of town. Even now when his

story is well known and his own journals and letters have

proved the nobleness and sincerity of the man, it is diffi-

cult for the world to forget that it once believed him

(after having followed and stared at him as a prodigy) an

impostor or a madman. And it is well known that the

too lofty and unworldly strain of his great mind separated

htm from that liomely standing-ground of fact, upon which

alone our mortal footsteps are safe ; and from the very

exaltation of his aspiring soul brought him down into

humiliation, subjection to pettier minds and to the domi-

nation of a sect, created by his impulse, yet reigning over

him. The eloquence of Irving was like nothing else

known in his day. Something of the lofty parallelism of

the Hebrew, something of the noble English of our Bible,

along with that solemn national form of poetic phraseology

" such as grave livers do in Scotland use," composed the

altogether individual style in which he wrote and spoke

— his discourses to a crowded and eager audience differing

little from the letters which he wrote to his wife in his

study, conveying a journal of his daily proceedings to her.

It was no assumed or elaborated style, but the natural

"*^terance of a mind cast in other moulds than those

Vol. II.—21
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common to the men of the nineteenth century, aLd in

himself at once a primitive prophet, a mediaeval leader,

and a Scotch Borderer, who had never been subject to the

trimming and chopping influences of society. It is said

that a recent publication of his sermons has failed to

•attract the public ; and this is compr'fehensible enough, foi

large volumes of sermons are not popular literature. But

the reader who takes the trouble to overcome the disin-

clination which is so apt to arrest us on the threshold of

such a study, will find himself carried along by such a

lofty simplicity, by such a large and noble manliness of

tone, by the originality of a mind incapable of doubt,

taking God at His word, instinct with that natural faith

in all things divine which is, we think, in its essence one

of the many inheritances of genius, though sometimes

rejected and disowned— that he will not grudge the pains.

He wdio held open before the orphan that grand refuge of

the "fatherhood of God" which struck the listening states-

man with wondering admiration ; he who, in intimating a

death, " made known to them the good intelligence that

our brother had had a good voyage, so far as we could

follow him or hear tidings of him," saw everything around

him with magnified and ennobled vision, and spoke of

wiiat he saw with the grandeur yet siir.plicity of a seer

—

telling his arguments and reasonings as if they had been

a narrative, and making a great poetic story of the work-

ings of the mind and its labours and consolations. In the

most abstruse of his subjects this method continues to be

always apparent. The sermon is like a sustained and

breathless tale, with an affinity to the minute narrative of

Defoe or of the primitive historians. The pauses are

brief, the sentences long, but the interest does not flag:

once afloat upon the stream, the reader—and in his day

how much more the hearer!— finds it difficult to release

himself from the full ilowin<i; tide of interest in which lie
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looks for the accustomed breaks and breathing places of

pulpit oratory in vain.

Of all the preachers here indicated Chalmers is per-

haps the only one for whom we can claim the title of a

theologian in the real sense of the word. There was

little science in Simeon, though the bond of doctrine was

rigid ; and not much in Eobert Hall, whose soul and

spirit were occupied in the great task of exhortation and

entreaty as an ambassador of God to convey his message

to men, and whose few publications, apart from his

sermons, were upon subjects of the moment. Nor was

Irving—with a soul all open to the miraculous, and no

sense of any limit save in that withholding of God's grace

which is the most terrible of punishments, the saddest

proof of man's indifference or unwillingness to seek His

aid—capable of the examinations and comparisons, and

careful elucidation of the growth and development of

systems which is necessary for a scientific theologian.

The gift of preaching, or even that professional occupation

with theological subjects wliich is necessary to every

clergyman, does not involve science. Dr. Chalmers held

the Chair of Philosophy in St. Andrews for several years,

and was afterwards Professor of Divinity in Edinburgh,

and his works on botli subjects were extensive. But he

has not added any original speculations or striking \dews

to the literature either of theology or moral or political

science. In the latter branch of inquiry he supported

the doctrines of Malthus. In theology he adhered

strongly to the orthodox traditions of tlie Scotch Church,

and trained his students to contend for that " Headship

of Christ," or spiritual independence of the Church, which

resulted in what is called the Disruption of the Church

of Scotland, and semi-heroic march out of it of a large

number of its clergy with Chalmers at their head. When
this step was taken he distinguished himself once more
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by liis legislative power, by the maturing of a great

scheme of organisation by which his unprovided com-

munity was delivered from that dependence on the

popular pleasure which is the drawback of unendowed

churches. One of the most remarkable features in his

character was this power at once of conceiving and

putting in practice schemes such as might be very well

described as " a devout imagination," had not their ori-

ginator, by sheer energy and practical force, succeeded in

carrying them out.

William Wilberforce, bom 1759 ; died 1833.

Published Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System of

Professing Christians in the Higher and Middl«

Classes contrasted with Real Christianity, 1797.

With many Speeches and Pamphlets upon the Aboli-

tion of Slavery, and other subjects of the day.

Isaac Milner, born 1751 ; died 1820.

Ooutinuation of Milner's Church History (previous volumes by
Joseph Milner), 1819.

Charles Simeon, born 1759 ; died 1836.

Robert Hall, born 1764 ; died 1821.

Christianity consistent with a Love of Freedom, 1791.
Apology for the Freedoni of the Press, 1793.
Reflections on War, 1802.

Sentiments proper to the present Crisis, 1803.
On Forms of Communion, 1815.

The Essential Difference between Christian Baptism and the

Baptism of John, 1817.

Sermon on the Death of Princess Charlotte. With many
other Sermons, collected with Memoir after his deathj

1831-2.
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Thomas Chalmers, born 1780 ; died 1847.

Cliristianity (an article in Encyclopcedia Britannica).

Astronomical Discourses, 1817.

Commercial Discourses, 1818.

Occasional Discourses, 1819-20.

The Ci'vic and Christian Economy of Large Towns, 1821.
Natural Tlieology.

Edward Irving, born 1792 ; died 1834.

For the Oracles of God.

For Judgment to Come, 1824.

Babylon ; or, Infidelity Foredoomed, 1826.
Homilies on the Sacraments, 1828.
The Last Days, 1828.

Expositions of the Book of Eevelation, 1831.

We have gone as far as space will permit in the

literary history of the beginning of this century, linked as

it is inextricably with the end of the last, and forming a

distinct epoch in the literary life of England. The age

in which we ourselves live is as yet unfulfilled. Though
several great names have been placed in the records of the

past since these pages were begun : and chough the fame

of our two greatest li\dng poets has been sufficiently long

established, and is sufficiently certain to give the perfec-

tion necessary in every picture : yet perhaps the age of

Victoria has not yet " orbed into the perfect star " which

it will eventually become. The epoch which we have

endeavoured to treat is that of the later Georges, an age

which, perhaps—though with no heroic monarch in it, or

splendid court, or picturesque surroundings—will appear

to posterity almost as great as that of Elizabeth. Two
great schools of poetry, each enough for one cycle of

history, but as opposite in their character and tendencies

as the next generation generally is from that which has
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immediately preceded it ; a great and noble new begiunir/g

in fiction, such as has largely swayed the development at

once of social life and subsequent genius : an extraordinary

reconstitution of that Art of Criticism which occupies

more minds, perhaps, and fills more lives than either of

the preceding, and which is, indeed, so important to the

nineteenth century that it lias been virtually the creation

of a new profession highly estimated and prosperous :

—

these are the principal features in the story. The rise of

philosophical history among us and the great philosophical

machinery of the Utilitarian system, give also weight and

importance to the age as new departures, beginnings,

characteristic and well defined : though on these subjects

the present writer speaks with diffidence, feeling the

authors indeed, but only in a smaller degree their w^orks,

to be within her sphere : yet comforted by the thought

that close criticism of such works does not come within

the limits of Literary History. The one branch of litera-

ture, if it can be so called, which has been altogether

omitted, is that of Natural Science, the new departure in

which, or it might be said, the creation of wliich as really

enriching literature at all, belongs to the present age. A
scientific treatise in the beginning of the century meant

science and not literature. Even Sir Humphry Davy, its

sole apostle in letters, and in himself so interesting and

amiable a figure, penetrates into the second quarter of the

century, and will be fitly treated along with the more

recent generation, who have given to their researches a

voice such as even those who are indifferent to their sub-

jects may with pleasure hear. The Darwins, Huxleys,

and Tyndalls are an original class of wdiich previous

historical records were unaware. It may be added that

Narratives of Travel have also been omitted, partly from

want of space, partly because in few cases can these

works be ranked as in\re literature.
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We have said that to posterity this age will appeal

not inferior to the " spacious times of great Elizabeth."

Great in war, with generals more triumphant and an

influence more powerful than anything achieved in that

reign
;
great in the arts, if not as applied to the embel-

lishment and glory of life (for there is no painter in it

worthy the name), yet to its se^^'ice and enrichment—for

railways and steamboats bulh legan in this exuberant

era
;
great as no age ever was before in philanthropy, for

ever distinguished as the time in which Slavery was

abolished—we know of no such simultaneous and splen-

did action of all the forces of the intellect. The same

period contains what is confessedly the greatest political

event in the world since our Commonwealth, the French

Revolution, with all its sudden influences which have

worn out in the minds of individual men, and all those

slower workings, which are not exhausted nor probably

ever will be. These great things belong to another pro-

vince of history. Our business has been to show how the

quickened life found utterance in words, and with what

eloquence and energy the genius of the nation interpreted

its hi<ihe3t thoughts and noblest life.
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426, 427.

Reginald Dalton (see Lockhart).

Remorse (see Coleridge).

Reynolds. Sir Jcshua, ii. 67.

Ricardo, ii. 446.

Richardson, Samuel, i. 13 ; ii. 325,

326.

Rights of Women {see Mary WoU-
stonecraft).

Ritson, Joseph, ii. 17.

Robinson, Crabb, ii. Ill, 112-13-

14, 164, 475.

Roderick, the Leist of the GotJis {see

Southey).
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Rogers, Samuel, ii. 141, 1G2-163,

1(55, 170-172. 174.

Roscoe, William, ii. 115, 116.

Rovers {nee A/di-JdCobin).

Russell, Lord John {see Moore).

Sabbath (s^^" Graham).
Sand, George, ii. ;301.

Sayers, Dr., ii. 110.

Sayi)igs and Doings (see Hook).
Scenes of Infancy [see Leyden).
Scotland, English opinion of, before

Scott, i. 44vJ ; revelation of, in

Burns, 106 ; in Scott, 44o
; ad-

vantage over Ireland, 441 ; ii. i

366.
!

Scotland's Skalth, ii. 169.
j

Scott, John, editor of London Mag- i

azine, ii. 8!).
'

Scott, Sir Walter, i. 408-479

;

poetry first suggested to him,
410; his Lay, 4'2l, gr^^at poet-

ical reputation, 428 ; his poetry
always comprehensible, 425

;

modes of co.uposition, 43i) ; busi-

ness connection with the Bal-

lantyues, 429, 4:54; Wm-eHey,
443 ; knowledge of the country,
446 ; Review of lleurt of Midlo-

thian^ 451-45S ; domestic lite,

463 ; his downfall, 472 ; noble
struggle, 476 ; intioluc?s Camp-
bell to Edinburgh Society, 484

;

opinions of Hohe)iUndt:n, 492

;

the Miss Porters, ii 56 ; praise

of Joanna Baillie, 99, 106; al-

luded to, i 82. 119, 140, 140, 185,

199,302,322; ii. 118, 142-143,
168, 188-189, 28.-!, 297-8, 303,
317, 319, ,"^21, 336, 339, 352, 354,
359, 360-361, 371-372, 380, 421. :

Scottish Chiefs {see Jane Porter),
Scriptures. Introduction to Study

of, ii. 463.
j

Sense and Sensibility {see Miss
Austen).

Seward, Anna, i. 180-198; her criti-

cisms, 183; I'he Muse of Elegy,
193 ; friendship with Cary, ii. 84 ;

opinion of Daute, 85, 328.
S'landon, Bells of (see Mahoney).
Sheil, Richard Lalor. ii. 367.
Shelley, Harriet, ii. 195, 198, 199,

201, 235-236.

Shelley, Mary, ii. 199-201: her
Frankenstein, 214 ; after appear-
ances, 29, 46, 214.

Shelley, Percy Bysshe, ii. 193-209,
235-259 ; early rebellions, 194

;

meeting with Southey, 195 ; with
Byron, 205 ; contrast of their

friendships with that of Lake
poets, 209 ; wanderings on Lake
Leman, 212 ; li'croU of Mam, 238;

criticism of Prometheus, 243-216;
Cenci, 246-250 ; characteristics

of his poetry, 254 ; a child of Re-
volution, 263 ; alluded to, 267,

273, 274, 277, 286, 301, 306-7-8,

9, 83.

Sheridan, Richard Brinsley, i. 277;

ii. 175, 360-367-368 ; life of {see

Moore).
Shipwreck, Don Juan {see Byron).

Siddons, Mrs., Life of {see Camp-
bell).

Simeon, Charles, ii. 472-474, 476.

Simple Story (see Mrs. Inchbald).

Sir Andrew Wylie {see Scott).

Skelton, John, quoted, i. 103.

Smith, Adam, ii. 449.

Smith Charlotte, i. 197.

Smith, Horace, ii. 302-305.

Smith James, ii. 302-305.
Smith, Sidney, i. 372-3-4, 386-387,

389, 391 ; li. 162, 398.

Smollett, Tobias, ii. 325-326.
Songs of hinocence [see Blake).
Sonr/s of Expei'ience "

Sothebv, William, ii. 169, 306.

Spencer. Hon. \\. R., ii. 303, 306.

Southey, Robert, i. 201-209, 210,

212, 2->5-32"< ; his association

with Coleridge. 201 ; with Lan-
der, 306 ; noble and generous
character, 289; fertility and over-

productiveness, 292 ; criticisms

of his poetry, 296-7 ; laborious

accuracy, 302; alluded to, 351,

361, 364, 367, 376, 380-381. 391-

392, 428; ii. 27-42, 77, 168, 195,

196, 197, 205, 230, 255, 263, 310,

401,405, 421.

Strange Story (see Inchbald).

St. Leon (see Godwin).
Stael. 3Iadame de, ii. 434.

Stephen, Sir James, quoted, iL

471, 473.
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Steward, Diigald, i. 110, 113, 118,

482, 490 ; ii. 447.

Swau of Lichfield {.see Miss Seward).
Swift, Life of {see Scott).

Tales of FasJdonable Life {nee Edge-
wortli).

'J'ales of mp Tjandlord {nee Scott).

Tales (f the Hall (.see Crabbe).

Tali'ourd, Sergeant, quoted, i. 842
;

ii. 7(i, b9, 157.

Twin o Shunter {see Burns).

Taylor, Ann, ii. 120.

Taylor, Jane, ii. 120-121.

Taylor, Isaac, ii. 120.

Taylor, William, of Norwich, i. 304,
821, 411 ; ii. 110, 112, 472.

Thaddeiis of WarsaiD {see Jane
Porter).

Thalaha {see Soiithey).

Thomson, James, alluded to, i. 13,

58, ^3>i.

Thornton, Bonnel, i. 21.

Thurlow, Chancellor, 1. 18, 157,

105, 109.

Thurlow, Lord, ii. 306.

Tighe, Mrs., ii. 309.

Tooke, Home, ii. 53.

Tri(ds of Margaret Lindsay {see

WilsoA).

Unwik Family at Huntingdon, 1.

41.

LTnwin, Mrs. , i. 40, seqrj. ; My
Mary, 70.

Unwin, Rev. W., '. 41.

Valerinn {see Lockhart).

Vathek {see Beckford).

Venice, description of, by Byron,
ii. 222 ; by Shelley, 241.

Village, The {see Crabbe).

Village, Our (see Miss Mitford).

VindicicB Gallicoe (see Mackintosh).

Virginius {see Sheridan Knowles).

Wakefield, Gilbert, alluded to,

ii. 108.

Watchman, The {see Coleridge).

Wat Tyler {see Southey).

W^atson, Bishop, ii. 468.

Watt, James, 1. Ih5. 391.

W'tdgewoods, the, i. 214.

Wesley, i. 85 ; ii. 4()8. 477.

Westminster Eeview established, IL

442.

Whistlecraft {see Hookham Frere),

White, Henry Kirke, i. 826 -7.

Whitfield. George, ii. 468-477.

Wilberlorce, William, ii. 404, 467-
471.

Williams, Helen Maria, ii. 19.

Wilson, John, i. 358. 399-408, 404,

405, 400, 499 ; ii. 78, 210, 274,

369.

Wolcot, John, ii. 11-14, 141.

Wolfe, Charles, ii. 872.

Wollstonecraft, Mary, ii. 30, 37-49
;

198, 199. 820.

Wordsworth, Dorothy, i. 216, 223-
4-5.

Wordsworth, William, i. 218-243-
254-276

;
poverty and independ-

ence, 216 ; effect upon him of

French Revolution, 217-222
; ii.

19 ; Lyriral Ballads, i. 231 ; ab-

sence of the critical faculty, 242,

245 ; force of character making
the Lyrical Ballads the founda-

tion of his fame, 259 ; the Pre-

lude, introductory circumstances,

264, 200 ; the Excursion, 208

;

the Ode, 273 ; alluded to, 285-6,

290-1, 299, 800. 820. 348, 350-

851-852, 354, 350, 381, 383, 39-3-

394. 404, 422. 428, 424 ; contrast

between Wordsworth and Scott,

480 ; ii. 70-77, 99, 107, 108. 108,

204-206, 212, 224, 263, 269, 274,

408.

Ye Mariners of England {see Cole-

ridge).

Yearsley, Anne, i. 201.

Zelaco, i. 120.
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